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“You recall most often . . .  

[the] people who were kind to you.”

Remember Me | Heywood Hale Broun





Son is the most perfect thing for entertaining the soul.

Ignacio Piñeiro, founder of Septeto Nacional

C’est trés simple . . . On danse.

Luambo “Franco” Makiadi, “Cooperation”

It stays fresh as long as we catch the pattern.

Baloji, “Karibu Ya Bintou” 
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NOTE ON SPELLING OF SENEGALESE NAMES

Transcription of names from Senegalese languages and Arabic into Roman script 
can be imprecise. As a result, it is not unusual for Senegalese names to have 
inconsistent spellings. I have incorporated these variations in my text.





INTRODUCTION

Sound Track for a Black Atlantic

If a traveler goes to Cuba today to search for the burial sites of such renowned 
Afro-Cuban musicians as the bandleader and singer Beny Moré, the classic 
sonero Abelardo Barrosso, or the flutist Pancho Bravo, they will find beautiful 
stone markers for the graves, only recently erected. If they were to examine the 
markers more carefully, they would be drawn into one of the more fascinating 
histories of the black Atlantic. It wasn’t the Cuban government or the families 
of these artists who commissioned these impressive monuments. Rather, it was 
an admirer of these musicians from the West African nation of Senegal who 
financed the gravestones and insisted on their installation. 

These renovated burial sites attest to the continuing passion that many Senega-
lese have for the music of Cuba. It is an enthusiasm that has deep roots in Senegal 
and has played a significant role in Senegalese history for over eighty years. By 
examining this francophone West African preoccupation with Cubanidad, this 
book extends the borders of the black Atlantic to include the Hispanic Caribbean 
and francophone Africa. In so doing, it documents overlooked local modernities 
and expands our knowledge of the different forms of resistance that Africans used 
to contest European cultural and political hegemony in the twentieth century. 

This book is based on the premise that “people think through music, decide 
who they are through it . . . [music] is less a ‘something’ than a way of knowing 
the world, a way of being ourselves.”1 As Denis-Constant Martin points out, 
“music is an inextricable combination of audible elements and social processes.”2 
From this perspective, the history of Afro-Cuban music in Senegal is more than 
an analysis of a marginal and “exotic” aesthetic form. Since the 1930s Senegalese 
have used music to imagine a new social order and engage in discussions about 
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citizenship, cosmopolitanism, authenticity, masculinities, consumption, and 
the creation of local modernities. By looking at how the Senegalese deployed 
Afro-Cuban music in various cultural and political spheres, this book provides a 
history of taste and generational friction in twentieth-century Senegal and reveals 
the tensions involved in the Senegalese creating a postcolonial national culture.

In Senegal, listening and dancing to Afro-Cuban music created structures 
of feeling that united generations and bridged ethnic differences.3 In the 1930s 
Afro-Cuban served as a catalyst for bringing African and Caribbean intellectuals 
together in the negritude movement, which sought to insert African narratives 
into universal history and create a space for Africa in the global “republic of let-
ters.” From the 1950s through the 1960s the movement helped the first postcolo-
nial generation in Senegal define its cultural mission; in the 1990s it contributed 
to a revitalization of Senegalese cosmopolitanism. Today it helps mend frayed 
diasporic connections between Senegal and the Caribbean.

This abiding Senegalese affection for prerevolutionary Cuban music has an 
important story to tell. During the twentieth century consumption of Afro-Cuban 
music was integral to the imagining and embodying of Senegalese modernities. 
The discovery of Afro-Cuban music in Paris in the 1930s by Senegalese students 
inspired an entire generation of Senegalese intellectuals like Léopold Senghor 
to find their voice. Later in the 1950s and 1960s Senegalese youth, through the 
creation of Afro-Cuban record clubs, experimented with new forms of “mod-
ern” sociality. In the 1960s and 1970s nightclubs in Dakar and other Senegalese 
cities featuring live performances of Afro-Cuban music were laboratories for 
decolonizing Senegalese culture. In the 1980s Senegalese Afro-Cuban music 
spearheaded a growing diasporic cultural transnationalism anchored in the 
tropical world. In the 1990s the international impact of Senegalese Afro-Cuban 
music continued when one song by the group Africando became a radio hit 
in Latino New York and throughout the Hispanic Caribbean. During most of 
the twentieth century and into the twenty-first, Afro-Cuban music has played 
a critical role in Senegalese debates about sociality, cultural authenticity, and 
cultural citizenship. 

MYTHS ABOUT AFRO-CUBAN MUSIC IN SENEGAL

In spite of its significance, until recently Afro-Cuban music in Africa has largely 
been overlooked as a research subject. A number of pervasive myths about this 
music explain this neglect. Many believe, even in Africa itself, that Afro-Cuban 
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music was exclusively the preserve of “Westernized” African elites in the 1950s 
and 1960s, listened to by only a prosperous few for a limited period of time. It 
also is an article of faith in some circles in Africa and abroad that Afro-Cuban 
music in Africa has been aesthetically stagnant, locked into clichéd covers of 
a handful of Cuban classics like “El Manisero” and “Guantanamera.” Perhaps 
most damagingly, many commentators have categorized Latin music in Africa 
as culturally inauthentic and inherently colonial. 

This book dispels these myths. Latin music has never been limited to a privi-
leged cadre in the capital. Its appeal for much of the twentieth century tran-
scended class and ethnic boundaries in both urban and rural Senegal. The lo-
cal musicians playing Afro-Cuban music, few of whom came from prominent 
Senegalese families, were attracted to it in part for its aesthetic possibilities. Over 
time they retained its musical structure and repertoire but remained open to 
artistic experimentation. After mastering the Cuban style in the early 1960s, for 
example, they proceeded to sing in Wolof, one of Senegal’s major languages, and 
integrated indigenous traditions of instrumentation, singing, subject matter, and 
rhythm into their performances. These musicians and their public never viewed 
Afro-Cuban music as “foreign,” a “Western” import. They were aware that the 
music arose out of the “forced migration” of Africans to the New World and that it 
incorporated many African elements. In playing, hearing, and dancing to it, they 
heard and felt their history and culture echoing from across the Atlantic Ocean. 
By embracing the music, they were reforging diasporic ties and proclaiming their 
autonomy from exclusively Western models of modernity.

PLACE(S) DE L’INDÉPENDANCE

Tracing the trajectory of Afro-Cuban music in Senegal illuminates many di-
mensions of that nation’s cultural history, such as gender relations, generational 
competition and conflict, debates over cosmopolitanism and hybridity, the role 
of nostalgia in Senegalese national culture, and shifting diasporic identities. 
The music also has provided new forms of enjoyment, a template for cultural 
citizenship, and a tool for creating a public sphere free from European and North 
American cultural hegemony. It is all too easy when writing about popular music 
in Africa to overlook the essential truth that its primary purpose has been to 
provide pleasure. For some scholars of popular culture, incorporating pleasure 
into their analysis would be tantamount to arguing that popular music is frivolous 
and devoid of significant cultural and political content. In this book I argue that 
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examining the ways the Senegalese have experienced pleasure is crucial to un-
derstanding how they have imagined modernity and defined cosmopolitanism. 
The Senegalese historically have responded to Afro-Cuban music on a number 
of levels. In talking about their attraction to this music, they emphasize how 
much it has stirred them physically and mesmerized them aurally and visually. 
By drawing on so many of their senses, it has led them to embody new codes of 
behavior and new modes of enjoyment. As a consequence, in listening to how 
the Senegalese have listened to Afro-Cuban music, we can trace the genealogies 
of a modern Senegalese sensibility.

While Afro-Cuban music has been a source of enjoyment for many Senegalese, 
it also has been a tool for moral instruction and a means for thinking about alter-
native varieties of citizenship from French colonial models. Since the 1930s the 
Senegalese have equated Afro-Cuban music with “modern” forms of sociality and 
leisure. Integrating women into previously all-male social domains was intrinsic 
to these new practices, as was patronizing cabarets and music clubs. Dancing to 
Cuban music with a partner of the opposite sex became for men and women a 
symbol of sophistication. Innovative patterns of consumption were even more 
important as Senegalese acquired the latest European male fashion and, by the 
1950s, LPs of Cuban music. The new forms of sociality emphasized that being 
correcte was a path to modernity. Self-discipline, affability, tolerance, erudition, 
an elegant appearance, and a general air of savoir faire became characteristics 
of the well-ordered, morally grounded life. Changes in consumption relating 
to Afro-Cuban music enabled young Senegalese to claim “rights of difference” 
within the context of the Franco-Senegalese state.4 They appropriated power 
consumer goods from abroad, like shoes, shirts, jackets, sunglasses, pens, and 
Cuban records, to assert and create cultural spaces beyond French domina-
tion. Though grounded in cultural practices, these patterns of consumption 
had significant political ramifications. They solidified new ways of defining and 
actualizing themselves and helped lay the foundations for a Senegalese national 
culture in tune with but subtlety different from the official negritude version 
propagated by President Léopold Senghor. 

THE ORAL AND THE AURAL: RESEARCHING THE  

HISTORY OF SENEGALESE POPULAR MUSIC

The Senegalese have valued Afro-Cuban music both for its artistic worth and for 
the sensibility and conduct linked with it. Because the music and its cultural com-
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plex have been intertwined with so many major social and cultural issues in the 
Senegalese past and present, any research methodology for studying its changing 
roles and meanings must be multidisciplinary and attuned to the multivocality 
of the nation’s Afro-Cuban music scene. Monographs on African popular music 
tend to either focus exclusively on recordings and musicians in a “maps and 
chaps” narrative or reduce music to its sociological and historical dimensions 
where context overrides content. Neither one of these approaches can account 
for Afro-Cuban music in Senegal. The story of this music has involved intellectu-
als, musicians, members of record collecting clubs, amateur dancers, music club 
habitués, broadcasters, club owners, impresarios, and world music executives. Its 
geographical expanse is equally vast, taking in Cuba, Puerto Rico, Colombia, Peru, 
New York, Miami, Paris, Abidjan, Dakar, and a number of smaller Senegalese 
cities. Only a multifaceted research methodology can capture this complexity. 

I began my fieldwork by immersing myself in the recorded music of Cuba, 
Puerto Rico, and the Senegalese Afro-Cuban ensembles. The advent of CDs in 
the 1980s led to the reemergence of large amounts of previously unavailable mu-
sic. Small record labels in Europe, especially in the Netherlands, Germany, and 
Greece, pioneered the re-release of Senegalese music. The owners of these labels 
traveled to Senegal, bought old discs or tapes, remastered them, and then repack-
aged them as CDs, often with excellent liner notes. Sometimes these re-releases 
were “pirated,” but in most cases the original musicians were compensated for 
their work.5 Without this newly available invaluable archive, it would have been 
almost impossible to conduct my research. The records in and of themselves 
constitute a treasure of oral histories. with proverbs, historical references, and 
interpretive “takes” on cultural change. Moreover, by the time I interacted with 
the musicians who made these recordings, I already had a rough understanding 
of their artistic development. I also had an extensive familiarity with recorded 
Latin music from the Caribbean and the United States. If I had been without this 
expertise, the Afro-Senegalese music community in Dakar would have dismissed 
me as an amateur who was not worth their time. With that knowledge came not 
only mutual esteem but also camaraderie. We all were initiated members of an 
exclusive club of enthusiasts and experts.

Attending concerts and recording sessions in New York was another valuable 
research activity. Before I began my research in Dakar, I was able to attend a 
performance by the Senegalese Afro-Cuban group Africando at Lincoln Center 
in New York in 1997. I also had the privilege of being present at some of their 
recording sessions for two of their albums and engaging in extensive conversa-
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tions with one of the album’s arrangers, the Malian/Nigerian arranger and flutist 
Boncana Maïga, and with the late Senegalese producer Ibrahima Sylla. These 
experiences gave me a solid grounding for my work in Senegal years before I 
arrived in Dakar in the fall of 2002 to spend a year as a Fulbright professor at 
Cheikh Anta Diop University.

I originally conceived of my project as being based on a series of interviews 
I planned to do with Afro-Cuban musicians in Senegal. I thought these oral 
histories would supply me with everything I needed. I soon discovered I was 
wrong in two respects. I started off well enough in January 2003. Two of the most 
prominent salsa musicians in Dakar, Pape Fall and Mar Seck, readily agreed to be 
interviewed. They couldn’t have been more accommodating and were articulate 
and well informed. However, after this promising start my work ground to a halt. 
I made appointments with musicians, but they didn’t show up. I realized I had 
proceeded too rapidly. I needed to work at establishing a relationship of trust and 
respect with the musical community. Regularly attending their performances at 
clubs around Dakar, like Chez Iba, and visiting them during the day facilitated 
this. Over a period of four years and a number of research trips, I attended hun-
dreds of these performances in a variety of venues, ranging from elegant private 
parties to working-class neighborhood bars. Participant observation became part 
of my research tool kit. The musicians turned out to be welcoming, frank, open, 
and eager to talk about their work and lives with insight and eloquence. They 
appreciated that I had become a semipermanent fixture in their world, as I was 
able to make annual research trips to Senegal for a number of years. 

Once I had established myself in the Afro-Cuban musical community, I re-
sumed my formal interviews. These interviews gave the musicians an opportunity 
to be taken seriously as artists, something they clearly relished (and merited). 
If an interview proved particularly fruitful, I would schedule several more ses-
sions with that individual. As I created a place for myself among the musicians, 
I realized that I had too narrowly conceived my research. These artists were part 
of extensive overlapping networks in Dakar that went well beyond the walls of 
a music club or recording studio, taking in the realms of academia, the media, 
politics, commerce, and government. In order to comprehend the Afro-Cuban 
music world, I needed to chart these networks. This aspect of my research brought 
me into contact with a remarkable coterie of aficionados of Afro-Cuban music 
in Dakar (retired civil servants, journalists, recording engineers, broadcasters, 
media executives, record collectors, academics, and entertainment entrepre-
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neurs). The depth and breadth of this group’s knowledge of the development of 
Afro-Cuban music both in Cuba and Senegal is astonishing. Fortunately they 
were as generous as the musicians in sharing what they knew—and they made 
themselves even more available when they recognized my expertise in Caribbean 
music (which in truth was much less extensive than theirs). Here, too, I was able 
to establish satisfying relationships that continue until this day. I wasn’t doing 
research on them but with them.

My research also involved archival work at the Senegalese national archive, 
perusing back issues of Dakar newspapers and looking through scrapbooks 
kept by local fans of Afro-Cuban music. Friends at the Senegalese broadcasting 
service, RTS, also made available to me tapes and DVDs of past programming or 
their own visual coverage of the Senegalese Afro-Cuban community at home in 
Dakar and on tour in Cuba.6 The colonial archive on urban nightlife was thin, 
showing that the French felt they had little to fear from the bourgeoning Afro-
Cuban “scene.” Newspaper clippings showed that Senegalese journalists were 
highly proficient in writing about Afro-Cuban music. The tone of their articles 
was serious, and their coverage of musicians was dignified and professional. 
However, as a source this material was more useful for background than for 
detail. The visual documents from RTS, by contrast, provided essential, accurate, 
and detailed material unavailable elsewhere. The difference between the utility 
of these two sources stems from the fact that the individuals responsible for the 
RTS documents were long-standing participants in Senegal’s Afro-Cuban com-
munity, who were personally invested in the stories they were covering, whereas 
the journalists writing on Afro-Cuban musicians were more generalists.

The richest print sources for this project were representations of Afro-Cuban 
music in Senegalese fiction and poetry, starting in the 1930s. These sources 
uncover a “silenced” history of Afro-Cuban music: its role in the formation of 
negritude. They also illuminate some of the circuits through which Afro-Cuban 
music reached Senegal. Perhaps most significantly, they reveal how Afro-Cuban 
music has been linked with Senegalese debates about cultural (and political) citi-
zenship and modernity since before World War II. Either through its conspicu-
ous presence or its explicit exclusion, this music has shaped how the Senegalese 
have defined republicanism and cosmopolitanism. Today it has little place in 
contemporary literature. However, as long as negritude in one form or another 
remains influential in Senegal, Afro-Cuban music will continue to resonate in 
the nation’s intellectual life.
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MAPPING ROUTES IN REVERSE

This book reconstructs the history of Afro-Cuban music in Senegal from the 
1930s through the beginning of the twenty-first century. The first chapter briefly 
surveys the history of Afro-Cuban music and identifies which of its musical 
traditions have most appealed to Senegalese listeners and performers. Chapter 
2 begins by showing how Afro-Cuban music became a global phenomenon 
in the 1920s. It then analyzes how Latin music contributed to the formation 
of negritude in Paris in the 1930s. It concludes with Senegalese explaining in 
their own words why they have felt so drawn to Caribbean music. The third 
chapter examines the rise of a new type of cultural citizenship in Senegal in the 
1950s, informed by both consumerism and Afro-Cuban music. This linkage was 
especially evident in Dakar’s record clubs. Made up of young men, these clubs 
collected Latin music discs and staged carefully organized parties. These groups 
pioneered innovative ways of enjoying leisure time and developed new forms of 
sociality tied to their conception of modernity. The fourth chapter focuses on 
the establishment of a Senegalese tradition of performing Afro-Cuban music. 
By the late 1960s Senegalese ensembles had mastered the Cuban style, and they 
began to incorporate indigenous languages and musical elements into their per-
formances. The chapter also considers how new technologies and new audiences 
shaped the development of Senegalese Afro-Cuban music in the 1970s and 1980s. 
The result of these changes was an urbane style, well suited to a rapidly changing 
and decolonizing Dakar. The chapter concludes by telling the story of the singer 
and bandleader Laba Sosseh, who became one of the first Pan-African music 
stars and then a salsa musician in the United States. The fifth chapter surveys 
the debates in 1980s Senegal about authenticity and cosmopolitanism. During 
this period younger Senegalese began to see Afro-Cuban music as irrelevant and 
dated, and the music went into a temporary eclipse. Many began to buy cassettes 
of their favorite m’balax bands and attend their performances, participating in 
Afro-Cuban music and dancing. The chapter analyzes the forces that led to the 
music’s survival and then its resurgence in the early 1990s. Chapter 6 examines 
a number of recent attempts to market Senegalese Afro-Cuban ensembles as 
“world musicians.” These marketing campaigns reveal the diverse ways differ-
ent parts of the world imagine Africa in the twenty-first century. Africa and the 
Caribbean have generated some of these images, but the dominant global vision 
stems from “Western” fantasies of tropical decay. The chapter next deals with 
the first tour of Cuba in 2002 by a Senegalese Afro-Cuban group. The tour was 
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a mixed success, demonstrating how diasporic identities can become entangled 
in ideological conflicts and divergent institutional priorities. The chapter ends by 
exploring how certain musical riffs have resonated in the black Atlantic. As these 
riffs circulate, they acquire new meanings in different contexts. Their itinerar-
ies map the aesthetic contours of the black Atlantic. They demonstrate that the 
cultural conversation between Senegal and the Hispanic Caribbean endures in 
productive and unpredictable ways.
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Kora(son)

Africa and Afro-Cuban Music

When I listen to Cuban music, I feel there is a part of me in that music. 
I think I’m right because when Orquesta Aragón came here, the chef 

d’orchestre said they had to come back to Africa because that is where the 
music is from, especially Senegal. Every time I hear that music (hums a 

song), I hear “El Manisero.” You see—it’s the same culture.
Pape Fall, leader of the group African Salsa1

Though Cuba has a population of less than twelve million, its cultural and po-
litical prominence in the twentieth century has far exceeded its modest size. Its 
impact has been particularly pronounced in the realm of music. Cuban music 
throughout its history has absorbed elements from numerous cultures and in 
turn has helped shape popular culture in many parts of the world, including 
the rest of Latin America and the United States. However, its influence has been 
most pronounced in twentieth-century Africa. Cuban music, with its variety 
and complexity and its profusion of genres, encouraged Africans to imagine new 
cultural identities and experiment with innovative forms of leisure. Indeed, it 
provided a template for modern popular music for most of Africa, from Guinea 
to the Congo to Tanzania. The guitar bands of Conakry, the rumba orchestras 
of Kinshasa, and even the Taarab ensembles of the Swahili coast and Zanzibar 
all found some of their musical roots in this small island nation. To understand 
why Cuban music has held sway so far from its shores, it is useful to explore its 
origins and examine its development. This chapter analyzes some of the most 
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conspicuous features of the Cuban style and looks at the factors shaping the 
development of the Cuban genres that have had the most appeal in Africa in 
general and Senegal in particular.2

ROUTES OF ROOTS

Many New World musics incorporated African features as a result of the forced 
migration of tens of millions of Africans to North America, the Caribbean, and 
Central and South America during the era of plantation slavery. However, what 
makes Cuban music so unusual is its range of African influences, their inten-
sity, and their revitalization through African migration throughout most of the 
nineteenth century. Cuba’s African population arrived in waves from different 
parts of the continent, starting in the sixteenth century. Each of these unwilling 
African immigrants brought with him or her techniques, beliefs, aesthetic pref-
erences, linguistic practices, and types of knowledge from the “home” culture. 
The immigrants found themselves in a situation in which they encountered 
other Africans who came to Cuba with related but sometimes significantly dis-
similar conceptual “tool kits.” In their struggle for survival, Afro-Cubans had to 
construct a culture out of bits and pieces from the “Old World,” mostly African 
but sometimes Spanish, using shared organizing principles.3 

It is probable that creating a common musical tradition was one of the first 
tasks undertaken by the uprooted migrants. “Music has no frontiers” is an expres-
sion often heard in contemporary Senegal, and given the commonalties that exist 
among many African musical cultures, fashioning a music for their oppressive 
existence in colonial Cuba must have been one of the less daunting tasks facing 
the black Cuban community. In the process of undertaking this cultural project, 
the first black Cubans made one of the hallmarks of their emerging musical tradi-
tion an aesthetic conservatism that maintains aspects of the old while layering 
on the new.4 This tendency made the inclusion of unfamiliar musical cultures 
from incoming populations a much easier proposition. Because of this aesthetic 
conservatism, Afro-Cuban musicians frequently have staged conversations be-
tween the established and the innovative in their work, rather than submerging 
or eliminating older ways of playing music in the name of novelty or “progress” 
as is done in many other parts of the world. They may play old rhythms on new 
instruments; have a chorus sing in a “traditional” nasal timbre while the soloist 
performs in a more modern melodious style; or incorporate old instruments 
in new settings, as the bandleader Arsenio Rodríguez did in the 1940s when he 
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brought conga drums previously exclusively used in religious observances into a 
popular music ensemble.5 This practice has meant that informed listeners from 
Africa can hear the many separate elements that comprise Cuban music much 
more distinctly than in other more streamlined New World musics. Afro-Cuban 
music is not only part of Cuban history; it seeks to contain as much of that his-
tory as possible within many of its compositions. As a result, the sound of Africa 
insistently comes through.

There is some debate about whether Central or West Africa supplied the bulk 
of the first forced migrants to Cuba in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
Ned Sublette, a musician, music producer, and writer who is a respected expert 
on Cuban music, insists that most of the first Afro-Cubans were from what is 
now the Congo and Angola. His argument relies more on negative evidence than 
on substantial proof. Sublette cites a cédula (royal edict) issued by the Spanish 
king Carlos in 1526 barring the importation of Muslim Wolof speakers (Geofes in 
the original document) from present-day Senegal to the New World.6 However, 
it was common for settlers in the Hispanic Caribbean to flout royal decrees be-
cause these edicts were difficult to enforce under even the best of circumstances. 
Moreover, the cédula only banned the Muslim Wolof from being sold as slaves. 
That left the Portuguese and later French traders considerable latitude to traffic 
in Serer, Mandinka, Diola, and other captives from Senegambian regions imme-
diately to the south of the zone of the Wolof speakers. It is likely that following 
the usual pattern in the Caribbean, the first Spanish settlers in Cuba filled their 
slave quarters with both Senegambians and Congolese/Angolans. The slavehold-
ers believed, with good cause, that a slave population of only one language group 
was more prone to rebellion than a mixed group, which would find mounting a 
unified insurrection more challenging.

Musically, it is possible to hear traces of both Congolese and Senegalese music 
deeply embedded in Cuban song. The sanza/likembe, a Congolese instrument 
on which metal prongs are mounted above a sound box and plucked, took root 
on the island, and its descendant, the marímbula, supplied the bass lines for 
the earliest recorded son groups, like Septeto Habanero in the 1920s.7 Soon the 
contrabass replaced the marímbulas, and bass players have retained their promi-
nent position in Cuban popular music ensembles ever since. It is their role to 
articulate the basic beat of any piece so that the dancers know which rhythm to 
follow. Their crucial musical role led Cuban bassists to become some of the first 
virtuosos on their instruments in the twentieth century.8

Though conclusive proof is lacking, the Senegambia region might have pro-
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vided one of the basic building blocks of Cuban music, the clave. The clave is both 
an instrument (two wooden sticks) and a syncopated rhythm that has become the 
bedrock of the Cuban sound. Lucy Duran, an ethnomusicologist who has studied 
both Cuban and West African music, argues that the clave rhythm originated in 
the Mandinka/Maninka area of West Africa.9 The Mandinka, one of the major 
population groups in the Gambia River valley, were among the first to supply cap-
tives to the Caribbean. Since the Mandinka were forced to migrate to other areas 
of the Caribbean and the Caribbean Basin, a significant number must have ended 
up in Cuba, perhaps bringing the clave with them. Certainly the clave abounds 
in the contemporary Mandinka kora repertoire, although modern Mandinka 
musicians actually may be borrowing this rhythm from Cuban records.10

In the centuries that followed the initial forced migration of Congolese/
Angolans and Senegalese to Cuba, other regions of Africa supplied numerous 
captives. The peoples of the Calabar River valley in Nigeria (who were called 
Carabali, Ñáñigo, or Abakuá in Cuba) were one important source of enslaved 
manpower,11 as were those from the Fon- and Ewe-speaking areas of present-day 
Dahomey and Togo (who were called the Arará in Cuba).12 In addition, Akan 
speakers from present-day Ghana (called the Mina); groups from present-day 
Côte D’Ivoire, Liberia, and Sierra Leone (called the Gangá); and even some 
captives from Mozambique in Southern Africa were forced to migrate to Cuba. 
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries there was another influx of captives 
from the Senegambian region, mostly Mande speakers, as well as a huge wave of 
Yoruba speakers (called Lucumí) from what is now Nigeria.13 By the nineteenth 
century Cubans with links to Yoruba-speaking areas of Nigeria comprised the 
largest percentage of black Cubans, followed by the Congolese and the Cross 
River peoples.14 Not surprisingly, the influence of these three groups became 
dominant in Afro-Cuban music by the dawn of the twentieth century. Neverthe-
less, reflecting the aesthetic conservatism of Afro-Cuban culture, elements from 
other African traditions like the clave remained an important part of the “mix.”

The diverse origins of Cuba’s African population were not historically unusual. 
However, what was remarkable was how the Spanish allowed their African cap-
tives to preserve aspects of their culture like drumming and even encouraged 
them to organize themselves into ethnic mutual help organizations, called cabil-
dos.15 This limited cultural accommodation by the Spanish helped keep African 
musical expression alive in Cuba. What was even more extraordinary, though, 
was how Cuba drastically expanded its African population in the nineteenth 
century with new enslaved laborers. Elsewhere in the New World, with the con-
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spicuous exception of Brazil, direct African cultural influence largely subsided 
during this period, as first the importation of captives from Africa and then 
slavery itself ended.16 In Cuba the opposite occurred. The incoming migrants 
re-Africanized aspects of Cuban music making, especially drumming and danc-
ing. This revitalization of the African roots of many Afro-Cuban cultural forms 
only two generations before the first recordings of Cuban songs served to make 
Cuban music especially appealing to African listeners in the twentieth century. 
The sound of Africa came through loud and clear to them.

Africa, of course, was not the only force molding Afro-Cuban music. Other 
global influences were at work. Many of the original Spanish settlers of Cuba, 
for example, were from Andalusia, a part of Spain deeply effected by its interac-
tions with Arabs, Berbers, and sub-Saharan Africans. They brought with them 
such song forms as the décima, which can still be heard in Cuba. Black Cubans 
appropriated such song forms and made them part of their cultural repertoire. 
After the Haitian revolution in the closing decades of the eighteenth century, 
large numbers of French planters migrated to eastern Cuba with their enslaved 
Africans. The Haitian captives introduced black Cubans to their rhythms, many 
of which derived from Fon culture.17 The French planters popularized the French 
contradanse in Cuba and introduced Cubans to their flute and violin ensembles, 
which were embraced by both criollos and black Cubans. 

Another new musical element came to Cuba from Europe. One of the little 
known cultural repercussions of the Napoleonic age was the revamping of the 
European military marching band. The bands started to have better trained 
musicians and grew larger, with more varied instrumentation such as cymbals, 
adapted from Ottoman military orchestras. The new style military bands caught 
on with the Cuban public, and many towns formed their own brass ensembles, 
which exist to this day. Black Cubans were as fascinated with these new musical 
groups as were other Cubans. Indeed, a number of the early major black and 
mulatto Cuban musicians and composers had had experience playing in such 
ensembles.18 

MI GUAJIRA :  CUBAN MUSIC GENRES  

AND SENEGALESE MUSICAL TASTE

By the end of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, these disparate mu-
sical elements from Africa and Europe had coalesced into five major Cuban 
music genres—rumba, bolero, guajira, son, and danzón—which either alone 
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or in combination with one another organized Afro-Cuban musical expression 
in the twentieth century. The boundaries between these genres have not been 
rigid, and Cuban musicians have moved freely from one to the other. Africans 
have found some of these genres more appealing than others. Indeed, they have 
shown no interest in perhaps the most African of all Afro-Cuban musical forms, 
the rumba. The rumba has been the music of black Cuban “street people” and 
other marginalized Afro-Cuban groups in Cuban society since the nineteenth 
century. Its instrumentation is exclusively percussion. Most of its rhythms have 
their origin in Afro-Cuban religious ritual. Euro-Cubans until recently regarded 
the rumba as disreputable and not worthy of serious attention. Recordings of 
it were extremely rare until after the Cuban Revolution (1953–1959), when the 
Castro regime designated it as “folklore” and an important part of the national 
cultural patrimony.19 Because of this neglect, other than a few cognoscenti, Af-
rican listeners outside had little opportunity to hear authentic rumba record-
ings throughout most of the twentieth century. When many Senegalese finally 
did encounter the rumba in the 1980s, their aloof response to it mirrored that 
of Euro-Cubans in the prerevolutionary era. Both musicians and the listening 
public found the music too atavistic and unrefined for their taste.20 In Senegal, 
a nation of exceptional percussionists, the drumming of the rumberos failed to 
impress listeners. Along with most Africans, the Senegalese mostly ignored this 
form of Cuban musical expression.

The bolero has been the most popular genre of Cuban music in Cuba itself 
and in the rest of Latin America. Mexicans particularly have an affinity for it. 
Boleros are romantic songs, performed with smooth intensity by mostly male 
performers. In most instances melody trumps rhythm, and the musical arrange-
ments tend to be lush. The main public for this type of music in Latin America 
has always been women, with a significant cohort of gay men.21 Paradoxically, 
this type of Cuban ballad has not especially resonated with African audiences. 
African listeners have preferred to embrace the term and the concept (languor-
ous beats, romantic lyrics) rather than the genre itself. A well-paced evening of 
Latin dancing at a social gathering always includes slow ballads, which Africans, 
following practice elsewhere, label boleros, even if these numbers are stylistically 
far from the original Cuban model.22 A number of factors account for Africans’ 
relative lack of interest in this variety of Cuban music. Classic Cuban boleros 
usually lack an obvious African tinge.23 Moreover, French music has its own tra-
dition of sentimental love songs. From the 1930s through the 1960s such French 
performers as the Corsican Tino Rossi (1907–1983) were beloved in Africa.24 The 
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Cuban bolero was not sufficiently different from the French romantic song to 
wean African audiences away from a musical tradition that already had entranced 
them. Perhaps the emphatic feminine orientation of bolero also made young 
African men uncomfortable before the sexual revolution of the1960s. Even as 
African tastes have shifted in the last twenty years, African audiences of Cuban 
music have yet to explore this deep well of Cubanidad.25

A greater number of African listeners have been attracted to rural Cuban 
genres like tonados and puntos. Cubans associate these cultural forms with the 
peasants and small ranchers of the Cuban interior, los guajiros, who have been 
mostly descendants of migrants from Spain. Guajira musicians like the guitarist, 
tresero, and singer Eliades Ochoa like to stress their rural background, sometimes 
wearing the Cuban equivalent of cowboy hats.26 The unadorned but powerful 
style of guajira singers like Guillermo Portabales appealed to African sensibilities 
much more than the exaggerated fervor of bolero crooners.27 The instrumenta-
tion of a typical guajiro group, with guitar, tres, bongos, and sometimes a bass, 
combined for many Africans listeners the best of African and European musical 
traditions. “Guantanamera,” the most famous guajira song, became an anthem of 
African Latin musicians as early as the 1960s and is still extensively performed.28 
While in Cuba guajiro music resonates with nostalgia for an idyllic rural past, 
in Senegal it has been associated it with elegance and urbanity. Indeed, guajiro 
rhythms have become one of the bedrocks of Senegalese salsa and remain ex-
tremely popular today.29

Son is the most expansive of all Afro-Cuban musical genres. Musicians have 
found it malleable and easy to combine with foreign music like jazz. It also has 
worked well in a wide array of musical settings, from guitar trios to small en-
sembles to large brass orchestras. An intricate interweaving of African rhythms 
and vocal styles with European melodies and harmonies, son is a celebrated 
example of méttisage. The Cuban ethnologist Fernando Ortiz, who was among 
the genre’s first champions, described it as “Cuban counterpoint” and argued that 
it was a perfect metaphor for Cuban history and culture.30 In a similar vein, the 
ethnomusicologist Robin Moore pointed out that son was able to link “the culture 
of the Afrocuban underclasses with that of mainstream society . . . [widening] 
the syncretic sphere mediating between realms of African- and Iberian-derived 
culture.”31 This adaptability and cultural inclusiveness enabled son to have the 
greatest international impact of all Cuban musical forms.

Arriving at a definition of the son form is difficult because of its protean na-
ture. However, Moore has successfully managed to describe its main elements. 
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According to him, a basic son piece has seven musical characteristics. It is in 
duple meter and employs simple European-derived harmonic patterns (I-V-I-
IV-V). It alternates between verse and chorus sections, and it usually contains 
short instrumental segments, often played on either a tres or trumpet. The three 
most distinctive features of the son are the use of African-type percussion in-
struments, the montuno section, and the clave. From the time of the earliest 
son conjuntos, ensembles used bongo drums to provide propulsive syncopa-
tion. Though there doesn’t seem to be any African antecedent for the two small 
high-pitched drums that make up bongos, black Cuban musicians played them 
in a style derived directly from African drumming traditions.32 The montuno 
is the final section of a son, in which the accompanying musicians start playing 
at a brisker tempo, and the chorus and the sonero take turns rapidly singing 
strongly rhythmic improvisations. The clave is the heart of the son. Musicians 
playing in clave emphasize the fourth beat of the 4/4 measure more strongly 
than the first and lay down a unique bass rhythm, emphasizing the “and-of-2” 
(the upbeat falling between beats 2 and 3) and “4,” which is generally described 
as an “anticipated bass.”33

Son emerged as a cultural form sometime in the nineteenth century in eastern 
Cuba. Its early history remains obscure. By the first decades of the twentieth 
century it began to spread to other parts of Cuba, including Havana. Disloca-
tions in the sugar economy in the last part of the nineteenth century and politi-
cal turmoil spurred the migration of rural black Cubans from the eastern end 
of the island to the capital. In their new home the migrants introduced their 
Havana neighbors to the music from their part of Cuba. Isabelle Leymarie, a 
French writer on Cuban music, suggests that the shifting of Cuban troops in 
1909 by then president José M. Gómez was another factor in the diffusion of 
this regional musical form. Afraid of a coup, Gómez switched the companies 
stationed in Havana and Oriente (Eastern Cuba). Some of the soldiers who had 
been garrisoned in Oriente played son; once in Havana, they introduced their 
music to a whole new audience.34 Initially, the only audience for son music was 
the poor people living in the roughest Havana barrios. Gradually, however, it 
gained acceptance from other Cuban social classes and enlarged its listenership. 
The advent of recording in the first decades of the twentieth century and the 
rapid growth of Cuban radio in the 1920s were crucial to bringing son to groups 
who otherwise never would have been exposed to it on a regular basis. By the 
1930s it had become one of the national musics of Cuba.

Son’s success in serving as an artistic bridge between black and white Cubans 
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helps explain some of its appeal to Africans in the 1920s and 1930s. They, too, 
were trying to reconcile the universalist ethos of the colonial European regimes 
with their more locally based cultures. Just as significantly, by the 1920s son music 
had become a sign of modernity in avant-garde circles, first in Havana and then 
in Europe. Though many in the United States have regarded Afro-Cuban music 
as an inconsequential folkloric style, produced by marginalized Hispanic im-
migrants from the Caribbean, by the late 1920s increasing numbers of European 
listeners regarded son music as an important art form, on the same level as other 
distinguished types of popular music like jazz. In 1929, for example, one of the 
first famous son groups, Septeto Nacional, won a major prize for a performance 
at the Exposición Ibero-Americana in Seville, Spain. This European embracing 
of son music as a prestigious cultural form was not only gratifying for black Cu-
bans. Many Africans also took pride in an Africanized modern form of cultural 
expression’s being equated in the colonial metropole with sophistication and 
advanced artistic taste. 

However, the attraction of son went beyond its lofty role as a mediator between 
civilizations. The structure of a son piece resembled many African musical tradi-
tions, and the montuno, with its improvised call and response between a chorus 
and a leader, has counterparts in many types of African musical expression. The 
rhythms of sons also encouraged dance styles compatible with African practice. 
The clave encouraged the shifting of weight from one leg to another in such a 
way as to generate a gentle swaying of the hips. While in many African dance 
traditions hip movements are more accentuated, the dance styles associated 
with son music clearly had their origins in Africa, not Europe. Because of such 
shared cultural characteristics, according to the Malian/Nigerien flutist Boncana 
Maïga, son music provided a mirror for Africans and gave them the aesthetic 
jolt of hearing familiar rhythms from a new perspective.35 Hearing and dancing 
to this music that straddled Europe and Africa became a pleasurable way to be 
at home in the modern world.

On first hearing it, one would think that danzón, the fifth Cuban popular 
music genre, would hold little interest for African listeners. The style appears 
to be a by-product of the European ballroom culture: demure, dignified, and 
slightly formal. Although a connection with an African musical tradition is not 
immediately apparent, it is there. For at least three decades, starting in the 1950s, 
a variation of this musical form captivated the Senegalese public, who considered 
it a fount of sophistication. Even in the twenty-first century there is still a sizable 
audience for this style of music in Dakar and St.-Louis, where crowds pack the 
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concerts given by touring ensembles, such as Cuba’s Orquesta Aragón, that still 
include danzones in their repertoire. 

To better understand the allure of danzón for the Senegalese, it is useful to 
analyze the development of the form.36 A closer look reveals that danzón for 
much of its history has been a distinctly Africanized and Gallicized form of 
musical expression, as popular with black Cubans as with Iberian Cubans. Since 
at least the middle of the nineteenth century, African and French influences 
have shaped its evolution. Given the abiding impact of these influences, it is not 
surprising that Senegalese listeners (and other Francophone audiences in places 
like the Congo) have felt so comfortable with this genre. Moreover, the fact that 
Cubans for two centuries have associated this type of music with sociality and 
respectability has heightened its appeal for Senegalese. It has provided a model 
for forging a modernity that incorporates pleasure, civility, and embracing global 
cultural connections.

The origins of danzón lie in the Haitian revolution at the turn of the nine-
teenth century. With the dismantling of the plantation system there, a number 
of French planters took refuge in Cuba. They brought with them many of their 
slaves and their French cultural practices. Included in their cultural baggage was 
a dance music form, the contradanza (in the Spanish spelling). In some respects 
similar to US square dances, the contradanza was performed in a fast-paced 
2/4 meter. The accompanying musicians often were of African ancestry and, 
according to Ned Sublette, gradually syncopated the European-derived music 
by adding such features as the tango rhythmic cell.37 The contradanza quickly 
found favor with well-born Ibero-Cubans. It became a fashionable leisure time 
activity, even though it meant that the Cuban elite began dancing in between the 
beat in African fashion rather than on the beat, which was more characteristic 
of European ballroom music.

By the 1830s Cubans had indigenized the contradanza by creating a related 
dance music, danza. The danza had an ABAB form and was danced by couples 
facing but not touching one another. It began with a paseo, a repeated 8 measure 
that was good for chatting or resting. A section in 2/4 followed the paseo, and 
a danza piece would conclude with a section in 6/8. Perhaps in recognition of 
the humid Cuban climate, the pace of the danza was significantly slower than 
the contradanza’s. By the 1880s the danza had grown into an immensely popular 
cultural form, the danzón, which many Cubans in the twentieth century regarded 
as the true national music of Cuba. The danzón has an ABACAD form (rondo) 
and is danced by couples, which was a daring innovation for socially conservative 
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nineteenth-century Cuba. Traditionally, it was played at an even more majestic 
pace than the danza, allowing for a full evening of dancing without exhaustion.38 

Originally the instrumentation for danzónes involved woodwinds, brass, and 
violins, with clarinets and trombones dominating. However, in the first decades 
of the twentieth century a different kind of orchestra, the charanga francesa, 
gradually became the preferred ensemble format for playing this genre of Cuban 
music.39 In these musical groups, led by artists such as Antonio María Romeu 
(1876–1955), brass instruments disappeared, with their part being taken by the 
violin section. The woodwinds contracted to just a couple of five-key wooden 
flutes, and the orchestras featured pianos for the first time. 

There is some debate over why Cubans considered this new type of musical 
organization more French than that of other types of ensembles. The great Cu-
ban flutist José Fajardo maintained that charangas francesas were characteristic 
of prerevolutionary Haiti and were brought to eastern Cuba by fleeing French 
planters. Others have pointed out that the addition of a piano made danzón 
groups more refined, with refinement being associated by Cubans with anything 
French. Still others have argued that the new emphasis on flutes and violins led 
to an elegant lightness, qualities the Cubans also connected with the French.40 
All these hypotheses are equally plausible. Certainly when Senegalese listeners 
discovered this Cuban musical tradition after World War II, they found this 
music as elegant, light, and refined as had the Cubans half a century earlier, and 
they, too, connected these qualities, in part, with French culture.41 Moreover, they 
associated the prominence of pianos, flutes, and violins in this type of Cuban 
music with the prestige of classical music.42 

The rise of son music in the 1920s posed a challenge to danzón’s popularity. 
Faced with diminishing audiences, the leaders of the danzón orchestras began 
to experiment with modernizing their nineteenth-century sound. In 1929, for 
example, Aniceto Díaz (1887–1964) devised the danzonete, which deemphasized 
such traditional rhythms as the cinquillo and added singers to what previously 
had been an overwhelmingly instrumental form. Most important, however, is 
that Díaz added a montuno in the danzón’s final section that allowed his musi-
cians to improvise. By so doing, Díaz broke down some of the barriers separating 
danzón and son and prepared the way for even more important departures from 
tradition in the 1940s.

In 1937 the flutist Antonio Arcaño (1911–1994) formed a charanga orchestra 
that was destined to permanently change Cuban music. The musical advances 
pioneered by Arcaño’s ensemble created a more fluid and percussive sound 
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that was especially appealing to African listeners. Arcaño’s orchestra was path-
breaking in a number of respects. It allowed its players, especially its flutists, to 
improvise much more freely than was the custom during that period. Most of 
the charanga’s musicians were dark-skinned Cubans, and Arcaño made it a band 
policy to play frequent engagements at Afro-Cuban social clubs for low fees, or, 
occasionally, even for no fee at all. Arcaño further grounded his charanga in 
Afro-Cuban culture by being among the first charangueros to add conga drums 
to his percussion section. 

This immersion in Afro-Cubanismo endowed his ensemble’s music with tex-
tures and timbres that were new to Cuban music (the combination of congas, 
strings, and flutes) but that Senegalese audiences later found familiar and satisfy-
ing. Among the many language communities existing within present-day Sen-
egal’s borders, there have been widespread string and flute traditions. A number 
of groups, especially within the last one hundred years, have given a prominent 
musical role to the kora, a twenty-one-stringed African harp. The riti, a one-string 
bowed instrument with a violin-like sound, has also been musically significant 
in many areas. The xalam/hoddu, a plucked string instrument, has occupied a 
central place in Wolof and Pulaar/Tukolor musical culture. The Pulaar/Tukolor, 
who mainly reside in northern Senegal, are also famous for their wooden flutes. 
In all regions a diverse array of drumming styles continues to flourish. Though 
Arcaño’s music does not seem to have reached Senegal while he was alive, his 
influence on other Cuban string and flute orchestras was profound. Unwittingly, 
by augmenting the instrumental mix of danzón ensembles he paved the way 
for the vast popularity of Cuban charanga music in Senegal and other parts of 
Africa in the 1950s.

Arcaño’s revamping of the danzón genre was only one revolution among 
several that occurred in the 1940s in Cuban music. The blind tres player Arsenio 
Rodríguez (1911–1970) was similarly transforming son. Other Cuban musicians, 
like the conguero Chano Pozo (1915–1948), helped initiate bebop jazz in the United 
States.43 Reveling in their instrumental virtuosity, Cuban musicians delighted in 
intricate rhythms, dense sonic textures, and dissonant key changes. The music 
that grew out of this creative ferment, like the mambo, was artistically distin-
guished but increasingly difficult for Cubans to dance to, not to mention the 
tourists from the United States who were becoming big consumers of Cuban 
music. This may have been the reason that the mambo never became hugely 
popular in Senegal, although its brass-heavy arrangements also may not have 
been as appealing to Senegalese listeners as the string and flute charangas.44 
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The violinist Enrique Jorrín (1926–1987), who briefly played in Arcaño’s en-
semble before becoming musical director of the charanga Orquesta America, 
noticed that dancers were having trouble adjusting to the complicated new 
syncopation of music like the mambos of Beny Moré. Rather than shifting their 
weight between the beat, they were moving on the second and fourth beats of 
the bar, out of sync with the music. Jorrín resolved to create a new offshoot of the 
danzón tradition that would be easier for dancers to master but that would still 
preserve some of the rich sonority and rhythmic complexity of the 1940s style.45 
His nuevo ritmo came to be called cha-cha-chá, supposedly from the sound of 
dancer’s feet shuffling on the dance floor and the rhythmic accompaniment of 
the güiro and the timbales.46 In 1950 Jorrín wrote “La engañadora,” which became 
the first big cha-cha-chá hit. The song initiated a global boom for Cuban music 
similar to what had transpired with “El manisero” when it became a worldwide 
hit in 1930.47 The cha-cha-chá became a sensation in New York, Paris, London, 
and Dakar, where its popularity continues to this today. 

For many Senegalese who came of age in the 1950s, the cha-cha-chá and later 
its variant, the pachanga, exemplified modernity. The musical forms sounded 
sleek and smooth, the aural equivalent of the smartly tailored uniforms the Cu-
ban charanga musicians wore on their record covers. Even the dance attached to 
the music was streamlined, shorn of extraneous movement (and easy to learn). 
More than listeners elsewhere, the Senegalese were aware that the cha-cha-chá 
and the pachanga were the result of a centuries-long interaction among Spanish, 
French, and African music. It was a global cultural “movement” wherein African 
culture met European “civilization” on equal terms, without being peripheralized 
or exoticized. In the words of the noted Dakar recording engineer Aziz Dieng, 
the cha-cha-chá “is a mix of African music and classical music. It has the ambi-
ence of classical music.”48 

Just as significantly, the cha-cha-chá / pachanga phenomenon combined con-
temporaneity with decorum. In so doing, it inspired young Senegalese to create 
a “local” modernity that allowed them to be polished, worldly, and resolutely 
African.49 In subsequent eras, first US soul music and funk and then hip-hop 
similarly created spaces where African publics could explore new ways of being 
in the world. However, none of the subsequent waves of popular music had the 
enduring influence of Afro-Cuban music. It ultimately constituted a foundation 
that other musical genres could build on but never totally displace. 
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Havana / Paris / Dakar

Itineraries of Afro-Cuban Music

The history of modern Cuban music in Senegal begins with the song “El mani-
sero” (“The Peanut Vendor”). It re-creates a Havana street peddler’s chant ad-
vertising the peanuts he has for sale. While the piece’s lyrics are not particularly 
memorable, its melody, rhythm, and key changes have fascinated musicians and 
listeners from many cultures ever since its composition in the 1920s by the Cuban 
musician Moisés Simons. The song’s impact was especially strong in colonial 
Francophone Africa and continued to resonate throughout the early phases of 
postindependence as well. This chapter focuses on what the Senegalese have 
heard in Afro-Cuban music, beginning in Paris and then in Dakar, from the 
1930s onward. It examines the influence of Latin music on pre– and post–World 
War II Senegalese debates about the fashioning of an autochthonous modernity. 
Afro-Cuban music, for example, played a major role in the formation of negritude 
in the 1930s among Senegalese intellectuals in Paris, a relationship that many 
of negritude’s founders, like Léopold Senghor (1906–2001), who later became 
the first president of an independent Senegal, either ignored or obscured once 
they became prominent politicians and literary figures after World War II. This 
chapter also reveals why the nightclub became a site where Senegalese could 
formulate and contest different conceptions of negritude, the black Atlantic, and 
cosmopolitanism. As liminal spaces free from colonial hegemony, nightclubs 
allowed Senegalese to combine erotic adventure and intellectual exploration in 
unprecedented ways. At all points in this process of developing a modern cultural 
identity, Afro-Cuban music had a crucial role to play.
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“El manisero” first became a hit in 1929. In that year the Cuban zarzuela singer 
Rita Montaner (1900–1958) traveled to Paris for her second French tour.1 France 
during the 1920s was cosmopolitan in its musical tastes. The French discovered 
jazz after World War I and were enthusiastic participants in the Charleston 
dance fad. Argentinean tango also acquired a sizable following. However, until 
Rita Montaner’s tour in 1928 and her recording of “El manisero,” Cuban music 
was relatively unknown to French listeners. Her first appearance at the Olympia 
the previous season, where she was accompanied by the dancing duo of Julio 
Richards and Carmita Ortiz, had piqued the Parisian public’s interest.2 Her 1928 
recording of the song, released after her show at the Olympia, had raised her 
profile in France, and she wanted to build on her triumph there. 

Montaner’s second concert in Paris, in 1929, was both a critical and popular 
success and brought Afro-Cuban music to the fore just as she had hoped. A 
highpoint of her act was “El manisero.” Her performance of the song made 
her the talk of Paris and promoted sales of her record. There was already a siz-
able community of Cuban artists, intellectuals, and musicians in Paris, and it is 
likely that their activity laid the groundwork for an escalating French interest in 
Cuban culture.3 Before long the disc circulated widely throughout France and 
the Francophone world.4 It ignited an enthusiasm for Cuban music in Paris that 
resulted in the establishment of a number of nightclubs featuring Cuban bands 
filled with Afro-Cuban musicians.5 These clubs formed the hub of a bohemian 
culture in Montmartre and the Latin Quarter in the 1930s that attracted the 
Antillean and Francophone African students who had come to France to obtain 
advanced academic training unavailable in the French colonies 

The popularity of “El manisero” had ramifications even further afield. On 
Saturday, April 26, 1930, in New York, a sellout crowd at the Palace Theatre, the 
premiere venue for vaudeville in the United States in the early days of the Great 
Depression (1929–1939), viewed a spectacle that no local audience had seen 
before. The Palace had transformed its stage into a fanciful Havana streetscape. 
As the orchestra led by the Cuban musician Don Azpiazú (1893–1943) started 
playing “Mamá Inez,” one of the most famous songs in the Cuban repertoire, the 
audience heard instruments that were still exotic to US listeners: maracas, claves, 
güiros, and bongos. Then a crew of Cuban dancers bounded onto the stage, in 
the first documented exhibition of authentic rumba dancing in the United States. 
Though they created a commotion with their energetic movements, it was the 
orchestra’s third song, “El manisero,” sung by the Afro-Cuban sonero Antonio 
Machín that drove the Palace crowd wild, just as it had when Montaner sang it 
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the year before in Paris.6 Azpiazú’s arrangement of the song, which combined 
complicated Cuban time signatures (the clave) with sophisticated American-style 
big band orchestration, immediately struck a chord with the public.7 Indeed, “El 
manisero” became such a hit, it sparked a passion for Cuban music that swept 
through North America and then Europe,8 especially after Azpiazú and his en-
semble recorded the song later that year for RCA.9 By 1931 the 78 rpm recording 
of the song reached Africa, selling extremely well throughout the continent, 
especially in Francophone Africa, where it reached a far wider public than just 
a few African intellectuals in Paris.10 

LA NOCHE CHEZ CABANE CUBAINE:  

LÉOPOLD SENGHOR, OUSMANE SOCÉ DIOP,  

AND AFRO-CUBAN MUSIC, 1930S–1960S

I feel the Other, I dance the Other, therefore I am.
Léopold Senghor11

By the late 1920s Paris had become one of the international centers of Latin 
music. The vast Colonial Exposition in Paris in 1930–1931 contributed to the mu-
sic’s burgeoning popularity by further whetting the French appetite for “exotic” 
foreign cultures like Cuba’s. This Afro-Cuban boom in Paris occurred during a 
period of decline on the island. The end of prohibition in the United States in 
1933 resulted in a precipitous drop in US tourists traveling to Havana right at 
the time that the global Depression began to devastate the island nation. As the 
Cuban economy contracted, opportunities for Afro-Cuban musicians dried up.12 
Faced with grim professional prospects, some Afro-Cuban musicians migrated 
to Paris, where a network of Latin music clubs had opened up to capitalize on 
the craze for Cuban music.13 There the musicians found the work and respect 
that had eluded them at home.14

This influx of Caribbean musicians coincided with the rapid expansion of the 
population of Antillean and African students in Paris. The 1930s saw a gradual 
opening up of the French higher education system to the most gifted students 
from throughout the French empire. The French motives in providing uni-
versity education for their colonial and “overseas” subjects and citizens were 
complicated, a mixture of the pragmatic and the idealistic.15 There was a need for 
middle echelon manpower in many colonial bureaucracies, and local personnel 
often were cheaper to employ. In addition, both French assimilationist policy 
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and republican ideals called for at least some non-European French speakers 
with university training and respectable positions in colonial governments. 
Financial aid for these students in France was insufficient, and their level of 
academic preparation was often inadequate. Furthermore, they had to contend 
with the racism of the French academic establishment and the “glass ceiling” that 
limited their advancement after they obtained their degrees. For many of these 
students, their experiences in the French educational system were stressful and 
alienating. For support, they turned to one another and the few places in Paris 
where they were welcomed with no ambivalence. Latin music clubs provided 
one such refuge for them.

The most famous and influential of these clubs was La Cabane Cubaine in 
the Place Blanche in Pigalle. The Cuban musician and entrepreneur Eduardo 
Castellano opened the club at 42 Rue Fontaine in 1930. The club featured cabaret 
shows with both large Cuban orquestas and small son and rumba ensembles.16 
Its success appears to have been instantaneous. Probably because the poet and 
surrealist theorist André Breton lived upstairs, the club soon became a surrealist 
haunt. Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir were also habitués. Bohemians 
and intellectuals of all sorts flocked to the club to hear “authentic” Cuban music 
and see professional Cuban rumba dancers. The club was simultaneously seedy 
and stylish, a mix many Parisians found exhilarating. 

For somewhat different reasons, African and Antillean students frequently 
visited the club as well. The club was a place where individuals from the black 
Atlantic could meet one another, recognize their cultural diversity, and find 
common ground in Afro-Cuban music. The Senegalese writer Ousmane Socé 
Diop (1911–1973), in his novel Mirages de Paris, described it as an “ethnographic 
museum”: “In the throng of blacks gathered at the Cabane Cubaine so similar in 
appearance, Fara introduced Jacqueline to Africans, Haitians, and Mauriciens. 
People said this nightspot was an ethnographic museum of the black world, to 
which each nation had sent a specimen.”17

The club was a cultural contact zone, one of the few places in the world at that 
time where blacks and whites could socialize on a basis of relative social equality. 
An image by the photographer Brassaï, “En La Cabane Cubaine,” shot around 
1932, captures the special ambience of the club. The photo immediately draws the 
viewer’s eye to how racially integrated La Cabane Cubaine was in its heyday. There 
are racially mixed couples as well as all-black and all-white couples, everyone 
obviously at ease at the club. In the photo’s foreground is a table at which are 
seated a white couple deep in conversation with one another and a nattily dressed 
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black man lost in thought, smoking a cigarette. Movement is an important visual 
component of the image. At the center of the image a laughing black man dances 
with a smiling white woman. The delight they take in each other’s company is 
palpable. Other dancing couples surround them, equally enjoying themselves. 
Indeed, pleasure and desire, rather than racial diversity, is the image’s dominant 
feature. Brassaï’s photo references Paris as a city of erotic adventure where taboos 
that impede sexual intimacy elsewhere evaporate.18 During the Harlem Renais-
sance, European American men went to Harlem to hear Duke Ellington and 
court black mistresses in segregated nightclubs like The Cotton Club. La Cabane 
Cubaine offered an altogether different experience. It was a combination of a 
nodal point for people of color in Paris, a space where whites and blacks could 
freely interact, and a space where desire from all its patrons could be displayed 

A La Cabane Cubaine, Montmartre, ca. 1932 Brassaï (Gyula Halasz, called, 1899–1984) 

© Estate Brassaï-RMN. Photograph PL.473. Photo: Michèle Bellot. Private Collection. 

© RMN-Grand Palais/Art Resource, NY
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publicly. Most of all, it was a site where young Africans connected Afro-Cuban 
music, movement, and blackness with modernity.

One of the patrons of La Cabane Cubaine in the early 1930s was a young Sen-
egalese student in Paris, Léopold Sédar Senghor, a major figure in the cultural and 
political history of Senegal. Senghor was born in 1906 in Joal, a coastal maritime 
village in a region where Kru and Cape Verdean sailors had been exposing the 
Senegalese inhabitants to Caribbean music for centuries. After spending his 
early years in an agricultural village with his mother, Senghor began attending 
a Catholic mission school as a boarder when he was eight years old. He proved 
an extraordinary student, and when he was seventeen he entered a newly estab-
lished Catholic seminary in Dakar. Disenchanted by the racist condescension he 
encountered there, he withdrew and enrolled in a new lycée in Dakar in 1926. He 
excelled in his studies and in 1928 received a half scholarship from the colonial 
regime to study literature in Paris.

Senghor found academic success difficult to achieve in France in the 1920s. 
His colonial education had not adequately prepared him to excel at the university 
level. Moreover, many of his Parisian professors were not receptive to teaching 
African students, no matter how outstanding. One of his biographers, Janet G. 
Vaillant, also suggests that he found much of the teaching about literature at the 
Sorbonne hidebound and out of date.19 To make himself better able to withstand 
the rigors of the French university system, Senghor withdrew from the Sorbonne 
and became a student at a famous lycée, Louis-le-Grand, where he formed a 
close lifelong friendship with fellow student Georges Pompidou, later president 
of France. By the early 1930s Senghor had reenrolled at the Sorbonne, this time 
as a student of grammar. During this period he took up residence at the Cité 
Universitaire, a dormitory for French-speaking students from around the world. 
It was there that he met Antillean students like Aimé Césaire (1913–2008) and 
began to get a sense of the global dimensions of African civilization. Despite his 
plaintive letters to colonial administrators complaining about his life of unre-
lieved drudgery in Paris,20 it was during this period that he first started visiting 
La Cabane Cubaine, sometimes in the company of Césaire. A New World opened 
up to the previously reticent and withdrawn student as he began to socialize with 
intellectually gifted youths from the Caribbean and elsewhere in Africa at Paris’s 
Afro-Cuban music nightclubs. Though an awkward dancer, by the late 1930s he 
was teaching newly arrived Senegalese students in Paris the latest steps.21

Out of this sustained intellectual and social interaction between African and 
Antillean students and the explosively creative climate in Montmartre/Pigalle 
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and the Rive Gauche emerged the famous cultural movement negritude. Pio-
neered by Senghor, Césaire, and the Guyanese Léon-Gontram Damas (1912–1978), 
“négritude was a rejection of assimilation, an identification with blackness, and a 
celebration of African Civilization.”22 The movement advocated a reverse racial-
ization of colonial knowledge, privileging an African “emotional” way of know-
ing over an arid European “rationalism.” According to negritude theorists like 
Senghor, Africans and people of African descent, through intuition and sensory 
perception, could see through surfaces to the essence of an object or behavior. 
This ability to get to the heart of the matter was something invaluable that African 
culture could bring to world civilization. At its inception, negritude tried to strike 
a balance between cosmopolitanism (universal ways of knowing) and cultural 
authenticity (validating particular African methods of producing knowledge). 
In so doing, it addressed philosophically many of the same challenges of being 
modern and African that Afro-Cuban music did on a more everyday level.23 

At least in their early phases, the histories of negritude and the Senegalese 
embrace of Afro-Cuban music were intertwined, involving some of the same 
individuals. The initiators of negritude and those who saw the path to African 
modernity illuminated by Afro-Cuban music believed that African modernity 
must have a prominent aesthetic dimension. The two groups equally underscored 
the significance of rhythm and movement in defining blackness. The theorists of 
negritude and the aficionados of Afro-Cuban music also argued that any modern 
black identity had to be transnational, “not simply constructed in opposition to 
Europe but in relation to it.”24 Both argued that these identities had to be per-
formed publicly to counter dominant European cultural models. Each saw cafés 
and nightclubs as important laboratories for incubating ideas and developing 
modern forms of sociality. 

By the late 1930s, however, the trajectories of negritude and the linking of 
Afro-Cuban music with Senegalese modernity began to diverge. This fissure grew 
out of a number of debates that began in Paris in the 1930s during the formative 
period of negritude and still resound in Senegalese academic and artistic circles. 
Senghor and his allies saw negritude as a “high-culture,” modernist project in 
dialogue with important contemporary trends in French literary and philo-
sophical thought, like surrealism and phenomenology. He recognized that for 
his generation Paris was the world capital of modernity and cultural prestige.25 It 
was also, despite its imperial ambitions, a global repository of republican values 
and political liberalism.26 Taking these facts into account, Senghor’s strategy for 
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the political and cultural liberation of his nation was to simultaneously pursue 
full citizenship in the French Republic and “the world republic of letters” cen-
tered in France.27 

The realization of Senghor’s vision of cultural citizenship entailed the creation 
of a mandarin literary class, similar to France’s. By definition, such a group would 
dominate the imagining of modernity in Senegal and, as a result, would benefit 
the most from it. While this position was intellectually coherent and politically 
viable, it had ramifications that some Senegalese found disturbing. Their reserva-
tions revolved around the elitist assumptions of Senghor’s position. In addition, 
Senghor’s variety of negritude, despite its efforts to strike a balance between 
universalism and cultural nationalism, still seemed to favor cosmopolitanism 
over cultural authenticity, thus potentially limiting the scope and significance 
of intellectual decolonization. Some Senegalese felt it was too accommodating 
of French intellectual hegemony. Moreover, Senghor’s model left little room 
for serious consideration of the role of popular culture in creating Senegalese 
modernity. That meant a dismissal of the cultural importance of Afro-Cuban 
music (and even of African music) and, with it, an implicit repudiation of an 
embodied modernity. 

Two literary texts dealing with this era—Senghor’s famous poem “Comme Je 
Passais” and a much less known novel by Socé Diop, Mirages de Paris, articulate 
these differing early visions of negritude. Afro-Cuban music plays a crucial role 
in both texts. However, in Senghor’s poem, references to Afro-Cuban music are 
so oblique that many distinguished literary scholars have completely overlooked 
them. By contrast, Socé Diop’s novel gives pride of place to Afro-Cuban musi-
cal expression and shows how it served as one of the foundations of an African 
modernity. Senghor’s poem hints at his future distancing from Latin music, 
while Socé Diop’s novel suggests why this music would have such a powerful 
attraction for postwar Senegalese youth. Not surprisingly, Senghor was critical 
of the novel when it was published in Paris in 1937.28 His disapproval, however, 
could not prevent the ideas expressed in the novel from having a long life in 
Senegalese discussions of what sort of modernity would best suit the Senegalese.

It is possible to generate many readings of the extraordinary “Comme Je 
Passais,” but the analysis here focuses exclusively on how the poem illuminates 
Senegalese debates about music, cultural identity, and modernity.29 The poetic 
voice recounts the thoughts and sensory sensations he experiences as he walks 
past La Cabane Cubaine on the Rue Fontaine in Paris:
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Comme je passais rue Fontaine,
Un plaintif air de jazz
Est sorti en titubant,
Ébloui par le jour,
Et m’a chuchoté sa confidence
Discrètement
Comme je passais tout devant
La Cabane cubaine.
Un parfum pénétrant de Négresse
L’accompagnait.

Voilà des nuits,
Voilà bien des jours au sommeil absent.
Réveillés en moi les horizons que je croyais défunts.
Et je saute de mon lit tout à coup, comme un buffle
Mufle haut levé, jambes écartées,

Comme un buffle humant, dans le vent
Et la douceur modulée de la flûte polie,
La bonne odeur de l’eau sous les dakhars
Et celle, plus riche de promesses, des moissons mûres
Par les rizières.

As I was walking by Fontaine Street,
I heard a jazz song stagger about,
Dazzled by the day,
And it whispered its secrets to me
Discreetly.
And just as I walked in front of
The Cuban Cabana
The penetrating scent of a black woman
Became its accompaniment.

Here come the nights,
Here come the days without sleep.
Horizons I thought had gone
Have reawakened in me.
And suddenly I bound from my bed
Like a buffalo with its muzzle raised high,
Legs spread, like a buffalo
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Sniffing the wind
And the modulated sweetness of the polished flute,
The good smell of water under the dakar trees
And the aroma, richer in promise,
Of ripe harvests from the rice fields.30

In a number of respects, this poem constitutes a daring sequence of appro-
priations by Senghor. Most saliently, Senghor creates a new African subject. In 
the poem he veers away from representing Africans as the exoticized objects 
of the European gaze, positioning Paris as the object of desire and fantasy. The 
poet’s tool for fashioning this new subject is French, the language of the impe-
rial dominator. He uses this language to assert his cultural “citizenship” in the 
“lettered” imperial city. Senghor’s adroit use of French literary style, infused with 
his knowledge of French literary history, further supports his case for cultural 
citizenship.31 His poem pays homage to Baudelaire through oblique references to 
such poems as “À une passante.”32 A key element in the poem is the textualization 
of urban space. Though a colonial subject, the speaker moves comfortably around 
the capital of the country that has conquered his nation, proclaiming his freedom 
of movement. The speaker in this poem is an African flaneur marveling at but 
not being intimidated by the semiotic spectacle of Paris. This poem demonstrates 
that the speaker is at home abroad, cosmopolitan without being French.

Senghor explicitly links the poem to negritude through his emphasis on 
sensory perception. The poem engages the body and many of the senses: seeing, 
smelling, and hearing. Senghor’s flaneur uses his head (eyes, nose, and ears) to 
know the world. The poem also references negritude through its identification 
with black music and rhythm. Here Senghor introduces music stripped of its 
specificity. There is only a vague association in calling it “jazz.” When the speaker 
passes by La Cabane Cubaine, he detects “Un parfum pénétrant de Négresse” (the 
penetrating perfume of a black woman). Similarly, later in the poem, when he 
encounters “la douceur modulée de la flûte polie” (the soft and refined modula-
tions of a flute), it awakens his sense of smell: “La bonne odeur de l’eau” (the 
beautiful smell of water). The music as a symbol of blackness induces nostalgia. 
He keeps on walking and resists responding to the music physically. However, it 
continues to resonate for him. Later that night he is finally affected by it, perhaps 
involuntarily and subconsciously, in the privacy of his room.

The poem reveals more of Senghor’s complicated feelings about Afro-Cuban 
music than he perhaps intended. His African flaneur is not sauntering down the 
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Champs Élysées or wandering through the arcades. He is strolling around Pigalle, 
a district famed in the first part of the twentieth century for its bohemianism 
and artistic modernity. The sonic environment of this area, so associated with 
advanced artistic production, was saturated with Afro-Cuban music during this 
period. Senghor thus, consciously or not, links Afro-Cuban music with African 
modernity by locating the poem in this quartier. This link, however, is fraught 
with ambivalence. The speaker passes by La Cabane Cubaine but does not go in. 
Moreover, he misrepresents the type of music that was played there in the 1930s, 
calling it “jazz.” While it is true that there are numerous instances of African 
musicians and listeners referring to Afro-Cuban music as jazz, especially in the 
Congo, it is much more unusual for an African resident in Europe to conflate 
the two musical traditions.33 Senghor listened to Duke Ellington in Paris and 
undoubtedly heard other US jazzmen. As an urbane sophisticate, there is little 
chance that the speaker would have incorrectly identified the music that was 
wafting out of the club. Senghor’s veiling of his experience with Afro-Cuban 
music demonstrates that he already considered it as lacking in cultural prestige. 
In his view, it was not a suitable sound track to accompany the Senegalese quest 
for modernity and potentially could undermine his yearning for full cultural 
citizenship. 

In Senghor’s later years this belief grew even stronger, especially after the 
launching of his political career in the 1940s. As he enjoyed increasing political 
success, his version of negritude shifted from being primarily a literary movement 
with political ramifications to a political philosophy with a cultural dimension. 
Shaped by the exigencies of becoming a state ideology, Senghor’s negritude be-
came intertwined with his doctrine of “African socialism.” It now had to coexist 
with cultural nationalism in Senegal and humanism and neocolonialism in 
France. It also had to compete in West Africa with the conscientism of Ghana’s 
Kwame Nkrumah and the African Stalinism of Guinea’s Sékou Touré. Under 
pressure from these two new political philosophies, Senghor shifted his posi-
tion and began to propagate Africanité instead of blackness. Simultaneously, his 
negritude evolved from a tool for achieving cultural and political citizenship into 
an instrument for garnering international cultural prestige, especially important 
for newly independent African states struggling to become full-fledged members 
of the international community. Promoting Afro-Cuban music had no place in 
this new orientation, which relied on African culture to gain global recognition. 
In fact, in his “state of the arts,” in which up to 30 percent of the national budget 
in the early 1960s went to the Ministry of Culture, Senghor relegated any type 
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of musical expression to the background.34 Literature and “high art” painting fit 
much more securely into his cultural program. As new artistic forms for Senegal, 
they were much easier to control through state patronage and drew much more 
serious international attention than did African or Cuban music at the time. 

In the 1960s Senghor’s hostility toward the Cuban Revolution also had an 
impact on his attitude toward Afro-Cuban music. Although he was an admirer of 
Hispanic civilization and mandated the teaching of Spanish in Senegalese schools 
through the university level, Senghor abhorred Fidel Castro.35 His promotion of 
latinité stopped short of embracing the Cuban Revolution. His antipathy toward 
Castro had several roots. Senegal’s neocolonial ties with France in the period after 
independence made establishing diplomatic ties with Castro’s communist Cuba 
an impossibility. Furthermore, Castro’s alliance with Sékou Touré of neighboring 
Guinea complicated matters. As previously mentioned, Senghor and Touré were 
fierce rivals for regional influence, and Senghor resented Cuba’s military sup-
port of his enemy. Though the Senegalese public’s love of Cuban music almost 
entirely lacked any “revolutionary” political content, Senghor largely prohibited 
Afro-Cuban music from being performed at the premier Festival Mondial des 
Arts Nègres (FESMAN) in 1966 on political grounds. Sizable demonstrations 
occurred in Dakar over Senghor’s musical policy, but the president stood firm.

Senghor’s public retreat from Afro-Cuban music (which according to his son 
he continued to listen to privately) meant that the development of Afro-Cuban 
music in Senegal had to proceed without state sponsorship, in marked contrast 
to neighboring Guinea and Mali.36 Whatever interest Senghor had in music 
during this period he devoted to jazz, which had a significant following in the 
Western European and North American art and literature worlds.37 During this 
same era the prestige of Latin music declined in Western intellectual and artistic 
circles outside of Africa as well, despite its continuing artistic excellence. With 
the possible exception of Tito Puente’s band in the 1950s, Afro-Cuban music 
lost whatever cultural cachet it had once had outside the Latin community in 
Paris and New York. 

Observing Afro-Cuban music’s diminished status and its potentially contro-
versial association with the Cuban Revolution, Senghor shifted from his previ-
ously ambivalent attitude toward the music to a more actively censorious stance 
once he became head of state. He sought to erase from his personal history his 
early involvement with Afro-Cuban culture. Where once he was at least willing 
to write about his bohemian past, with its wild nights at La Cabane Cubaine, 
he increasingly appeared embarrassed by it. From the postwar period onward, 
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in his essays and poetry, Senghor replaced the few references to Afro-Cuban 
music with abstract paeans to rhythm and dance and passing nods to jazz. In his 
autobiographical musings and the reminiscences of his friends and allies during 
this era, Afro-Cuban music receives scarcely a nod. Senghor’s close associate 
Birago Diop’s four-volume autobiography, which documents both their sojourns 
in Paris, contains few mentions of Afro-Cuban music.38 A pervasive silence has 
come to envelop the important role of Afro-Cuban music in Senghor’s cultural 
and political development. 

However, many of his countrymen did not share his increasingly negative 
attitude about the cultural significance of Latin music. For them, Cuban music 
was far from disreputable. On the contrary, they saw it as integral to the em-
bodiment of modernity that was culturally suitable for their society. Ousmane 
Socé Diop’s Mirages de Paris, for example, looks at the relationship between 
Afro-Cuban music and modernity from a much different vantage point than 
Senghor’s.39 In Socé Diop’s work, Afro-Cuban music awakens the protagonist 
Fara to the beauty and power of his African roots and alerts him to the cultural 
richness and significance of the black diaspora. It accompanies him as he courts 
a white French woman, Jacqueline, and it underlies many of his philosophical 
reflections. His life in Paris would be unthinkable without it.

Socé Diop was a close associate of Senghor’s in Paris and was present at the 
creation of negritude. He received a scholarship to study veterinary medicine in 
Paris around the same time that Senghor obtained his scholarship to study litera-
ture. They studied together at the Lycée Louis-le-Grand and worked together in 
forming the Association of West African Students (both were among the original 
ten members). In 1934 Socé Diop helped Senghor and Césaire publish the short-
lived journal L’Étudiant Noir. Later in his career, he was a politician and diplomat. 
In the 1950s he was the publisher of the important Senegalese magazine Bingo. 

Mirages de Paris appeared in 1937 and is one of the earliest African novels. It 
is a foundational text in Senegalese literature, exploring issues such as cultural 
hybridity and the quest for a tropical cosmopolitanism. The book is especially 
significant for its explicit linkage between nightclubs, Afro-Cuban music, and 
Senegalese modernity. The text is a mélange of descriptions of the 1931 Colonial 
Exposition, philosophical discussions between Fara and his African friends, and 
a recounting of the troubled relationship between him and Jacqueline. It is both 
an African appreciation of Gustave Flaubert’s L’Éducation sentimentale and a 
novel of ideas, establishing a novelistic template that has been used by many other 
African writers, most strikingly by the Senegalese Cheikh Hamidou Kane in his 
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L’aventure ambiguë.40 Socé Diop’s plot revolves around the experiences of Fara, a 
Senegalese who travels to Paris in the early 1930s. He gets a job at the Colonial 
Exposition and one day meets Jacqueline, a white French woman. They start 
dating and frequent Afro-Cuban nightclubs. Ultimately, they move in together 
despite her parents’ opposition to the relationship. She becomes pregnant, and 
problems ensue. A despondent Fara ultimately commits suicide by jumping off 
a bridge into the Seine.

The novel is perhaps most notable for depicting a typical evening’s enter-
tainment at La Cabane Cubaine and for containing one of the first detailed 
descriptions of modern Afro-Cuban music and dance in any language (over ten 
pages long). Just as important, it documents the emotional response of a young 
Senegalese student to hearing the music, providing a unique glimpse into what 
the music meant for Senegalese in the 1930s. The first thing that Fara and his 
French girlfriend notice upon entering La Cabane Cubaine is its remarkable 
(for the time and place) ethnic diversity. There is an orchestra playing Latin 
dance music, and the dance floor is filled with couples. When the orchestra 
takes a break, a small Cuban combo takes the stage, performing a son number. 
A rumba dance display that thrills Fara completes the evening. Later, Fara holds 
forth on why he prefers Afro-Cuban music to jazz. His discourse establishes a 
framework for the Senegalese appreciation of Afro-Cuban music that remains 
relevant to the present day: “Rumba was softer than jazz. The latter has a charm 
and fascination that was measured in kilowatts. Dizzying contagious, jazz had a 
direct effect on the nerves like an electric current while rumba echoed with the 
heart. When jazz is unleashed it evoked planes taking off, the frenetic turning of 
a transatlantic propeller. Rumba evoked a black girl swinging in her hammock 
at nightfall, rocked by the plaintive sounds of a guitar.”41

Fara makes it clear that he considers both jazz and Afro-Cuban music em-
blematic of modernity. However, for him jazz is cerebral, almost neurological. 
It is the music of a frenetic industrial society, powered by the most advanced 
technology. In contrast, Afro-Cuban music fits a developing tropical world: 
soft, soulful, and evocative but still modern. It appeals to the heart as well as the 
head and culturally straddles continents. Revealingly, jazz doesn’t strike him 
as particularly “black music,” while Afro-Cuban music does. Jazz may be the 
product of the black diaspora, but Fara implies that it has only limited “pull” 
outside of Europe and North America. Afro-Cuban music, he thinks, could gain 
popularity with a potentially much wider public in the black world. The image 
of a black woman in a hammock resonates in many more African cultures than 
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the metaphor of airplanes taking off. As the subsequent history of Afro-Cuban 
music in Senegal and Africa demonstrates, Fara’s words were prophetic. Outside 
of South Africa, jazz has been a cult music appreciated by small coteries in Africa’s 
capital cities, while Afro-Cuban music has gone on to be the foundation of many 
African nations’ popular music.42

In other respects as well, Socé Diop’s novel foretells the future significance of 
Afro-Cuban music in Senegal. The explanation the book offers for the allure of 
Afro-Cuban music for Senegalese abroad in the 1930s still holds true for many 
Senegalese at home today. Socé Diop’s protagonist in the 1930s and the salsa 
musicians in 2003 express their fascination with Afro-Cuban music in much 
the same terms. For both groups, Afro-Cuban music, the product of méttisage, 
bridges the diaspora, bringing Africa and the Caribbean closer together cultur-
ally.43 Both groups also share an intense emotional connection to Afro-Cuban 
music. Perhaps most strikingly, both groups agree that the emphasis on dance 
and movement inherent in Afro-Cuban music promotes a type of modernity 
appropriate for Senegal.

A DISTANT MIRROR: LISTENING TO SENEGALESE  

LISTENING TO AFRO-CUBAN MUSIC

Cuban Music truly belongs to us.
Camou Yandè, sonero and conguero44

When asked to describe their relationship with Afro-Cuban music, Senegalese 
Latin music connoisseurs and musicians respond by declaring that Cuban music 
is deeply pleasurable, emotionally direct, and aesthetically powerful. It is im-
portant both as a source of enjoyment and for what it signifies and symbolizes. 
Afro-Cuban music for them has been representative of a cosmopolitanism that 
is rooted in the black internationalism of the diaspora without undermining 
“local” norms and aspirations. It also has inculcated “correcte” modern social 
behaviors such as self-control and a ritualized respect for women. As a conse-
quence, in addition to constituting a highly satisfying form of leisure, the music 
has been a guide to how an urbane citoyen should behave in public in a modern 
African state in terms of etiquette and personal style. This section explores 
what Senegalese have heard in Cuban music beneath its evocative melodies and 
compelling rhythms. Though its focus is on musicians, broadcasters, and Latin 
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music connoisseurs, the sentiments expressed are shared by nearly anyone in 
Senegal who listens and dances to Afro-Cuban music.45

For many individuals in preindependence Senegal, listening and dancing to 
Afro-Cuban music anchored them more securely in the cultural universe of the 
black Atlantic. When asked why Afro-Cuban music appealed to them, Senegalese 
repeatedly stressed its diasporic dimension. By linking Senegal with distinguished 
artistic expression in the Caribbean, the music first served as a bulwark against 
the racial arrogance of colonial French society. Later, during the Cold War era 
of the 1960s, when cultural nationalism was rife, the diasporic connection with 
Afro-Cuban music demonstrated the global reach and prestige of African civili-
zation, especially in the Atlantic tropical world, while circumventing dominance 
by US popular culture. In Senegal, consumers always have viewed Afro-Cuban 
music as black music, originating in Africa. Balla Sidibè, a leading sonero and 
timbale player, stated: “Everything that comes from there [Cuba] comes from 
Africa. It’s the slaves. The great Cuban musicians—they’re black or mulattos.”46

Djibril Gaby Gaye, a radio and television broadcaster, made much the same 
point: “Black people are the foundation of Latin American music and we feel 
that.”47 Mbaye Seck, a guitarist who played with celebrated saxophonist and 
bandleader Dexter Johnson in the 1960s, like many Senegalese asserted that he 
finds himself reflected in the music in a diasporic mirror: “Even though it’s not 
sung in any [Senegalese] national language, it’s the melody that people like. In 
my opinion, I find there’re African roots in salsa. Africans feel salsa like they feel 
African music. It interests everybody.”48

Antoine Dos Reis, a retired journalist and radio personality, further developed 
this diasporic line of thinking: “This is not a music that came out of nothing. It 
was transplanted to Cuba, Brazil and other places from its native land. So this 
music came back to us. When you hear this music, you really feel something, 
the Africanness. This music is not foreign to us.”49

Pierre Gomis, a Latin music radio announcer, perhaps put it most succinctly: 
“In Afro-Cuban music, I find my roots.”50 

For a portion of the Senegalese Afro-Cuban music public, the music has linked 
Senegal with other tropical societies like Cuba that face somewhat similar chal-
lenges of cultural and social development. This group views both Senegal and 
Cuba as products of cultural méttisage: a mixing of European and African cultural 
materials. For these listeners, Afro-Cuban music exemplifies a cultural “counter-
point” that illuminates a path to modernity. It enables its Senegalese audience to 
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celebrate African civilization’s contributions to world history without lapsing into 
cultural chauvinism. This group regards cultural “purity” as an illusion. Instead, 
they believe a “modern” society selectively blends elements from a number of 
global “traditions.” By orienting themselves toward black Atlantic nations such 
as Cuba (and to a lesser extent Brazil), they have been able to practice their own 
form of cultural nationalism, simultaneously rooted in the African diaspora and 
in an expansive cosmopolitanism. Pierre Gomis, for example, declared: “In Afro-
Cuban music . . . there’s the rhythmic inspiration of Africa, French dancing and 
the Spanish language. There’s nothing that can rival it. You rediscover yourself in 
this music—whether you’re in Havana, New York or here [Dakar].”51

Orchestre Baobab’s Rudy Gomis said to the researcher Aleysia Whitmore: 
“We needed something that wasn’t our folklore but that was close to our folklore. 
That’s why cha-cha-chá came here to Africa. . . . Before you could go to a bar and 
you danced tango, waltz, pasa doble. It was too white, too toubab.”52

Pascal Dieng, who was a singer with the group Super Cayor for many years 
and now leads his own ensemble, articulated why the cultural mélange of Afro-
Cuban music is so important for many Senegalese: “Afro-Cuban music is a music 
of blacks and whites. It’s a music of méttisage. With salsa, there’s no apartheid. 
It’s for whites and blacks. Our grandparents who left Africa for slavery in the 
Americas—they sang in the sugar cane field. They mixed with white people so 
salsa is a music that mixes and joins white skin and black skin.”53

For the generation that came of age in the 1950s and 1960s, those who could 
dance well to Afro-Cuban music gained a reputation for cultural refinement. 
Dance for this group has been more than just social leisure. Along with expertise 
in Latin music, it has been a means for achieving social distinction, accumulat-
ing social capital, and embodying modernity. For this generation of Senegalese, 
Afro-Cuban dancing is modernity in motion. The late El Hadj Amadou Ndoye, a 
professor of Hispanic literature at Université Cheikh Anta Diop in Dakar, recalls: 
“Dancing and Cuban music go together. . . . Ibrahima Fall—he became Minister 
of Foreign Affairs—we were students then—he was a great dancer. There was a 
contest to see who was the best dancer. He was Dean of the Law School, a great 
intellectual—and he won a bunch of those dance contests. It [Afro-Cuban music] 
is, in fact, associated with modernity, class, education. It’s urban, modern and it 
goes with what’s chic and the latest style.”54

Many Senegalese of this generation that straddles the colonial and postco-
lonial eras associate the fluid steps and swaying motion of Afro-Cuban dance 
styles with a modernity that they have found culturally comfortable. The cabaret 
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singer Aminata Laye remarked: “I started dancing to salsa music. That was the 
beginning of my loving the music—the rhythm. Whether it’s two-step, three step, 
four step—you feel at ease. There’s less noise in the music.”55

Mas Diallo, a radio announcer of Afro-Cuban music, has had a similar re-
sponse to the music: “I love salsa and I find it’s one of the best musics. For the 
very simple reason, I choose salsa because it’s accessible and flexible (souple). 
As a music, it has no equal.”56

Senegalese from this generation of the 1950s and 1960s have viewed Afro-
Cuban dancing as dignified and respectable as well as modern. Indeed, because 
it emphasizes proper comportment and courtesy toward women, many see it 
as having a moral dimension. The guitarist Mbaye Seck observed: “Everyone 
dances not only because of the rhythms—it’s the morals. It’s their [Afro-Cuban 
music] calm morals. They’re sensible morals. It’s a music of deep feeling and 
everyone loves it.”57

Seck’s observations about why so many Senegalese have loved Afro-Cuban 
music points to another reason for its enduring popularity: its role as a catalyst 
for creating a “community of sentiment” for Senegalese “entering modernity” 
in the last half of the twentieth century. The anthropologist Arjun Appadurai 
argued in Modernity at Large that mass media have been especially effective in 
fostering the formation of such communities. Through film, sports, or, in the case 
of many nations in Africa, music, “a group . . . begins to imagine and feel things 
together.”58 In Senegal, a shared enthusiasm for Afro-Cuban music has allowed 
the generation that came into its own after independence to coalesce and create 
its own cultural identity. The singer and bandleader Pape Fall commented, “when 
I listen to Cuban music, I feel there is a part of me in that music,”59 an experience 
shared by many others in the Senegalese Afro-Cuban music public. The guitarist 
Baye Sy talked of his engagement with Afro-Cuban music in similar terms: “To 
love something is a sensation. You listen to something and it touches you and 
you don’t even know why. As soon as I heard this music, right away I loved it.”60

Nicolas Menheim, a sonero and bandleader, has an equally emotionally 
charged relationship with Afro-Cuban music: “We identify with this music. 
It’s almost as if it was in the water.”61 Cheikh “Charles” Sow, the late writer and 
librarian, also pointed to the emotional immediacy of Afro-Cuban music and its 
ability to create “communities of sentiment”: “It’s something that people sense 
right away. People feel it spontaneously regardless of the fact that it comes from 
far away. It’s not the same thing with jazz. People love it but it’s, let’s say, something 
intellectual or for people who have lived a long time in France. It’s not a music 
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that is as instantly appreciated . . . I don’t even understand why people love it so 
much. Old people love Cuban music and so do young people.”62 

Sow’s statement demonstrates that for the Senegalese of his generation (those 
who reached adulthood in the 1950s), involvement with Afro-Cuban music was 
not primarily cerebral. It was not just an exercise in salon cultural politics or 
an intellectual gesture. Instead, it entailed a profound emotional and, through 
dance, physical connection with the Hispanic cultures of the African diaspora, 
the méttisage/mestizaje of the Caribbean and a modernity as much based in the 
Atlantic tropical world as in the cooler climate of Western Europe. It engendered 
a community of sentiment based on lived experience that has lasted for three 
generations and shows few signs of disintegrating. 

Communities of sentiment, though, as Appadurai has observed “are capable 
of moving from shared imagination to collective action.”63 This potential capac-
ity is in part responsible for this group of music lovers’ often tense and complex 
relationship with the Senegalese state, even though the music has never been as-
sociated in Senegal with a political position. When Senghor became head of state, 
negritude became the semiofficial cultural policy of Senegal until the 1980s, a 
period coinciding with government neglect of Afro-Cuban music. Those in power 
during this era regarded the Afro-Cuban music community as being potentially 
at odds with negritude. By depriving it of state patronage and recognition, the 
Senegalese government inhibited the community of Afro-Cuban listeners from 
developing their aesthetic preferences into a political ideology.

This official disregard did little to quiet debates about what type of modernity 
was best suited for Senegalese society. In new contexts with new participants, 
discussions continued, informed by Senghor and Socé Diop’s differing models of 
negritude. Afro-Cuban music lay at the core of both these models; conspicuous in 
one case for its absence and in the other for its animating presence. In the 1950s 
Senegalese urban youth took up as their generation’s bandera both Afro-Cuban 
music and a form of negritude closer to Socé Diop’s version. This mixture made 
Senghor uncomfortable, but he was powerless to prevent it. For him, the path to 
full cultural citizenship, both domestically and internationally, involved securing 
an esteemed position in the global “republic of letters,” requiring that he mask 
his interest in Afro-Cuban music. In the 1950s and 1960s, however, for many 
youthful Senegalese the struggle for full cultural citizenship entailed engaging 
in new patterns of consumption and mastering new forms of sociability. For 
this generation, Afro-Cuban music continues to embody modern sociability in 
a unique and powerful way.



THREE

Son and Sociality

Afro-Cuban Music, Gender, and  

Cultural Citizenship, 1950s–1960s

Where there is consumption there is pleasure,  
and where there is pleasure there is agency.

Arjun Appadurai1

Mbelekete was a well-known figure in the Kinshasa (Léopoldville) of the early 
1950s, despite his lack of any particular trade or talent. He stopped traffic with his 
acrobatic stunts on his unicycle. He delighted in cycling into areas where Con-
golese normally were unwelcome by the Belgian colonial state and was famous 
for circling around stalled traffic at busy Kinshasa intersections. Occasionally 
Mbelekete would take it upon himself to direct traffic, much to the amaze-
ment of his fellow Kinois. Mbelekete became a fashion leader and tastemaker 
in Kinshasa before his premature death in the mid-1960s as a result of a traffic 
accident. His attendance at a club where a band was playing always ensured a 
full house. Indeed, his freewheeling attitude toward colonial authority influenced 
such youths as the famous musician Luambo “Franco” Makiadi. Fifty years after 
his death, Congolese from his generation still celebrate Mbelekete as the “No. 1 
Kinois,” an avatar of modernity and an author of the Kinois urban style that has 
so attracted international attention.2

Mbelekete’s antics, using modern products like bicycles in a culturally trans-
gressive manner, were not unique in postcolonial Africa. This chapter looks at 
how in Senegal urban youth similarly rehearsed “modern” identities by pur-
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chasing newly accessible goods like radios, sunglasses, and Western clothes 
and listening to and dancing to recorded music. These young Senegalese were 
less socially disruptive than their counterparts elsewhere in Africa, such as the 
“Buffalo Bills” of Kinshasa or the “cowboys” of Enugu, Nigeria. However, they 
were just as culturally significant. Starting in the 1950s, young men in Dakar and 
other communities congregated in courtyards or small sitting rooms to drink 
tea and listen to Afro-Cuban music on portable phonographs. 

These casual gatherings rapidly crystallized into clubs with distinctive identify-
ing names, large collections of Afro-Cuban music, and lengthy meetings. As the 
clubs grew, they staged elaborate parties. Clubs initially vied with one another 
over who had the most current Cuban discs. Over time, though, competition 
increasingly revolved around perceived expertise and the ability to project a 
distinguished mien. What started out as the pursuit of sociality evolved into 
new ways of being in the world that departed from both the dominant local and 
colonial French models.

These informal associations of urban youth, like their counterparts in Nigeria, 
Angola, and Tanzania, constituted innovative ways of defining masculinity in 
Africa, “fueling the imagination of nation” in a rising generation.3 As was the case 
elsewhere in Africa, Senegalese record clubs grew out of the coming together 
of new gender constructions, patterns of consumption, and imagining of com-
munities. However, while young Dakarois men longed for the same prestige 
goods and were preoccupied with the same issues of cultural “sovereignty” as 
their counterparts elsewhere in Africa, their reformulation of manhood revolved 
around different axes. Reflecting local cultural practice, their modern masculinity 
emphasized sociality over aggression and cosmopolitanism over ethnic or re-
gional particularism. As a consequence, in place of public displays of male power 
typical of Enugu and Kinshasa, Dakarois engaged in semisecluded enactments 
of elegance and sophistication. Rather than carve out alternative zones of male 
refuge and withdrawal like the musseque clubs in colonial Luanda, Dakar’s young 
men created arenas where they prepared for future societal leadership roles, 
enlarging social networks through demonstrating the latest Latin dance moves.

The Senegalese clubs were especially significant in how they pioneered modern 
social behaviors for men. Members at all times had to be correcte. In Senegalese 
terms, this word has multiple meanings and dimensions. It refers to neat and 
fashionable clothes, a punctilious concern with etiquette, flawless self-discipline, 
and a general air of refinement. Together, these qualities denote an individual 
with an unblemished moral reputation, as internally clean as he is externally 
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elegant. Whether consciously or not, club members were using Afro-Cuban 
music to fuse elements of “traditional” Wolof/Serer/Tukolor cultures with French 
bourgeois mores to devise a new standard of behavior for a modern Senegal.

The clubs themselves were a bricolage of French, Cuban, and Senegalese social 
institutions. The club members overtly appropriated the French salon and soirée, 
for example. They were not the first Senegalese to do this.4 However, by holding 
salons and soirées far removed from the elite precincts, democratizing them, and 
adding Spanish to French as the languages of “high” culture, they were departing 
from tradition. From Cuba, the young Dakarois borrowed the idea of the rumba 
session in which music and dance enhanced solidarity and congealed new identi-
ties. From their own cultures, the Afro-Cuban club members recontextualized 
age grades and initiation ceremonies and in a altered form made them relevant 
to urban life. By linking expressive culture with modernity and generational 
differentiation, they provided fresh frameworks for thinking and feeling. These 
linkages created modern ways of associating with one another and their com-
munity that the club members felt were congruent with a progressive society. 

CONSUMPTION, SOCIALITY,  

AND CULTURAL CITIZENSHIP

The record clubs thus served as workshops where Senegalese youth of the late 
colonial era could experiment with new forms of sociality that drew on local, 
Caribbean, and French traditions. For these youths, this new form of social-
ity with its transnational basis and its emphasis on tolerance and refinement 
provided a pathway to modernity that bypassed the usual colonial circuits. 
Consumption was central to this new notion of sociality. The young Senegalese 
in the Afro-Cuban music clubs consumed goods like phonographs and records 
to encode popular experience into self-consciously “modern” cultural forms. For 
them, “consumption was good for thinking,” for conceptualizing and enacting a 
form of cultural citizenship that would enable them to be modern and African 
in a postcolonial world.5

Ever since Karl Marx made commodity fetishism a centerpiece in his analysis 
of how capitalism shapes culture, researchers have studied how the consump-
tion of commodities by individuals and groups transforms consciousness and 
alters social relations. In African and Latin American studies, researchers have 
often connected consumption with the global expansion and penetration of a 
Western-dominated capitalism.6 In this line of analysis, Africans or Latin Ameri-
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cans become modern through their acquisition of European industrial products. 
Their modernity stems both from their newly conceived desire for these goods 
and the ways purchased items such as bicycles, furniture, and clothes change 
their daily lives, their self-perception, and their worldview.

Consumption can play a vital role in the creation of identities independent of 
the cultural meanings originally attached to specific goods. Soap, for example, 
may have one meaning for the European or South African producers and quite 
another for Zimbabwean consumers. For the manufacturers, their merchandise 
is a device for becoming “clean but for the Zimbabweans, the toiletries were a 
tool for defining and refining personhood.”7

In the Argentine sociologist Néstor García Canclini’s work, consumption can 
be a means for claiming “rights to difference,” enabling a group to gain recogni-
tion “as subjects with ‘valid interests, relevant values and legitimate claims.’” By 
consuming, we can “distinguish ourselves . . . and [find] ways to combine prag-
matism with pleasure.”8 Canclini maintains that consumption can have political 
ramifications, whether intended or not. Clusters of individuals, by preferring 
one commodity to another, can be both part of a society and distinct from it. 
How and what they consume establishes their “cultural citizenship” and has 
an impact on their status. For Senegalese youth growing up in 1950s and 1960s 
Dakar, the idea of cultural citizenship galvanized their generation. Straddling the 
colonial/postcolonial divide, they asserted themselves culturally and politically 
as a generation that was both African and modern.9 

A new form of sociality provided the foundation for the cultural citizenship 
they were advocating. The concept of sociality has a long history in Western 
thought. Definitions abound, from Lord Shaftsbury to Georg Simmel. The defi-
nition that best typifies the Senegalese situation comes from the anthropologist 
Richard Fardon’s work on Western Cameroon. Fardon explains that sociality (or 
as he prefers, “sociability”) “is the behaviors and attitudes anticipated in different 
relationships . . . a framework of knowledge and organization of feeling about 
the way people impinge upon one another.”10 Fardon makes the important point 
that “since sociability identifies and models personal relations, it is related both 
to the conceptual and moral ordering of societies.”11 

By linking the emotional textures and rhythms of daily life to the organization 
of societies and states on a wider scale, Fardon’s model of sociability illuminates 
the cultural significance of Dakar’s Latin record clubs. The sociality that typified 
the clubs reflected the complex realities of postwar African Dakar. New French 
colonial policies and internal economic changes within Senegal itself reshaped 
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the city’s social landscape. There was an expansion of Western educational op-
portunities and an increased rate of migration from the rural hinterland into the 
capital city. These developments necessitated new “frameworks of knowledge and 
feeling” for young Dakarois. At the very moment when the colonial authorities 
were slowly easing their access to evolué status, the influx of new inhabitants 
from the interior who were relatively unexposed to classic French culture trans-
formed their city. Some of the new arrivals regarded the clubs as insufficiently 
Islamic because of their overt secularity and kept their distance. However, many 
of the migrants, especially those who were students in colonial schools, joined 
and were welcomed. Indeed, many children of migrants established their own 
record clubs. The sociality of the Latin record clubs enabled their members to 
simultaneously embrace the culture of the wider Atlantic world represented by 
their European education while affirming their Africanité in solidarity with their 
newly urban Senegalese neighbors. 

This sociality also furthered the growth of a Senegalese civic society embedded 
in local practice but reflecting French republican ideals. In the English-speaking 
world the state and civic society are separate. Civic society provides a space for 
individual liberty, and the state legally guarantees that freedom.12 In French 
republicanism, by contrast, the state is an extension of civil society. What hap-
pens in civic society shapes the state and is of great significance. In this model, 
civic society emerges out of citizen participation in many different realms, the 
cultural and social as well as the political. Indeed, “sociability and citizenship 
[presuppose] each other.”13 Citizenship doesn’t just entail involvement with po-
litical institutions. The correcte attitudes and behaviors arising out of intensive 
participation in the public sphere are also essential in defining citizenship. In 
fact, in the Francophone tradition, cultural citizenship lies at the heart of the 
republican project. 

From this perspective, the Senegalese record clubs as voluntary cultural and 
social associations had an implicit political dimension. The behaviors and men-
talités the clubs fostered were similar to the republican virtues of being immersed 
in public life and bringing an informed, critical perspective to significant issues 
facing society. By creating the record clubs, the young Senegalese Latin music 
enthusiasts were establishing new patterns of consumption and new models of 
sociality. In so doing, they were rehearsing citizenship in a free African polity, 
organized around republican principles. However, in order for these changes to 
occur, Dakar in the 1940s and 1950s had to develop the physical, economic, and 
social infrastructures that could sustain cultural enterprises like the record clubs. 
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URBAN GROWTH AND CULTURAL CHANGE  

IN POSTWAR DAKAR, 1940S–1960S

Dakar, like many other urban areas in sub-Saharan Africa, experienced rapid 
growth from the 1940s to the 1960s. According to some estimates, between 1945 
and 1960 the city doubled its population. Already by 1950, approximately one 
out of every ten Senegalese lived in Dakar.14 Such growth led to improvements 
in the city’s infrastructure and altered its urban identity. Dakar developed into 
one of the major cities south of the Sahara and the de facto cultural capital of 
Francophone Africa. The city became one of the major transportation centers 
of Africa in the 1950s, the focal point of far-flung sea, rail, and air networks. 
Although other African metropolises like Lagos and Kinshasa surpassed it as a 
business and industrial hub, Dakar’s markets and shops were filled with consumer 
goods of all types, sold at a price an increasing number of African customers 
could afford. It was indisputably the educational capital of Francophone Africa. 
Its population was sophisticated and multiethnic. In 1945, 43 percent of the 
city’s African population was Wolof; 13 percent was Tukolor; and the remaining 
44 percent consisted of sizable communities of Pulaar, Serer, Cabo Verdeans, 
Hassaniya-speakers, and Bamana. It is likely that the city’s ethnic composition 
preserved this diversity ten years later.15 In addition, there were thirty-eight 
thousand French residents and a large concentration of Lebanese and Syrians. 
With its large expatriate population and its sizable communities of migrants 
from many parts of West Africa, Dakar had become one of the continent’s most 
cosmopolitan and culturally complex cities.

From the time the Free French under Charles de Gaulle wrested control of 
Dakar from the Vichy regime in 1943, Dakar’s economy began to revive from the 
doldrums of the Depression and the early years of World War II. The Free French, 
knowing that the city had one of the best natural harbors in Africa, undertook 
improvements of the port’s infrastructure. Simultaneously the Dakar airport, 
established in 1937, became a major refueling stop for air traffic to Africa and the 
Allies stationed large numbers of French and US troops in the city. The soldiers 
freely spent money, stimulating local commerce; but even more important, the 
colonial authorities strengthened the manufacturing capacity of Dakar by creat-
ing import-substitute industries.16 By 1945 Dakar had become “a naval and air 
base of global importance”17 and a crucial center of trade and manufacturing. 

After the war Dakar developed even more rapidly. Always wary of the British, 
de Gaulle became concerned in 1945 that the British-controlled city of Accra in 
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the then Gold Coast (contemporary Ghana) was overshadowing Dakar as the 
leading port in West Africa. To counteract this perceived threat, the French leader 
resolved to make the city into an imperial showcase through enlightened urban 
planning and an extensive public works program. De Gaulle’s plans entailed di-
viding Dakar into spatially distinct zones with areas reserved for administration, 
industry, commerce, and residential housing. His planners envisioned six resi-
dential sectors, accommodating various populations including a growing African 
presence. As is often the case with urban master plans, this ambitious undertak-
ing never received a big enough budget to realize all its objectives. However, the 
French did spend enough money to make the port one of the leading cities in 
Africa, and the spatial model they imposed still shapes contemporary Dakar.

Other changes in French colonial policy promoted Dakar’s growth as well. In 
1946 France established FIDES (Fonds d’Investissement pour le Développement 
Économique et Social), supposedly to develop their African colonies rather 
than exploit them.18 Between 1946 and 1956, 64 percent of FIDES’ budget went 
to infrastructural improvements in France’s African colonies, especially trans-
portation.19 These improvements made the movement of goods to and from 
Africa more efficient, reducing costs and encouraging investment. The French 
also worked to improve urban housing for Africans, although their efforts fell 
far short of meeting local demand. At the end of World War II they founded 
SICAP (Société Immobilière du Cap Vert) to provide housing for both Dakar’s 
growing middle class and its large working-class population. In its first year of 
operation, it built 150 houses and 4 cités ouvrières.20

During this same postwar period, French business interests found Dakar 
and Senegal increasingly attractive areas for investment. French capital came 
in two waves. Between 1946 and 1949 francs flowed into Dakar from France 
because investors in the metropole feared a communist takeover of the French 
government. Two years later, in 1951, as the French commercially disengaged 
themselves from Indochina, there was another significant flow of capital into 
Senegal, which the French business class regarded as more politically stable. 
Initially, French investment in Dakar provided funds for the enlargement of 
already existing manufacturing concerns and the establishment of new ones, 
a change in strategy from the 1930s, when the French had been more likely to 
invest in trade in agricultural commodities. By the mid-1950s French merchants 
and bankers were especially drawn to projects that made more consumer goods 
like radios, phonographs, textiles, and soft drinks available to Africans at lower 
prices. While Dakar never became an industrial powerhouse like Abidjan in 
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Côte d’Ivoire, its industrial zones in the late colonial period were bustling with 
a number of beverage and textile concerns.21 It is not clear how many new wage 
jobs were added in the immediate postwar period, but given that gainful employ-
ment has always been scarce in Senegambia, the creation of these manufactur-
ing jobs had a marked impact on Dakar’s hinterland and beyond. Hopeful job 
seekers from all regions of Senegal flocked to the city in search of work in the 
1940s, forming a multiethnic labor force.22 The fact that most of these migrants 
were disappointed did not reverse the flow. Even if they were frustrated in their 
search for work, the migrants felt that ultimately there were more opportunities 
for them in Dakar than elsewhere in Senegal.

Many migrants dreamed of their children attending a colonial school. They 
were aware that in addition to its emphasis on economic development, French 
policy in Africa during the postwar period also sought to expand “Western” edu-
cational opportunities for Africans. The effect of this policy change was dramatic. 
In 1937 enrollment in Senegalese schools was only fifty thousand, a figure that 
included students from other parts of French West Africa.23 By 1960, 28.8 percent 
of the school-aged population in Senegal was receiving a French colonial educa-
tion.24 In French West Africa “expenditure on education rose from 3% of the total 
budget in 1935 to 4% in 1947, and to 13% of a much expanded budget in 1957.”25 As 
a result of this increased expenditure on education, it became possible for more 
Africans to receive a postprimary education in the 1950s, although educational 
opportunities still remained restricted. During this period the French built a 
number of new lycées in Dakar, and in 1950 they opened the Institut des Hautes 
Études de Dakar, which offered a postsecondary degree. In 1957 the University of 
Dakar opened with 575 students from throughout French West Africa. Affiliated 
with the universities of Paris and Bordeaux, it was established as the eighteenth 
French public university. With its renowned lycées and postsecondary institu-
tions, Dakar became a magnet for ambitious Senegalese youth. 

The Dakar these students inhabited was a much different place from the pro-
vincial town it had been in the 1930s. Dakar’s social and economic transformation 
into one of Africa’s most culturally dynamic cities created a fertile climate for 
the formation of Latin music clubs and the emergence of a student subculture 
linked to sociability and consumption. However, it took the introduction and 
dissemination of new media technologies like the portable phonograph to fully 
stimulate the imagining of a new type of cultural citizenship for Senegal.
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SOUND MADE TANGIBLE: PHONOGRAPHS  
AND THE COMMODITIZATION OF MUSIC

It is likely that French administrators and merchants brought the first phono-
graphs to Senegal at the turn of the twentieth century for their personal use. 
During World War I improvements in sound reproduction made phonographs 
increasingly portable. As a result, by the 1920s phonographs were relatively 
common in the European quartiers of Dakar and St.-Louis, providing music for 
dance parties and individual entertainment. By the 1930s in major urban centers, 
a few prosperous Senegalese began to acquire them as well.26 Accompanying the 
phonographs was an ever-increasing number of records, bringing the music of 
the French music hall, the US jazz club, and the Cuban cabaret to Senegalese 
clubs and domestic residences for the first time. 

With records, music from around the world became tangible to the Senegalese, 
something they could hold and touch. It became a commodity that individu-
als bought, sold, and consumed. It began to circulate like other goods. Music 
furthermore became portable, transportable, and repeatable.27 Different parts 
of the world like Senegal and Cuba now could hear each other’s music. Music 
started to become despatialized and displaced for the Senegalese.28 Individuals 
could carry records from place to place and play them anytime they wished, 
whether any musicians were present or not. No longer was it necessary to fully 
understand the original contexts and nuances of a piece of music. Audiences 
were free to fashion their own meanings and understandings. Simultaneously, 
music also became more private. Listeners could fashion their own subjective 
response to a genre of music isolated from their community, a radical departure 
for Africa.29 Music as a consequence became a tool for either constructing a pri-
vate aesthetic realm or transforming a public sphere, depending on individual 
or group behavior. All these characteristics of records had implications for how 
the Senegalese listened to music.

Initially in the 1920s, only Senegalese who occupied positions of privilege 
within colonial society gained exposure to this new media technology. Before 
long, however, other urban groups gained access to recorded music, even if that 
entailed standing outside an open window while a record was playing. By the 
1930s there was a huge market for records in Africa.30 The music historian John 
Collins states that the major record companies sold eight million records in West 
Africa alone between 1930 and 1933.31 The flood of records into Senegal introduced 
new divisions into Senegalese music. For the growing Senegalese listening public, 
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indigenous music now became “local” in comparison to the recorded “global” 
sounds flooding into the country. Increasingly, lack of access to “modern” com-
munication technology made the music “local.” Being unrecorded, its listenership 
was severely constrained and its status diminished, at least in the urban areas.

Another repercussion of the advent of “foreign” records into Senegal is that 
the music listening experience of the Senegalese became segmented in an un-
precedented fashion. Previously, an audience hearing Senegalese music would 
have a shared understanding of the music, having grown up in the same culture. 
However, when records from France and Cuba became available, what people 
heard was influenced by their position in society and the intensity of their ex-
posure to French culture. During the 1940s and 1950s, for the cosmopolitan 
members of the intelligentsia Cuban music was the epitome of modern verve 
and sophistication; for the urban artisans the music was slightly disreputable 
“youth” music, heralding changing social mores and roles. For Dakar’s army 
of students, the music was simultaneously both. This audience segmentation 
was to last until the coming of transistor radios created a more unified national 
listening public in the 1960s.

Despite the sensation that Afro-Cuban records created in Senegal from the 
1930s onward, their availability in the 1950s and 1960s was limited and their price 
remained high. Phonographs also were costly in prewar Senegal, and the French 
business interests concentrated on importing other items to sell. Pathé-Marconi 
had a monopoly on Francophone Africa on the distribution of all records and 
phonographs.32 For reasons that are not clear, the company was much less aggres-
sive in penetrating this market than its EMI counterparts in Anglophone Africa. 
Eventually the scarcity of recorded Cuban music, combined with its unwavering 
popularity among Senegalese listeners, created a situation in which the records 
became “prestige” goods that could easily be converted into social capital. How-
ever, while Afro-Cuban records remained rare, the machines necessary to play 
them became much more common after 1945. The development of a new genera-
tion of portable phonographs, smaller and less expensive than their predecessors, 
meant that more Senegalese could afford them than ever before, especially since 
French trading houses began to import consumer goods in greater quantities in 
the 1950s.33 This discrepancy between the increasing availability of phonographs 
and the difficulty in obtaining the latest Afro-Cuban records set the stage for the 
emergence of Latin music clubs. 
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INDEPENDENCE CHA-CHA-CHÁ:  

THE RISE OF THE AFRO-CUBAN RECORD CLUBS

Dakar in the 1950s was a city full of young people. By 1950, for the first time in its 
history, birth, not migration, was the major factor in its demographic growth.34 
Unprecedented numbers of these youths, both male and female, were enrolled in 
French colonial schools. Given this dense concentration of students, it is not sur-
prising that soon a student subculture, drawing on both indigenous and French 
elements, coalesced. This student subculture encouraged hard work and achieve-
ment, but it also led Senegalese youth to explore new forms of leisure like soccer 
and dancing to recorded music from abroad, and new forms of consumption like 
purchasing fashionable French and Italian clothes. The Afro-Cuban record clubs 
provided an institutional framework to experiment with these new patterns of 
leisure time activity and consumption, enlarging and stabilizing social networks.

At their inception in the late 1940s and early 1950s, the Afro-Cuban music 
clubs were specifically tied to micro-neighborhoods but not specific language 
communities. Their membership was largely comprised of the children of first-
generation immigrants to Dakar, who felt shut out of the more established social 
institutions of the commune, plus a few individuals from more established Da-
karois and St.-Louisien families. The clubs were a means of sharing enthusiasm 
and increasing knowledge through the pooling of members’ nascent Cuban 
record collections. Meetings initially were informal and private. Some ten to 
fifteen young men of roughly the same age gathered on a verandah or in a 
courtyard to listen to and analyze Afro-Cuban music in a modern adaptation 
of age group socializing. While one member brewed attaya, Senegalese-style 
tea, another assumed the role of master of ceremonies. They drank glasses of 
sweet tea and evaluated new recordings. Members memorized the Spanish lyr-
ics of their favorite songs and sang along with the records. The meetings were 
exercises in multilingualism, as the guests communicated with one another in 
Wolof, French, and Spanish, although at this point in Senegalese history few had 
expert knowledge of the third language. Politics were rarely, if ever, discussed, 
preserving what the members regarded as the purely social function of the club. 
After several hours of listening, singing, and aesthetic debate, the students would 
plan their next gathering and return to their studying. 

By the mid- to late 1950s, Dakarois and St.-Louisien youth had considerably 
expanded the scope of the Afro-Cuban record clubs. The intensified appeal of 
Afro-Cuban music in Senegal, combined with an increased supply of Afro-Cuban 
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records, resulted in more clubs with larger memberships. One factor promoting 
the clubs’ growth was the worldwide popularity of the cha-cha-chá, played by 
such Cuban orchestras as Enrique Jorrín’s (the originator) and Orquesta Aragón. 
In addition, Dakar now had at least half a dozen record stores run by French and 
Lebanese merchants. With a steady if still small supply of Latin records to expand 
their music libraries, the clubs could widen their range of activities for their 
enlarged membership. One way of doing so was by staging Cuban record parties.

Starting out as small, impromptu affairs, these occasions evolved into highly 
ritualized events with exacting protocol that had to be followed to the letter. 
Clubs competed with each other in a good-natured way over having the most 
young women, the best Afro-Cuban music, the most skilled dancers, and the 
most exclusive guest lists. The organizers issued handwritten invitations in 
French. They enforced a dress code and turned away any prospective guest who 
was improperly attired. The parties included both genders, and the members 
treated the women guests with exaggerated courtesy. The soirée organizers pro-
vided light refreshments but rarely alcohol. Couples danced to Afro-Cuban mu-
sic played on small portable phonographs. Some men without partners danced 
alone, sometimes in front of a mirror.35 The parties could become animated. 
In a recent novel by the Senegalese writer Boris Diop, the character Nguirane 
Faye recalls one such gathering from his youth: “We were playing lots of Cuban 
music at our parties in Le Plateau. These parties were hot and the alcohol was 
flowing. I can still see us shaking our bodies in complete chaos in a burning 
hot, dusty warehouse. Imagine dozens of girls and boys with bodies shivering 
as if taken by complete madness, and shouting even louder than the tumbas 
[sic] and the maracas.”36

The film Ça twiste à Poponguine (1993) documents the activities of these clubs 
and some of the roles they played in their communities.37 Though the movie 
takes place in 1964 in a small fishing village near Dakar, Sene Absa’s depiction 
of the clubs could easily have been set in several Senegalese cities in the 1950s. 
The movie tells the story of two music clubs: the Inseparables, who champion 
yéyé French singers like Sylvie Vartan, and the Kings, who favor US rhythm and 
blues musicians like James Brown (interestingly, there is no Latin music in the 
film).38 One of the two groups, which recruits its members from young people 
who work in the fishing industry, has a portable record player, while the other, 
which consists of students, has access to girls to invite to parties. The two groups 
vie for social supremacy in their village without either permanently gaining the 
upper hand. Eventually, after their competition becomes too heated and threatens 
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the social cohesion of their community, they unite in staging a concert and party 
that features a visiting French pop singer. Though overly sentimental, the film 
convincingly argues that the clubs allowed their members to dream of modernity 
and experiment with behaviors that enabled them to be simultaneously African 
and cosmopolitan.

The Kings and the Inseparables in Sene Absa’s film were loosely organized, 
typical of clubs in rural Senegal. However, record associations in major cities like 
Dakar frequently evolved into much more complex institutions, with members 
specializing in specific roles. Some club members, like Mbacké Fall “Aragon,” 
won fame in their quartiers for their skill in dancing to Cuban music.39 Oth-
ers were celebrated for their debonair fashion sense. The more dynamic clubs 
had entrepreneurs like Ibrahima Sylla who used their ability to track down 
the scarcest and newest Cuban 78s and LPs to assemble legendary Latin music 
collections.40 Still other club participants, like Garang Coulibaly and El Hadj 
Amadou Ndoye, gained respect for their knowledge and understanding of Cuban 
culture and helped hone the musical taste of their fellow members.41 The aim of 
the young Senegalese in developing these areas of expertise was enjoyment and 
enhanced personal standing in their neighborhoods. However, whatever their 
original intent, their activities ultimately had wide-reaching social and cultural 
ramifications. In their patterns of consumption, their experimentation with 
new forms of sociality, and their diasporic musical sensibility, they pioneered an 
embodied modernity that transformed the mentalité of first, their generation, 
and later, their nation. 

While the record clubs carved out space to listen to Afro-Cuban music, 
they also established semisecluded spaces where men and women could dance 
together. This emphasis on couples dancing by young unmarried individuals 
constituted a significant cultural shift in gender relations for Senegal. Before 
sustained European contact, dancing in Senegalese cultures usually was a public 
expression of community solidarity and cultural identity and often was done in 
a ritual context.42 As a rule, it involved strict separation of men and women and 
almost always was done in large groups.43 Though it sometimes promoted mar-
riage between young people, “traditional” dancing generally lacked a romantic 
dimension. The Cuban dancing in the record clubs, by contrast, was secular. It 
defied gender segregation and was unattached to any ethnic identity. Although 
precolonial societies valued individualized dancing prowess, the record clubs’ 
focus on dancers’ personal style and skill represented a radical departure from 
prior practice. Their emphasis on creating a private milieu in which young 
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men and women could mingle, talk, flirt, and dance without adult (or colonial) 
supervision was even more of a rupture with the past. Through these social in-
novations, the clubs helped strengthen a link in Senegal between Afro-Cuban 
music and modernity. 

A crucial part of the clubs’ mission was pedagogical. As part of their project 
promoting Cuban music as a pathway to modernity in Senegal, they aspired 
to show a generation how to dance “Cuban” in a culturally authentic way and 
convince them that this dancing was superior to other dances imported from 
abroad, such as the fox trot and the tango. As in Ghana, young people learned 
about European and Caribbean dances through newspapers and imported books. 
Dance academies even existed for those who could afford them.44 Films also pro-
vided visual templates for how to dance in the Cuban style, and magazines were 
still another source of instruction. Bing, for example, which was based in Dakar, 
published visual diagrams of the steps for a cha-cha-chá or a rhumba. However, 
family and friends were most often the dance “professors.” In her autobiography 
of growing up in 1940s and 1950s Dakar, A Dakar Childhood, Nafissatou Diallo 
(1941–1982) writes of her brothers guiding her into the world of foreign dance, 
though she couldn’t figure out where they had gained their expertise.45 Diallo is 
vague about what steps she learned. She mentions that she learned the bolero, a 
slow dance done to romantic ballads in Cuba, and later mentions that she could 
dance to gumbe music.46 Interestingly, her brothers stressed fancy footwork, play-
ing down exaggerated hip movements, probably in the cause of decorum. Diallo’s 
relatively privileged background made it easy for her to obtain the knowledge 
she sought. However, few Dakarois or St.-Louisiens had the opportunities open 
to Diallo. For many of these young Senegalese, the Afro-Cuban record clubs 
filled an important void in their éducation sentimentale by initiating them into 
foreign dance. For them, the renowned dancers of the record clubs were masters 
of an embodied modernity.

The leading club dancers often were also fashion leaders. Dakar in the 1950s 
and early 1960s resembled other parts of Africa like the Congo or Zambia, where 
modish young men imported materials or concepts from abroad in pursuit of 
pleasure, prestige, and modernity. In Zambia during the 1950s, for example, 
young men banded together in teams of around twenty to dance the kalela.47 
Dressed in pressed trousers, singlets (undershirts), and highly polished shoes, the 
groups danced in public in a circular pattern, accompanied by loud drumming. 
Most of the dancers were individuals with little prospect for advancement in 
racially stratified colonial Zambia. Indeed, the participants in the kalela move-
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ment, according to the anthropologist J. Clyde Mitchell, used dance and clothes 
to construct ethnic identities and fantasize about achieving an elite status that 
was out of their reach.

In Kinshasa in the 1980s, the sapeur movement emerged at the nexus of popu-
lar music and fashion. The sapeurs were young Congolese dandies dedicated 
to purchasing and wearing European designer clothes, despite their modest 
incomes.48 They particularly associated themselves with Congolese musicians 
like Papa Wemba and Koffi Olomide and attended their concerts attired in the 
latest European fashion. The sapeurs were subtly rebelling against the authenticité 
policies and political dominance by northern Congolese during the Mobutu re-
gime and were fixated on foreign designer labels.49 Whether fairly or not, many 
in the Congo saw the sapeurs as marginal youths with a propensity to engage in 
petty crime to finance their fashion forays. 

The Senegalese record club members had a different agenda than their 
counterparts in Zambia and the Congo. They worked against reifying ethnic 
self-definition and were training for an elite status that they saw as soon being 
within their reach. Neither obsession with foreign designers nor opposition to 
a government-defined policy of authenticité figured in their activities. They did 
not perceive themselves as marginal, nor did their society regard them as so, 
and they rarely, if ever, engaged in illegal activities. They lived in a period when 
social mobility was a possibility, and many were eager to grab any opportunities 
that came their way.

In Dakar young men associated “proper” dress with refined conduct, mo-
dernity, and consumerism, all behaviors and qualities they equated with Afro-
Cuban music. Though limited in their finances, club members still were able to 
project an ambience of elegance and distinction in their embrace of “sartorial 
modernity.”50 In the 1950s young Senegalese favored slimly cut French and Ital-
ian clothes or local imitations, often by tailors trained in Paris.51 The frilly and 
flamboyant costumes of many Cuban and Puerto Rican performers of the period 
such as the Conjunto Casino had little appeal for club members, who regarded 
the musicians’ uniforms more as costumes than as stylish outfits. In the early 
1960s British “mod” fashion became influential, in part as a result of the rise 
of the Beatles, who were popular in West Africa.52 Women guests, in contrast, 
dressed in European clothes less frequently. More typical attire was chic but 
modest “African dress” and elaborate hairstyles. The different approaches to 
proper dress for men and women show that the clubs, despite their new ideas 
about social life, still projected a pronounced gendered conception of modernity. 
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The individual who assembled a club’s library of Afro-Cuban records was one 
of its most important members. To a great extent, a club’s prestige rested on the 
size and depth of its Cuban music collection. Those who were able to expand their 
collections became highly respected figures among their peers. Club members 
believed that having a large number of Afro-Cuban records ensured a stream of 
attractive women as dance partners at their soirées. As the late Senegalese show 
business impresario Ibrahima Sylla recollected: “The one who had the biggest 
trunk was the one the ladies looked up to, the cat that got the cream! We used 
to love showing off all our new musical discoveries! We organized a whip round, 
each of us contributing 500CFA francs, and we made up trunks of vinyl that were 
to set people’s dancing feet alight. . . . We were always trying to out-do each other, 
every man seeking to preserve the exclusivity of a rare treasure by removing the 
labels from the records.”53

A “big trunk of vinyl” also attested to the strength and international reach of a 
record collector’s social networks and his resourcefulness. Senegal’s record shops 
carried a varied stock during this period (French cabaret and popular music; US 
rock and roll, rhythm and blues, and jazz; and Egyptian and Lebanese music) 
to appeal to as wide a customer base as possible: African, European, and Arab. 
Given that the shops were small, the selection of Cuban music was limited in 
range and quantity. When new Cuban music discs arrived in the 1950s and early 
1960s, the supply rarely met the demand. In a matter of days, sometimes hours, 
a new release would sell out. This meant that in order to have a celebrated col-
lection, the record clubs’ music procurers had to have sources for Cuban music 
records beyond the record shops. A successful record “maestro” like Sylla worked 
at developing ties with sailors, broadcasters, and family and friends who traveled 
abroad—anyone who could obtain for him the most current Cuban records.54 

The French cultural theorist Jacques Attali has associated this behavior of 
stockpiling music with groups that feel socially and culturally disenfranchised; 
this certainly was the case with Senegalese youth in the late colonial period: 
“Music . . . becomes a strategic consumption, an essential mode of sociality for 
those who feel themselves powerless before the monologue of the great institu-
tions.”55 Consuming and listening to Afro-Cuban music became a subtle act of 
cultural resistance for a Senegalese generation that had to proceed through a 
harsh and culturally patronizing French educational system to advance socially 
and economically. The record club members and their French schoolmasters 
both listened to Cuban music but understood it differently. For the French, the 
music represented tropical exotica. For their Senegalese students, Afro-Cuban 
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music enabled a record club member to establish “a mental realm over which I 
hold sway, a thing whose meaning is governed by myself alone. It is all my own.”56 
As a consequence, the music was an aural sign of liberation and a source of new 
behaviors that could provide a social foundation for a postindependence Senegal. 

The record collections themselves show how “consumption is good for think-
ing.”57 The musicologist Martin Stokes has observed that record collections can 
give “shape to the sheer profusion of identities and selves.”58 The young Senega-
lese Latin music libraries drew a portrait of their cultural and social aspirations, 
“giving shape” to their identities as Africans and cosmopolitans, embracing 
modernity and alterity on their own terms. Stokes also has argued that record 
collections constitute “a means of transcending the limitations of our own place 
in the world . . . constructing trajectories rather than boundaries across space.”59 
Purchasing Latin records allowed the young Senegalese to “articulate a num-
ber of idiosyncratic sets of places”—Dakar, Havana, San Juan, New York—that 
bypassed the political and conceptual boundaries of the French colonial world, 
tracing an African/Caribbean trajectory that mirrored negritude without dupli-
cating it.60 Though the impulse to collect Cuban records may have arisen from 
a sense of powerlessness in the face of French imperial institutions, ultimately 
the young Senegaleses’ consumption of recorded Cuban music enabled them to 
claim “rights to difference” from both an older generation in Senegal and the 
French and to gain recognition “as subjects with ‘valid interests, relevant values 
and legitimate claims.’”61

The connoisseurs, the fourth type of specialists in the record clubs, were 
instrumental in this quest for recognition. Nearly always these connoisseurs 
were outstanding students who clearly were going to be intellectual leaders of 
their generation. Many of them, like El Hadj Amadou Ndoye, Djibril Gaby Gaye, 
and Garang Coulibaly, went on to become university professors, broadcasters, 
and cultural bureaucrats. They helped forge a national modern imaginary for 
their nation, consciously incorporating the ethos of the record clubs.62 Their 
knowledge of Latin music is exhaustive. They enumerate the repertoire of all the 
major ensembles and recount the history of the sidemen on most records.63 More 
important, they are aware of what to listen for in Cuban music: the subtleties of 
time changes, a graceful bridge, the harmonic sophistication of an arrangement. 
They especially excel at discerning why one ensemble is superior to another, 
an exercise that entails the elaboration of an aesthetic code. The characteristics 
they cherish in Cuban music, not surprisingly, reflect the qualities they wished 
to inculcate in themselves and their generation: panache, refinement, sincer-
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ity, and elegance. The connoisseurs inserted these values into the debates over 
the relative merits of different ensembles that were an important feature of the 
music clubs from their inception.64 By so doing, they made these debates seem 
like intellectual dialogues in a salon. 

The connoisseurs also helped situate the record clubs in their larger cultural 
and political contexts. The clubs faced potential opposition from two quarters: 
the French colonial government and the Islamic establishment in Senegal. As 
Gary Wilder has pointed out, the duality of the Senegalese as both sujet and ci-
toyen conceptually bedeviled the French government in Senegal throughout the 
twentieth century, leading to vacillating policies.65 It is not surprising, given this 
confusion, that French colonial governments in Africa had a deep ambivalence 
about cultural associations, especially ones that were not formed in response to 
one of their initiatives. French administrations came from a society where cul-
tural life and civic culture were intertwined. They were attuned to how cultural 
participation could quickly lead to political action. However, many of them also 
subscribed to a “humanistic” philosophy that viewed cultural associations as 
“civilizing” institutions for the participants that would make them better citizens. 
This tension between vigilance and tolerance resulted in administrative paraly-
sis in regard to the record clubs. Moreover, much more than their British and 
Portuguese counterparts, French colonial figures turned a blind eye to music as 
long as it remained uncritical of the imperial regime.66 The fact that the young 
Senegalese were listening to Caribbean music genres that, as far as the French 
were concerned, had little connection to political protest or cultural nationalism, 
led the French to allow the record clubs to develop relatively unmolested by the 
colonial security apparatus. One of the responsibilities of the connoisseurs was 
to ensure that the record clubs retained the appearance of being purely a social 
and cultural phenomenon and avoided “trespassing” too overtly into political 
territory.

Maintaining cordial relations with the Islamic establishment was a more 
complex task. Many of the record club members came from Islamic families, and 
a significant proportion were devout practicing Muslims. A few, like Ibrahima 
Sylla, were even scions of prominent marabout families. Often their parents were 
displeased with their children’s engaging in behaviors that some might construe 
as contrary to Islam.67 While the intellectual cadre of the clubs had little power 
to placate distressed Muslim parents about the secular pursuits of their children, 
they seemed to have been more successful in keeping the Islamic establishment 
at bay. Few of the club members are inclined to discuss what compromises they 
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might have reached with their neighborhood imams and with the local represen-
tatives of the Islamic brotherhood who have dominated Senegalese life since the 
colonial period. Perhaps the fact that so many of their members remained active 
in their mosques and developed proud, confident Islamic identities persuaded 
the marabout community that the Afro-Cuban music clubs didn’t represent a 
threat to the umma. Indeed, a few Islamic clergy looked with favor on the clubs’ 
project of reconciling local religious and cultural practice with changing social 
and cultural realities.68 What is clear is that while the Islamic clergy as a whole 
were not pleased with the emergence of the clubs, they chose to tolerate their 
existence as long as the clubs remained semiprivate and affirmed values like 
civility and correcte behavior.

GOING PUBLIC: FROM RECORD CLUB PARTIES  

TO LIVE CUBAN MUSIC

Starting in the early 1960s, Latin musicians from the United States, responding 
to the burgeoning interest in Cuban music in West Africa, began touring Senegal 
and staging shows. These performances spurred the expansion of an audience for 
live Afro-Cuban music and encouraged the performance of new transnational 
identities by the concertgoers. More important, though, they enabled the spatially 
dispersed record clubs to coalesce as a public with common tastes and ambitions 
and a shared sense of purpose. Ultimately the coalescence of this public helped 
form a national modern imaginary for Senegal, rooted in the tropical world of 
the black Atlantic.

Before the early 1960s performances by Latin musicians from the Caribbean 
in Senegal, although not unprecedented, were extremely rare. Senegal lacked the 
large audience, infrastructure, personnel, and capital that would make importing 
notable Afro-Cuban musicians from abroad a feasible proposition. From time 
to time, however, live shows did take place. From the 1930s until regular service 
faded out in the early 1970s, the European passenger ships that plied the West 
African route occasionally hired Cuban ensembles to entertain those on board. 
When the boats docked in Dakar or St.-Louis, it appears that the musicians some-
times would stage spur-of-the-moment concerts to make some extra money.69 
The audiences of these hastily arranged recitals were mostly Dakar’s expatriate 
community, though some Senegalese also attended. Older Senegalese Latin music 
enthusiasts claim that the famous Cuban son ensemble Septeto Habanero once 
played such a show in Dakar.70
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By the early 1960s a number of changes made performances by US-based Latin 
musicians much more common. The record clubs had considerably enlarged 
the public for Cuban music among the younger generation. Moreover, many 
Senegalese returning from their studies in France had acquired a taste for Latin 
music while in Europe and were eager to attend the sort of musical events they 
had experienced while abroad. The prospective spectators for a Latin music 
performance now numbered in the tens of thousands. This new public was 
diversified in its class composition. During this period, besides the students of 
the record clubs, well-heeled Senegalese (civil servants and successful business 
people) liked to be seen in public. In addition, many young people who had 
recently migrated to Senegal’s cities from the country’s rural hinterland were 
looking for inexpensive diversions. They soon found Cuban music concerts an 
exciting alternative to sports matches. 

At the same time that this new public was forming, major urban areas in Sen-
egal began to build bigger and better concert facilities. In the 1940s and 1950s, as 
soccer gained in popularity, the colonial government built a network of soccer 
stadiums, as did the Senegalese government after independence. These stadiums 
could hold sizable crowds and were ideal locations for Latin music shows. By the 
1960s Dakar boasted substantial international hotels with pool and garden areas 
that were equally well suited for entertainment events, if on a much smaller scale 
than the stadiums. Concert organizers arranged large shows at the stadiums for 
the young people in the community with moderate priced tickets and separate 
intimate but more expensive affairs at hotels that attracted an older, more elite 
audience.71 This expanded range of performance spaces made it financially pos-
sible for the first generation of Senegalese impresarios to hire the more famous 
Latin musicians, such as Johnny Pacheco.

Most of these new concert promoters emerged from the record clubs. At the 
start, they were enthusiastic amateurs whose ambitions exceeded their manage-
rial capacity. Unlike in Anglophone West Africa, where modern show business 
was well established with an institutional framework, the Senegalese Latin music 
concert organizers were pioneers with little access to capital.72 They also lacked 
professionally trained staff, such as ticket takers and stage crew personnel.73 What 
they lacked in experience, however, they made up for in energy and audacity. 
Daniel Cuxac was typical of this new breed of Senegalese entertainment entre-
preneurs. Born in Casamance, Cuxac grew up in Dakar, where he was active in 
record clubs as a particularly resourceful collector. After finishing his education 
(including learning Spanish), he became one of the first stewards on the newly 
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formed Air Afrique in the early 1960s. Exploiting the opportunities offered by 
free travel, Cuxac traveled to New York and Havana as often as possible. Starting 
“cold,” he gradually built up his contacts in record distribution and musician 
circles in both cities. Initially there was some suspicion of the West African, who 
was an unknown quantity with minimal financial resources. However, his charm, 
command of Spanish, and deep knowledge of Latin music gradually gained him 
entry into the Latin music world.74 It helped as well that West Africa in the early 
1960s represented an emerging market for the Latin music industry. Musicians 
and industry executives were willing to take a chance on the stranger from Dakar 
if it meant new performance opportunities and additional sources of profits. 
One label owner let Cuxac become a distributor of his records in West Africa 
without putting up any front money. It wasn’t long before Senegalese promoters 
like Cuxac were convincing major figures in the Cuban music world in New York 
to embark on Senegalese concert tours. Building on his success in Dakar, Cuxac 
later migrated to Abidjan in the mid-1960s and went on to become one of the 
most important figures in the history of African show business.

A crucial factor in the success of enterprises like Cuxac’s was the expansion 
of media in Dakar in the 1960s. Because of this growth, it became possible to 
widely publicize concerts in a variety of media that previously were unavailable. 
Advertising in newly founded newspapers became an effective way to reach an 
elite segment of Latin music listeners. Radio was especially useful in alerting 
those who were not literate in French of upcoming events. Promoters also had 
the advantage of extensive social networks like the record clubs that could mo-
bilize students and their friends to attend a performance. Poster announcements 
on walls, kiosks, and lamp poles further disseminated information about Latin 
music shows. Through this intensive citywide advertising in a variety of media, 
the Latin music community became more aware of itself as a spatially unified 
public, a community “that transcended the limits of [their own] place in the 
world.”75 Partially as a result of this newfound unity, Afro-Cuban music concerts 
became workshops where the audience imagined and actualized a new model 
of cultural citizenship. What was once a private pursuit done in small, homo-
geneous groups in neighborhood settings became a public spectacle involving 
large, diverse crowds from every corner of Dakar.

These favorable conditions would have been irrelevant if US-based Latin 
musicians had been unwilling to travel to Africa. However, famous groups and 
singers from New York were surprisingly ready to pack their bags and fly to 
Senegal even without significant advances. Latin musicians of this generation 
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were used to basic working conditions and traveling far distances to find work. 
Many of them had done tours of rural Latin America, where rudimentary fa-
cilities and unreliable concert promoters were part of the job. As immigrants 
or children of immigrants, they were inclined to be mobile, and a significant 
number relished the adventure of playing to unfamiliar audiences in what was 
for them an exotic part of the world. Many of them found the concert fees much 
higher than was the norm in the United States. Others were pleased to be dealing 
with an entertainment business that was not dominated by criminal elements, 
as was the case with the salsa industry in the United States at that time. African 
impresarios might have been amateurs and sometimes unreliable, but their zeal 
and sincerity were welcome changes for the jaded Latin musicians.

Once they had experienced the sophistication and fervor of African audi-
ences, it was even easier to lure the musicians back, despite the fact that the 
expected financial rewards didn’t always materialize. The great flutist and cha-
ranga bandleader Eddy Zervigón was astonished by his first trip to Africa in 
1972.76 Zervigón was used to playing as many as four gigs in one night in the 
United States to make ends meet. Outside of Hispanic nightclubs, he was un-
known. Mainstream English-speaking society regarded his music as marginal 
and frivolous. Yet when Zervigón’s plane landed at the Dakar airport, he was 
greeted by five thousand fans. Some of the most important figures in Senega-
lese society attended his concerts. Perhaps what he found most gratifying was 
that Senegalese audiences saw his music as “high culture” and appreciated the 
subtlety of his artistry. Zervigón returned to Senegal a number of times, despite 
unfulfilled promises of concert fees (eventually, however, he demanded to be 
paid in an internationally convertible currency before he left the airport to start 
a tour). Today, a huge framed poster announcing his first appearance in Dakar 
hangs in the entrance to his home in Queens, New York.

By the 1970s a solid circuit for Latin music had developed in Senegal. A Latin 
ensemble might play at four different types of events during a tour. Besides the 
stadium concerts, prominent Senegalese hired Latin musicians to play at their 
“society” weddings. In addition, it became almost a tradition for some govern-
ment ministries to import Latin groups to provide dance music for their annual 
New Year’s parties. As a network of elegant music clubs emerged in Dakar, some 
Latin groups played limited, special engagements at the larger clubs for higher 
admission fees. 

It is likely that the Dominican flutist and bandleader Johnny Pacheco was 
the first major Latin musician to tour Senegal.77 In the early 1960s he was one of 
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the leading proponents of the pachanga music, which was immensely popular 
in Senegal and a particular favorite of the record clubs. By April 1964 he was 
already playing dates in Dakar and continued to be a regular visitor for years.78 
Like Pacheco, many visiting Latin musicians during this period were part of cha-
ranga ensembles like Orquesta Broadway and Típica Ideal. In 1976 Típica Ideal 
recorded an album entitled Vámonos Pa’Senegal/Para Bailar y Gozar, reflecting 
how important Senegal had become to US-based charanga orchestras.79 While the 
style’s popularity had subsided in the United States by the 1960s, its hold on the 
Senegalese public continued unabated until the 1980s, providing much-needed 
employment opportunities for US charanga ensembles.

Other types of musicians were also visiting Senegal during this period. From 
the 1950s onward it was common for countries like the United States to send 
musicians to play for free or a minimal fee for African audiences. The US gov-
ernment used these traveling performers as “Cold War ambassadors” to win 
the “hearts and minds” of African listeners. The State Department, for example, 
often sponsored tours by jazz musicians like Louis Armstrong, Dizzy Gillespie, 
and Randy Weston and blues performers like Buddy Guy and B. B. King (King 
gave a concert in Dakar in 1970). By giving such high official visibility to African 
American artists, the US government was trying to counter charges that US society 
was racist.80 As far as the State Department’s cultural commissars were concerned, 
Latin music was peripheral to this racial project. Moreover, until recently in US 
history, Latin music lacked the cultural prestige of jazz and blues. An even greater 
problem for US cultural bureaucrats was that Latin music performers sang in 
Spanish, the language of a colonized Puerto Rico and a communist Cuba. The 
State Department probably believed such controversies were better left off stage. 
The sum total of these “limitations” apparently made Latin musicians unsuitable 
candidates for government patronage.81

Communist Cuba initially made little effort to fill the vacuum created by 
US neglect in this area. However, once Africa became a centerpiece of Cuban 
foreign policy during the 1970s, the Castro regime became more interested in 
mounting African tours by Cuban popular music groups. The revered Cuban 
charanga ensemble Orquesta Aragón led the way. When Aragón played a concert 
in Paris in 1965, they were surprised to discover that they had legions of African 
fans and that their records sold faster there than almost anywhere else in the 
world. In 1972 they toured Africa for the first time, playing in Guinea and Mali.82 
Hundreds of Senegalese, some with very little money, made a pilgrimage to the 
concert in Conakry when they learned their own government was unwilling 
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to let the group play in Senegal for political reasons. Upon their return, their 
glowing reports made the Senegalese public even more eager to see their idols in 
person. According to Héctor Ulloque Germán, Orquesta Aragón finally played 
in Senegal for the first time in 1979 toward the end of President Senghor’s reign.83 

The first Aragón appearances in the late 1970s and early 1980s created a sensa-
tion. By compressing thousands of miles of diasporic space into the confines of a 
Dakar stadium and distilling four centuries of black Atlantic history into a two-
hour recital, the concerts unleashed a complicated set of feelings and reactions 
in their Senegalese audience. Given the well-known opposition of the Senegalese 
leader to the Castro state, attending the concerts was for some an understated 
gesture of resistance against the “soft” authoritarianism of the Senghorian state. 
For others in the audience, the concerts were a celebration of a cohort coming 
into its own. The students of the record clubs had by this point moved into posi-
tions of responsibility in the Senegalese bureaucratic, commercial, professional, 
and academic realms. For them, Latin music had become the “anthem” of their 
generation. Orquesta Aragón in their eyes was the epitome of the cosmopoli-
tanism and refinement they hoped to champion in the years ahead. For the few 
local musicians fortunate enough to join Aragón on stage for a song or two, the 
concerts were an opportunity to enhance their legitimacy and prestige. These 
impromptu collaborations represented roots in reverse: Senegalese finding their 
cultural essence in the music of another nation from the other side of the Atlantic.

This chapter has traced how private realms of consumption (record collections, 
record clubs, clothes, and concerts) helped forge a certain class-based habitus in 
Senegal in the 1950s through the 1970s. Through imported Afro-Cuban music 
and portable phonographs, young Senegalese fashioned their own subjectivities 
and structures of knowledge and feeling, staking their claims to modernity.84 
Their habitus established a new notion of cultural citizenship for Senegal based 
on sociality, cosmopolitanism, and cultural refinement. Their version of cultural 
citizenship and modernity, however, would have had limited impact on their na-
tion if it had only been enacted in the semisecluded world of the record clubs and 
the occasional concert by a US salsa orchestra. Further changes were necessary 
to stimulate the circulation of their model beyond their generation.



FOUR

From Sabor to Sabar

The Rise of Senegalese Afro-Cuban  

Orchestras, 1960s–1970s

The months before Senegal achieved independence from France on April 4, 
1960, were a period of gaiety and optimism in Dakar. The city’s entertainment 
venues were filled with revelers, especially in the Medina, one of the designated 
African quartiers of the city. The demand for diversion and novelty was high. As 
Senegal prepared for the end of French rule, Dakar’s nightclubs resounded with 
Afro-Cuban music. More than just a new country was coming of age; Senegalese 
Latin musicians also were entering an epoch with unprecedented opportunities 
for enhancing their prestige and enlarging their public. Within twenty years 
of independence, using Afro-Cuban music as an underpinning they created 
a distinctly Senegalese style of popular music. This achievement is especially 
remarkable in that it was accomplished with little or no government support. 
Unlike in Mali or Guinea during this period, where musicians received their 
salaries and instruments from the state and enjoyed high visibility as a result of 
official sponsorship, Senegalese musicians were on their own.

If government aid was minimal, however, numerous other factors converged 
to create a positive climate for Senegalese Afro-Cuban performers. For example, 
after independence the rate of rural migration to the capital increased. Many of 
these new migrants were drawn to Dakar’s burgeoning music scene. To better 
cater to this reconstituted audience for Afro-Cuban music, Senegalese Latin 
ensembles began incorporating more indigenous musical elements into their 
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style. These developments transformed the nation’s notions of cultural citizenship 
in what Michael Denning called “a decolonization of the ear.”1 New patterns of 
consumption paralleled a repertoire of refined behaviors in determining cultural 
“belonging.” Accordingly, Senegalese cultural citizenship became more class 
inclusive and less dependent on the acquisition of Western education. 

The emergence of a network of racially integrated nightclubs in Dakar, like Ibra 
Kassé’s The Miami, with its house ensemble, The Star Band, meant that young 
musicians interested in playing Afro-Cuban music had something resembling 
steady work and enthusiastic, knowledgeable audiences. The growth of Senegalese 
radio resulted in their work reaching new listeners far from the capital. Later, 
with the construction of the first recording studios, Senegalese Latin musicians 
were able to study and learn from recorded performances of their music for the 
first time and expand their following even more. Benefiting from this improved 
musical infrastructure, a number of new Latin bands emerged, increasingly fea-
turing full-time professional musicians from a non-griot background. More work 
and higher expectations from their listeners encouraged Senegalese Afro-Cuban 
musicians to perfect their technique and experiment with new musical forms. 
By the 1970s they were producing work of superior quality and great originality.

This chapter looks at the role these Latin orchestras played in the process of 
decolonizing their nation and constructing an inclusive national culture. As 
groups like Ibra Kassé’s Star Band shifted from a devotion to the Cuban tradition 
to a broader approach in the 1970s, they brought sounds from both sides of the 
Atlantic into musical dialogue with one another, culminating in the transatlantic 
career of Laba Sosseh. In the process they reconfigured Senegalese modernity 
and helped spark a debate about cultural authenticity and cosmopolitanism that 
dominated the 1980s. 

THE STAR BAND: FOUNDATIONAL ANCESTORS

Whenever Senegalese aficionados of Afro-Cuban music gather and discuss the 
history of Latin music, they identify the Star Band as the “foundational” ensemble 
of Afro-Cuban music in Senegambia.2 Musicians are particularly emphatic in 
recognizing this band as their stylistic ancestor. Present-day instrumentalists and 
singers regard the members of the Star Band as the first generation of Senegalese 
Afro-Cuban musicians, regardless of who performed before them, establishing 
the roots of an artistic lineage that first transformed Senegalese music at home 
and then made it world famous. The Star Band initially became famous for set-
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ting a higher standard for the “authentic” performance of Afro-Cuban music. As 
the band’s personnel changed, its artistic mission evolved. By the late 1960s the 
ensemble had initiated the process of indigenizing Latin music by incorporating 
local elements into the band’s sound, such as sabar drumming and singing in 
Wolof. The group’s influence has been so persistent that the Star Band “brand” 
retains its charisma in contemporary Dakar.

The Star Band’s success in the late 1950s and 1960s arose from an artistic 
alliance between the Senegalese musician, entertainment entrepreneur, and 
nightclub manager Ibra Kassé and the Nigerian saxophonist Dexter Johnson 
(1932–1981). Kassé brought to the partnership a love and knowledge of Afro-
Cuban music and an ability to locate and nurture new talent. In addition, his 
tough managerial style kept his band playing at a high level. Johnson contrib-
uted his mastery of a number of brass instruments and his exacting musical 
standards to the collaboration. Together they put their mark on the Star Band 
and Senegalese popular music.3

The Star Band’s Pan-African personnel made it unusual among major African 
orchestras of the period. Musical groups in Nigeria, Ghana, the Congo, and 
Guinea during this era mostly consisted of citizens from that one nation. In the 
Star Band, by contrast, the musicians came from Anglophone, Lusophone, and 
Francophone Africa and hailed from at least four countries. The two trumpet-
ers, Bob Armstrong and Mac Kenzie, for example, were Liberians. Both had 
served in the Liberian military, where they had played in the armed forces band. 
The guitarist virtuoso José Ramos came from Cape Verde. The vocalist Amara 
Touré, who also played timbales, was from Guinea. Senegalese who heard him 
sing recall his mastery of the Cuban son style.4 The saxophonist Mady Konaté, 
whom many considered as gifted as Dexter Johnson, was also a Guinean. Both 
Dexter Johnson and the bassist Harrison were Nigerian. One of the few nations 
not well represented in the group, at least at its inception, was Senegal, although 
the famous Senegalese percussionist Lynx Tall was part of the rhythm section. 
The relatively low level of Senegalese participation in the ensemble aroused little 
local controversy. The Dakarois from the start embraced the orchestra, in part 
for its multinational membership.

Johnson’s personality molded the band. A phlegmatic individual, he was 
punctilious about his fellow musicians being in tune and in rhythm. Much like 
the New Orleans jazzman Sidney Bechet, he was merciless with instrumentalists 
who had imperfect technique, and musicians still speak of him with as much 
fear as respect. Senegalese audiences adored him, not only for his playing but 
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also for his serious and stylish bearing. He epitomized for them everything a 
“modern” entertainer should be. Johnson was born in Ibadan, Nigeria, in 1932 
and was active in the Lagos highlife scene during the 1950s, playing drums with 
the Samuel Akpabot Orchestra. He then circulated as a saxophonist between 
Monrovia, Liberia, where he played in an orchestra sponsored by Liberian presi-
dent William V. S. Tubman, and Bamako in present-day Mali, where he met a 
number of Senegalese musicians. According to the late Senegalese musical his-
torian Garang Coulibaly, in 1957 Johnson moved to Dakar and tried to win over 
audiences there to highlife music, which was then popular in Anglophone West 
Africa.5 However, the Senegalese and French listening public was uninterested 
in this calypso- and jazz-influenced style, and his playing initially attracted little 
notice. Johnson then joined forces with the Guinean guitarist Papa Diabaté, first 
in Guinea Jazz and then in a group of their own. The Johnson/Diabaté collabora-
tion, while artistically and commercially successful, was short lived. However, by 
this time the Senegalese regarded Johnson as the best “modern” instrumentalist 
in Dakar. When Kassé first heard Johnson play at the Moulin Rouge Club, he 
knew he had found the perfect chef d’orchestre for his Star Band. Johnson left 
the Star Band in 1964 to set up his own ensemble, but before long he migrated 
to Abidjan in Côte d’Ivoire. Later, with the Cameroonian Manu Dibango and 
the Nigerien/Malian Boncana Maïga, he helped organize the orchestra of the 
Ivorian television and radio broadcasting service.6 When he died in 1981, his 
funeral was a national event.

Johnson as the de facto leader of the Star Band chose much of the music 
in consultation with Ibra Kassé and did almost all the arrangements. The two 
men ensured that the orchestra had a varied repertoire, albeit one with a Latin 
emphasis. The ensemble played sambas, tangos, beguines, waltzes, jazz, and 
rhumbas—what the Senegalese guitarist Mbaye Seck, who later played with 
them, called the grandes classiques.7 Their facility in playing all these styles ce-
mented their reputation as a “modern,” international-class orchestra, capable 
of competing with equivalent European outfits. Over time, however, the Star 
Band’s stylistic focus narrowed. Increasingly the group’s performances featured 
accurate renditions of Afro-Cuban music. Part of this shift can be attributed to 
changing popular taste. The Senegalese public, having discovered Afro-Cuban 
music through radio and records, wanted to hear it played “live” for dancing. 

The musicians themselves were fascinated by the project of reproducing Afro-
Cuban music in Africa. One daunting aspect of playing it was singing in Spanish, 
a language not commonly spoken in Senegal and at that point only beginning 
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to be taught in schools. Musicians practiced their Spanish by singing along with 
records and learning it phonetically. Their sung Spanish, though filled with errors 
of pronunciation and inflection, greatly impressed their audiences, who knew 
even less of the language than the performers. It is not clear whether the Star 
Band’s singers were more fluent in Spanish than their contemporaries, but just 
the fact that they were singing Cuban lyrics in their original form struck the 
Dakar public as a great advance in the nation’s cultural development.

Few, if any, firsthand accounts or visual evidence exist of the performing style 
of the Star Band in its early days. What is known is that French variété entertain-
ers like Tino Rossi provided one model of public presentation.8 Entertainers like 
Rossi dressed in the latest style and exuded charm, dignity, and affability when 
performing. On stage he stood relatively still, conveying emotion mostly through 
his voice. Even more influential as a performance “template” were the Cuban 
groups of the 1950s, especially the charanga ensembles like Orquesta Aragón. 
In the “classic” Cuban tradition, Cuban singers were stationary and economical 
in gesture. They stood close to the microphone and delivered their songs in a 
straightforward manner with a slight smile, sometimes trying to make eye contact 
with someone in the audience. There was a marked contrast between the intensity 
of the vocals of a singer like Miguelito Cuní and the physically understated way 
in which they were delivered.9 Cuban instrumentalists were more theatrical, 
particularly the bongueros and congueros during their solos. Yet they were physi-
cally more restrained than US rhythm and blues and rock and roll performers 
of the same period. The most spectacular showmen in Cuba were an ensemble’s 
dancers, if present. Sometimes the dancers were instrumentalists who doubled as 
dancers, while at other times they specialized in dance alone. They would come 
out during certain numbers to animate the crowd by demonstrating the latest 
steps and amaze audiences with their grace and athleticism. 

The Star Band for the most part embraced this Cuban performing tradition. 
Celebrating Afro-Cuban culture was more important than glorifying individual 
artists. Kassé and Johnson’s musicians had a formal manner of playing and 
dressing, which the Senegalese public equated with modernity and refinement. 
The band’s vocalists didn’t indulge in attention-grabbing antics. Mindful of their 
prestigious position and reverent toward Cuban culture, they emphasized their 
material over eccentric showmanship. The brass section and the bassist were 
marginally more physically active but still exhibited elegant self-possession. The 
entire band wore well-tailored uniforms and was always carefully groomed. Its 
musicians were gracious and “correcte” in their interactions with their public. The 
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band was respected for its tight organization. In contrast to the loose, spontane-
ous style of the griot-based traditions, the orchestra was rehearsed, on time for 
performances, and in tune. Its musicians were salaried if not always full-time 
musicians, dedicated to becoming virtuosos on their instruments. While perhaps 
not as disciplined as the Congolese ensemble OK Jazz, fronted by the guitarist 
Franco (Luambo Makiadi), the Star Band impressed Dakar audiences with its 
artistic seriousness and show business savoir faire.10 The band’s mastery of a large 
“international” repertoire and faithful re-creations of Afro-Cuban music symbol-
ized for its public the potential of a postcolonial Senegal to successfully manage 
a modernized economy and complex bureaucracy.11 The Star Band achieved on 
a smaller stage what Senghor sought to accomplish on a large scale.

However, in two significant respects the Star Band’s performances deviated 
from the Cuban model. The ensemble lacked both professional dancers and 
flamboyant percussionists. These two stylistic departures reveal some of the 
significant obstacles the Star Band encountered in transplanting Afro-Cuban 
music to its nation. Unlike an equivalent Cuban orchestra, the band hesitated 
to incorporate dance into its live performances. Even though many of the group 
members were expert dancers, they considered it out of character for them as 
modern entertainers to prance around on a stage.12 Moreover, the bandstands on 
which the Star Band appeared usually were too small to allow for any energetic 
dance routines.13 Show business economics were another consideration. The Star 
Band was a large unit with a minimum of seven or eight musicians, all of them 
salaried. Including dancers would have added to Kassé’s payroll and reduced 
his profit. Dancers on the stage would have diverted attention from members 
of the public demonstrating their command of Afro-Cuban forms on the dance 
floor, which had been one of the highlights of Afro-Cuban music performances 
in Senegal since at least the 1950s. Indeed, the performance of the audience dur-
ing this phase of Senegalese Afro-Cuban music was extremely important. Their 
dignified comportment demonstrated that Senegal’s citoyens were up to the task 
of governing a modern, cosmopolitan country.

The cultural significance of percussionists has differed between Cuba and 
Senegal. In Cuba, a common if overly simplistic view is that twentieth-century 
Cuban popular music arose out of a synthesis of African rhythms and Euro-
pean melodies. Indeed, complex rhythmic layers have been one of the distinc-
tive features of many types of Cuban music such as the son montuno. Bongos 
and especially conga drums came to signify this fusion of musical traditions. 
As a symbol in Cuba, congas have had religious, racial, and class dimensions. 
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Audiences have associated them with Afro-Cuban religious practices, Cubans 
of full African ancestry, and the urban poor. Cuban popular music has been 
filled with secularized Afro-Cuban religious rhythms since the 1920s, a fact well 
known to Cuban audiences. Indeed, until the 1950s this aspect of Cuban music 
aroused much controversy among middle-class Euro-Cubans, many of whom 
found such religious references to santería disreputable. Most Cuban congueros 
and bongueros have been and are Afro-Cubans. In the 1930s and for most of 
the 1940s they were the only musicians of color allowed to play in large Cuban 
orchestras. Middle-class Cubans have tended to associate all African-based 
percussion in their nation with street music (rumba) played by what they regard 
as a semicriminal element.14 As a result, for many Cuban listeners Afro-Cuban 
percussion has a wild, dangerous ambience, laced with eroticism and violence. 
Many expect percussionists to play with physical abandon and project an exotic 
appeal. To further their careers, many percussionists, like Chano Pozo in the 
1940s, were willing to oblige.15 

In Senegal the public and the musical community tend to regard percussion 
as the preserve of griots linked to tradition and localism, the antithesis of the 
modernity and cosmopolitanism the Afro-Cuban ensembles have wanted to 
project. Within the context of Senegalese Afro-Cuban music, percussionists thus 
have had an ambiguous position, artistically essential but culturally disconcert-
ing. Most Afro-Cuban percussionists in Senegalese bands have been griots and 
are paid less than other musicians in the ensemble. Musically, unlike in Cuba, 
they are relegated to the back of the stage, where they are supposed to remain 
subdued and visually inconspicuous.16 The Star Band percussionists rarely were 
given solos. In the few opportunities they had to be in the spotlight, they chose 
to display their subtle understanding of Cuban rhythm rather than exhibit their 
drumming prowess. While the Cuban public has honored its master percus-
sionists, such as Patato (Carlos Valdez) and Changuito (José Luis Quintana),17 
Senegalese audiences ignore their Afro-Cuban percussionists (but not their 
m’balax counterparts). Not surprisingly, when the Senegalese discuss the Star 
Band, they never mention its percussion section. 

Though the Senegalese recording industry was in its infancy when the Star 
Band was established, the group was recorded from time to time in the 1960s, 
mostly for local radio broadcasts. Consequently, more information is available 
about the orchestra’s sound than about its live performances. The received wis-
dom about early Senegalese Afro-Cuban groups like the Star Band usually has 
dismissed them as unimaginative copyists. Yet recordings such as “Gerrando” 
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reveal a different story.18 While manifesting a knowledge of the Cuban tradi-
tion, the band drew heavily on local precedent. Under Johnson’s direction, for 
example, the musicians strove for a seamless ensemble sound instead of layering 
different instrumental lines, as a Cuban group would do. As was the case nearly 
everywhere in Africa (but rarely in Cuba), the guitarists drove the band. Although 
steeped in the Cuban tradition, they also manifested a rock influence in their 
phrasing. By contrast, the horn harmonies were obviously derived more from US 
jazz than from Cuban music. Vocals were emotional but restrained, managing 
to sound simultaneously Cuban and African. In both Cuba and Senegal, singers 
often favor an emotionally intense, high, nasal sound. In Cuba this type of vocal 
was especially valued among members of the coro, while in Senegal it became 
typical of solo singers. The Star Band’s music was preeminently for dancing in 
a stylish nightclub, not for passive listening. It had a pronounced lilt, with bass 
and guitar providing the rhythmic impetus more than the percussion, which was 
employed for texture and color. The group’s overall sound lacked the propulsive 
energy of the best Cuban groups but projected much of the same melodic charm.

As the band’s membership changed, so did its repertoire and sound. Turn-
over was always high in Kassé’s orchestra. He was a difficult person to work 
for, and stories abound of his disputes with musicians who found his authori-
tarian manner unacceptable. Often, after acquiring a following and a measure 
of fame, musicians departed to make more money and have greater artistic 
freedom. Johnson was one of the first to leave, in 1964, organizing a new band, 
Super Star of Dakar.19 In 1976 another group of musicians, this time led by the 
guitarist Yahya Fall, rebelled against Kassé’s dictatorial style and low salaries 
and formed an ensemble called Star Band 1. Kassé’s successful efforts to hold 
onto the Star Band “name” led the secessionists to adopt the name Number 
One, which they then made famous. In 1977 another cluster of musicians, this 
time led by two young vocalists, El Hadji Faye and Youssou N’Dour, withdrew 
from Kassé’s orchestra and organized Étoile de Dakar, cleverly translating the 
Star Band’s name into French, which would make it immune from charges of 
“copyright infringement.” 

As the original multinational personnel positioned themselves as competi-
tors to the Star Band or migrated to Abidjan and other burgeoning markets for 
Afro-Cuban music, Kassé usually replaced them with Senegalese musicians. One 
of the most important activities of the Star Band was to entice young Senegalese 
into the music world and immerse them in the nuances of the Afro-Cuban tradi-
tion. When the guitarist Mbaye Seck in the 1960s discovered Dexter Johnson’s 
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music, it had a major impact on his artistic development. “We were crazy about 
Johnson,” Seck recalls, “everyone wanted to be close to him.” As a student in 
Moscow in the early 1960s, Seck somehow arranged for Johnson to give a con-
cert. There the two established a lasting musical friendship. Upon his return to 
Dakar Johnson encouraged Seck to play in nightclubs after his day job. Mady 
Konaté also mentored the young musician. When he wasn’t available to play at 
one of the band’s engagements, he would recommend that Seck take his place. 
Ultimately Johnson and Konaté’s protégé became a fixture in the group. Before 
long a cadre of young Senegalese instrumentalists and vocalists had developed 
along the lines of Seck. Kassé now had a pool of skilled local artists to fill the 
gaps created by departing personnel.20 

This indigenization of the ensemble allowed Kassé to cater to the Dakar pub-
lic’s growing interest in “modernized” versions of local musical genres. The Star 
Band always had a wide range, and “folkloric” material was part of the mix. Sabar 
drummers were incorporated into the band, and performers like Mar Seck, who 
were comfortable singing in both the Afro-Cuban and various regional traditions, 
were hired as vocalists. A typical Star Band performance during this period al-
lowed its audience to simultaneously embrace cosmopolitanism and authenticity 
by dancing to both Afro-Cuban music and electrified arrangements of Wolof 
and other Senegalese music. However, the band presented the Senegalese music 
as an “interlude,” not to be confused with their raison d’être: the re-rooting of 
Afro-Cuban music on Senegalese soil. 

A second generation of Senegalese orchestras, most of them filled with Star 
Band alumni, reordered these priorities. By appropriating the still existing Star 
Band’s name, these bands sought to inherit the ensemble’s prestigious legacy. They 
produced a modern popular music tied to the creation of an inclusive national 
culture for the independent Senegalese state. Although Afro-Cuban music for 
them comprised the aesthetic foundations of a truly Senegalese sound, they 
further infused it with indigenous traditions. In so doing they reconfigured the 
Star Band’s mix of authenticity and cosmopolitanism.21 

Examining why the Star Band “brand” achieved such legendary influence and 
status reveals many of the ways the Senegalese linked Afro-Cuban music with 
their conception and practice of modernity and cultural citizenship. The group’s 
Pan-African personnel, sophisticated repertoire, linguistic flair (they sang in at 
least four languages), elegant performance style, and technical prowess con-
formed to what the Senegalese in the 1960s defined as international standards. 
Simultaneously, however, it catered to local aesthetic preferences in its explora-
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tion of Caribbean rhythms and song forms. The Star Band’s professionalism 
and artistic panache represented for many audience members a new stage in 
their nation’s development. By surpassing the French models of sophisticated 
entertainment prevalent in Dakar during this period, the group promoted cul-
tural decolonization. Moreover, the Star Band’s disciplined professionalism was 
in tune with the bureaucratic orientation of the Senghorian state. The group’s 
commitment to latinité, albeit one different in emphasis and expression from the 
dominant Senghorian version, also struck its Senegalese audience as the epitome 
of African-based modernity.

However, the Star Band’s position as a “society band” limited how much it 
could develop this concept of cultural citizenship and promote cultural decoloni-
zation. While its fame was widespread, its impact, was for the most part restricted 
to musicians’ circles and the “elite” Dakarois who frequented the exclusive and 
expensive nightclubs of the capital. The ensemble had few opportunities to re-
cord and tour. Senegal had yet to build the communications infrastructure that 
would allow a musical ensemble to have an extensive regional reach. A compact 
audience had formed for local Afro-Cuban music in the capital and in a number 
of provincial towns, but a large national public had yet to coalesce. However, 
a second generation of Senegalese Afro-Cuban ensembles soon emerged that 
were able to preserve and extend the Star Band’s legacy until its influence was 
felt throughout Senegal. The band Xalam “un” was one of the first of these en-
sembles to widen the appeal of homegrown Afro-Cuban orchestras and bring 
the music to new audiences.

XALAM “UN”: THE BOHEMIAN TRADITION

During the 1960s and 1970s in Africa, Western-educated groups frequently 
championed and patronized popular music. In Nigeria, Fela Ransome-Kuti had 
a sizable university following, especially in the western region.22 In Zaire, Tabu 
Ley and Joseph “Grand Kallé” Kabasele’s audience included many intellectuals, 
attracted to their modern sound.23 In Ghana, when E. T. Mensah’s orchestra and 
other highlife ensembles performed, it was common to see some of that nation’s 
artistic and intellectual elite in the audience.24 In Senegal until the 1980s, Western-
educated groups weren’t just part of the public for Afro-Cuban music. Perhaps 
uniquely for Africa, teachers, students, artists, and writers also organized and 
led some of the leading musical ensembles. Their participation demonstrates the 
significant role Afro-Cuban music played in imagining a cultural citizenship that 
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emphasized Senegal’s diasporic ties with Spanish-speaking peoples of African 
descent in the New World.

One of the first of these ensembles was Xalam (always called Xalam “un” in 
Senegal to distinguish it from a later famous group of the same name that special-
ized in jazz/soul fusion). It spearheaded the second generation of Afro-Cuban 
musicians in Senegal and reinterpreted the Afro-Cuban tradition in influential 
ways. For the generation of the Star Band, Afro-Cuban music was iconic of 
modernity and sophistication. Xalam built on this legacy by promoting Afro-
Cuban music as a truly national music, unattached to any ethnic, regional, or 
religious agendas. Moreover, it championed Senegalese Afro-Cuban music as 
a transnational tropical music, owing more to its Caribbean and African roots 
than to European musical and performance practices.

Xalam “un” was the most famous of all the groups that emerged from the 
bohemian subculture of postindependence Dakar. Though little known outside 
of Senegal, its impact on Afro-Cuban musicians in Senegal has been marked.25 
Even more than the Star Band, it presented Latin music as something other than 
a stylish pastime for a Western-educated elite. For the group members and their 
public, Afro-Cuban music was the anthem of a rising generation. In addition, 
they brought a more relaxed attitude to the performance of Latin music, widening 
its appeal to include the young and the culturally marginalized. They performed 
for their peers as much as for those in power. The Star Band usually played for an 
audience of functionaires, politicians, and successful businessmen. The public of 
Xalam “un” was more diverse, recognizing that the appeal of Latin music in 1960s 
Senegal had expanded to include many different urban constituencies. 

Coming together around 1964, Xalam “un” was comprised of the first gen-
eration of Senegalese to grow up primarily listening to Afro-Cuban music. The 
singers Charles Dieng and Tidiane Thiam both frequently heard Cuban music 
in their childhood homes. Dieng’s mother, who was Cape Verdean, even encour-
aged him to learn Spanish and become a sonero, highly unusual advice from 
a Senegalese parent at that time.26 Thiam remembers his parents in St.-Louis 
dancing to Cuban music and recollects that the city resounded with radios and 
phonographs playing Latin music during his childhood in the 1950s. Unlike 
Dieng, Thiam became a professional singer against his family’s wishes. He found 
the lure of performing Afro-Cuban music too strong to resist, though he did 
complete his education and become a teacher.27

Xalam “un” was one of the first Senegalese bands to draw its members from 
the academic and artistic worlds. One alumnus of the group became a professor 
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of mathematics and then the rector of a private university. Another of its sing-
ers, Magay, became a movie actor (and then a restaurant owner). While training 
to be a painter, Magay joined the music ensemble and also became active in 
the Dakar theater scene.28 Eventually, through his roles in several productions, 
he got to know Djibril Diop Mambéty, already a noted actor and filmmaker. 
Mambéty, who was a Latin music enthusiast, eventually cast Magay as the lead 
in Touki Bouki (1973).29 Magay kept up his double career, unusual in Africa, for 
a number of years. The presence of such individuals in the group illustrates how 
Afro-Cuban music along with jazz had become the music of avant-garde circles 
in 1960s Dakar.30 Sophisticated public opinion in Senegal considered the music 
modern and in tune with the latest cultural and intellectual trends.

Xalam “un” made few recordings, and almost no documentary evidence exists 
of the band’s performance style.31 Reportedly the ensemble lacked the class and 
artistic self-control of the Star Band. The band preferred a more informal and 
emotive performance style. Its young audience admired the performers’ skill as 
well as their devotion to the Afro-Cuban tradition. Xalam “un” failed to achieve 
the fame of other Senegalese Afro-Cuban orchestras, although the band went 
on regular national tours and played in other West African countries, including 
Guinea, Mali, Côte d’Ivoire, and Cameroon. While its popularity with the greater 
Senegalese public proved fleeting, the band’s impact on Senegalese Latin musi-
cians was profound. Two of its musicians, the guitarist Cheikh Tidiane Tall and 
the flutist and saxophonist Bassirou Lô, influenced Senegalese Afro-Cuban music 
into the twenty-first century. The group’s name (the xalam is a four-stringed 
Senegalese traditional instrument associated with gewel culture) indicates that 
even by the 1960s the Senegalese were “localizing” Afro-Cuban music and laying 
the groundwork for a genuinely indigenous popular music of national scope. The 
bands No. 1 and Orchestre Baobab, which emerged in the 1970s, were to carry 
this process of fashioning a distinctly Senegalese music even further.

Senegal in the 1970s was a different society from the newly independent 
Senegal that had spawned the Star Band and Xalam “un.” After ten years of 
independence the nation had substantially improved its mass communication 
infrastructure. The national broadcasting service had widened the range of its 
transmission, and the spread of transistor radios made its programming more 
accessible. The content of what was being transmitted changed as well. There 
was a greater emphasis on highlighting indigenous culture and playing Latin 
music, whether from Senegal or abroad. To facilitate more of the radio network’s 
content being produced “in house,” the broadcasting service built recording stu-
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dios. This development made it possible for Senegalese bands to record in their 
own country. At first the sound quality of these recordings was undistinguished. 
However, the sound engineers and record producers gradually learned their craft. 
Musicians now could produce an album that would command respect both in 
Dakar and in the neighboring countries of Guinea and Mali.

A large public for popular culture coalesced during this period and constituted 
a potential market for these recordings. The nation’s rural economy had begun to 
falter, and young people were migrating from the countryside to rapidly grow-
ing cities like the railroad hub Thiès, the market center Kaolack, and the capital 
Dakar. Moreover, the growth of Senegal’s educational system at all levels resulted 
in large concentrations of students in towns and cities. These new urban popula-
tions were open to novel forms of leisure and consumption, like listening to and 
dancing to Afro-Cuban music and purchasing locally manufactured records. 
Both Orchestre Baobab and No. 1 emerged during this era and took advantage 
of Senegal’s expanded communication infrastructure and enhanced commercial 
opportunities. In so doing, they fostered the creation of a Senegalese cultural 
citizenship underpinned by consumption of Afro-Cuban music. 

Though both bands were responding to the same social and cultural conditions 
and both saw themselves as the guardians of the Star Band’s cosmopolitan tradi-
tion, they followed significantly different artistic paths. Together, they represent 
two trends within Senegalese modernity in somewhat the same fashion as the 
band leaders Joseph “Grand Kallé” Kabasele and Luambo “Franco” Makiadi did in 
the Congo in the 1960s. There, Franco’s OK Jazz emphasized a “folkloric” African 
approach, while Kabasele opted for a more diasporic one.32 Orchestre Baobab 
had a sleek, streamlined sound and sought an intellectual and international 
following. No. 1 had a more rhythmically jagged style and appealed to a more 
locally oriented and streetwise audience. Their artistic trajectories in the 1970s 
trace the development of a decolonized Senegalese popular culture, national in 
scope and veering away from French influence. 

ORCHESTRE BAOBAB: FOR THE RECORD

Formed in 1970 as an offshoot of the Star Band, Orchestre Baobab quickly became 
one of the most important groups in Senegalese musical history. It is renowned 
for a deceptively simple, languid ensemble sound, more reminiscent of the great 
Guinean bands to the south like Balla et Ses Balladins and Bembeya Jazz than 
of the usual tougher Dakar style. This section focuses on how improvements in 
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music recording helped shape the group’s sound. As the group became more 
experienced in the studio and the recording equipment available became more 
advanced, its music grew more technically assured and sophisticated. 

Baobab was the first major band to emerge from the Casamance region of 
Southern Senegal. Separated by the country of Gambia from the rest of Senegal, 
Casamance has developed its own distinct regional culture. In at least three 
respects, Casamance is significantly different from the rest of Senegal. First, 
like Central Nigeria and northwestern Cameroon, it is a linguistic shatter zone, 
with many small language communities. The rest of Senegal is organized into 
sizable language communities like Wolof, Serer, and Pulaar/Tukolor. Casamance’s 
physical environment also contrasts with the rest of Senegal. Whereas most of 
Senegal lies in semiarid ecological zones, Casamance is in a well-watered area, 
with thick tropical vegetation. Agriculturally, it has the best farmland in Senegal, 
yielding fruit, peanuts, rice, and palm products. Casamance is equally religiously 
diverse, with Senegal’s largest concentration of Christians and practitioners of 
African religions. The cultural impact of Islam is far less in this region than 
elsewhere in Senegal. 

These differences did not keep Casamance from sharing the rest of Senegal’s 
infatuation with Afro-Cuban music. By the 1950s the regional capital of Ziguin-
chor had developed into one of the nation’s most important centers of the Latin 
sound. Indeed, the founding of the area’s UCAS Jazz Band (Union Culturelle et 
Artistique de Sédhiou), the oldest continuous Latin ensemble in Senegal, predates 
that of the Star Band.33 Baobab’s two founders, Balla Sidibé34 and Radolphe “Rudy” 
Gomis,35 both were products of this provincial Latin scene, before migrating to 
Dakar in the late 1960s. 

In 1969 Ibra Kassé recruited both singers for the Star Band. Their stint with 
the ensemble did not last long. In 1970 they left to become the mainstays of the 
house orchestra at the newly opened Club Baobab in the Plateau, the European 
“quartier” of Dakar. The band they anchored, though firmly ensconced in the 
Afro-Cuban tradition, was the first Senegalese ensemble to explore and integrate 
the musical traditions of both northern and southern Senegal. The group also was 
one of the first in Senegal to excel at writing its own material. Gomis’s composi-
tions in particular were adept at expressing local concerns within a Latin context. 
Much of the band’s repertoire had a pronounced Pan-African feel as well. Sidibé 
added to Baobab the same Mande musical elements that could be heard in the 
Guinean and Malian popular music of the era, while Gomis specialized in the 
rhythms and melodies of Guinea-Bissau. The Togolese lead guitarist Barthélémy 
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Attisso36 even brought in a subtle highlife inflection from Ghana. The result 
was a bricolage of West African and Cuban elements that seemed to musically 
encompass much of the tropical worlds of the South Atlantic.

Baobab from its formation was an artistically ambitious ensemble, seeking to 
bridge cultural and social divides. The orchestra drew its musicians from three 
disparate groups: university students, professional musicians from a non-griot 
background, and griots. In addition to Gomis, two other members of the group 
had university training. Attisso was originally a law student at the University of 
Dakar who played music as a sideline.37 Latfi Ben Geloune, the band’s rhythm 
guitarist, moved at the highest levels of Senegalese society when he wasn’t play-
ing with the orchestra. His wife is a niece of Léopold Senghor, and Geloune has 
many friends in Dakar artistic and political circles.38 From the pool of professional 
musicians in Dakar who were proficient in Afro-Cuban music the ensemble 
recruited the bassist Charlie N’Diaye, the saxophonist Issa Cissokho, and the 
celebrated singer of boleros and slow ballads, Medoune Diallo.39 

One of the ensemble’s most significant innovations was to feature Wolof gewel 
(griots). Unlike in neighboring Mali and Guinea, where Mande jeli40 were crucial 
in the development of Cuban-based popular music, in Senegal until the formation 
of Baobab, gewel and “modern” musicians moved in separate spheres. The gewel 
participated in folkloric troupes based at the government-run Théâtre Daniel 
Sorano and played at functions like baptisms, marriages, and private parties 
throughout the Dakar region. However, it was rare to see them in a sophisticated 
club setting unless they were playing a modern style or a boîte was featuring a 
Senegalese culture night. 

When Baobab selected the gewel Abdoulaye Laye M’Boup in 1970 as one of 
its lead singers, it was a major departure that was to have a significant impact on 
Senegalese music. Since 1964 M’Boup had been one of the stars of the Théâtre 
Sorano Company. Along with N’Diaga M’Baye, he was considered one of the 
greatest traditional Wolof vocalists of his generation. Baobab hired M’Boup 
precisely for his talent as a singer of traditional Wolof music, not in spite of it. 
He was expected to add a Senegalese tinge to the Baobab ensemble sound. When 
the irrepressible M’Boup proved too free a spirit for the ensemble, often show-
ing up late for work or not at all, the Orchestra hired his protégé, Thione Seck, 
also a gewel, as a backup.41 Seck, who was already singing for Ibra Kassé, had a 
formidable vocal instrument and a broad stylistic range. He was equally at home 
in Afro-Cuban music, Wolof praise singing, or the newer musical hybrids that 
Baobab was developing. The combination of M’Boup and Seck thrilled audiences, 
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and Baobab became one of the most popular bands in Dakar. After M’Boup died 
in a car accident in 1974, Seck continued to gain in popularity. Eventually he 
went on to form his own group, Le Raam Daan, and became one of the major 
figures in Senegalese and African music. Mapenda Seck, his younger brother, 
temporarily took his place in Baobab, ensuring a continuing strong Wolof gewel 
musical presence in the group. 

The diverse backgrounds of the band’s personnel reveal its multifaceted cul-
tural aspirations. Whether by design or not, the ensemble’s team of singers 
represented the three major regions of Senegal. Sidibé and Gomis drew on their 
Casaçais roots, the Seck brothers and N’Diouga Dieng could sing “deep” Wolof, 
and Medoune Diallo was from the Tukolor area in northern Senegal. Being 
grounded in the Afro-Cuban tradition allowed the band to sample Senegal’s 
varied musical traditions without being too closely identified with any particular 
ethnicity or region. The orchestra’s repertoire could have a national reach without 
diluting the artistic integrity and intensity of the music.

The band similarly bridged Senegalese and European audiences in 1970s 
Dakar. In contrast to the Star Band, which played at the Miami in the African 
section of Dakar, Orchestre Baobab’s headquarters, Club Baobab, was at 44 rue 
Jules Ferry in the Plateau, the most important business and residential neigh-
borhood for Europeans in Dakar at that time. The ensemble usually played for 
a mixed audience, consisting of well-heeled Senegalese and expatriates from 
Dakar’s large international community. Gomis always has had a sizable US fol-
lowing, consisting of Peace Corps volunteers, diplomats, development workers 
and consultants, academic researchers, and study abroad students. Through them 
he was exposed as a young musician to US folk and rock music and other aspects 
of North American popular culture. It is not clear whether Gomis and Sidibé 
wanted Baobab to cater to this expatriate audience in the 1970s and 1980s, but 
certainly the ensemble’s sound, which strikes some Western ears as “psychedelic,” 
has always appealed as much to foreign sensibilities as to Senegalese.42 Indeed, 
it was this ability to seduce non-Senegalese listeners that led to the band’s unex-
pected resurgence in the 1990s.

Orchestre Baobab was among the first Senegalese bands to respond to the 
aesthetic quandary created by touring Latin orchestras from the United States 
and Cuba. Starting in the 1960s, the Senegalese experienced in person musical 
styles they had previously only known from records. After hearing and seeing 
live artists like Johnny Pacheco from New York, the public’s expectations of their 
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own Afro-Cuban musicians’ club performances rose. For many Senegalese, their 
homegrown Latin bands, with their staid arrangements, apolitical repertoire, and 
grave stage manner, began to sound more like colonial relics than harbingers of 
postcolonial cosmopolitanism and modernity. 

For an ensemble like Baobab during this period, the challenge was to reno-
vate its performing style without violating the decorum so prized by Senegalese 
audiences. Baobab resolved this conundrum by refashioning its appearance but 
not completely abandoning the dignified stage presence championed by the Star 
Band. One of the earliest photographs of the band in 1972 shows the musicians 
in the Baobab club with their gewel singer Laye M’Boup.43 M’Boup is flanked 
on either side by three members of the group. Instead of the formal attire often 
favored by the Star Band, the group, with the exception of M’Boup, is dressed 
in dark casual trousers and light brown T-shirts with a red baobab tree and the 
name of the club printed in the center. In Cuban style, the T-shirts are not tucked 
into the trousers. The six musicians on either side of M’Boup also are wearing 
black European shoes. Their postures are relaxed and youthful. With outspread 
arms and big smiles, they gesture toward their lead singer in the middle of the 
group. M’Boup is dressed in a completely different style from the rest of the 
group. Where the others are hatless, he wears a red felt fez. Where the rest of 
the orchestra’s clothes are tropical chic, M’Boup is wearing African clothes—a 
white boubou with huge blue polka dots and white Moroccan leather slippers. 
M’Boup appears to be singing a song, his uplifted arms indicating his passion 
and engagement. The image projects the same embrace of hybridity—Cuban, 
European, and African—that undergirds the band’s music.

Another later candid photo of the group shows Attisso, Thione Seck, and Balla 
Sidibé during a live performance, probably in the mid-1970s.44 Both Attisso and 
Sidibé are wearing tie-dyed tunics. Thione Seck is dressed in elegant European 
style with a sharply cut suit and a white shirt opened at the neck. In the photo, 
Attisso is playing guitar with an introspective look in his eyes. Seck, by contrast, 
is planting a kiss on Sidibé’s cheek. The startled but grinning Sidibé is holding 
a shekere (a rhythmic gourd instrument). In its gestures, posture, clothes, and 
emotions, the image has a distinct African feel, suggesting that Baobab had 
progressed in developing a stage presence that was both modern and Senegalese.

In addition to its innovations in performance style, Orchestre Baobab was 
among the first Senegalese bands to record extensively. Access to recording 
technology and the larger publics it generated was a significant factor in the 
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group’s artistic growth. A number of scholars of African music have looked at 
how the spread of recording technology affected regional style, but researchers 
have paid less attention to how the recording process itself influenced African 
popular music ensembles.45 In the case of Baobab, the band’s recordings from 
1970 to 1982 move from a casual sense of organization to polished performances. 
Interestingly, the group’s recordings contradict the prevailing histories of Sen-
egalese music, which argue that Senegalese bands progressed from imitations 
of Cuban music to a more culturally authentic African sound. Baobab did the 
opposite. Its first recordings in 1970 show an ensemble deeply embedded in local 
musical traditions.46 By 1982 its music, in its commitment to tautly patterned 
song forms, layering of sound, and emphasis on a unified ensemble sound, had 
moved much closer to an Afro-Cuban model. 

This stylistic evolution of the band contrasts with the history of other en-
sembles elsewhere in Africa, on whom the advent of new recording technolo-
gies had a different impact. In Nigeria and Zaire the advent of the long-playing 
record in the 1970s allowed rumba, juju, and fuji bands to explore rhythmic 
grooves that lasted for thirty minutes or more. Ensembles became less interested 
in structure and more concerned with producing an uninterrupted stream of 
music that could keep dancers on the floor for longer periods of time. Franco 
and OK Jazz, for example, started out in 1956 playing songs like “Merengue,” 
which lasted just three minutes and four seconds, perfect for a 78 rpm record.47 
However, by 1986 they were recording songs like “La Vie des Hommes,” which 
was longer than twenty minutes.48 When performed in front of a live audience, 
such songs could be twice as long.

It was uncommon, however, for a Baobab song to last more than eight min-
utes. Solos stayed within the confines of a given song and reinforced rather 
than extended its structure. Local practice was one factor limiting song length. 
Audiences in Dakar and elsewhere have preferred to return to their seats after 
a song and mingle before flocking back to dance. Shorter songs have permitted 
this constant circulation between a club’s tables and its dance floor. The musi-
cians’ and the public’s continuing adherence to the aesthetics of Cuban music 
also was significant. Cuban songs until recently seldom lasted more than five 
minutes and usually adhered to a prescribed form.49 In addition, the ensemble 
itself, especially Gomis, was fascinated by Cuban song forms like the son mon-
tuno and its harmonic and rhythmic possibilities.

While having the opportunity to record did not push Baobab to lengthen its 
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music, it did allow the band to perfect its ensemble sound and adjust its sense 
of musical organization. The sound systems in most African clubs tend to blur 
and distort instrumental playing. Bad acoustics partially account for this poor 
live sound, as does the expense of importing high-quality amplification equip-
ment. Few club owners have the capital to buy and maintain premium mixing 
boards and speakers; audiences do not seem overly concerned with perfect sound 
quality. Recording studios, however, enabled the musicians to hear themselves 
more clearly. Moreover, the band could hear a problematic section many times 
in succession. Continual aural exposure to their music allowed the musicians to 
rectify artistic shortcomings like inconsistent meters and off-key horn playing 
and to experiment with different vocal timbres. Their first recordings made in 
Club Baobab in the 1970s now sound murky and tinny. However, in the context 
of the time they represented a great advance and constituted a permanent record 
that could be listened to time and again. By 1978 the band had access to a Parisian 
recording studio with all its sonic sophistication. The impact of this improved 
technology on the band’s sound was immediately audible. 

As a consequence of its extensive recording experience during the 1970s, the 
band’s sound became crisper. The balance improved among the band’s various 
elements, such as solos by tenor sax and electric guitar as well as the rhythm 
section. In addition, the band began to layer its sound in the fashion of the 
Afro-Cuban groups that were its original inspiration. By 1982, when Baobab 
recorded its collection of songs, Ken Dou Werente,50 the band’s music had im-
proved technically (more on key, improved accuracy, more complex harmonies, 
better vocal choruses) but at the sacrifice of its earlier wilder improvisational 
energy. A quest for technical proficiency had replaced the adventurousness of 
the band’s early recordings.

Orchestre Baobab’s first recordings in 1970–1971 were originally meant to be 
souvenirs sold during their live performances at the Club Baobab. They were 
recorded by Jules Sagna, an engineer with the Senegalese national radio station, 
who later produced some famous charanga recordings in New York for the Af-
rican market.51 Songs like “N’Diaye” show that from its inception, Baobab was 
seeking to play a tropical music reconnecting the African and diasporic musical 
worlds. Laye M’Boup’s vocal, with its keening high tones and rhythmic thrusts, 
is rooted in the Wolof gewel culture, as are the backup vocals of Thione Seck and 
N’Diouga Dieng. Issa Cissokho’s melodic sax solo is coming out of a jazz idiom. 
The rhythm section, while not playing in clave, obviously has been influenced 
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by Cuban percussion. The way these individual approaches come together as an 
assemblage of diverse voices is more reminiscent of early New Orleans jazz (or 
Ornette Coleman) than of Afro-Cuban music.

In 1978 the band traveled to Paris to record for a Senegalese entrepreneur, 
Ledoux, and for a concert tour. Although this was an unhappy business experience 
for the ensemble, the French recordings represent one of the artistic high points of 
the Baobab oeuvre.52 Released as an LP, On Verra Ça, the album shows a deepen-
ing engagement with Afro-Cuban music.53 Three out of the ten songs are covers 
of Afro-Cuban classics. At least four other tracks manifest a marked Afro-Cuban 
influence. The album’s title song, “On Verra Ça,” illustrates how the band in the 
late 1970s was adhering much more closely to Afro-Cuban models than it did at 
its inception. The song begins with N’Diaye articulating the song’s rhythm, and 
throughout he provides a rhythmic reference point for the other musicians (as 
well as for the dancers). Mountaga Kouyaté’s drumming now has the timbre and 
pulse of a typical Cuban conguero. Even more emphatically, the guitar and tenor 
saxophone are much more clearly in the Cuban style. Barthélémy Attisso’s guitar 
has toned down its rock influences. With its occasionally discordant harmonies, 
supple embellishments, and percussive attack, it now sounds like a piano in a 
charanga orchestra. Issa Cissoskho’s tenor saxophone in these recordings functions 
somewhat like a violin in a danzón ensemble. When he is not soloing, he plays 
riffs on top of which other players can introduce their musical ideas. When he is 
soloing, his work is more restrained and in harmony with the rest of the group. 
Perhaps in response to the loss of two of its star singers, Thione Seck and Laye 
M’Boup, Baobab by 1978 had revamped the vocal section of its ensemble sound. 
In “On Verra Ça,” the background coros became more musically significant than 
they were in the early 1970s, sung in classic Cuban style with the coro harmoniz-
ing and engaging in well-coordinated call and response interchanges with the 
lead singer. The lead singer, in this case Balla Sidibé, has replaced the passion of 
Laye M’Boup and Thione Seck with a cooler approach. The ensemble is better 
integrated. The result is one of the group’s most artistically distinguished numbers. 

By 1982, when the band recorded the cassette Ken Dou Werente, its style had 
matured. Each member of the group had become a virtuoso on his instrument. 
The musicians’ playing is laconic. The music has a variety of moods and musical 
textures. The arrangements layer the group’s sound. Balla Sidibé’s timbale, Charlie 
N’Diaye’s bass, and Mountaga Kouyaté’s conga lay down a foundation with the 
rhythm guitars, and the coro provides the counterpoint riffing. All together, they 
create space for the vocalists, Issa Cissokho’s tenor saxophone, and Barthélémy 
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Attisso’s guitar to improvise. In the way that the group combines Cuban rhythmic 
ideas with African style singing and harmonies, it is clear that the orchestra has 
realized the essence of the Afro-Cuban tradition without sacrificing its Senegalese 
musical sensibility. 

The band’s suave ensemble approach is shown to its best advantage in the song 
“Utrus Horas” (“other hours”).54 Composed by Gomis, the number is a cross 
between a Cuban bolero and a Guinea-Bissau folk song. It also is reminiscent of 
Mande music in its minor key signature and full-throated vocals. An evocative 
song of loss and romantic betrayal, its elegiac tone invites listeners to read their 
own meanings into the lyrics, whether they understand the language they are 
sung in or not. Some hear the ballad as a lament for the neglect of Casamance 
by the postcolonial Senegalese state. Others believe that it is bemoaning the end 
of Afro-Cuban musical hegemony in 1980s Senegal. Still others argue that the 
song is really about the band’s decline in popularity with the Senegalese public. 
Gomis himself stoutly maintains that the song is nothing more than a melancholy 
meditation on a failed love affair.55 

“Utrus Horas” demonstrates Gomis’s mastery of musical form. Gomis orga-
nizes the song into five sections, revealing his debt to Cuban music and the son 
montuno genre. His vocals are unadorned and direct, owing more to folk music 
than to the operatic bolero style. As Gomis sings of his romantic disillusionment, 
Attisso on guitar and Cissokho on tenor saxophone provide pithy commentary. 
All the while, Kouyaté’s conga keeps the instrumental backing grounded in the 
Afro-Cuban tradition.

In addition to its coherent and taut form, the song is also distinguished by its 
subtle orchestration of dark and light instrumental textures. Attisso’s guitar reso-
nates with a slight reverb, perfect for a performance at a club with poor acoustics. 
Cissokho’s hard-driving tenor saxophone highlights the music’s melodramatic 
overtones. The sparse percussion stands in contrast to his assertive playing. 
Equally, the coro’s relaxed interjections pungently pair with Gomis’s vocals. 
The overall ensemble sound has a light and airy quality, redolent of the tropics. 

Indeed, in its use of space and silence and its preference for harmonic explora-
tion over heavy percussion, the group’s music on the cassette Ken Dou Werente 
uncannily resembles the music being made in the 1960s and 1970s by the bossa 
nova and Tropicália musicians in Brazil, another “tropical” country. While there 
is no evidence that Brazilian music from this period had any overt impact on 
Senegalese Afro-Cuban artists, Gomis’s Mandiack linguistic community, some of 
whom live in neighboring Guinea-Bissau, already had been exposed to centuries 
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of Lusophone influence. He and his Brazilian counterparts during this period 
faced some of the same artistic predicaments and responded in roughly similar 
ways. Both were preoccupied with the place of folklore in modern popular music, 
and both wanted to create national music that was “an uninhibited collage drawn 
from universes that are isolated in space and time.”56 By incorporating Wolof 
gewels into the band, Orchestre Baobab was trying to dismantle the walls between 
indigenous cultural expression and “high” culture erected by the Senghorian state. 
In so doing it was broadening the scope of cultural citizenship. By assembling 
its music from a diverse array of sources ranging from Mande music to Guinea-
Bissau folk songs to US rock and soul music and, most of all, Afro-Cuban music, 
the band was perpetuating and extending Senegalese cosmopolitanism by linking 
it to artistic developments elsewhere in the tropical world. 

Paradoxically, though Baobab’s music was in step with cultural trends in the 
South Atlantic, it was increasingly out of touch with social and cultural changes 
in Senegalese society. By the late 1970s, as the first generation of young people 
born after independence was coming into its own, negritude was losing its grip 
on the country’s intellectuals. This new public, many migrants to Dakar, regarded 
“deep Wolof” not as a fast-vanishing, exotic tradition but as the living language of 
urban youth. Though still attached to Afro-Cuban music, this audience wanted 
a grittier sound. A new band, Number One (No. 1), formed in 1976, was more 
in tune with these cultural shifts than Orchestre Baobab.

NO. 1: FROM URBANITY TO URBANISM

No. 1 was the first major orchestra in Senegalese history to give voice to the 
emerging street culture of postcolonial Dakar. If Baobab’s songs referenced the 
Dakar of the 1960s, a city of broad boulevards and stylish boîtes, No. 1’s music 
depicted a bustling port, crowded with newly arrived immigrants from the in-
terior. Baobab used Wolof, the lingua franca of 1970s Dakar, as an evocation of 
Senegal’s precolonial past. No. 1 approached Wolof from a different angle. For this 
band, Wolof was the sound of the present and the language of the future. Baobab 
positioned Senegalese musical traditions within the Afro-Cuban tradition, link-
ing the local with the global. No. 1 resituated Afro-Cuban music within a Wolof 
cultural context, connecting the global with the local. In the process, it ensured 
that Afro-Cuban music would remain one of the foundations of a decolonized 
Senegalese national music and that Wolof would assert its place in Senegal as a 
language of modern artistic expression. 
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While No. 1, like Orchestre Baobab, was a musical cooperative, two individu-
als—the singer Pape Seck (1946–1995)57 and the guitarist Yahya Fall58—dominate 
its history. Each greatly contributed to the rapprochement between Afro-Cuban 
music and Wolof culture. If Seck was not the first Senegalese to sing Latin music 
in Wolof (there were other vocalists in No. 1, such as Mar Seck and Doudou Sow, 
who also were pioneers in adapting Wolof to Afro-Cuban music), he excelled at 
reconciling Wolof speech patterns with Afro-Cuban phrasing. Fall was equally 
adroit in fashioning a bricolage of Wolof and Afro-Cuban musical elements. His 
guitar playing, though ensconced in the Cuban tradition, is reminiscent of the 
staccato attack of the traditional Wolof instrument xalam, and his arrangements 
brought Wolof and Cuban rhythms into close alignment. Together, Seck and 
Fall demonstrated the compatibility of Senegalese and Cuban musical practice 
within a modern popular music.59

Up until the early 1970s, Senegalese popular musicians largely neglected the 
commercial aspects of music making. Few expected to make much money as 
performers. Most entered the profession for the public recognition it granted 
and because they loved the music they were playing. As a rule, musicians were 
uninformed about music industry dealings like recording contracts and copy-
right. This naïveté evolved into a more sophisticated business sense. As Sen-
egalese musicians saw such Congolese orchestra leaders as Luambo “Franco” 
Makiadi and Tabu Ley in Kinshasa become wealthy and observed the profits 
being made in Dakar by club owners, their inexperience gave way to a savvier 
business sense. This growing awareness was especially acute among Afro-Cuban 
musicians. They usually had a higher level of formal Western education than 
other musicians in Dakar and were less inclined to enter into the patron-client 
relationships characteristic of performers with a griot background. Moreover, 
their espousal of modernity and cosmopolitanism primed them for new ways 
of organizing their work lives.

Given this increasing awareness of the business side of entertainment among 
Senegal’s Latin musicians, it is not surprising that many Afro-Cuban artists, Pape 
Seck among them, were active in the formation of L’Association des Musiciens du 
Sénégal in 1975. Since its founding, the association has fought with mixed suc-
cess to improve working conditions for Senegal’s musicians and negotiate better 
copyright protection for songwriters. Ironically, it was Pape Seck’s participation in 
this organization along with many of his friends that led to the formation of No. 
1. At its inception, Dakar club owners and Senegal’s nascent recording industry 
sought to undermine the association in any way they could. In 1976 AMS staged 
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a heavily publicized fund-raising concert at the Iba Mar stadium that attracted 
many of the most prestigious bands in Dakar. Ibra Kassé’s Star Band with Pape 
Seck was among them. Kassé was upset that so many of “his” musicians were AMS 
activists. Not long after the concert, the personnel of the Star Band and Kassé 
clashed and the musicians under Pape Seck’s leadership stalked off to form their 
own group, independent of Kassé’s control. The new ensemble initially called 
itself Star Band Number 1. Kassé, though, believed that the “brand name” Star 
Band was his property. He used his influence with the Ministry of the Interior 
to ensure that the renegade band had to come up with a new title. The musicians 
dropped the label Star Band and called themselves Orchestre Number One.

During his time with No. 1, Pape Seck sought to reappropriate Afro-Cuban 
music and establish it as an integral component of postcolonial Senegalese cul-
ture. For him, that meant overlaying Cuban music with a Senegalese sense of 
melody and harmonies. In a Pape Seck song, a listener was as likely to encounter 
a figure from Senegalese history as a Cuban caballero; similarly, the rhythms 
come from both sides of the Atlantic. His accentuation of the African elements 
in Afro-Cuban music resembles what his counterparts in the Congo, such as 
Joseph “Grand Kallé” Kabasele and Victor “Vicky” Longomba, were striving for 
in the 1950s and 1960s. However, unlike the Congolese originators of rumba, Seck 
stopped short of attempting to convert Afro-Cuban music into a new African 
popular music. He always remained true to the Afro-Cuban tradition in spirit 
and often in form.

Seck was well suited for the project of indigenizing Afro-Cuban music and 
making it a cornerstone of Senegalese modernity. He was one of the first Senega-
lese musicians to construct an identity as a professional entertainer independent 
of both the griot and French music hall traditions. A lively figure, celebrated for 
his humor, he brought a theatrical flair to Senegalese Afro-Cuban music. Per-
haps because his wife, Isseu Niang, was a famous stage and television actress, he 
moved easily between the theatrical and musical worlds. This artistic versatility, 
along with his technical proficiency, enabled him to mold Afro-Cuban music to 
Senegalese aesthetic preferences, ensuring its survival in the post-Senghorian era.

Seck used his voice in a horn-like manner that attractively accentuated the 
“heft of his timbre.”60 Midway through his career, like most Senegalese singers, 
he developed vocal problems. In order to continue as a performer, he had to 
learn to sing from a different part of his throat. The result was a gruff, raspy 
voice that reminds many listeners of Louis Armstrong. He employed it in the 
rapid, percussive fashion of traditional Wolof singers, most famously in his many 
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renditions of “Yaye Boy” or in “Nongui, Nongui” (recorded in 1978).61 He was just 
as comfortable with melodic ballads like “Walo.”62 He was particularly effective 
in slow Afro-Cuban influenced songs like “Macakki,” one of his big successes in 
the 1970s with the band No. 1.63 Whatever style he was undertaking, he brought 
to the ensemble the vivacity of an animateur, the inventiveness of a jazz singer, 
and the refinement of an aficionado.

Yahya Fall demonstrated that it was possible to incorporate global musical 
influences into a Wolof-based style that still sounded Senegalese and modern. In 
Fall’s playing for No. 1, a listener can hear all the music echoing in the neighbor-
hoods of 1970s Dakar—sabar drumming, Jimi Hendrix-type wah-wah pedaling, 
Carlos Santana Latino-rock harmonies, charanga violin riffs, 1960s rhythm and 
blues chording, Sufi Islamic chanting, and traditional xalam playing. It is a style 
so rooted in a specific time and place that it is common for non-Senegalese to 
be deaf to its complexities. While Fall’s contemporary, Barthélémy Attisso of 
Orchestre Baobab, has achieved international fame, Fall remains obscure outside 
of his native Senegal, even within Africa.64

In the 1970s Fall embarked on an artistic project to devise a way of playing 
electric guitar that was distinctly Senegalese but still based on the Afro-Cuban 
style. By incorporating several innovations into his playing, he was able to super-
impose a dense Senegalese layer on No. 1’s Afro-Cuban foundation and enable 
No. 1 to realize a fuller Latin sound. By the time Fall joined the group, he was 
keenly aware of other postcolonial national guitar styles that had developed else-
where in Africa. In the Congo, guitarists like Luambo “Franco” Makiadi, Nicolas 
“Dr. Nico” Kasanda, and Nedule “Papa Noël” Montswet had devised a rippling 
sound reminiscent of the Congolese thumb piano likembe. In Mali and Guinea, 
a rolling guitar style had emerged that reflected the prominence of the kora, the 
twenty-one-string African harp in twentieth-century Mande music. Fall based 
his guitar playing on the xalam, a four-string instrument especially important 
in Wolof music.65 From the xalam tradition he borrowed fragmented, driving 
rhythms, conveyed through rapid chording. He also was drawn to finding the 
equivalent of the crackling sabar drum in his playing. Fall experimented with 
using the new technology of the wah-wah pedal to approximate the snap of a 
stick hitting a drumhead. For Fall, these stylistic advances were not at odds with 
Afro-Cuban music. His reliance on chording made his guitar sound as much like 
a tres, a Cuban stringed instrument, as a xalam (thirty-five years later Fall took 
up the tres with great artistic success). Using his guitar percussively to evoke the 
sabar had the added advantage of hinting at the sound of bongos in his ensemble 
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mix, an instrument that is rarely played in Senegalese Latin orchestras but is an 
integral part of Cuban music. 

Seck and Fall’s artistic experiments with No. 1 reached their creative fruition in 
songs like “Diongoma,” a piece still heard on Senegalese radio nearly forty years 
after its release. While this number doesn’t feature Pape Seck, it highlights two 
other No. 1 vocalists who also excelled at bringing a Wolof feel to Afro-Cuban 
material: Mar Seck and Doudou Sow.66 A showcase for the band’s virtuosi, the 
song balances Wolof and Cuban musical elements. It pleased No. 1’s older listen-
ers, attached to Afro-Cuban tradition with its típico trumpet solos, and attracted 
droves of younger ones who responded to its inclusion of Wolof-derived rhythms 
and harmonies. Structurally, “Diongoma” significantly departed from the Cuban 
model by dispensing with an opening melody statement before moving into the 
montuno. Instead, the band fused the song’s melodic and rhythmic dimensions 
to intensify its propulsive properties. Most likely the musicians’ decision to 
eliminate a leisurely melodic introduction was dictated by the needs of the dance 
floor, increasingly dominated in the 1970s by younger couples.67 Ultimately this 
generational shift in taste and in public demand had fateful consequences for 
Afro-Cuban music in Senegal.

Fueled by the success of songs like “Diongoma,” No. 1 reputedly became the 
first act in Senegalese history to play in stadiums. Previously, only touring acts 
from the United States and Cuba like Johnny Pacheco and Orquesta Broadway 
had played these venues on a regular basis. The large potential live audience 
for No. 1 meant that entrance fees for its public appearances were lower, thus 
expanding its audience. Perhaps because it had such a demanding performance 
schedule, No. 1 doesn’t seem to have paid as much attention to its recordings as 
did Orchestre Baobab. Whereas Orchestre Baobab sought a cool technical per-
fection in the recording studio, No. 1’s recordings have a spontaneous ambience 
with occasional missed notes and imprecise ensemble playing. They sound more 
like souvenirs of live performances than studied exercises in mastering new audio 
technology. However, this rough recording quality might have been an advantage 
in the transistor and car radio era that was just under way in 1970s Senegal. The 
fidelity of both types of radios was limited, and No.1’s pulsating sound was ideally 
suited to the aural limitations of both music transmitters.

The primary appeal of No. 1 lay in its club dates and concerts. Senegalese 
fondly remember the band’s performances. The orchestra’s appearances gener-
ated tremendous excitement from those present, in contrast to the detachment 
characteristic of Senegalese Afro-Cuban audiences from the café society era of 
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the 1950s and early 1960s. Live performances proved a lucrative proposition for 
the band. Allegedly they were the first ensemble in Senegalese music history to 
all have Mercedes Benzes.68 The band’s members recall the 1970s as the most 
prosperous period of their careers, when they had extensive wardrobes and 
frenetic personal lives.69 They were the toast of the nation: played on the radio, 
written about in the popular press, and celebrated in markets and kiosks and 
wherever Senegalese gathered.

The popularity of No. 1 was symptomatic of significant changes in Senegal’s 
public sphere. During the 1970s a national public for popular culture crystallized 
around the demand for Afro-Cuban music. As this public formed, an alternative 
version of cultural citizenship developed that differed from the official Sengho-
rian model of the lettered citoyen. Multicentric in practice, it was less devoted to 
cultural exchange between two civilizations than to the flow of sounds, images, 
and ideas through circuits that bypassed the economically dominant regions 
of the world. Where the Senghorian model drew on Western European “high” 
culture and the “treasure house” of the French language, this counter hegemonic 
cultural citizenship looked to the Caribbean and the untapped potential of 
Wolof as vehicles for modernity. Where Senghor’s cultural citizenship rested on 
a command of the written word and the visual image, this alternative cultural 
citizenship linked to the Afro-Cuban bands had its basis in an embodied aural 
modernity, based on the centrality of dance and the consumption of Afro-Cuban 
music performances and recordings. Where Senghor’s cultural citizenship was 
international in scope, encouraging the infiltration of French cultural concepts 
into Senegalese indigenous cultures and hopefully the reverse, the new genera-
tion’s cultural citizenship transcended national boundaries. Until the twenty-first 
century these two models of cultural citizenship influenced Senegalese debates 
on a host of issues ranging from what constituted cultural authenticity to what 
comprised a usable past. In all these discussions, Afro-Cuban music reverberated.

THE TRANSNATIONALIZATION OF SENEGALESE  

AFRO-CUBAN MUSIC: THE CAREER OF LABA SOSSEH

The Afro-Cuban bands of Senegal’s belle epoque embraced the diasporic currents 
that linked Senegal to the Hispanic Caribbean to formulate a type of cultural 
identity largely free of European dominance. Initially this new way of belong-
ing and behaving, with its emphasis on modernity and cosmopolitanism, was 
confined within their nation’s borders. However, this situation changed with the 
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life of the Senegambian sonero Laba Sosseh (1943–2009). Sosseh used his music 
to export this concept of cultural identity to the rest of Francophone West Africa. 
In the process he became, along with the Congolese rumba orchestras, one of 
Africa’s first transnational music stars.

Sosseh devoted his career to expanding musical exchanges between West 
Africa and the Caribbean, both developing regions, by skirting the usual inter-
national circuits of cultural exchange. Initially he championed a more authenti-
cally Cuban style of performing Afro-Cuban music in Africa. Later he reversed 
direction by spearheading the spread of an Africanized salsa to the United States 
and the Caribbean. In the years before his death he attempted to introduce his 
style of Cuban music to communist Cuba itself. His work demonstrates, as does 
the entire history of Afro-Cuban music in Senegal, that globalization doesn’t 
inherently produce cultural homogeneity. Instead, non-Western communities in 
nations like Senegal can deploy communication technologies (records, cassettes, 
radio) to create new varieties of counterglobalization and new transnational 
forms of cultural citizenship.

Sosseh was born March 12, 1943, in the “half died” section of Banjul (then 
Bathurst), the capital of the Gambia, into a notable griot family.70 Growing up, he 
remembers hearing Cuban music all around him.71 He was especially attracted to 
such early son groups as Septeto Habanero and Septeto Nacional. Like many of 
his generation, he learned to sing Afro-Cuban music (and Spanish) by singing 
along with 78 rpm discs as an adolescent. By the time he was age twenty he had 
become a professional musician, performing with a number of local bands like 
the Harlem Jazz Band and Rock a Mambo. Demand for these bands increased 
as the Gambia prepared for its independence celebrations in 1965. 

As part of these celebrations, the Dakar impresario Ibra Kassé and the Nige-
rian saxophonist and bandleader Dexter Johnson, then resident in Dakar, came 
to Banjul. When Kassé and Johnson heard reports of an extraordinarily gifted 
young Gambian singer, it was no surprise that they tried to recruit him for their 
ensemble, the Star Band.72 Sosseh accepted the offer to relocate to Dakar and 
soon was rehearsing six days a week with Johnson. The two quickly established 
a musical rapport. Sosseh remembers him as an agreeable person who was un-
compromising only about achieving technical precision in music.73 

Sosseh helped reorient the Star Band toward a more típico, traditionally Cuban 
sound. Until Sosseh joined the Star Band, the songbook of Senegalese groups 
reflected an orientation toward what the Senegalese call variété: a potpourri of 
Latin, French popular music, calypso, and even rhythm and blues. A standard set 
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randomly jumped from genre to genre with little alteration in style. Once Sosseh 
joined the Star Band, the orchestra distilled this mélange down to essentially its 
Latin pieces. Simultaneously, the group abandoned the easy listening approach 
associated with much of the hotel music of this period.74 Its new sound was more 
kinetic, the Senegalese equivalent of the Cuban conjuntos of Arsenio Rodríguez, 
Chappotin, and Cheo Marquetti. Sosseh’s vocals, while retaining their traditional 
Senegambian grace, adhered more scrupulously to clave than other Senegalese 
singers had done up until that point, a preoccupation that remains important 
in Senegalese Afro-Cuban music performances today. By emulating the slightly 
nasal tone characteristic of many Cuban singers, he also brought Senegalese 
Afro-Cuban music into closer stylistic alignment with Cuban practice.75 

Aided by the spread of government radio stations to rural areas with program-
ming that stressed salsa, these modifications ushered in a new era in Senegalese 
music when a Cuban sound dominated popular taste, both among the Western-
educated elites in Dakar and St.-Louis and young students in the countryside.76 
Sosseh soon became one of the most sought after singers in Dakar. Before long, 
through broadcasts and touring, his reputation began to spread throughout 
Francophone West Africa. 

Despite his burgeoning fame, Sosseh would have remained just a notable 
performer in a small West African country if other changes in the 1960s hadn’t 
altered the popular culture landscape in Africa. His rise coincided with the 
emergence of an African show business that was regionally rather than locally 
based. The growth of this new economic and cultural phenomenon was fueled by 
the advent of an African-based recording industry and the emergence of trans-
national entertainment entrepreneurs like Daniel Cuxac and Aboudou Lassissi, 
who recruited talent from all over the continent and marketed their products 
without regard to postcolonial national boundaries. These impresarios saw in 
Sosseh and his Africanized Cuban music a cultural commodity whose appeal 
could transcend ethnic, religious, and national divisions and even compete with 
imports from abroad like US soul and rock music. His promoters urged him to 
migrate to Abidjan in the Ivory Coast, which by the late 1960s, along with Kin-
shasa in the Congo and Johannesburg in South Africa, had become one of the 
three commercial centers of the African entertainment industry.77

Sosseh needed little convincing. Abidjan during this period was one of the 
most cosmopolitan cities in Africa, with a rapidly growing entertainment sector. 
He was aware of the success his colleague, Dexter Johnson, had been enjoying 
there since 1968. When Johnson, wanting to take advantage of his spreading 
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renown, left Dakar and relocated to the booming capital of the Ivory Coast, 
his arrival caused a stir. Almost immediately he was recognized by some of 
the most important figures in Ivorian society, including the president, Fėlix 
Houphouët-Boigny. Johnson’s band played at some of the most exclusive venues 
in the country, and both money and fame quickly came his way. By the end of 
the year Sosseh had decamped to Abidjan and plunged into the Ivorian music 
scene. He organized an ensemble, the Super International Band of Dakar, and 
like Johnson rapidly became a celebrity. He was to move in the highest echelons 
of the Ivorian entertainment world, becoming one of West Africa’s first recording 
stars until he departed for the United States in the 1980s.

The African entrepreneurs who made Abidjan a show business hub initially 
made their fortunes by distributing records, mainly Latin music, to the rapidly 
expanding West African market, gradually pushing aside the Lebanese merchants 
who previously had controlled this lucrative sideline. They invested the profits 
from this activity in artist promotion and management and in staging ever-larger 
concerts.78 However, they soon realized that with many more Africans owning 
phonographs, there was a huge untapped domestic market for records geared 
specifically toward African tastes. By the 1970s two enterprising Africans, the 
Senegalese Daniel Cuxac and the Nigerian/Ivorian Aboudou Lassissi, had estab-
lished record companies. Cuxac’s DC Productions concentrated on compiling 
erudite collections of classic Cuban music that were distributed both regionally 
and globally. Lassissi’s Sacodisc International, in contrast, specialized in record-
ings of musicians from all over West Africa, with an emphasis on the region’s 
Afro-Cuban music. Sosseh already knew Cuxac from Dakar and eventually 
became a featured artist with Lassissi’s record label.79

Initially Ivorian recordings were made and pressed in Paris. However, by 1974 
a sophisticated recording studio had been set up in Abidjan. The lower costs of 
recording at home stimulated the growth of Lassissi’s company. In 1977 Sosseh 
made his first album for Sacodisc, Lassissi presente le Formidable Laba Sosseh—
Special Liwanza Band. The record was an artistic and commercial triumph and 
made Sosseh a star throughout West Africa and beyond. For reasons that are 
not clear, Sosseh was slow to capitalize on his success and return to the record-
ing studio. For the next three years he performed frequently in Abidjan and 
elsewhere, maintaining his status as a champion of a típico style of Cuban music. 

Given the favorable conditions for performers there, musicians flocked from 
all over Africa to play in Abidjan’s clubs and record in its state-of-the-art studios. 
Live music of many types was performed everywhere, but Latin music was espe-
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cially prevalent. Wealthy Ivoirians were great aficionados of Cuban music and 
sponsored local tours of their favorite New York Latin artists. They paid these 
musicians well and treated them with more respect than they were accorded in 
the United States.80 As a result, it became common for US Afro-Cuban music 
performers to spend extended periods of time in Abidjan.

The Cuban singer and bandleader Monguito (Ramón Quián; 1925–2006), who 
eventually incorporated Laba Sosseh into his orchestra, found the atmosphere 
in Abidjan particularly welcoming. Born in Cuba, Monguito played with the 
Conjunto Modelo before migrating to New York after the Cuban Revolution. 
In New York between 1962 and 1966, he worked with Orquesta Broadway and 
Johnny Pacheco’s pachanga band, two celebrated Latin ensembles. In 1967 he 
branched out as a soloist, part of the famous Fania roster. By the mid-1970s, 
when his career had declined somewhat in the United States, he began to com-
mute regularly between New York and Abidjan, where he was revered. Given 
the high status and popularity that both he and Sosseh enjoyed in Abidjan Afro-
Cuban music circles, it was inevitable that the two would meet. Proximity alone, 
though, doesn’t explain the bond the two established. Monguito’s contemporaries 
regarded him as the “blackest” of all Afro-Cuban/salsa vocalists in the United 
States. Sergio George, who produced one of his records in the late 1980s, said: 
“If salsa had black music, Monguito was it. . . . I mean ‘black’ as in its simplest, 
most raw form, just focusing on the Afro-Cuban percussive element. . . . It was 
similar to Africando in a way, but, of course, before that record was done.”81

Playing with Sosseh provided Monguito with an opportunity to situate his 
“blackness” in an explicitly African context and locate his music within a larger 
black Atlantic world. While a number of jazz artists like Randy Weston were 
involved in similar enterprises of racial redefinition during the same period,82 
it was path-breaking for a Latin musician to do so.83 For his part, Sosseh was 
eager to use Afro-Cuban music as a tool for simultaneously being African and 
modern in a culturally globalized world. The two projects intersected in a variety 
of ways, and in the late 1970s Monguito and Sosseh began to perform together. 
The artistic partnership worked so well that Sosseh became an ad hoc member 
of Monguito’s band. Lassissi saw a rare business opportunity in this ensemble 
that straddled both sides of the Atlantic. He agreed to finance a recording session 
in New York with Sosseh and Monguito’s band. Sosseh was eager to make the 
trip. Ivorian musical taste was beginning to change, and Latin music was losing 
some of its popularity in Abidjan.84 

In 1980 Sosseh left Abidjan for the United States. He knew that with his fluent 
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English and mastery of Spanish, he was well prepared linguistically to adjust to 
US society and take advantage of the commercial opportunities for an Afro-
Cuban musician in New York.85 The city had a music industry infrastructure, 
with recording studios, record companies, radio stations, and a network of salsa 
clubs that was unparalleled in Africa. With its pan-Hispanic community of Latin 
musicians and audiences, the city offered him the chance to expand his vision 
of Afro-Cuban music beyond what was possible in Senegal or the Ivory Coast. 
Sosseh immediately felt at home in New York, reveling in the city’s size and 
ethnic diversity. He was to stay there for eight years, one of the most productive 
periods of his career.86 

During his stay in the United States Sosseh endeavored to bring African and 
Caribbean music back into collaboration. He and Monguito recorded four LPs 
together. The first of these, Salsa Africana, Vol. 1: Monguito El Unico and Laba 
Sosseh in U.S.A., made in 1980, has been the most influential.87 The music reveals 
that a four-century conversation has been taking place across the Southern 
Atlantic, not just a one-way transmission of artistic influence. The recording 
recognizes and celebrates the artistic differences between the Cuban Monguito 
and the Gambian Sosseh, arising out of their distinct historical experiences. 
Their music together is a “stream laden with . . . many colliding temporalities” 
that powerfully evokes the continuities and disjunctures of the black Atlantic.88 
It charts an alternative model of globalization, powerfully analyzed by Paul 
Gilroy in The Black Atlantic, that takes the tropical societies of the South as its 
reference points and largely bypasses the industrialized powers of Europe and 
North America.89 

According to Sosseh, he and the Cuban American and Puerto Rican musicians 
he recorded with faced few obstacles in discovering a common musical language, 
a tribute to his mastery of Afro-Cuban musical forms and the other musicians’ 
openness to new ideas.90 Under Sosseh’s tutelage, the Caribbean American Afro-
Cuban music instrumentalists on the recordings were able to achieve an African 
lilt in their playing. Sosseh was never overly articulate about his working meth-
ods. However, it is likely that he interacted with Monguito and his musicians in 
the same way that he instructed young Senegalese Latin musicians in the period 
before he died. During rehearsals, when Sosseh heard something that didn’t 
sound right to his ears, he would stop the band. A master of every instrument 
in an Afro-Cuban ensemble, he would precisely demonstrate to the offending 
musician what sound he was looking for, sometimes waving his walking stick 
for emphasis. His approach was both stern and humorous.91
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The records that came out of this transatlantic encounter are a convincing 
intermingling of “Fania”-style salsa brass arrangements, Cuban percussion, and 
Senegambian melodies. Despite its uniqueness and cultural significance, the 
project went unnoticed by the musical and academic worlds in the United States 
and the Caribbean, although it was well received in Latin music circles and 
given extensive radio airplay. African audiences and connoisseurs were quick 
to recognize its import, especially in Senegal and the Ivory Coast, where it had 
significant impact. The sales were impressive, and the record supposedly attained 
“Disque d’Or” status.92

Sosseh’s next recordings during this period further intensified his African-
ization of Afro-Cuban music. Not long after his collaborations with Monguito, 
Sosseh signed a contract with the SAR music company of Miami, run by the 
Cuban American singer Roberto Torres. He recorded two albums for the label, 
one in 1981 and the other in 1982.93 On one of the record covers Sosseh poses 
in a beautifully embroidered African gown on the Brooklyn Bridge, a perfect 
visual summary of what he was trying to achieve with his work on Torres’s label. 
Working with the Cuban American SAR session musicians, who had no previous 
experience of African music, Sosseh made albums for the US Latin music market 
that sounded as if they could have been made in Abidjan or Dakar.94 He wrote 
nine of the twelve songs and ensured that the material had African tempos and 
musical textures. The music is in 4/4 time like most salsa, but the rhythm is much 
more like an African “shuffle” or a Colombian cumbia than a Cuban guaracha. 
The records were a minor commercial success in the Latin music market and 
circulated widely around the Caribbean basin. They especially appealed to Co-
lombians; so much so that in 1987 Joe Arroyo, one of Colombia’s most famous 
singers and band leaders, “covered” one of Sosseh’s songs, “Diamoule Mawo,” 
which he retitled “Yamulemao.”95 

Sosseh’s later ventures furthered these diasporic explorations. In the mid-1980s 
he had a recording session with Orquesta Aragón, done with an African public 
in mind.96 The rumor that Aragón had consented to record with an African 
sonero caused a furor in West Africa. Africans in Latin music circles regarded 
this session as evidence that Senegambian salsa had come of age and that their 
brand of Afro-Cuban music was ready to be exported back to its point of origin. 
It was as if Senegalese musicians, after passing through a long period of musical 
apprenticeship, had finally mastered the Cuban sound.

Both Sosseh and Orquesta Aragón have fond memories of the collaboration 
that was aimed more at African listeners than Cuban or US audiences.97 Sosseh 
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found the charangueros of Aragón professional and sympathetic and basked in 
their acceptance of him as a master of the Cuban idiom. These Cuban musicians 
who had repeatedly toured Africa since the Cuban Revolution were grateful that 
their music, which had gone out of fashion in Cuba, was still commercially viable 
and aesthetically prestigious in Africa.98 Indeed, the recording session marked 
the start of Orquesta Aragón’s marketing itself as a world music act, with more 
audiences in Europe and Africa than in its home country. Though widely dis-
cussed in West Africa, these sessions were completely overlooked in Cuba (and 
in the United States). Neither the Cuban public nor the government’s cultural 
bureaucracy showed much interest in the project’s diasporic dimensions. When 
Sosseh was next to have contact with Cuba, nearly twenty years later, he was to 
find the situation little changed. 

The combination of the merengue craze and the rise of salsa romántica in 
New York In the late 1980s left little room for Sosseh’s style in the United States.99 
As a result, Sosseh returned to Dakar and Banjul. In addition, a new generation 
of Afro-Cuban musicians whom Sosseh wanted to mentor, like Pape Fall, was 
emerging in Senegal.100 With a minor Latin music boom in Dakar, there was 
much more work available for Afro-Cuban musicians in the city’s nightclubs. 
Also, the resort hotels of the Petite-Côte, a tourist zone about two hours from 
Dakar that caters to Europeans, offered lucrative employment. While his fame 
was not as extensive as it once had been, Sosseh still commanded great respect 
in West Africa. He was welcomed home as the one Senegambian musician who 
had played with some of the “immortals” like Monguito and Orquesta Aragón. 
Without missing a beat, he took his place as the returning prodigal son of an 
Africanized Afro-Cuban music. 

Not long after his homecoming, Sosseh was able to accomplish two of the 
goals of his career that had so far eluded him. Despite his travels around the 
Atlantic world, this performer so dedicated to faithful renditions of Afro-Cuban 
music had yet to undertake a tour of Cuba itself. Through a fortuitous series of 
events, he was to find himself and his Senegalese colleagues playing with their 
Cuban counterparts in the sacred precincts of Havana’s Hotel Nacional in July 
2001. Although this tour failed to meet the African musicians’ expectations, 
Sosseh and his colleagues had fond memories of Cuba itself and were proud to 
have performed there.

In 2002, after his tour of Cuba, Sosseh released his last important recording—
El Maestro: 40 Años de Salsa—which sought to further Cubanize the Senegalese 
Afro-Cuban style.101 With this album Sosseh had come full circle, playing his 
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Afro-Cuban repertoire from the 1960s and using only local arrangers and musi-
cians. It received extensive airplay in Senegal, particularly during the media cel-
ebrations of Senegal’s soccer triumphs in the 2002 FIFA World Cup competition. 
However, without any advertising or publicity, the album attracted little attention 
abroad. Its emphatic Latin sound underscores the Afro-Cuban foundations of 
much of modern Senegalese urban dance music and demonstrates its continued 
vitality. When Laba Sosseh died on September 20, 2007, his protégé, Pape Fall, 
announced his death on RTS, the official Senegalese radio and television service. 
Senegal’s press treated Sosseh’s passing as a major event and recognized his key 
contributions to the cultural history of Senegal. In Gambia celebrations of his ca-
reer took place. Similarly, the Latin music press in the United States mourned his 
demise. In death, as in life, he remained a transnational and international figure.

Laba Sosseh’s career is replete with irony.102 He began as an agent of globaliza-
tion in his own society, but in the latter part of his life he initiated a process of 
roots in reverse. An individual of great fame in West Africa, he mostly labored 
in obscurity in the United States, on the periphery of the Hispanic Caribbean 
communities. It is unlikely that many who heard his music over the radio in New 
York and Miami knew he was Gambian. Even fewer realized that his work con-
stituted a daring intervention into the complicated terrain of diasporic cultural 
politics, creating “world music” before that term had been invented. For many, 
living “on the hyphen” induces psychological anxiety and cultural confusion, 
with troubling feelings of marginality. Sosseh was able to avoid this “nervous 
condition” by living in the hyphen. For him, living in the hyphen engendered 
groundbreaking music and a deeper sense of his Africanité. Rather than being 
caught between two cultures, his artistic modus operandi was to be African in 
a Cuban context and Cuban in an African context. 

Sosseh’s early and middle career coincided with the high point of Afro-Cuban 
music in Senegal. However, in the early 1980s young Senegalese increasingly 
were drawn to homegrown music like m’balax, at the expense of Latin mu-
sic’s popularity. For a brief period Afro-Cuban music faded into obscurity, and 
many of the major groups disbanded. However, this eclipse proved to be only 
temporary. Afro-Cuban music had put down deep roots in Senegal, and before 
long prominent individuals, still devoted to the music of their youth, sowed the 
seeds of a revival.



FIVE

ReSONances Senegalaises

Authenticity, Cosmopolitanism, and the  

Rise of Salsa M’balax, 1980s–1990s

An air of crisis prevailed in Senegal during the 1980s. The country had to contend 
with multiple predicaments, including a faltering rural economy, chronic urban 
unemployment, and the determination of the ruling Socialist Party to hold onto 
power despite its diminishing popularity. Faced with economic contraction and 
political stagnation, many Senegalese became increasingly anxious about what 
constituted their national heritage.1

This anxiety found expression in the differing conceptions of what comprised 
authenticity and cosmopolitanism in a Senegalese context. Was authenticity an-
chored in local Islamic traditions and Africanité, or did it have its roots in a more 
secular, diasporic cultural nationalism? Was cosmopolitanism solely the preserve 
of the lettered classes, or was there another type of cosmopolitanism “from be-
low,”2 informed by the experiences of small-scale merchants who participated 
in global trading networks? As the country struggled to reverse its economic 
decline and come to grips with these cultural issues, a nostalgic yearning for a 
simpler, less contested world pervaded Senegal’s public sphere. This nostalgia 
took different forms. Some evoked the dynamic communes, small kingdoms, 
and chieftaincies of Senegal’s precolonial era, while others craved a return to the 
worldly society of negritude’s heyday. The rise of television and cassette tapes 
expanded the scope of this debate about which of Senegal’s many pasts should 
be the focus of the nation’s nostalgic longing. Previously, consideration of such 
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questions had been restricted, for the most part, to salons, newspapers, and 
books.3 However, now, new media allowed previously silenced or marginalized 
groups to actively participate in the dialogue.

These “shifting cultural hierarchies” had an impact on the musical taste of the 
Senegalese public.4 Many in the rising younger generation regarded Senegalese 
Afro-Cuban music as culturally inauthentic, an uncomfortable relic of a colonial 
past and a neocolonial present. Others saw Senegalese Latin music as stale and 
formulaic, creatively inert. Still others viewed it as merely a sound track for elitist 
pastimes, disengaged from a rapidly changing Dakar. Large segments of the Sen-
egalese public lost interest in Afro-Cuban bands like No. 1 and Orchestre Baobab 
and gravitated toward the ensembles that recycled traditional Wolof rhythms 
through electric guitars. In some respects these bands had the same cultural 
objectives as the Afro-Cuban orchestras. However, their spatial and temporal 
orientation represented a radical departure from the Latin tradition. New artists 
like Youssou N’Dour and Omar Pene sought to shift the Senegalese musical focus 
from the Hispanic Atlantic world of the 1950s to the Anglophone Atlantic world 
of the 1970s and 1980s, a zone in which new musical influences like funk, reggae, 
and rock held sway. To many ears this new geographical orientation sounded 
revolutionary. These groups soon garnered much of Senegalese media attention, 
and their recordings dominated sales at market stalls and roadside vendors.

Left with few club dates and even fewer recording opportunities, Afro-Cuban 
orchestras disbanded. For much of the 1980s it appeared that Senegal was fol-
lowing the lead of many other African countries like the Congo and relegating 
Afro-Cuban music to the ash heap of history. However, by the late 1980s Afro-
Cuban music arose, phoenix-like, from obscurity. This chapter traces the societal 
conditions that brought about its temporary eclipse and uncovers the cultural 
dynamics and institutions behind its renaissance at the decade’s end.

AUTHENTICITY AND COSMOPOLITANISM  

IN 1980S SENEGAL

In the 1980s ideas of authenticity and cosmopolitanism shaped the audiences 
for popular music in Senegal. Globally, authenticity as a concept has had a long 
and labyrinthine history. The term has varying meanings in different parts of the 
world, and even within a society the concept can be used in contrasting ways.5 
In Europe since the age of romanticism, authenticity has been an important 
preoccupation of literature and philosophy.6 In Africa it became significant in 
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the twentieth century with the rise of independence movements and with the 
project of creating postcolonial national cultures. Given how music has become 
so intertwined with the creation of cultural identities, it is a term with particu-
lar relevance to the categorization and evaluation of music making around the 
world. In the United States the public will view as “authentic” a musician who, 
on the surface, resists meeting the demands of the marketplace and supposedly 
refuses to “sell out” to the agents of commercialization. Within the community 
of musicians the word often denotes someone who is faithful to a particular style, 
such as hard bop in jazz or honky-tonk in country music. When European and 
US audiences and scholars seek to understand African popular music (or any 
world music), authenticity acquires a third meaning of being primal, associated 
with origins and timelessness (one of the first world music labels in the United 
States called itself “Original Music”). Western observers working from this per-
spective contrast the supposed genuineness of African music with the perceived 
artificiality of most Western popular music.

Africans by contrast have situated authenticity within their quest for moder-
nity. Authenticity, however it has been defined, has been a way of being modern 
without the reimposition of European cultural hegemony. It has entailed an ob-
jectification of different aspects of African cultures, validating the local through 
a “rearticulation of tradition.”7 Often a search for and celebration of what is 
authentic has been an integral part of cultural nationalism. This search can take 
paradoxical turns. In the 1970s, for example, in Anglophone West Africa, many 
musicians like the Sierra Leonean Geraldo Pino (Gerald Pine) and the Nigerian 
Fela Ransome-Kuti proclaimed their Africanness by playing rhythm and blues 
and funk music from the United States, rather than folkloric music from their 
home communities.8 Although Western observers frequently are unaware of 
how African intellectuals and audiences have conceptualized authenticity, Afri-
cans have paid close attention to the history of the concept in the West. Indeed, 
Western notions of authenticity influenced the cultural debates surrounding the 
resurgence of Latin music in Senegal in the late 1980s.

There have been contrasting notions of cosmopolitanism inside and outside 
of Africa.9 As a rule, Western scholars have conceptualized authenticity and 
cosmopolitanism as polar opposites. In this zero-sum model, an increased accent 
on one diminishes the other. From this vantage point, incorporating too many 
external musical influences dilutes authenticity and results in artistic mediocrity. 
The Senegalese, however, have not seen these two concepts as being in opposition 
to one another. They have exploited both authenticity and cosmopolitanism in 
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their quest to become modern. If authenticity has meant celebrating the local 
in the face of competition from the global, cosmopolitanism has been a means 
of linking the local to the global to better appreciate the local’s aesthetic and 
cultural worth. In Senghor’s negritude ideology, for example, cosmopolitanism 
was authenticity. 

As has been the case elsewhere in Africa, the Senegalese have continually 
reformulated their conceptions of authenticity and cosmopolitanism since in-
dependence. The decade of the 1980s was a particularly fertile period for this 
cultural reexamination. A new wave of globalization hit Senegal, and the nation 
experienced a wrenching social and cultural transition to a more market-driven 
society.10 During this decade population mobility once again roiled Senegal. Dis-
placed individuals flocked to the nation’s cities or increasingly left for uncertain 
opportunities abroad. These internal and international migrations resulted in a 
splintering of the society’s once cohesive understanding of what was meant by 
cosmopolitanism.

By mid-decade at least three varieties of cosmopolitanism were in play. The first 
was an elite cosmopolitanism articulated almost entirely in rarified artistic and 
intellectual circles in Dakar and St.-Louis. This cosmopolitanism, in the words 
of Achille Mbembe, involved the “emergence of a modern and de-territorialized 
self . . . linked to an emergence of a private sphere.”11 Obviously influenced by the 
work of the French cultural theorists Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, Mbembe 
implicitly postulates that “late capitalism” with its economic and cultural disloca-
tions has forced numerous Africans to master many other languages beyond their 
own.12 In the process of becoming multilingual, according to this argument, they 
transform their identity and become unmoored. This model of cosmopolitan-
ism, though, has only limited applicability to Senegal. For centuries before “late 
capitalism,” large numbers of Senegalese have spoken more than one African 
language. Moreover, a substantial proportion also have spoken either French 
(or Portuguese) or one of the creolized trading languages that developed along 
the Senegambian coast. Dakar and other Senegalese cities and towns bear only a 
superficial resemblance to Kafka’s Prague. While these communities historically 
were multiethnic and multilingual, the stress and alienation of managing mul-
tiple identities was less than in Mitteleuropa. The closest the Senegalese came to 
the ethnic conundrums of Central Europe were Senegalese Muslims having to 
reconcile the different temporalities of global Islam and French universalism.13 
However, this Senegalese project of cultural mediation should not be construed as 
an aftershock of the incorporation of Senegal into a New World economic order.
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Far more significant in Senegal than this “elite cosmopolitanism” was the in-
creasing visibility in the 1980s of a homegrown “vernacular cosmopolitanism.”14 
This phenomenon was connected to the national and international economic 
and political growth of the Murid confrérie and posed a threat to the cosmopoli-
tanism connected with Senegalese Afro-Cuban music. Travel, adventure, and 
experiencing the cultural diversity of the world are intrinsic features of Muridism. 
Its expansion has involved ever-widening circulations of people, goods, and 
images. Amadou Bamba, the founder of the confrérie, had extensive dealings 
with the French. Wary of his power, they exiled him to Gabon for a number of 
years. Significantly, Bamba performed some of the many miracles attributed to 
him, such as praying suspended over the sea, outside the borders of Senegal. As 
is well know in scholarly literature, the Murids have not been hostile to global 
capitalism.15 Instead, they have bent it to their own ends, producing peanuts for 
export and importing consumer goods from Europe, the United States, and Asia. 

Although the Murid confrérie includes Senegalese from all walks of life, 
including university professors and multinational executives, the classic Murid 
archetype is the itinerant peddler, known for his entrepreneurial energy. Salvation 
in Murid theology is linked to ceaseless labor. Sparked by this work ethic, Murid 
small-scale merchants crisscross political and cultural boundaries in search of 
worldly success without loosening their attachment to a locally anchored cultural 
and religious identity.

Typical of these petty traders is Pap Khouma, the author of the autobio-
graphical I Was an Elephant Salesman.16 As a young man Khouma migrated 
to Europe because of the lack of economic opportunities in Senegal. There he 
faced privation and constant police harassment. He ultimately created a life for 
himself in Italy, where outside of his business activities, he still largely moved in 
a Senegalese mental universe. Khouma’s cosmopolitanism was not concerned 
with obtaining cultural citizenship or resuscitating diasporic ties, although he 
engaged in political organization to secure his economic rights. The struggle 
for economic security superseded all else. Negotiating the world outside of 
Senegal rather than strengthening a culturally autonomous self heightened his 
Senegalese identity. This process of adaptation solidified cultural boundaries as 
opposed to expanding them. 

In the first half of the 1980s the growing influence of “elite” and “vernacular” 
cosmopolitanisms eclipsed the third variety of cosmopolitanism linked to Afro-
Cuban music. This cosmopolitanism resembles the approach championed by the 
Anglo-Ghanaian philosopher Kwame Appiah: “universal concern and respect 
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for legitimate difference.”17 The events of the 1980s undermined this position’s 
dominance in Senegal. However, neither of the two other competing cosmopoli-
tanisms could effectively address all the pressing issues facing Senegal during this 
turbulent decade. How was Senegal to manage the challenges of religious, ethnic, 
and political heterogeneity and the maintenance of a polyvocal polity? How was 
Senegal to repair frayed national and diasporic ties? The failure of “elite” and 
“vernacular” cosmopolitanisms to provide satisfying answers to these questions 
left a void, allowing for the revival of “salsa cosmopolitanism” at the decade’s end. 

“WE ALL DIED FOR SALSA”: THE DECLINE OF  

SENEGALESE AFRO-CUBAN MUSIC IN THE 1980S

By the late 1970s Senegalese Latin music had been the dominant music in Senega-
lese clubs, recording studios, and radio stations for a generation. Dakar’s boîtes 
were filled with patrons whose appetite for Cuban dance music was insatiable. 
Senegalese groups like Orchestre Baobab and No. 1 produced Latin-infused re-
cordings of artistic distinction. Senegalese radio regularly broadcast the music 
of such Cuban ensembles as Orquesta Aragón and Orquesta Broadway. Senegal 
had become an obligatory stop on the touring itineraries of New York–based 
Latin music ensembles, and Senegalese and Ivorian impresarios even traveled 
to the United States to record Afro-Cuban music for the Senegalese market. 
Though ignored by the Senegalese government, Latin music’s hold on the popular 
imagination seemed secure.

Within five years, however, the rise of what came to be known as m’balax 
ensembles almost completely eclipsed Afro-Cuban music.18 These new bands 
relegated Afro-Cuban rhythms, melodies, and harmonies to the background in 
favor of mostly Wolof drumming and singing traditions. The gentle sway of the 
cha-cha-chá was replaced by the gyrations of new dance styles. Wolof “folkloric” 
musical forms long had been part of many bands’ repertoires. Numerous record-
ings exist of m’balax-tinged music from the 1970s by the Star Band and No. 1. 
Even Orchestre Baobab, despite its Casamance orientation, performed some 
Wolof material (as did the Super Eagles band of neighboring Gambia, whose 
work greatly influenced N’Dour).19 Other bands, such as Diamono, emphasized 
m’balax rhythms and sabar drumming more than the Afro-Cuban bands.20 Ndaga 
and traditional ensembles went even further in their explorations of local musi-
cal traditions and attracted sizable audiences. While to many listeners outside 
of Senegal, local Latin music and m’balax sound similar, to Senegalese ears the 
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two genres of music are separate and distinct. Sometimes their meters overlap, 
but the arrangements distinguish one from the other. M’balax is more percussive 
and often is played at a rapid clip. Afro-Cuban bands by contrast aim for fluid-
ity and restraint. The bass lines are especially different. Senegalese Afro-Cuban 
bass players lay down a beat heavily indebted to the clave, while m’balax bassists 
instead are influenced by jazz and rock.21

When m’balax rose to prominence in the 1980s, it was the culmination of a 
gradual process through which ensembles had adjusted their song lists to reflect 
the new preferences of their publics. Even more important, what sometimes 
has been presented in African musical studies as a debate about modernity was 
actually a conversation within Senegalese modernity that involved changes in 
government policies, economic and social crises, competing generations, and 
the development of a local entertainment “business.” While this process of re-
definition in the 1980s was dramatic, it was part of a long conversation about 
authenticity and cosmopolitanism in Senegal that began before the ascent of 
m’balax and still continues today.

In 1981, after twenty-one years in office, Senegal’s first president, Léopold 
Sédar Senghor retired and was replaced by Abdou Diouf, a leading member of 
his Socialist Party.22 While the handing over of power was designed to ensure 
continuity, the beginning years of the Diouf presidency saw two major departures 
from the Senghorian legacy. Under Senghor, the doctrine of negritude structured 
Senegalese cultural expression. Artists who subscribed to this ideology enjoyed 
state economic support and had easy access to government-controlled exhibi-
tion and performing spaces.23 The Senghorian state, however, largely excluded 
musicians from its patronage system. State sponsorship was sporadic and limited 
compared to the lavish support given to visual artists. Practice space was at a 
premium, and salaries paid to the musicians who were employed in government 
ensembles was minimal.24 

Though Senghor opposed Afro-Cuban music on political grounds (he ab-
horred Fidel Castro and refused to establish diplomatic relations with com-
munist Cuba), many Senegalese found Afro-Cuban music in tune with the 
aesthetic priorities of Senghor’s ideology. One of Diouf ’s early initiatives was to 
progressively distance himself and the Senegalese state from negritude. While 
Senegalese Afro-Cuban performers had had little interest in Senghor’s philo-
sophical and literary systems, the Senegalese public nonetheless associated Cuban 
music with negritude. As negritude gave way to new notions of authenticity, 
the Senegalese Latin musical community found itself out of step with the new 
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intellectual fashion. M’balax much better suited the cultural mood of the first 
half of Diouf ’s presidency than did the tropical cosmopolitanism of No. 1 and 
Orchestre Baobab.25

Almost immediately after assuming office, Diouf had to contend with a serious 
economic downturn. France and international lending agencies put pressure on 
Senegal to revamp its economy in the early 1980s. With few options open to him, 
Diouf put a severe structural adjustment program into effect. The Senegalese state 
ended all agricultural subsidies, throwing an already troubled agrarian sector 
into crisis. The cost of living in Senegal, already burdensome for a poor nation, 
skyrocketed. Simultaneously, years of environmentally destructive practices 
began to sharply cut into agricultural productivity. The rate of migration from 
rural areas, already high, soared, especially among the young. Dakar’s overtaxed 
and neglected infrastructure was ill equipped to absorb the new migrants.26 

Senegalese Latin music seemed out of touch with such economically troubled 
times. Bands like Étoile de Dakar, with their spiky rhythms and their evocations 
of a “traditional” Wolof world in their lyrics, appealed to the new urban popu-
lations27 in much the same way that bugaloo and salsa had comforted migrant 
Puerto Rican populations in the US Northeast after World War II.28 When Yous-
sou N’Dour sang of heroic Wolof kings from ages past, in a song like “Njaajan 
Njaay,”29 he reassured Senegal’s new Dakarois. Melancholy songs extolling the 
beauty of the Cuban countryside had little relevance for 1980s youth, struggling 
to survive in a shrinking economy.30

The installation of Abdou Diouf in 1981 ushered in a new generation. Competi-
tion between generations for dominance and competition within generations for 
leadership was a conspicuous feature of Senegalese life in the twentieth century. 
Senegalese were keenly conscious of what generation they belonged to and its 
agenda. In many respects, generations functioned as age grades, training cadets, 
designating elders, and inducing solidarity. Generations could be writ small or 
large. The close-knit Afro-Cuban music community, centered in Dakar, saw 
itself as organized into four generations. Other generational groupings, mainly 
political, were nationwide in scope. 

In Senegal, much like elsewhere, each generation chooses a particular type 
of music as its anthem. For the first postcolonial generation, Afro-Cuban mu-
sic filled this role. When the Diouf generation came into power, it gravitated 
toward another style of music to clearly demarcate its intellectual and political 
boundaries. The members of this generation, as so often is the case, were look-
ing for a music that could differentiate them from their elders and give them an 
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aural identity. The new style of m’balax, with its heightened ethnic awareness, 
its youthfulness, and its greater openness to the propagation of Islamic values, 
suited their purposes exactly. 

Changes in the organization of the Senegalese entertainment world also 
favored the rise of m’balax. With the possible exception of No. 1, Senegalese 
Afro-Cuban musicians up until the 1980s were known for their free and easy 
bohemian lifestyle. There often was an air of high amateurism to their music. 
Those who played in the Cuban style rarely expected to make a full-time living 
from it. It was a labor of love and cultural self-recognition. Few musicians in-
vested the money they earned. None had skilled management; in fact, most had 
no management at all. Most musicians and their entourages had little concept of 
publicity and only vague ideas of intellectual property. The m’balax star Youssou 
N’Dour, in contrast, approached music as a business (although it must be said 
that other m’balax musicians did not). N’Dour knew how to maximize profit, 
protect copyright, and create and manipulate his public image. For the ambitious 
youth of the Diouf era, m’balax stars such as N’Dour and Omar Pene had shed 
the remnants of Senegal’s griot past (though many, like N’Dour and Thione Seck, 
were from griot families) and had the panache and discipline of North American 
and Congolese performers. Their public considered them both more modern 
and more authentic than their Afro-Cuban counterparts.

The m’balax stars were especially proficient at adapting their music to the new 
technology of the cassette revolution. In the 1970s, long-playing records and the 
phonographs to play them on were expensive commodities in Senegal. A siz-
able record collection was a sign of prestige, indicating that one had financial 
resources and international contacts. Recorded Latin music flourished in such 
a climate, its prestige enhanced by its scarcity. The relatively low cost of cassette 
players and tapes enabled musicians to record for much larger and broader mar-
kets than before.31 The m’balax bands as a result were able to cater to the large 
pool of recent arrivals to Dakar. Their music eased the transition to urban life and 
spoke to these listeners in an artistic language they could understand. It allowed 
this population for the first time to participate, at least as consumers, indirectly, 
in the debates in Senegal on authenticity, cosmopolitanism, and development. 
The rapid, percussive m’balax style also sounded better acoustically on poorly 
manufactured cassettes than the more languid, melody driven Afro-Cuban music. 
As cheaply produced tapes are played they stretch, and the sound quality quickly 
deteriorates. Music that emphasizes drumming, like m’balax with its crackling 
sabar and tama drums and its repetitive chord progressions, is less affected 
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than layered music like Senegalese Afro-Cuban music.32 Perhaps realizing the 
aesthetic challenges of the cassette revolution, m’balax stars like N’Dour soon 
mastered the recording studio and refined their sound to take advantage of the 
possibilities offered by improved audio technology. Afro-Cuban musicians, tied 
to a tradition emphasizing live performance and dance over recording, lagged 
significantly behind in this area, with the notable exception of Orchestre Baobab.

Another important difference between the Afro-Cuban ensembles and the 
m’balax bands was how they situated themselves in transnational culture flows. 
The Senegalese Afro-Cuban musicians focused on Havana and Hispanic New 
York in a diasporic gaze. They aspired to one day play with the Caribbean masters, 
whom they revered as Laba Sosseh had done. The m’balax stars by contrast looked 
farther north to the United Kingdom and the United States, to rock and funk. 
While Laba Sosseh was laboring in relative obscurity in the small, commercially 
limited world of Afro-Cuban music, Youssou N’Dour was able to market himself 
as one of the first world music stars, championed by British rock personalities 
like Peter Gabriel and influential elements of the British music press. His inter-
national visibility lent him great status at home, a common tendency in societies 
that regard themselves as peripheral. 

The triumph of m’balax music in the 1980s devastated the Afro-Cuban music 
community in Senegal. Some performers, such as the singer Nicholas Menheim, 
who performed with Youssou N’Dour and the guitarist Yahya Fall, adjusted to the 
new realities. Others retreated into silence or played small neighborhood clubs in 
Dakar’s suburbs. All remember the 1980s as a difficult period during which they 
struggled to keep the Senegalese Afro-Cuban tradition alive and vital. As Mar 
Seck said: “We all died for salsa.”33 The 1990s were to show that they succeeded 
in this objective far beyond their expectations.

DANCE MATTERS: THE CULTURAL POLITICS  

OF MUSIC REVIVAL IN SENEGAL

People always make a parallel between what  
they’re dancing and who they are.

Patrick Nancy34 

After nearly disappearing from Senegal, Afro-Cuban music gradually began to 
engage the public’s imagination again in the late 1980s. Its resuscitation reveals 
how cultural institutions in Senegal mold public taste. It also illuminates how 
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strong the link between Afro-Cuban music and Senegalese cosmopolitanism 
remained during the first thirty years of Senegalese independence. For many 
influential figures in Senegal, the death of Senegalese Afro-Cuban music would 
have represented a blow to the tropical cosmopolitanism they long had advo-
cated. Just as seriously, they felt it would undermine the ideals and practice of 
socialbility and cultural refinement that had become cornerstones of the national 
identity they were propagating. Their persistence in perpetuating the Latin tinge 
in Senegalese music gave a second life to Afro-Cuban music in the nation and 
initiated a new phase in its artistic development.

Tastemakers, broadcasters, academicians, club owners, and cassette producers 
and distributors pooled their power and influence to restore Afro-Cuban music 
to a high level of cultural prominence. They saw the revitalization of Latin music 
in Senegal as defending a vision of modernity that eschews ethnic particularism 
and decries postcolonial institutional decay. Though they played different roles 
in Senegalese society, these individuals, some of whom had grown up together 
in Dakar’s Latin record clubs, knew and liked one another. They had a highly 
developed sense of generational mission, nurtured by shared cultural interests 
and frequent collaborations on various projects. Rescuing Afro-Cuban music was 
one way they had of flexing their political muscle. As one professor at Université 
Cheikh Anta Diop stated, referring to his generation’s hold on power: “We still 
are in charge and as long as we are, Afro-Cuban music never will die here.”35 

A key figure among the tastemakers committed to keeping the Latin tradition 
alive was Garang Coulibaly, a retired civil servant. A famous athlete in his youth 
and a participant in Dakar’s Latin record clubs, Coulibaly had a distinguished 
career as a sports administrator.36 Upon his retirement, Coulibaly devoted his 
energies to ensuring that Afro-Cuban music would continue to be performed in 
Senegal. He undertook extensive original research to preserve the rich history of 
this music and disseminated the results in Senegalese newspapers, in seminars, 
and on radio and television.37 

Though not a wealthy individual, Coulibaly helped and encouraged musi-
cians. Such open patronage, while common elsewhere in Africa, has been rare 
in Senegal. One way Coulibaly assisted Senegal’s Latin artists was by sponsoring 
the formation of the ensemble World Melody Makers, which was dedicated to 
keeping alive the repertoire and performance style of the original Star Band. 
Coulibaly served as artistic adviser to the group and let the musicians practice 
in the courtyard of his home in the middle-class HLM quartier. When possible 
he helped the band financially by buying and maintaining their instruments. 
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He frequently used his prestige and personal connections to secure work for the 
orchestra at some of the better hotels and clubs in Dakar.38

Coulibaly’s most ambitious project was to set up a nonprofit music institute to 
train the next generation of Senegalese Afro-Cuban musicians. He deliberately 
kept tuition low to attract talented newcomers. The faculty included such indi-
viduals as the guitarist Yahya Fall. Coulibaly turned his house over to the school, 
and his home became a gathering place for Afro-Cuban musicians, both old and 
young. The bassist David Ndione, one of the better younger bassists in Senegal, is 
a product of this school, and several promising drummers are graduates as well.

Even more important than Coulibaly in keeping Latin music alive in Senegal 
in the 1990s were key figures in broadcasting. These individuals ensured that 
programming formats on radio and television always included Cuban music, 
both locally produced and imported, regardless of the vacillations in public 
taste. Djibril Gaby Gaye was representative of this group.39 After returning from 
finishing his higher education in the former Soviet Union in the 1960s, Gaye 
became one of the most vivid media personalities in Senegal, recognizable by his 
bright blue eyes, stylish hats, and eloquent spoken French. Gaye’s knowledge of 
Latin music was immense, and he was resourceful at putting that knowledge to 
use promoting Senegalese Afro-Cuban music. His Sunday night radio show on 
RTS exhaustively mined the Afro-Cuban tradition, alternating classic recordings 
with commentary and interviews with major figures from Senegal and abroad. 
Another one of his weekly slots on RTS’s schedule showcased new talent and new 
releases in Senegal and frequently featured musicians from the local Afro-Cuban 
musical community. Gaye also was involved in a widely circulated documentary 
on the career of Laba Sosseh and the “first” generation of Afro-Cuban musicians 
in Senegal.40 By keeping Latin music so much in the public eye, he and other 
broadcasters, such as Mas Diallo and Pierre Gomis, opened up a space for the 
development of salsa m’balax in the 1990s.41 

Spanish departments in Senegalese universities also participated in the re-
emergence of Afro-Cuban music. Spanish has been widely spoken by second-
ary school and university educated Senegalese since the early days of Senghor’s 
presidency.42 Senghor’s education policy stipulated that university educated 
Senegalese had to speak a second European language other than French. Many 
students chose Spanish because of their enthusiasm for Afro-Cuban music. In-
deed, many of the Spanish faculty in Senegal’s universities were initially drawn 
to study Spanish by their desire to comprehend the lyrics of the Cuban music 
they loved so much.43 Since the 1980s these faculty members have increasingly 
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emphasized the Hispanic Caribbean in their teaching and research. The former 
chair of the Spanish and Portuguese Department at Université Cheikh Anta 
Diop, the late Dr. Amadou Ndoye, for example, was a connoisseur of Latin mu-
sic. His colleague, Anna Gueye, is a respected scholar of Afro-Cuban religion. 
The seminars these academic leaders organized on Cuban culture sometimes 
focused on music, and from time to time they collaborated with public figures 
such as Garang Coulibaly to publicize the activities of Senegalese Afro-Cuban 
musicians. Behind the scenes, through constant advocacy they also helped make 
Afro-Cuban music intellectually legitimate in Senegal.

Many foreign visitors to Dakar in the 1990s were surprised that so much 
Afro-Cuban music was being performed there. On a typical weekend, five differ-
ent Latin bands might be appearing at some of the capital’s most notable clubs. 
This continual showcasing of Afro-Cuban ensembles highlights the role club 
owners played in supporting the salsa revival in the 1990s. Since the early days 
of Senegalese music, club owners and managers have been a force in the music 
world. During the 1990s and at the turn of the millennium, they nurtured new 
Latin music talent. Three of them—Alhassan Ngom of The Ravine, Abdoulahi 
Fall of Fouquet’s, and Ibru Iba of Chez Iba—provided venues at which Afro-
Cuban bands could reclaim their once wide audience and get enough work to 
make a living.44 

These club owners had complex reasons for their commitment to Senegalese 
Afro-Cuban music. One factor was their genuine love for the music. At least 
in the case of Ngom and Iba, both successful businessmen, they could have 
invested their money in more financially rewarding ventures. However, they 
were interested in more than just profits. Each told me that he felt that by book-
ing Afro-Cuban bands, he was adding to the prestige of his nightclub. Iba also 
indicated that he felt that Senegalese Afro-Cuban musicians were more reliable 
than their m’balax counterparts, a significant change from what was the case in 
the 1980s. Ngom added that Afro-Cuban bands had extremely loyal if not always 
large followings, and they could be counted on to fill a small- to medium-sized 
club whenever they played. These followings tended to be well heeled and well 
connected. They usually ordered lots of refreshments, a perennial source of prof-
its for clubs, and stayed out of fights. With the exception of Youssou N’Dour’s 
fans, most m’balax audiences were less interested in purchasing drinks and were 
more prone to public fracases. If the public for Latin music was smaller than the 
audience for m’balax music in the 1990s, in many respects from a club owner’s 
perspective, it still was more lucrative and manageable.
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The Afro-Cuban music community in the early 1990s found another ally in 
the late Ibrahima Sylla, one of the major distributors and producers of popular 
music cassettes in Senegal. Sylla, who came from a prominent Senegalese mar-
about family, had loved Afro-Cuban music since his youth.45 Over the years he 
had amassed a collection of Puerto Rican and Cuban music, which he estimated 
at more than six thousand records. Despite his love of Latin music, Sylla’s com-
mercial activities until the early 1990s had not involved promoting Cuban music. 
He had produced a recording session for Youssou N’Dour and had successfully 
marketed m’balax cassettes. In 1990, perhaps sensing a change in Senegalese 
musical taste, Sylla resolved to financially back and publicize Africando, a group 
comprised of Senegalese soneros (Pape Seck, Medoune Diallo, and Nicolas 
Menheim) and New York Latin session musicians (see chapter 6). 

What especially united these tastemakers, broadcasters, and academicians 
was a feeling that the ascent of m’balax was an assault on Senegalese modernity 
and sociality. In Senegal, since at least the 1940s, the public performance of 
modernity had entailed dancing to Afro-Cuban music in public or attending 
academic congresses and private salons. For the defenders of Afro-Cuban music, 
the vitality of these cultural institutions was essential if a tradition of tolerance 
and sophistication was to continue to flourish in Senegal.

Dancing Latin music in the proper fashion is at the core of the Senegalese 
version of the soirée that crystallized after independence in the 1960s and still 
retains its cultural significance into the twenty-first century. According to the 
actress Isseu Niang, the late widow of the famous salsero Pape Seck, dancing at 
a soirée is like a ceremony that has three equally important parts: the approach, 
the dance, and the exit.46 The ceremony commences with a properly attired man 
(pressed trousers and ironed shirt, jacket, shined shoes) walking over to a woman 
to inquire if she would like to dance. The question is delivered respectfully with 
a half-bow. The woman also must be fashionably but modestly dressed, wearing 
either “up and down” African cloth or a European style gown. Most women wear 
high heels and have mastered the difficult art of dancing in them. 

The second part of the ceremony is the dance itself. The couple on the dance 
floor must conform to a rigorous, if subtly evolving, set of aesthetic rules. Sen-
egalese Latin dancing draws primarily from the Cuban tradition. Other Latin 
American dancing “schools” from Puerto Rico and Colombia have had little 
impact in Senegal. There is a consensus in the country that the pachanga, an 
outgrowth of Cuban cha-cha-chá, has provided the template for how the Sen-
egalese should dance to Latin music.47 Djibril Gaby Gaye also maintains that 
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Dominican merengue influenced Senegalese dance styles, though its influence 
is difficult to detect.48 More persuasively, the Antillean Patrick Nancy, a leading 
Latin dance instructor in Dakar, argues that the Senegalese combined pachanga 
with European ballroom “rumba” dancing.49 If Nancy is correct, that would ac-
count, in part, for the reserved style of Senegalese Latin dancers.

On the Senegalese Latin dance floor, the man leads and dominates, leaving 
little room for autonomous physical expression on the part of his female partner. 
The dancers’ steps make a circle as they hold each other at what locally is consid-
ered an appropriate distance from one another. Only during a slow “bolero” is 
sustained physical contact permissible. The Latin dance public in Senegal frowns 
on flamboyant “moves.” The ideal is a measured pace that will allow couples of any 
age to last through an evening of constant dancing without becoming exhausted.

Over time the Senegalese have inadvertently created their own distinctive 
national style. Many today believe they are dancing in a típico traditional Cuban 
manner. In reality, they have “Africanized” pachanga, first dancing to a 3 beat 
and often now to a 2 beat (elsewhere, pachanga is danced in 4/4 time to 8 beats). 
Dancers start their steps on the first beat, unlike salsa dancing in New York, which 
prefers to begin on the second beat to encourage more individuality on the part 
of the dancers. While the Senegalese dancers’ stately way of moving is graceful to 
watch, it would not strike Caribbean observers as especially Cuban or Hispanic. 

After a dance number is over, the ceremony concludes with a man escorting 
his partner over to a table or chaise, where they will sit and chat quietly with one 
another or with other couples until they are ready to dance again. This ceremony 
embodies many values that the “Afro-Cuban generation” held dear, such as ur-
banity and civility. The rise of m’balax trampled these values and did violence to 
this generation’s notion of a cosmopolitan public sphere. In their eyes, m’balax 
dancing is loutish and socially divisive. It is danced best by the young, usually 
in short bursts of wild energy to 12/8 time.50 Frequently, m’balax dancers lack 
partners and engage in dances like the ventilateur that involve exaggerated hip 
rotations and frenzied movements. Some Senegalese linked m’balax music with 
aggressive behavior more appropriate to the marketplace (feyda) than a modern 
decorous social life. The roots of this decorum lie both in twentieth-century 
French pedagogical notions and in indigenous concepts of correct comport-
ment. Colonial French schooling in Senegal stressed carrying oneself well, with 
dignity, grace, and élan. This emphasis coincided with the Senegalese concepts of 
kersa and teggin.51 Kersa involves modesty and discretion, while teggin refers to 
respect and deference. M’balax for the Senegalese of the Afro-Cuban generation 
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represented the invasion of market values into previously sacrosanct arenas of 
social life. It compromised the need to be “correcte” at all times and challenged 
the cultural assumptions underlying the Senegalese Afro-Cuban generation’s 
practice of sociability. For this generation, their Afro-Cuban music, with its 
emphasis on elegance, a gender-integrated social life, and a ritualized respect for 
women, was a crucial dimension of modernity. Dance for this group was more 
than just movement. Properly dancing the cha-cha-chá was not merely keeping 
up with the latest trends. It was laying the foundation for a viable postcolonial 
national culture, rooted in the cosmopolitanism of the diaspora.52 

For the Latin music public, the m’balax dance style meant a societal abandon-
ment of the inner discipline they so prized. It is difficult to convey how troubled 
they were in the 1980s by the public displays of eroticism, especially by women, 
in nightclubs featuring m’balax music.53 Nightclubs in the 1960s and 1970s had 
been laboratories where new forms of sociability could take hold. The advent of 
the m’balax era turned these nightclubs into cultural battlegrounds on which two 
generations mixed uneasily. The older patrons felt the first casualty of this clash 
was the loss of the distinguished ambience of Dakar’s musical establishments. 
Dancing their precise Afro-Cuban style next to the flashier m’balax moves made 
them feel embarrassed and estranged in spaces they had previously controlled. 
Moreover, the rougher atmosphere in the m’balax clubs made them increas-
ingly disreputable places to visit. Few high-ranking public officials, intellectuals, 
or successful businesspeople felt they could risk being seen in them without 
diminishing their status. Distressed, they withdrew from Dakar’s nightlife to 
their lovingly preserved Afro-Cuban LP collections. Increasingly this genera-
tion demonstrated its power by segregating itself from the rest of Senegalese 
society. The tall barriers surrounding their homes concealed them from the rest 
of society. In contrast to elsewhere in Africa, such as Nigeria, where well-known 
figures conspicuously and perpetually circulate, the Senegalese governing class 
began to move in spatially constricted realms after working hours (in residences, 
receptions, and private parties), consciously retreating from the public sphere.

Along with dance, etiquette, and proper comportment, another issue provok-
ing opposition to m’balax was that an important segment of the Senegalese public 
began to link m’balax’s ascendancy to increased Wolof political and economic 
dominance.54 Almost all m’balax is sung in Wolof, rather than French or another 
Senegalese language; and several leaders of m’balax ensembles have been active 
in the Murid confrérie, associated by some Senegalese with Wolof economic 
power.55 For those worried about m’balax’s supposed Wolof orientation, Senega-
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lese salsa represented a culturally viable alternative. Afro-Cuban musicians in 
Senegal always have been an ethnically diverse group, with a particularly large 
contingent from Casamance (Balla Sidibé, Rudy Gomis, Camou Yandé, and Alias 
Diallo, to name just a few). Within the Afro-Cuban music community, artists 
have minimized ethnic and regional differences in the interest of sustaining an 
inclusive cosmopolitanism.56 

Some Senegalese also perceived m’balax as being part of a disturbing trend of 
the further Islamization of Senegalese society. In their eyes, the rise of m’balax 
undermined Senegal’s secular traditions.57 M’balax bands sang much more about 
religious topics than did Afro-Cuban ensembles. Their personnel rarely included 
Christian musicians, not because m’balax bandleaders were discriminatory, but 
because Christian musicians tended to gravitate toward Afro-Cuban orchestras, 
which were more religiously pluralistic in their make-up. Some m’balax musi-
cians, like Youssou N’Dour, also have been very open about their deep attach-
ment to Islam. While a number of Afro-Cuban musicians are strict Muslims, 
their religiosity has no place in their public personae. Indeed, Senegalese salsa 
is conspicuous in its lack of interest in any type of religious expression, whether 
Muslim, Christian, or Afro-Cuban.

MUSICAL PAS(T)TIMES: THE CULTURAL POLITICS  

OF NOSTALGIA IN SENEGAL

The same cultural, economic, and political changes that helped bring m’balax 
to the fore also contributed to a ubiquitous sense of unease in 1980s Senegal. 
As the web of arrangements that had held the Senghorian state together began 
to unravel, many Senegalese began to long for a return to a belle epoque when 
supposedly there were full employment, myriad educational opportunities, and 
less corruption. Nostalgia became widespread among all social classes. Since 
throughout history music frequently has served as a vehicle for nostalgia, not 
surprisingly it especially figured in the competition between m’balax and Sen-
egalese Afro-Cuban music.

As the literary critic Svetlana Boym has observed, nostalgia is a complicated 
cultural phenomenon. She identifies two major varieties: restorative nostalgia 
and reflective nostalgia.58 Both have considerable relevance for discussing Sen-
egal in the 1980s and early 1990s. Restorative nostalgia often has been connected 
with authenticity movements. Those engaged in restorative nostalgia dream of 
rebuilding a lost homeland, obliterated by conquest and/or capitalist develop-
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ment. They view embracing the past as a pathway to a better future. Because of 
this orientation toward the future, they don’t see themselves as nostalgic. The 
sense of permanent loss, of the past being a foreign country, is largely absent. 
Those indulging in reflective nostalgia, on the other hand, dream of other eras 
and places but recognize the impossibility of re-creating what has been lost. 
Instead, their nostalgia induces a melancholy consciousness of time and history, 
and they savor the bittersweet interplay of remembering and forgetting. 

In Senegal, however, restorative nostalgia communities dwell on a glorious 
precolonial past, regarding with suspicion, or even hostility, cultural develop-
ments like Afro-Cuban music associated with the colonial period. M’balax music 
has numerous examples of praise songs for notable Wolof political and spiritual 
figures from the period before the French colonial occupation, remarking on 
their bravery, integrity, wisdom, and cultural authenticity.59 While m’balax’s first 
practitioners regarded themselves as innovators and pioneers, they simultane-
ously thought of themselves as “electronic griots,” deeply attached to a Wolof 
traditional culture that they believed had an important place in a modern Sen-
egal. Nostalgia in this context contrasts a troubled present with a heroic past to 
promise a better future.

Reflective nostalgia in Senegal focuses on the struggle to ensure that a toler-
ant tropical cosmopolitanism remains the foundation of postcolonial Senega-
lese identity. This type of nostalgia celebrates the sensations of pleasure and 
intellectual discovery that accompanied the rooting of Afro-Cuban music in 
Senegal. In Senegalese such as the late El Hadj Amadou Ndoye, it manifested 
itself in casual conversations with others and in attending private Afro-Cuban 
parties in secluded locations. A shared sensibility and a commitment to a form 
of cultural participation and citizenship, not based on ethnicity and religion, 
permeate this form of nostalgia. In this respect, reflective nostalgia reformulates 
the cultural citizenship associated with Dakar’s record clubs of the 1950s. Where 
before cultural citizenship had emphasized consumption, it now centered on 
secularity and ethnic equality. Those recalling their formative years from this 
perspective implicitly were taking a political position, though one not tied to 
any particular party platform.

Because this sensibility is so tied to the experience of youth, there is no pos-
sibility of returning to the past, only a wry appreciation of discerning the con-
tours of one’s early self from the perspective of late adulthood. In a sense, this 
nostalgia doubles on itself, since Afro-Cuban music tends to be highly nostalgic. 
An individual such as the late author and librarian Cheikh “Charles” Sow would 
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become nostalgic about feeling nostalgia, an emotion linked in his mind with 
civility and sophistication. This variety of experience promises no escape from 
the unpleasant realities of the present, and it rarely leads to pondering the future. 
Instead, in Boym’s words, it leads to “the exploration of other potentialities and 
unfulfilled promises of modern happiness.”60 

The contest in the 1980s between Senegalese Afro-Cuban music and what 
came to be known as m’balax constituted an arena in which Senegalese could 
discuss the proper relationship between an individual’s inner life and external 
conduct. In their different preoccupations with the unfulfilled promises of the 
present, both forms of nostalgia in Senegal “pose complex and lively questions 
about public life at a popular level.”61 Tastes in music and styles of dancing were 
not just matters of personal preference. They were intertwined with a national 
culture in the process of coalescing. Because these debates were couched in a 
musical language, many Senegalese, whether literate or not, felt confident weigh-
ing in on these issues. During the 1980s the Senegalese Latin music community, 
musicians and tastemakers alike, spoke a beautiful but increasingly archaic form 
of this “language,” disconnected from the general music public. As a result, they 
found themselves relegated to the cultural margins. In order to reengage with 
these debates about personhood and nation, they had to master a new musical 
dialect, one more in tune with the shifting realities and priorities of their country. 
The creation of a new musical form, salsa m’balax, grew out of this challenge to 
address a new generation on its own terms without abandoning the commit-
ment to refinement and tolerance that had characterized the Afro-Cuban music 
community since its emergence in Senegal.

URBANE RENEWAL: THE RISE OF SALSA M’BALAX

Two developments in particular sparked the renaissance of Afro-Cuban music 
in the 1990s. The first was the Africando recording project initiated by Ibrahima 
Sylla. Africando found a significant multigenerational listenership in Senegal but, 
more important, it was a critical success internationally. In Senegal, as elsewhere 
in Africa, fame abroad often translates into prestige and recognition at home. Af-
ricando’s global visibility helped bring Senegalese Afro-Cuban groups out of the 
shadows. In the same way that the worldwide sensation of “El manisero” helped 
implant modern Afro-Cuban music in Africa in the 1930s, the attention that 
Africando received in North America and Europe in the 1990s sowed the seeds 
for the revival of Afro-Cuban music in Senegal, albeit on a more modest scale.
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The rise of salsa m’balax, a combination of salsa and m’balax, resuscitated 
Senegalese Afro-Cuban music. This new musical form addressed problems that 
were limiting the popularity of Afro-Cuban music in Senegal: the perceptions 
that it was culturally inauthentic and socially irrelevant. The Afro-Cuban groups 
of the early 1980s had difficulty coming to terms with their nation’s new way of 
defining authenticity. Senegalese salsa’s claim to cultural legitimacy was rooted 
in its celebration of the country’s diasporic ties with the societies of the Carib-
bean, especially Cuba. Many Senegalese began to regard Latin music as passé 
in the 1980s, when Senegal’s conception of authenticity became more locally 
oriented. During this era it was commonly thought that those in the Latin music 
community saw their music “as a higher, more civilized form of music than our 
[Senegal’s] own.”62 When artists such as the guitarist and arranger Yahya Fall 
incorporated m’balax rhythms into their work, that brought Afro-Cuban music 
back to street level and liberated the music from the misconception that it was 
reserved exclusively for a Western-educated elite. Around the same period, new 
definitions of authenticity influenced by thinking in the United States began to 
circulate in Senegal. A growing emphasis on artistic integrity led to a deeper 
appreciation of the fidelity of Senegalese Afro-Cuban artists to a musical tradi-
tion and repertoire that had temporarily gone out of style. A new generation 
regarded with more respect musicians such as the singer Nicolas Menheim, 
who easily could have had a successful career as an m’balax star but chose to 
perform Afro-Cuban music, with all the sacrifices that that decision entailed.63 
The transformation of the m’balax star Youssou N’Dour into a major figure in 
world music who routinely gave concerts in Paris, London, and New York de-
stabilized the contrast between Afro-Cuban music and m’balax. Paradoxically, 
m’balax was becoming more international just as Afro-Cuban music veered 
toward the local. This stylistic reversal made room for Senegalese salsa to rebuild 
and expand its public.

Many Senegalese listeners found Afro-Cuban music bound by an imported 
aesthetic, uncompromising in its adherence to a set tradition. By contrast, salsa 
m’balax for Senegalese audiences was refreshing in its willingness to depart 
from accepted musical norms. “Salsa-mbalax is more alive,” said Pierrot Ndour, 
an accountant interviewed by the New York Times in 1999, “because of course it 
doesn’t have to follow the rules.”64 Many of the young generation of musicians 
who pioneered salsa m’balax, such as “James” Gadiaga of Super Cayor, were as 
brash as their m’balax counterparts, as comfortable in Sandaga, Dakar’s central 
market, as in a posh club.65 They demonstrated that the Afro-Cuban musical 
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traditions that flourished in the impoverished barrios of Havana and Santiago 
in the first half of the twentieth century could equally be at home in the quartiers 
populaires (the working class neighborhoods) of 1990s Dakar. Once the percep-
tion gained ground in Senegalese society that salsa m’balax reached broader 
social classes than just functionaires and wealthy entrepreneurs, its public began 
to grow and diversify.

Salsa m’balax changed the form, instrumentation, personnel, and repertoire 
of Latin music in Senegal. Its structure follows Cuban son or Congolese rumba. 
A salsa m’balax song begins with an extended melodic statement of a theme. 
However, instead of a montuno or a sebene, the Senegalese artists often shift 
into 12/8 m’balax rhythms without missing a beat. At the song’s conclusion, they 
frequently return to their Cuban theme. Super Cayor’s “Xamsa Bopp” and Pape 
Fall’s “Teungeth” are two typical examples of this style.66 “Xamsa Bopp,” which 
is about knowing yourself well so that you can be sincere in your dealings with 
others, starts off with a piano playing Afro-Cuban tumbaos. After a timbale solo 
midway through the song, the ensemble seamlessly shifts into a rhythm more 
typical of m’balax. Pape Fall’s “Teungeth,” arranged by Cheikh Tidiane Tall, ex-
plores a number of rhythms, ranging from the clave to reggae to m’balax. Halfway 
through the piece, where the montuno section would be in an Afro-Cuban song, 
Fall engages in a duet with his male coro, and rhythms characteristic of m’balax 
start to dominate. As in “Xamsa Bopp,” the differentiation between Afro-Cuban 
music and m’balax is subtle.

Both songs demonstrate that salsa m’balax ensembles are more percussively 
oriented than the first two generations of Senegalese Latin bands. Usually in 
salsa m’balax ensembles, a band will have a drummer playing a modern drum 
set, another drummer playing local versions of congas, and a third drummer 
and sometimes a fourth on the sabar and tama. The personnel of salsa m’balax 
bands are younger than those in the more traditionally oriented son groups, 
incorporating a new generation of musicians. A further significant departure 
is that the salsa m’balax bands are less apolitical than the earlier Afro-Cuban 
ensembles. Like their m’balax counterparts, they occasionally opine on the press-
ing issues of the day.67

Salsa m’balax changed the public for Afro-Cuban music. The audience now 
included as many women as men. When m’balax first cut into the popularity of 
Senegalese Afro-Cuban music, one of the first groups it attracted was women. 
They were drawn by the performers’ youthfulness and charisma and perhaps 
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the possibility for greater physical expressiveness by women on the dance floor. 
However, the furious pace of m’balax left little room for elegance or romance. 
Ultimately, the promise that the new music would provide a more prominent 
role for women went unfulfilled. While men could flaunt their male prowess 
with acrobatic exhibitions, women engaged in erotic displays that objectified 
their bodies and cheapened their reputations. Many performers, such as Fallou 
Dieng, incorporated women dancers in their performances who would engage in 
public exhibitions of sexuality that are rarely seen in Senegal. Even mainstream 
vocalists such as Coumba Gawlo had dancers of this type in their stage shows.68 

As mentioned previously, some Senegalese considered clubs that featured 
m’balax to be uncouth, with an atmosphere that many women in particular 
found intimidating. For these women alienated by the earthiness of m’balax, salsa 
m’balax represented a viable alternative. This was especially true for middle-aged 
women who had their own legitimate income and were secure enough in their 
status to be with other women for “nights out on the town.” Women from this 
group flocked to the clubs where salsa m’balax ensembles played. There they 
found the respect and decorum lacking in the m’balax nightspots. Even better, 
there they could meet men who were fashionably dressed and polite and who, 
more often than not, had good jobs. The salsa m’balax bands responded to these 
women’s presence by incorporating more slow ballads and boleros into their play-
books. They softened their sound by turning down the volume and emphasizing 
songs from their Afro-Cuban and Wolof repertoire that had dreamy, sentimental 
lyrics. Even the fast numbers required much less feverish effort than the typical 
m’balax song. The music created an ambience that was relaxed—lively but not 
wild, contemporary but not controversial. 

The salsa m’balax bands positioned themselves on a stylistic continuum rang-
ing from an attempt to re-create a “pure” Cuban style to a harder m’balax sound.69 
Although competition between these bands was intense, there was much mutual 
recognition and appreciation. In the Afro-Cuban musical community, stylistic 
choices reflected personal preferences and musical strengths. The great Cuban 
roots band from 1997 to 2003 was Nicolas Menheim’s Super Sabador. Menheim, 
whose maternal grandmother was from the Canary Islands, sang in impeccable 
Spanish, a rarity for contemporary Senegalese Latin vocalists. His style and rep-
ertoire revealed influences unusual for Senegal, such as Beny Moré and the nueva 
canción movement. Super Sabador was unique in other respects as well. It had 
the only woman Senegalese Latin singer of note, Maguette Dione, who modeled 
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her singing and personal appearance after the late Celia Cruz.70 Unfortunately 
Menheim developed vocal problems in the years immediately following the new 
millennium, and his band is now inactive.71 

Pape Fall’s African Salsa, the Chez Iba House band, and Super Cayor all veered 
more toward m’balax. African salsa, which was still active as of 2018, strikes a 
balance between son music and m’balax, managing to be faithful to both.72 Pape 
Fall’s arrangements strive for a conjunto effect, with two trumpeters and a key 
role given to the pianist, Safirou Dieng. As a protégé of Laba Sosseh, his singing 
keeps alive the Cuban tradition championed by the great Gambian sonero. His 
ensemble aims for a tonier public than the other salsa m’balax bands and often 
plays at elegant soirées and government-sponsored functions.73 Yahya Fall’s 
Chez Iba group was the continuation of No. 1 under a new name. The band was 
a specialist in all styles, ranging from twangy surfing music to lounge music to 
Latin music. The arrangements hinged on Fall’s impressive guitar playing. In 
2004 Fall obtained a tres and became extraordinarily skilled at playing it. Super 
Cayor was the most m’balax-influenced of the 1990s bands. It had a more im-
provised sound than the other Senegalese salsa ensembles. Its songs also were 
more topical and streetwise. Because of its close ties with the German record 
company Popular African Music, Super Cayor had more opportunities to tour 
outside Senegal than the other salsa m’balax ensembles.74 

While the revitalization of Senegalese salsa led to more employment op-
portunities for these local Afro-Cuban musicians, recording opportunities for 
them remained rare. From the 1990s onward Afro-Cuban music survived in 
Senegal by being an integral part of a ritualized affirmation of a generation’s 
ideals of sociality. It also served to preserve and propagate this cohort’s con-
cept of cultural citizenship. Both these roles involved public performance more 
than recording. The music became caught up in a contradiction regarding this 
age group’s ambivalence about participating too visibly in Senegal’s civic and 
cultural life. Though this generation may have had a restricted presence in the 
public sphere, they were aware that they partially derived their status from their 
capacity to appear distinguished when in the midst of their fellow citoyens and 
enjoyed wielding power behind the scenes. In their youth many had made their 
mark by participating in Dakar’s “café society,” in which their ability to dance 
well and to exhibit their connoisseur’s appreciation of Afro-Cuban music were 
social and political assets.75 The refined behaviors they championed still served 
as models for how to conduct oneself properly in public. Hence these behaviors 
had a performative dimension and needed an arena for their actualization. The 
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closing of the Afro-Cuban music clubs in the 1980s was a minor crisis for this 
generation because no other public stage served their social purposes as well as 
a genteel dance floor with live Afro-Cuban music. They now had to negotiate the 
shifting boundaries between public displays and private “structures of feeling.”76 

The decline in the mass popularity of Latin music was not a grave problem for 
this group because in certain respects mass popularity, in their eyes, detracted 
from the music’s prestige. However, the disappearance or decline of clubs like the 
Baobab and the Miami was a more serious matter. New establishments like Chez 
Iba that flourished in the first decade after the millennium couldn’t fill the void 
left by the shuttering of the old soigné nightspots. They lacked the atmosphere of 
exclusivity that had made the clubs of the immediate postindependence period 
feel like the workshops of a secular republic. However, these establishments 
still provided an opportunity for a grand entrance during special celebrations 
or a vehicle for showcasing one’s air of distinction. Even if this generation rarely 
visited these “temples of salsa,” they knew that the less refined public that now 
frequented these clubs would keenly note their absence. Their invisibility was 
one more sign of their lingering influence.



SIX

“Music Has No Borders”

The Global Marketing of a Local Musical  

Tradition, 1990s–2006

Importing music from societies far beyond their own borders has always been 
part of Senegalese Latin musicians’ cultural practice. This openness to external in-
fluences has not meant distancing themselves from their African identity. Instead, 
Senegalese have incorporated musical traditions from Cuba to become more 
themselves, to enter modernity on terms that allow them to preserve what they 
highly value in their own culture. They borrowed from the world not to dilute 
their traditions in hope of foreign commercial success but to create for domestic 
consumption a national music that promotes elegance and cosmopolitanism. 

However, even if they had wanted to export their product, there would have 
been few ways to do so before the 1980s. The entertainment industry infra-
structure did not exist for Africans to profitably market their music to wealthy 
countries abroad. In the 1980s, however, a market for music from around the 
globe, including Africa, developed in Western Europe, Japan, and North America. 
Record companies formed and distributors emerged to document and market 
music from nearly everywhere to nearly everyone. As the creators of a global 
music, Senegalese Latin musicians hoped to exploit these favorable conditions to 
achieve more financial security, travel overseas more frequently, and amass more 
cultural capital at home. This chapter examines the various strategies they and 
their promoters used to make a place for themselves in the world music scene. 

The phrase “world music” originally arose in the 1980s as a promotional tool, 
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used to establish a space for non-Western music in “first world” record / CD 
stores.1 Over time the term entered academic discourse as an indicator of global 
culture flows. Researchers who use the phrase often argue that twentieth-century 
communication technologies like records and radios have promoted the global 
dissemination of “Western” music. This dissemination stimulates the creation 
of new musical forms. Some of this “exotic” music finds its way to the industrial 
West, where various media transform it into a consumer good to be sold both 
locally and internationally. Deborah Pacini Hernandez makes a further useful 
distinction between world music and world beat: world music refers “to all that 
was not necessarily Western (linked, then, to roots music), whereas world beat 
refers to more modern products that took into account the cross-fertilization of 
styles between the first and third worlds.”2 

One of the problems faced by Senegal’s Latin musicians in selling themselves 
as world artists was that their music didn’t fit neatly into any of these cultural 
categories. They didn’t conform to Western paradigms of “roots music,” and the 
cross-fertilization that shaped their music almost entirely bypassed the “first 
world.” As a result they sometimes confounded Western audiences, who were 
nonplussed by encountering Afro-Cuban music sung in an African language. 
In spite of these obstacles, a number of Senegalese groups found paths into the 
world music spotlight. 

This chapter traces three of these journeys. It first looks at how a British record 
label owner “discovered” Orchestre Baobab and, without altering its music, suc-
ceeded in making it a major world music act. The chapter then relates how an 
African impresario, Ibrahima Sylla, took three Senegalese singers to record with 
Latin musicians in New York and managed simultaneously to make a mark in 
three dissimilar markets: world music, Latin music in the Americas, and African 
popular music. The cultural ramifications of Sylla’s project continue to resound 
around the black Atlantic, even after his death in 2013. The chapter concludes by 
looking at “roots in reverse”: the homecoming of Senegalese Afro-Cuban music 
to Cuba. Cultural exchanges have often propelled musicians into international 
careers. In the case of the Senegalese musicians who toured Cuba in 2001, unfor-
tunately, this has not been the case. Derailed by byzantine political maneuvering 
in both their country and Cuba, their tour slowly became a minor catastrophe. 
Though their cultural “return” to Cuba was historic, their voyage left only a light 
footprint on the black Atlantic. The range of experiences these Senegalese Latin 
musicians had in the global cultural marketplace illustrates the complexity of the 
world music phenomenon and the limits of treating it as a monolithic entity. As 
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Senegalese Afro-Cuban music has echoed across the ocean, it has taken root in 
unexpected places, fashioning new meanings and blazing new routes for further 
transatlantic musical conversations.

TROPE TROPIQUE: ORCHESTRE BAOBAB’S  

REINCARNATION AS WORLD MUSIC STARS

The ascent of Orchestre Baobab to world music prominence in Europe and North 
America during the fin-de-siècle period is one of the more improbable stories 
in recent global cultural history. Most world music performers, such as Salif 
Keita from Mali and Oliver Mtukudzi from Zimbabwe, progress from achieving 
fame in their own countries to having an international breakthrough. Orchestre 
Baobab turned this model on its head. Though unable as a group to land club 
engagements in Senegal in the 1990s, it was filling prestigious midsized concert 
halls abroad by 2004. Ignored by Senegalese youth at home, two popular “jam” 
bands—the Dave Matthews Band and Phish—championed the group’s music 
abroad and helped it attract college-aged fans.3 Though there was no interest in 
recording the band’s music at home, its recordings on a world music label based 
in the United Kingdom beginning in 1988 have sold well internationally and have 
been praised by both the mainstream press and specialized music magazines. 
Indeed, only after the musicians became world music celebrities in the United 
Kingdom and the United States did they enjoy a mild revival of interest in their 
music back in Senegal.

Orchestre Baobab’s transformation into an important world music act demon-
strates how a web of cultural misunderstandings ensnares contemporary African 
musical performers and their Western audiences. These misinterpretations often 
enhance the commercial viability of these ensembles and increase their cultural 
capital, both abroad and back home. Largely because Orchestre Baobab has been 
marketed globally, nearly all of its foreign listeners are unaware of the cultural 
and historical contexts that have shaped the band’s artistic development, and few 
would consider themselves enthusiasts of Afro-Cuban music. Only a handful 
would equate Baobab’s music with a tradition of elegance and cosmopolitanism. 
Overseas publics don’t perceive the ensemble as an exemplar of Africanité. Many 
instead associate the band with tropical fantasies, unanchored to any particular 
place or time, mistakenly assuming that the suppliers of these alluring reveries 
are cultural naïfs, living in a state of primordial artistic innocence.

When one examines the multinational character of Orchestre Baobab’s mem-
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bership, the group’s international success appears less surprising and almost 
inevitable. Just as the group profited in the 1970s from the ethnic diversity of its 
personnel, its international composition helped it break into the world music 
market thirty years later. The ensemble has especially benefited from the presence 
of two of its non-Senegalese members, the Togolese guitarist Barthélémy Attisso 
and the Guinea-Bissau / Senegalese singer and songwriter Rudy Gomis.4 Attisso’s 
spacey solos strike foreign listeners as psychedelic and have made him a figure of 
cult adoration.5 Indeed, his guitar style shows traces of many musical influences, 
a number of them familiar to Western listeners. Attisso grew up in postwar Togo, 
which was a music crossroad. He remembers hearing as a young student many 
types of non-African music: jazz, Afro-Cuban, US rhythm and blues. When he 
relocated in Dakar in 1966 to attend law school at the Université de Dakar, he 
heard the music of Jimi Hendrix and Carlos Santana, which also made a deep 
impression on him.6 These elements in Attisso’s playing give Western audiences a 
sonic core around which they can orient themselves to the band’s complex sound. 
His guitar work simultaneously thrills and reassures these listeners.

In addition to his songwriting talents, Rudy Gomis brings to the group a 
profound knowledge of Western popular music and the ability to bring an evoca-
tive Lusophone tinge to the band’s sound. Because of Gomis, the band has had a 
coterie of devoted Western listeners (and patrons) since its formation in the early 
1970s. While Gomis was a student in Dakar in the 1960s, he had the opportunity 
to interact with many US Peace Corps volunteers. He and the young Americans 
would often swap songs and musical ideas. Through these friends and their record 
collections, he was exposed to Western rock and folk music. Later Gomis served 
for many years as a Wolof and French instructor at the Centre Baobab in Dakar.7 
The center, run by two Americans, catered to study abroad students and foreign 
scholars in need of language training. Gomis on many occasions organized music 
for the center’s receptions and parties, and many of the students studying at the 
center attended Gomis’s musical engagements at various Dakar clubs. As a result 
of his teaching, Gomis was able to keep his finger on the pulse of popular music 
taste in the United States. This knowledge was to prove invaluable to Orchestre 
Baobab when it launched its international career. 

Even more important, Gomis brought a quality of saudade to Baobab’s music. 
Saudade is an untranslatable Portuguese word for a melancholy, nostalgic long-
ing: for family, homeland, or a romantic partner. Musically, it is an important 
mood throughout the Portuguese-speaking world, but it has played an especially 
significant role in Lusophone music in Africa—whether from Angola, Cape 
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Verde, or Guinea-Bissau—because of the dislocations brought about by the in-
dependence struggle, postcolonial political turmoil, and stagnant economies.8 It 
permeates Gomis’s masterpiece “Utru Horas” (“Other Hours”), first recorded in 
1982. A disappointed lover sings the song, which may have a deeper allegorical 
subtext. The song was featured on the group’s first release in the West in 1989, 
Pirates Choice: The Legendary 1982 Session.9 Its elegiac tone, combined with its 
aural portraits of a languid world, proved seductive for the Western listeners 
who discovered the band in the early 1990s. Perhaps it was this tropical saudade 
that attracted Nick Gold, the proprietor of the World Circuit CD label, to the 
group’s music in the 1980s. At the turn of the millennium this aural soundscape 
provided the central concept for World Circuit’s successful promotional cam-
paign for the group.

THE ART OF MAKING RUINS: THE BUENA VISTA  

SOCIAL CLUB AND ORCHESTRE BAOBAB 

One of Orchestre Baobab’s strokes of commercial good fortune was to attract 
Gold’s attention in the 1980s.10 Without his marketing savvy, it is doubtful that the 
band, despite all its talent, would have been able to launch an international career. 
Gold excels in repackaging African and Caribbean acts for global consumption. 
Shrewdly, he leaves their music relatively unchanged but encapsulates it within 
exotic narratives that tap into Western desires. His handling of Baobab is replete 
with irony. For example, it was reputedly his exposure to Baobab’s music in the 
1980s that sparked his interest in prerevolutionary Cuban music, an interest that 
was to culminate in his Buena Vista Social Club venture in 1997.11 This CD, which 
brought together the US guitarist Ry Cooder and old Cuban musicians from 
the 1950s (and earlier), was an international triumph, selling millions of units. 
It made Nick Gold an important force in the global entertainment industry but 
only minimally and indirectly benefited Orchestre Baobab, whose music inspired 
the project in the first place. 

In 2001 Gold helped “revive” and reinvent Orchestre Baobab as a combination 
of a tropical “jam” band and a West African equivalent of the Buena Vista Social 
Club. The image of Africa that emerges from Nick Gold’s reformulation of Baobab 
is diasporic, without a trace of cultural nationalism. While the group’s music in 
Senegal is linked to a reflective nostalgia tied to conversations about national 
identity and cosmopolitanism, its world music reception is based on catering 
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to an ersatz nostalgia divorced from any sense of history or lived experience. In 
Gold’s hands, Orchestre Baobab became a tree without any roots.

Nick Gold comes from an unusual background for a major figure in the music 
business. After graduating from the University of Sussex with a degree in African 
history, he became involved with Britain’s burgeoning world music scene in the 
1980s. Two world music promoters, Ann Hunt and Mary Farquharson, seeing 
that concerts by touring African musicians had created a demand for their 
recordings in the United Kingdom, set up an independent label, World Circuit 
Music, to cater to this new, if still small, market.12 They hired Gold to manage the 
label, even though he had scant experience in the music industry. However, he 
had several attributes that were to ensure his success in his new career. He was 
a discerning listener of musical traditions other than his own, and his taste was 
close to infallible. He was equally gifted at recording and packaging his musical 
product. Working closely with the recording engineer Jerry Boys (from 1993 
on), he was able to produce very clear recordings of African instruments, like 
the kora, that presented thorny technical problems. His sense of graphic design 
was as impeccable as his ear. His stylishly designed CD packages stood out in a 
CD bin, luring the casual buyer. But perhaps Gold’s most useful talent was his 
ability to spin mythic narratives about his performers that resonated deeply with 
fin-de-siècle European and North American zeitgeists.

Gold has become celebrated for two types of musical projects. He initially 
gained renown for his staging of unlikely encounters between US and African 
musicians. In 1993 he brought together the US rock and folk guitarist Ry Cooder 
and the Malian Tamashek musician Ali Farka Touré. The matchup was a fortu-
itous one. Cooder often plays in a bluesy bottleneck guitar style, while Touré’s 
music sounds like an ancient variant of the blues to many overseas listeners. 
Although the musicians failed to achieve any meaningful personal rapport, 
their CD, Talking Timbuktu, received favorable reviews and sold a quarter of a 
million copies.13 It launched Ali Farka Touré’s career as a luminary of the world 
music scene and made Gold a force to be reckoned with in the music industry. 

Gold’s other project resulted in even more commercial and critical triumphs. 
Following Talking Timbuktu, he roamed the black Atlantic to rediscover once 
famous musicians from the tropical world who now were old and obscure but 
still spry and spirited. In the early 1990s he came up with the idea of uniting 
Cubans and West Africans in a “diasporic” reunion CD. However, his new venture 
focused on bringing Malian, not Senegalese, musicians to Cuba to record with 
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Cuban son musicians such as Eliades Ochoa from Cuarteto Patria. Gold included 
Cooder in the mix to make the undertaking even more global in scope.14 For 
various reasons the project went awry, and the Malians never arrived for the re-
cording session.15 Having already rented studio space and paid both a recording 
engineer and Cooder, Gold decided to salvage his investment by producing a 
different sort of album. With the help of a young Cuban musician, Juan de Marcos 
González, from the son revival group Sierra Maestra, with whom he already had 
a business relationship, he brought a crew of mostly retired Cuban musicians to 
make an album with Cooder of Cuban son “standards”: The Buena Vista Social  
Club.16 

The album was an immediate artistic and commercial hit.17 What made it 
especially noteworthy was that its sales continued to rise after its initial rapid 
success. A major factor in the album’s staying power was the marketing cam-
paign that accompanied its release, especially in the United States. The campaign 
marked the beginning of an alliance between Nick Gold’s small British company 
and the US media giant Time Warner, owner of the Nonesuch music label. This 
association provided Gold with the capital and media access he required to 
disseminate his music to a larger transatlantic public and the muscle he needed 
to book his acts into some of the world’s major music venues, such as Carn-
egie Hall in New York. This promotional effort employed narrative strategies 
and images that Gold later deployed on behalf of Orchestre Baobab. It offers a 
picturesque vision of an urban tropical landscape in ruins, largely populated 
by older men and women. In this world in terminal decline, state and society 
disregard formerly illustrious musicians, who now survive in genteel poverty, 
their talent undiminished by the ravages of time and neglect. The musicians 
artistically and financially rehabilitate themselves by endearing themselves to 
US, Canadian, and Western European audiences. Their redemption stands in 
stark contrast to the decaying tropical cities that serve as a romantic setting for 
their fairy-tale metamorphosis.

An integral part of the Buena Vista Social Club’s success was a 1999 documen-
tary on their rise from obscurity to fame by the renowned German filmmaker 
Wim Wenders.18 The film received international acclaim and had a respectable 
run in movie theaters. It was even more commercially viable as a DVD, still in 
circulation a decade after its release. It was Cooder, not Gold, who recruited 
Wenders to make the film. Cooder wrote the music for a sound track for one 
of Wenders’s productions. While they were collaborating, the guitarist played 
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the director the tapes from the Buena Vista Social Club sessions. Wenders was 
entranced, and when Cooder suggested that he make a film about the 1998 
recording of an album by one of the Buena Vista Social Club’s stars, the sonero 
Ibrahim Ferrer, the German cinéaste seized the opportunity. 

The film has some hokey footage of the hipster Cooder riding around the 
streets of Havana (he is listed as the movie’s producer) and some stirring scenes 
of the Buena Vista Social Club performing live in New York and Amsterdam. 
However, its most powerful images depict the disparities between a crumbling but 
enchanting Havana, where the musicians walk the streets largely unrecognized, 
and a shimmering and prosperous New York, where the musicians are awed by 
the view from the Empire State building. Whether by design or not, the film 
inspires conflicting reactions. On the one hand, it makes viewers revel in the 
overdue international recognition of a coterie of previously underacknowledged 
musicians.19 On the other hand, it induces nostalgia for a collapsing Havana that 
very few of the viewers have experienced firsthand. This Western longing for a 
dilapidated tropics played a significant role in the “second” career of Orchestre 
Baobab as a major world music ensemble. With the marketing of Buena Vista 
Social Club, this first world “tropical nostalgia” was an unanticipated develop-
ment. However, it was a calculated strategy on the part of Gold and his staff in 
the relaunching of Orchestre Baobab in 2001.

This ersatz nostalgia differs from the reflective and restorative varieties of 
nostalgia discussed in chapter 5, in that it relates more to fantasy than memory. 
It is an example of what Mikhail Bakhtin called “historic inversion”: “[T]he 
idea that is not being lived now is projected into the past.”20 With this “imag-
ined nostalgia,” individuals experience a sense of longing for things that never 
were and feel a sense of loss for what they never have suffered.21 These projects 
select which moments of the past to memorialize, to forget, to distort, and to 
concoct, and then to sanitize and decontextualize, distancing spectators from 
both their history and the history of others.22 In the case of Cuba and Senegal, 
the “tropical nostalgia” connected with the marketing of Buena Vista Social 
Club and post-2001 Orchestre Baobab edits out slavery, racism, Castroism, 
and French colonialism from its visual and aural narrative. What remains is a 
touristic tableau of weather-battered buildings in ruins, the worn but sweet faces 
of musicians, and music divorced from the historical conditions and audiences 
that originally shaped it.23
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“MYSTIC CHORDS OF MEMORY”:  

DESIGNING ERSATZ NOSTALGIA

If you want to sell something, you have to create a myth.
Juan de Marcos González24

Orchestre Baobab had long ceased to exist as a working unit by 2001, when 
Gold “rediscovered” the group through the efforts of Jenny Cathcart, a British 
music journalist who became the band’s manager for two years.25 However, the 
musicians from the group still maintained close ties with one another. Some 
former members of the ensemble played club dates together, and Gomis, in an 
attempt to revive the group, recorded several cassettes with some of his erstwhile 
colleagues, including the vocalist Balla Sidibé, the bassist Charley N’Diaye, and 
the guitarist Barthélémy Attisso.26 Gold began to design a marketing campaign 
to raise the international profile of the reassembled group by presenting it as a 
symbol of African modernity gone to seed in a ramshackle developing world 

His strategy, which has served as a template for the revival of other belle ep-
oque African bands as world music acts, involved three phases. First, Gold and 
Cathcart arranged for the group to give a concert at London’s prestigious Barbican 
Hall in May 2001. In that same year World Circuit released for a second time 
Pirate’s Choice, this time with heavy promotion.27 Finally, Gold’s plan culminated 
in the group’s recording a new album for World Circuit in London’s Livingston 
Studios. The CD, entitled Specialist in All Styles, was released in 2002 and was 
both a critical and a commercial coup.28 The album was a careful re-creation of 
the group’s 1970s sound. It avoided incorporating any innovations from the 1990s 
salsa m’balax or newer Afro-Cuban and salsa styles. If Baobab’s musicians had 
been semiretired septuagenarians like the Buena Vista Social Club artists, such 
a “retro” take on popular music would have sounded delightfully “authentic” 
and “traditional.” However, that wasn’t the case with the members of Baobab. 
Almost all of them were middle-aged, working musicians who had kept abreast 
of developments in Senegalese music. Gold didn’t try to change their music, 
with the exception of inviting “big name” musicians such as Ibrahim Ferrer and 
Youssou N’Dour to participate in a re-recording of “Utru Horas.”29 Instead, he 
encouraged the ensemble to “time-capsule” its repertoire.30 The result had numer-
ous subtle touches but lacked the originality and willingness to experiment that 
always had been a hallmark of the group. The exigencies of tropical nostalgia 
trumped artistic ambition.
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Gold boosted his crusade to refurbish Orchestre Baobab with a publicity cam-
paign and graphic design branding that mythologized the lives of the ensemble’s 
members, converting them into conduits for tropical nostalgia. Strikingly, he 
superimposed the Buena Vista Social Club narrative of neglect, rediscovery, 
and redemption on the more complicated history of Baobab. Apparently with 
Barthélémy Attisso’s cooperation, Gold equated his musical biography with that 
of the pianist Rubén González of Buena Vista Social Club. Supposedly Attisso 
had given up the guitar for years, just as González had given up the piano (after 
he retired as a musician when he was in his seventies). Both, according to the 
publicity for the two projects, took up their instruments again because they were 
inspired by the intervention of a British world music impresario. Attisso, however, 
had not stopped playing the guitar, though he was working full time as a lawyer 
in Togo. As mentioned previously, he had recorded a cassette with Gomis a few 
years before Orchestre Baobab officially regrouped. That is why when he was 
asked to rejoin the group in 2001, he immediately accepted. There was no need 
for him to remaster his instrument; he had never put it down.

Gold spun another myth that the musicians were living in anonymity in Dakar 
and that it was only through the Herculean efforts of Youssou N’Dour that Gold 
was able to relocate them.31 This imaginary situation mimicked the “rediscovery” 
of the Buena Vista Social Club artists. However, many of the Baobab musicians, 
including Balla Sidibé and Issa Cissokho, were still leading figures in the Dakar 
music scene; others, including Rudy Gomis and Lafti Benjeloun, moved in elite 
circles in Senegal. Any traveler to Senegal would have had little trouble contact-
ing them. Gold’s make-believe story allows audiences outside of Africa to feel 
the frisson of “rescuing” these purportedly starving artists from their squalor 
without leaving the comfort of their armchairs. Here, nostalgia for the tropics 
blends with paternalism and a quest for exotic experiences to produce a potent 
mix of music and myth.

The album art for the three World Circuit Orchestre Baobab releases since 
2001 invites consumers to savor disintegrating tropical urban scapes. The creators 
of the artwork weave three ideas through their visual designs: the patina of half-
recollected memories, urban vernacular art including graffiti, and Harmattan-
eroded urban spaces. Each reinforces an ersatz mood of tropical nostalgia. A 
pastel palette of tans, greens, and oranges in the booklets accompanying Specialist 
in All Styles (2002) and Made in Dakar (2008) induces melancholy remembrances 
of things past. The insert for Made in Dakar uses a scrapbook as its organizing 
visual concept, contrasting the Baobab musicians in their prime as rambunc-
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tious youths with their later more sedate, prosperous, postrediscovery selves. For 
Specialist in All Styles, stylized, graffiti-like markings signify cultural authenticity 
and up-from-the-roots musical credibility. However, Orchestre Baobab never 
claimed to speak for the youth in Dakar’s quartiers populaires and lacked the 
street aggressiveness that later typified hip-hop. The iconic painted barbershop 
illustrations of African hairstyles that are strewn throughout the booklet are 
similarly misleading. They are meant to provide a smattering of tropical exoti-
cism along with a visual pun, comparing the capacity of Orchestre Baobab to 
play a varied repertoire with the ability of a master barber to cater to all tastes. 
However, these homages to African folk art do violence to the image of a band 
whose historic mission was to encourage stylishness and cosmopolitanism among 
its public. Culturally, its music is as far removed from a plein air haircutter as a 
car dealer’s repair service would be from a roadside mechanic. 

The publicity for the band and the illustrations in the booklets for the CD focus 
on shabby urban streetscapes. The inserts for Specialist in All Styles and Made 
in Dakar visually highlight poorly maintained, pockmarked stucco walls. Once 
again, the scruffy imagery serves to disassociate the band from its identity as an 
exemplar of elegance and sophistication in favor of its New World music identity 
as a purveyor of nostalgia for decaying tropical paradises. World Circuit’s deci-
sion about which photograph of the band should dominate its Web site further 
demonstrates that this revamping of the band’s cultural identity was an integral 
part of the record label’s marketing strategy. The Web site buries one photograph 
of the band dressed in well-tailored European-style suits in order to showcase 
another peculiar portrait. In this featured image, the group poses around one of 
Dakar’s famous blue-and-yellow car rapide buses on a Senegalese beach (Yoff or 
Ngor), a few of the members standing while others are seated in the vehicle.32 The 
majority are wearing African garments; only a few are in European clothes. The 
outfits are subdued, with the exception of saxophonist Issa Cissokho’s brightly 
colorful attire. In the distance a small child gazes at the group, his face invisible. 
A tropical sunset serves as an incongruous backdrop to this strange scene. The 
lighting is an unsettling mix of natural and artificial light. The composition of 
the photo delineates dualities: African clothes versus European fashion, the 
rural (the undeveloped beach) versus the urban (the car rapide), adult versus 
child, nature versus the machine. These interlocking dichotomies imply that the 
musicians in the band are interstitial figures, mediating among the realms of 
the ancestors, the divinities, and humankind. While it is true that some popular 
music artists in Africa have performed this spiritual function, including some in 
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the Congo and the electronic griots of the Mande cultural complex that includes 
part of Senegal, it is an odd and inappropriate role for the members of Orches-
tre Baobab. The band always has been secular and urbane. However, in Gold’s 
business plan, this imposed fabricated identity is the secret to success. Historical 
veracity would only get in the way. His manufactured image envelops the band 
in a mythic aura compatible with its supposed legendary status. Positioned by 
the photograph between tradition and contemporaneity, the ensemble seems to 
offer non-African audiences a palatable taste of both worlds: cultural authenticity 
along with an exotic musical modernity.

Gold’s graphic designers’ most startling aesthetic decision was to populate the 
insert accompanying the 2001 re-release of Pirates Choice with a large number 
of photographs from the great Malian photographer Malick Sidibé. Sidibé was 
renowned for his candid images in the 1960s of Bamako’s youth entering moder-
nity through embracing foreign popular culture and new patterns of consuming 
leisure time. The new youth culture they embodied would not have been out of 
place in 1950s Dakar, with its record clubs. However, it has little to do with the 
genteel precincts Orchestre Baobab inhabited in the 1970s. Sidibé’s photographs 
in this context serve to dehistoricize and deterritorialize the ensemble. This 
unmooring of the band from a particular epoch and location makes it a suitable 
subject for a tropical nostalgia based on secondhand feelings about imaginary 
places. It simultaneously renders them both alien and familiar to audiences 
abroad, the visual equivalent of one of Attisso’s guitar solos.

A final irony for Orchestre Baobab is that its success in the world music 
market led to new opportunities at home. The band began to play on a regular 
basis in some of Dakar’s most prestigious clubs, such as Just4U in Point E, that 
catered to well-to-do Senegalese and the city’s large expatriate and diplomatic 
community. The ensemble’s career had now come full circle. In the early 1970s, 
after its formation, the group played for such a public at the Baobab Club. Forty 
years later, after surviving and to some degree bypassing the vicissitudes of the 
music business in Senegal, after performing in many of the major concert halls 
in Europe and North America, and after being repackaged internationally as 
an African version of the Buena Vista Social Club, the band at last returned to 
its roots. 

Gold’s marketing of Orchestre Baobab obviously came out of an apprecia-
tion for its music and a desire to disseminate that music to a large international 
public. However, by locking Baobab into a classic 1970s style, he reinforced the 
impression in Senegal and abroad that Dakar’s Latin musicians are stuck in a time 
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warp.33 Nothing could be further from the truth. Though loyal to the Afro-Cuban 
tradition, Dakar’s salsa artists have embraced innovation when it is in tune with 
their musical values. No development illustrates this openness to change more 
than Ibrahima Sylla’s Africando project.

FROM AFRO-CUBAN TO AFRICAN/CUBAN:  

BECOMING AFRICANDO

The history of Africando demonstrates that the creation of world music was 
not always an exclusively “Western” project. Originally conceived as a project 
to resuscitate Latin music in Senegal, Africando’s cassettes, CDs, and concert 
DVDs became artistic successes in New York, London, and Paris as well as in 
Dakar, Conakry, and Bamako. Even more remarkable is that a remix of one of 
the group’s songs was a number one hit on New York’s Mega Latin charts for six 
weeks and became a hit as well throughout the Caribbean basin. 

From its inception, Africando was a transnational project in every respect. 
However, it took a divergent approach to breaking into the world music market 
from the World Circuit/Orchestre Baobab juggernaut. It had much more slender 
resources at its disposal and targeted different global audiences. Its significance 
in Africa was dissimilar as well. Orchestre Baobab’s revival depended on luring 
white audiences in Western Europe and North America. As a result, its impact in 
Africa was relatively muted. Africando sought to reinforce and reinvigorate the 
cultural ties between Afro-Cuban and African popular music. It simultaneously 
tried to appeal to contemporary African listeners, a Latino audience in North 
America, and a world music public seeking novel experiences. Remarkably, it was 
able to achieve all these objectives to some degree in one of the most culturally 
noteworthy careers in the brief history of world music. 

In large part, these differences occurred because an African entrepreneur, 
rather than a European or US producer, was the animating force behind Afri-
cando. The musical project was the creation of the Senegalese musical impresario 
Ibrahima Sylla (1956–2013), one of the most important figures in contemporary 
African show business. Sylla was born into a prominent Guinean/Senegalese mar-
about family and discovered Afro-Cuban music as a child when it was played in 
his parents’ house. By the mid-1970s he had become a record producer, working 
with Orchestre Baobab. From there he branched out to produce Congolese and 
Cape Verdean music aimed at a Pan-African market. When the cassette revolu-
tion transformed the marketing of African music in 1978–1979, Sylla eventually 
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became one of the major distributors of cassettes in Senegal and elsewhere in 
West Africa. Though Sylla’s first love remained Afro-Cuban music, he was cau-
tious about recording it because its popularity was on the wane in the 1980s. 
However, as he amassed his fortune he increasingly wanted to sponsor a renais-
sance of Latin music, both in his native Senegal and in Africa at large. Though 
he was hesitant to admit it publicly, the work of other African record producers 
had a significant impact on Sylla. Especially influential were the series of records 
produced by the Nigerian/Ivorian producer Aboudou Lassissi in the early 1980s 
with the Gambian sonero Laba Sosseh and the Cuban singer and bandleader 
Monguito and the Latin music produced by Sylla’s former employer, Daniel 
Cuxac.34 These recordings featured a balancing of African and Caribbean musi-
cal elements and embraced the concept of a black Atlantic.

By 1992 Sylla was ready to pursue his ambition of sparking a resurgence of 
Afro-Cuban music in Senegal. To implement his creative vision, he turned to his 
friend, the Malian/Nigerien flutist and arranger Boncana Maïga. Maïga has had 
one of the most transnational careers of any African musician in recent years. 
As a young man he formed a band to play Afro-Cuban music in the small towns 
of western Niger and eastern Mali. One night after an engagement in a Malian 
community in the early 1960s, some Malian officials approached Maïga and of-
fered him a music scholarship to study in Cuba. Fidel Castro had given Modibo 
Keita’s government a number of scholarships for players of specific instruments. 
According to Maïga, the government officials couldn’t find another suitable flut-
ist, so they pressed him into service. In Havana Maïga studied classical music at 
a conservatory during the day and played with leading Afro-Cuban musicians 
in Havana’s nightclubs at night. Before long, in 1965, Maïga formed a band with 
other Malians resident in Cuba, Las Maravillas de Mali, which enjoyed some suc-
cess in Cuba and caused a stir in Mali.35 Maïga returned to Bamako just as Keita 
was driven from power. The new military regime looked askance at his Cuban 
training, and Maïga moved to Abidjan, where the Ivorian government was more 
welcoming. Maïga became the first staff arranger on Ivorian television and from 
there went on to become a leading large group arranger in Africa, in demand in 
Paris, Kinshasa, Dakar, and Bamako.36 By the 1990s Maïga had already worked on 
a number of projects with Sylla, who respected his knowledge of Cuban musical 
traditions and his mastery of nearly every major African popular music style. 
He was the perfect creative partner for the producer.

The concept of Africando, on the surface, was simple: gather three of the best 
Afro-Cuban singers in Dakar and take them to New York to record with the best 
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Latin session musicians. However, this surface simplicity masked many cultural 
complexities. The Senegalese public for the previous three generations had em-
braced a form of Cuban music played by charanga ensembles. Many Senegalese 
Latin bands since the 1960s have played an Africanized version of charangas 
with synthesizers taking the flute part and with horns or guitars simulating the 
charanga violin riffs. However, even though assembling an excellent charanga 
ensemble would have been an easy proposition in 1990s New York, Sylla and 
Maïga, aside from a few obligatory charanga numbers, mostly opted for a brassy, 
percussion-driven salsa sound, based on the work the flutist and arranger Johnny 
Pacheco had created for Fania records in the 1960s. Sylla deliberately wanted a 
departure from the typical Senegalese way of playing Latin music. He wanted 
to do more than just revive Afro-Cuban music in Senegal; his ambition was to 
modernize the Senegalese manner of performing it, replacing the 1950s Cuban 
model with the 1970s and 1980s New York and Puerto Rico style.37 He hoped 
the new grittier sound would attract a younger generation and garner cultural 
prestige with its intricate arrangements.

To symbolize his abandonment of the classic Senegalese Afro-Cuban style, 
Sylla opted not to include Laba Sosseh on his recording.38 Instead he chose a gifted 
but relatively unknown singer, Nicolas Menheim; the ballad singer, Medoune 
Diallo, formerly of Orchestre Baobab; and the gravel-voiced veteran Pape Seck, 
previously with No. 1, one of the first Senegalese to sing Cuban music in Wolof. 
The choice of personnel showed that Sylla intended for the group to encompass 
the past, present, and future of Afro-Cuban music in Senegal. Seck represented 
the foundational generation of the 1960s who had pioneered faithful renditions 
of Afro-Cuban classics. Diallo was a member of Orchestre Baobab during the 
1970s. These men and Menheim came together with Sylla to bring Senegalese 
Afro-Cuban music into the 1990s.

The group’s name, Africando, devised by Sylla, signified that it was exploring 
new creative territory. A witty example of wordplay in two languages, Wolof and 
Spanish, that evokes intertextuality more than méttisage or hybridity, Africando 
simultaneously means, “an African Group” in Wolof (with “ando” being the Wolof 
word for “ensemble”) and “becoming African” in Spanish (“and” being the suf-
fix for the present participle). In Sylla’s eyes, by privileging the salsa tradition of 
Latin music over the charanga sound, he was further decolonizing Afro-Cuban 
music in Senegal and making it more typically Caribbean. 

To obtain the level of musicianship that he needed, Sylla knew he was going 
to have to outlay significant funds. In addition to flying the Senegalese singers to 
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New York and providing for their food and lodging, he also had to rent expensive 
New York recording studios and pay the high fees of much sought-after Latin 
session men. Not willing to shoulder the burden by himself, Sylla sought an 
overseas partner. He turned to a British/American record company with whom 
he often had done business in the past, Sterns. The executives at Sterns initially 
didn’t have much confidence in the project. They felt Sylla’s commercial instincts 
were off and that the music he wanted to produce was too old fashioned.39 Ulti-
mately they agreed to invest a considerable amount of money in Sylla’s scheme 
because he had a history of consistent success as a producer, especially with the 
1987 album Soro by the Malian singer Salif Keïta.40 Partnerships distributing his 
music outside Africa had been profitable for the company, and the executives 
valued his commercial acumen. In the end, with misgivings, they decided to give 
him everything he requested up front in exchange for holding the licenses for 
Africando’s product for the world outside of France and Africa.

The recording of the first Africando albums went smoothly and produced 
enough quality material to fill two CDs, but the experience was somewhat un-
settling for the Senegalese musicians involved. Sylla unwittingly lodged them 
at a rat-infested Times Square hotel, where the rodents scurrying around after 
dark kept them up at night.41 The only Latin musician with whom they had any 
sustained contact was the half Puerto Rican, half Cuban singer Ronnie Baro, who 
is Maïga’s brother-in-law. The Latin session instrumentalists, all no-nonsense 
professionals, came in, recorded their parts, and then immediately left for other 
musical engagements. Though friendly enough, they showed minimal interest in 
socially interacting with the visiting African singers, only one of whom, Nicolas 
Menheim, could speak English or Spanish and whose music, in any event, was 
unfamiliar to most of them. A dispute with Sylla over his payment of their fees 
also might have led to the New York session men ignoring the Senegalese visi-
tors. Moreover, Sylla, as always working with a tight budget, scheduled such long 
work days that there was little time for tourism or participating in after-hours 
descargas at Latin clubs. After a postrecording party hosted by Sterns, the singers 
returned to Dakar to await the reception of their album. 

For Sylla, Africando obviously was a labor of love. He has stated that for 
him recording Afro-Cuban music was “a passion. Even if there are difficulties, 
I don’t even notice them, I love the music so much. When I record Afro-Cuban 
music, I don’t even notice the time passing.”42 He had realistic expectations for 
his project. He hoped it would stimulate a minor revival of Latin music in Sen-
egal. If he realized a small profit and kept Afro-Cuban music alive in his native 
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country, he would be satisfied. However, Africando succeeded commercially 
and culturally far beyond what he and his partners at Sterns Music anticipated. 
It briefly became a cause célèbre in Senegal; a critical success with the Latin and 
world music press in North America and the United Kingdom; and a hit with 
listeners in Francophone Africa, the Hispanic United States, and the Caribbean.

Sylla released the first Africando cassette in Senegal in the fall of 1992, and 
Sterns released the first CD, Trovador, internationally in 1993.43 The cassettes 
quickly found favor with Senegalese music consumers, who found the revamp-
ing of their Latin music tradition refreshing. Its release particularly gratified 
Senegalese in their forties and fifties. This was the generation that had grown 
up with Afro-Cuban music and now was in power. One such fan turned out 
to be Abdou Diouf, the president of Senegal. He so enjoyed the cassette, he 
ordered the Senegalese television network, RTS, to book Africando for a live 
performance on New Year’s Eve, one of the most important holidays in Senegal. 
The band’s performance created a sensation, but not the kind that either Sylla or 
Diouf expected or wanted. Medoune Diallo showed up at the television studio 
inebriated; during the live broadcast he was obviously drunk and almost unable 
to perform. Diouf was displeased and Sylla disappointed, but Diallo’s antics only 
served to increase the group’s popularity with the Senegalese public.44 Soon the 
Africando ensemble embarked on a lucrative West African tour, and the sales 
of the cassette continued to increase. 

The release of the CD in the United States in 1993 led four years later to the 
band’s traveling to New York to participate in Lincoln Center’s Summer Festival 
as part of a series entitled Expresiones Latinas, with the Béninois sonero Gnonnas 
Pedro replacing Pape Seck. The group performed on July 25, sharing the bill with 
the revered Cuban bassist Cachao and his ensemble. The largely Hispanic audi-
ence, who had turned out to see Cachao, were bewildered by the West Africans, 
who came out dressed in loud green suits and moved stiffly to the music in typi-
cal West African performing fashion. Though the Africando vocalists sang with 
brio, they clearly would have benefited from having more rehearsal time with 
their New York Latin sidemen. Despite these drawbacks, a number of audience 
members at Lincoln Center thought that Africando had outshone the maestro 
himself, Cachao. Its performance was animated and charming. Regrettably, the 
group was unable to capitalize on its auspicious debut in New York. The New 
York media either ignored the concert or treated it as an ethnomusicological 
curiosity. The cost of touring North America with a large ensemble of first-rate 
Latin sidemen (at least twelve were needed) turned out to be prohibitive. The 
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situation in Europe was more promising. The band’s concerts in Paris, which 
drew many émigré Africans, became major cultural events. Subsidies from Eu-
ropean government cultural ministries, combined with lower costs in Europe for 
backup musicians, made it possible for the group to undertake a European tour. 

Ultimately, however, Africando remained more a recording group and never 
really emerged as a working ensemble.45 The Senegalese musicians in the project 
were unable to capitalize on its success. Pape Seck died of liver cancer on Febru-
ary 2, 1995. Medoune Diallo’s alcoholism impaired his ability to perform, and 
he played little part in the remarkable revival of Orchestre Baobab in the 1990s. 
Menheim hoped that Africando’s success would enable him to have a global 
career like Youssou N’Dour’s and Baaba Maal’s. However, after the triumphs 
of Trovador and Tierra Tradicional, Sylla enlarged the concept of Africando to 
include all of Africa and its musicians, not just Senegal.46 As subsequent record-
ings started to feature famous vocalists from around the continent, legendary 
singers like the Congolese Tabu Ley overshadowed the gifted but lesser known 
Menheim. When it became evident that Africando was not going to make him 
into an international star, Menheim formed one of the most artistically distin-
guished of all Senegalese Afro-Cuban groups, Super Sabor. 

One of the reasons that the vocalists benefited so little from Africando is that 
Sylla and Sterns’s marketing strategy increasingly promoted the diasporic concept 
behind the project more heavily than the group’s members. Sylla and Sterns’s 
approach to publicity had a different tone from the campaign for Orchestre 
Baobab. Since its founding Sterns has specialized in dignified, well-informed 
presentations of African popular musicians. Its design for Africando’s albums 
was squarely within that tradition. The cover art for the first Africando album is a 
photograph of the three Senegalese frontline singers Medoune Diallo, Pape Seck, 
and Nicholas Menheim. The trio is stylishly dressed in European clothes, with 
Diallo and Seck wearing white sports coats and Menheim a herringbone jacket, 
black vest, and elegant tie. The art deco style artwork behind them is in pulsat-
ing orange and reds, a sunrise in opposition to the publicity photo of Orchestre 
Baobab posing in front of a sunset. There is nothing reminiscent of the past in 
the cover or the erudite accompanying album notes. Africando is very much 
of the present. The theme of an up-to-date band addressing a forward-looking 
public continued through the group’s first four CDs. When the ensemble evolved 
into a Pan-African Latin project, the artwork shifted into more self-consciously 
African images (a male figure dressed in a suit wearing a masquerade on Man-
dali; a woman of color wearing a man’s hat and smoking a cigar on Martina; a 
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woman of color in a bikini playing a djembe drum on Ketukuba), still avoiding 
any nostalgic nods to a vanished golden age.

Africando, like the salsa m’balax bands, sought to update the Senegalese Latin 
style. Where salsa m’balax turned inward for its contemporaneity, Africando 
primarily drew its inspiration from external sources. Rather than incorporate 
m’balax rhythms, it chose instead to stress lyrics in Wolof and Boncana Maïga’s 
modern Latin arrangements. Senegalese Afro-Cuban groups often featured vocal 
duets but rarely employed a coro in the Cuban manner that is such a conspicu-
ous feature of Cuban and Puerto Rican popular music. Africando made heavy 
use of coros on its initial albums. In addition, Maïga played these Cuban vocal 
tropes off against the Senegalese timbre of the three soloists, Diallo, Seck, and 
Menheim, in a musical bricolage of the global and the local. The result could have 
proven distracting, but Maïga downplayed such contrasts by emphasizing the 
bass and percussion in his mix, favoring dance beats over explorations of cultural 
difference. Not surprisingly, this approach ultimately appealed to African and 
Hispanic listeners more than to the world music public. As Juan de Marcos, one 
of the two individuals behind Buena Vista Social Club, observed, world music is 
essentially concert driven.47 It is for armchair travelers, not dance floor warriors. 
Orchestre Baobab resolved to attract this audience of audio anthropologists. 
Africando followed another path, revitalizing the south-south cultural dialogue 
that had marked the implanting of Afro-Cuban music in Senegal in the 1930s. 

ROOTS IN REVERSE: LOS AFRO-SALSEROS IN HAVANA

For many Senegalese, the fame of Africando overseas, while gratifying, was 
somewhat beside the point. Senegalese audiences and musicians appreciated 
New York Latin music, especially Orchestra Broadway and Johnny Pacheco, 
but not even Sylla’s creative and commercial achievements could shake their 
belief that what really mattered was artistic acceptance in Cuba, the home for 
them of musical refinement and cultural modernity. Before 2001 this acceptance 
was elusive. Senegal and Cuba had never established diplomatic relations. Oc-
casionally ensembles like Orquesta Aragón toured Senegal, but it was politically 
impossible for a Senegalese group to play in Cuba, given the two nations’ lack 
of formal relations. Moreover, the Cuban public was uninterested in African 
music of any type, preferring in addition to their own music US jazz and soul 
music and Brazilian bossa nova. In the 1980s Laba Sosseh had recorded with 
Orquesta Aragón in Havana, but this session was never released as a recording 
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commercially. Outside of a few professional musicians, Cubans were unaware 
of the popularity of their music in Africa and the important role that the ap-
propriation of Cuban culture played in the creation of African modernities in 
West and Central Africa in the twentieth century.

The Cold War played a significant role in impeding official cultural interac-
tion between the two countries. Leopold Senghor abhorred Fidel Castro and, 
publicly at least, had little interest in Afro-Cuban music. Senghor was an admirer 
of Hispanic civilization, but his promotion of latinité stopped short of embrac-
ing the Cuban revolution and Cuban music. Though the Senegalese public’s 
love of Cuban music almost entirely lacked an ideological dimension, Senghor 
largely prohibited Afro-Cuban music from being performed at the first FESMAN 
(Festival Mondial des Arts Nègres) in 1966 on political grounds. When Abdou 
Diouf succeeded Senghor, he felt it prudent to continue Senghor’s anti-Castro 
policies, although bowing to public pressure, he did let Orquesta Aragón tour 
Senegal numerous times.

When Abdoulaye Wade became president of Senegal in 2000 and his party 
won a majority of seats in Senegal’s legislative branch in 2001, he looked for 
ways to inaugurate what he called a new era in Senegalese politics. Establishing 
diplomatic relations with Cuba was one way he could do so without arousing 
debate. In 2001 the first Cuban ambassador arrived in Dakar. He immediately 
established contact with the Senegalese-Cuban Friendship Association, a surpris-
ingly large and active organization with an influential membership. In their effort 
to orient the diplomat to Senegalese culture, some of the association members 
took the ambassador to one of Dakar’s Afro-Cuban nightclubs. The ambassador 
was astonished to learn that his country’s music had taken root in Africa and 
resolved that having a Senegalese salsa group tour Cuba would be a dramatic 
way to inaugurate a series of cultural exchanges between the two nations. His 
ministry back in Havana agreed, and the financing of the trip was arranged.

If the journey now was politically uncontroversial from the Senegalese side, 
it turned out to be culturally complicated from the Cuban side. It stirred up at 
least two hornets’ nests in the Cuban government. The Cuban Revolution from 
its inception has been deeply committed to creating what the scholar of Cuban 
music Robin Moore calls a “raceless society.”48 The official line is that racism was 
endemic in the old regime but has no place in the revolutionary state. Hence, to 
recognize and privilege Afro-Cuban culture would counter some of the revolu-
tion’s most deeply held beliefs. However, the Cuban state does recognize that the 
vast majority of Cuba’s poor are of African descent. To force them to deny their 
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cultural heritage would link the Cuban state with prerevolutionary racist poli-
cies. As a result, the Cuban state has a profound ambivalence about Afro-Cuban 
culture.49 This ambivalence paralyzed several government ministries involved 
in planning the Senegalese visit. A second even greater problem is the Cuban 
state’s suspicion of Afro-Cuban popular dance music. Fidel Castro considered 
such music irrevocably tied to the hedonistic excesses of the Batista regime he 
had overthrown. In the period after the revolution came to power, the Cuban 
state sponsored the Nueva trova movement with its militant folk songs. The 
Nueva trova troubadours produced music that became popular throughout Latin 
America in the 1960s and 1970s. However, the movement’s music failed to catch 
on with the Cuban public, who preferred music they could dance to without 
being politically indoctrinated. In the 1980s the Cuban government permitted 
modern Afro-Cuban music to have a higher profile domestically as long as the 
groups were seen as supporters of the Cuban Revolution.50 Still, few officials in the 
government wanted to be seen as encouraging a music that had been branded as 
decadent, even if non-Cuban Africans were playing it. As a result, these officials 
planned few public appearances for the Senegalese.

The Senegalese in Dakar were unaware of these contradictions and ambiva-
lences. Excitement grew over the projected tour, which was seen as culturally 
prestigious and politically advantageous. Several power struggles ensued in 
the Foreign Ministry over who was to organize the delegation and who was to 
be included in it. Within the highly competitive Senegalese salsa community, 
maneuvering also commenced over who was to lead and play in the touring en-
semble. The situation became even more heated with the arrival of Günter Gretz, 
the owner of a tiny, if artistically distinguished, German record label, Popular 
African Music. Obviously inspired by Africando, Gretz saw the Cuban trip as an 
opportunity to unite the black Atlantic musically. Using the lure of a recording 
contract, Gretz established clientage ties with several important Senegalese salsa 
musicians, who had no idea of the commercial insignificance of Gretz’s record 
label. The infighting became so intense that no faction was able to prevail. The 
group that finally went to Cuba was based on a series of uneasy compromises. 
As a result of these rivalries, the Senegalese delegation was as paralyzed in its 
own way as its Cuban hosts.

The Senegalese were expecting a hero’s welcome when they arrived in Havana 
but were instead met with administrative passivity and public indifference. The 
musicians waited for days for the promised tour to materialize, but nothing hap-
pened. Frustrated and bored, several of the musicians, including Laba Sosseh, 
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began to drink heavily, becoming unmanageable. After a long delay the Senega-
lese finally learned that they were to play at the legendary Hotel Nacional with 
an all-star collection of Cuban musicians. The musicians arrived at the hotel, 
expecting an audience of Cuban aficionados. Instead, they encountered a horde 
of bored and bewildered Canadian and Japanese tourists who were not in the 
mood to hear Latin musicians from Africa play old-fashioned Cuban music.51 
The few encounters that the Senegalese group ultimately had with the Cuban 
public were equally unsatisfying. The Cubans found the Senegalese interpreta-
tion of Cuban music odd and unsettling. They took offense at the bad Spanish of 
some of the Senegalese singers and found it weird when the Senegalese sang in 
Wolof. The fact that the Senegalese appeared ignorant of how Cuban music had 
changed since the 1950s also alienated Cuban spectators. They felt little kinship 
with what they considered to be strange visitors from overseas. The Senegalese 
musicians fortunately had more positive interactions with their Cuban musical 
counterparts. Some of the Buena Vista stars, including Rubén González, played 
some descargas with them, and the musicians had opportunities to play with 
other Cuban artists of similar stature.52

Before they departed for home, the Senegalese recorded a session at Cuba’s 
state-owned Egrem studio, the same studio where the Buena Vista Social Club 
put together its album. This experience was as troubled as the rest of their trip. 
Gretz was unable to secure Cuban musicians for this session, either because 
they were unavailable or because he was undermined by some of his detractors 
in the Senegalese delegation. Once in the studio, Gretz clashed repeatedly with 
the guitarist and arranger Yahya Fall over the creative direction the project 
should take. Fall wanted the music to have a rough edge like one would hear 
in a Dakar club. Gretz, thinking of his international public, wanted a smoother 
sound. Ultimately, Gretz prevailed. The Cuban engineering staff in the studio 
clearly were unimpressed with what they heard. They repeatedly interrupted 
takes to correct the Spanish of the Senegalese singers. One of the singers grew so 
annoyed, he declared he would only sing in Wolof for the rest of the recording 
session. Despite these difficulties, the resulting CD features strong vocals and ex-
cellent arrangements. Unfortunately Gretz’s label had an extremely small budget 
for promotion, even less than Sterns’s. The project’s release, los afro-salseros de 
senegal en la habana,53 received minimal attention from the international press, 
and its sales to date have been insignificant. The musicians involved hoped it 
would launch their careers globally. Like the stars of Africando, they have been 
frustrated that nothing of lasting importance for them has come out of their 
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time in Cuba. By and large, though, they have good memories of their trip and 
particularly favorable impressions of the Cuban health-care system and social life.

Although these ventures in reforging diasporic ties may have been disap-
pointing for the Senegalese participants, the cultural significance of what they 
accomplished looms larger every year. Cuba’s invitation to the Senegalese is only 
one of several that the Cuban government has initiated. Since the turn of the 
century at least one delegation from Calabar, Nigeria, has traveled to Havana. 
Perhaps learning from their mistakes with the Senegalese salsa musicians, the 
Cubans gave the Nigerians a rousing welcome.54 However, it is unlikely that a 
Senegalese Latin group will tour Cuba any time in the foreseeable future despite 
the improved diplomatic relations between the two nations. Apparently the 
propitious moment for such cultural exchanges has passed.

However, if direct cultural exchanges between Cuba and Senegal are likely 
to remain sporadic until the end of Raúl Castro’s regime in Cuba (Fidel Castro 
died in 2016), Senegal’s cultural dialogue with many other Hispanic cultures in 
the Caribbean basin, such as Colombia and Puerto Rico, has intensified in re-
cent years. As societies in the Caribbean have been more exposed to Senegalese 
Latin music through academic conferences, radio, and the Internet, receptivity 
to Senegalese interpretations of Afro-Cuban and Afro-Borinqueño music have 
increased. Curiosity about the history of this cultural exchange has been notice-
ably on the upswing among intellectuals and musicians. 

In 2006 I was present at the Skylight Studio in New Jersey when Ibrahima 
Sylla was recording the latest installment in the Africando series, Ketukuba.55 The 
atmosphere in the recording studio was much more open to cultural interaction 
than during the 1997 recording session for Baloba!, which I also witnessed. The 
African and Caribbean musicians this time around joked with each other about 
food, language differences, and sex. During a short break in the recording, the 
Venezuelan arranger of the session, Nelson Hernandez, came over to me and 
asked me for a reading list on African music and also requested some leads on 
where he could purchase CDs of African percussion. “I need to know these things,” 
he told me, illustrating that at long last the seemingly one-way transatlantic 
musical dialogue on Latin music is beginning to go both ways. 
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MONTUNO :  THE TRANSATLANTIC ECHOES  

OF “YAYE BOY”

In 1996 in Latin dance clubs in New York, Bogota, Medellin, and Cali, one of 
the most popular musical pieces was a Colombian remix of a number sung in 
the Senegalese language Wolof to a rhythm derived from an Afro-Borinqueño 
song form. Before long, it had become a best seller in Colombian music stores 
despite its lyrics being in an African language from a country little known in 
Latin America. Undoubtedly the Colombian public was unaware that the song, 
“Yaye Boy” (or “Yay Boy”), had a long career and that Colombia was only the 
latest stop on a journey that crisscrossed the Atlantic basin. Indeed, the song 
continued to resonate around the Atlantic world, recorded in a significantly 
different version in Cuba several years later.

“Yaye Boy” has its origins in the song “Bomba de Corazón,” originally recorded 
by the Nuyorican pianist, bandleader, and composer Eddie Palmieri in New York 
in 1964. Palmieri, an innovative figure in Latin music for half a century, has been 
a pioneer in adapting Cuban musical traditions to the social and cultural realities 
faced by post–World War II Puerto Rican migrants to the US mainland. He was 
one of the first Latin musicians of his era to experiment with avant-garde jazz 
and African American rhythm and blues and was famous in the early 1960s for 
being one of the first Latin band leaders to replace the blaring trumpets of the 
Cuban conjuntos of the 1950s with a chorus of trombones. 

“Bomba del Corazón” represented another stylistic departure for Palmieri.56 
Recorded Puerto Rican music before the 1960s primarily drew its inspiration 
either from Afro-Cuban song forms like son or danzón or from musical forms 
like the seis and aguinaldo from the peasantry of the island’s mountainous inte-
rior. Both the seis and aguinaldo genres display a marked Spanish influence and 
came to play an important role in the conceptualizing of a Puerto Rican nation 
by Borinqueño intellectuals in the twentieth century. Their vision of Puerto Rico 
was one of hardy European small-scale farmers thriving in a challenging tropical 
environment. What was missing from this vision was Puerto Rico’s plantation 
heritage, with its enslaved African laborers. Equally absent was the proletarian-
ization of Puerto Rico during the decades of US rule and the subsequent mass 
migration to the factories and workshops of the colonial power.

Given this prevailing foundational myth, it is not surprising that few, if any, 
Puerto Rican musicians recorded Afro-Borinqueño musical forms like the bomba 
before the 1950s. It thus was a daring gesture by Palmieri, who wasn’t Afro-
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Boriqueño, to record a bomba for a mass audience. In so doing, he was part of 
a broad-based movement in the 1960s to fashion a more inclusive Borinqueño 
identity in tune with the diverse strands of Puerto Rican history. Interestingly, 
Palmieri meshed his bomba with an Afro-Cuban arrangement with piano and 
a brass section predominating (bombas are traditionally a percussive tradition 
like the Cuban rumba). The result is a musical mix that thrilled listeners beyond 
the Puerto Rican public. 

In 1978 the Senegalese band No. 1 traveled to Paris and recorded the Pape Seck 
composition “Yaye Boy,” a praise song for Senegalese mothers.57 Seck constructed 
his song around Palmieri’s opening piano vamp for “Bomba del Corazón.” While 
preserving the rhythmic structure of Palmieri’s composition, the band’s arrange-
ment dispensed with piano and trombones and in their place substituted a 
saxophone solo by Tierno Koité, sounding more Moroccan than Caribbean, 
and a brief trumpet flourish by Ali Penda. More radically, No. 1 inserted some 
indigenous touches like tama drums and Seck’s Wolof lyrics. The result is a song 
that stays within the parameters of Latin music but reconfigures previously exist-
ing elements into new patterns. 

“Yaye Boy” assumed the status of a classic in the Senegalese popular music 
canon and became a staple of the band’s repertoire. In 1991, when Ibrahima 
Sylla produced the first two Africando CDs, “Yaye Boy” was one of the songs the 
group recorded. In 1994 Sylla and Sterns released the album Tierra Tradicional, 
which contained the new recording of “Yaye Boy.”58 Under Sylla and his arranger 
Boncana Maïga’s guidance, the Africando version turns the No. 1 original inside 
out. The aesthetic framework remains intact, but there is a reshuffling of musical 
elements. They recast Pape Seck’s classic as a straight-ahead salsa piece. Where 
before Seck and Yahya Fall had included iconic signs of Senegalismo like tama 
drums, Sylla “re-Latinizes” the song with bongos and New York salsa horn lines 
to better accentuate its cosmopolitan underpinnings. 

The song enjoyed a long life as an underground hit in New York dance clubs 
and began to circulate around the Caribbean basin, especially in Colombia. By 
the mid-1990s it attracted the attention of the Asefra brothers, Colombian music 
producers who closely followed the New York Latin music scene. In 1995, much 
to the bemusement of Sterns’s management, the Asefras showed up at Sterns’s 
New York offices and asked for permission to do a remix of “Yaye Boy.” Gratified 
that the Colombians hadn’t simply pirated the music, Sterns agreed and even of-
fered them the rights without a fee.59 The Asefra Brothers then hired a New York 
DJ, Baron Lopez, to do the remix in the then prevailing “Latin House” style. The 
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Asefras knew how to work the system in New York Latin music radio, and the 
song received extensive airplay. Before long it reached the Latin charts, where 
it remained for six weeks. In Colombia the remix was even more popular.60 The 
Asefras obviously were fascinated by the song, because around the same time 
they recorded a second version of the piece, sung by the Peruvian salsero and 
comedian Melcochita, who had long been active in Ivorian Latin music circles.61 
He was backed on the recording by some of the same New York Latin session 
musicians who had played on the Africando project. 

The Asefras probably intended the session with Melcochita for the West Af-
rican and Peruvian markets. Trumpets dominate the opening, followed by a 
trombone chorus, and the song’s melody is set to Spanish lyrics. The arrange-
ment adheres closely to the New York “Fania” salsa style, with an emphasis 
on a strong dance beat. The music only deals peripherally with such matters 
as cultural self-definition. The remix for Colombian listeners, however, is dif-
ferent. Perhaps to evoke Palmieri’s “Bomba del corazón,” the piano returns to 
prominence. Colombia’s music public is extremely knowledgeable about Latin 
recordings from the 1950s through the 1980s, and it is not inconceivable that 
many would recognize Palmieri’s piano vamp.62 The extensive use of reverb is 
reminiscent of many Colombian champeta recordings and perhaps is intended 
to attract the local champeta audience.63 The presence of Pape Seck’s vocals in 
Wolof reinforces this hypothesis. At the very least, combining salsa piano riffs 
and Senegalese vocals is part of a reimagining of Colombia, similar to Palmieri’s 
project in the 1960s. The remix, like much of Colombian’s extensive salsa record-
ings, shifts Colombia’s narrative on its national identity from an Andean axis to 
a tropical one, in which previously excluded Afro-Colombians play a significant 
role. This redefinition of Colombianismo exclusively deploys cultural materials 
from outside of Colombia—from Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Senegal—bypassing 
the world’s dominant cultural paradigms. 

The next chapter in “Yaye Boy’”s migration is rife with irony. Orquesta Aragón, 
the venerable Cuban charanga group, recorded a version of “Yaye Boy” in 1998 for 
its album Quien Sabe Sabe.64 Although a charanga’s arrangements can be creative 
and innovative, Cubans prefer to regard charanga ensembles as the guardians of 
some of their more historic musical forms, such as the danzón. The popularity 
of charanga ensembles peaked in Cuba and the United States in the 1950s and 
1960s. However, as their popularity declined in the United States and Cuba, it 
soared in Francophone West Africa. 

Since the 1980s Orquesta Aragón has oriented its recordings toward the Af-
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rican market, working from time to time with African producers. The group’s 
interpretation of “Yaye Boy” was released on Lusafrica, a Portuguese label that 
targets Francophone and Lusophone African listeners. It is one of the few Cuban 
recordings of African material. The ensemble’s members claim they first heard 
the song over the radio in Colombia while they were on tour there.65 It is highly 
likely that they heard the Asefra brothers’ remix rather than the original Afri-
cando version or the Melcochita translation. The Orquesta Aragón’s vocalists 
sing it persuasively in a Wolof learned phonetically, in the same way that African 
Latin musicians once learned Spanish. Interestingly, their recording emphasizes 
percussion more than any performance since the initial version by No. 1. Their 
recording brings the song full circle. What started out with Eddie Palmieri in 
New York as a nod toward Puerto Rican rural folklore passes through Senegal 
to end up with Aragón in Cuba as the epitome of musical urbanity. 

In looking at the circulation history of “Yaye Boy,” it is important to take note 
of the fact that none of the musicians playing the song regard their versions as 
musical hybrids or examples of méttisage. The Senegalese regarded their forays 
into Afro-Cuban music as a tool for cultural emancipation, a way of entering 
modernity on their own terms. The Colombians embraced “Yaye Boy” as a means 
of resituating their national identity in the wider context of a tropical south. The 
Cubans played “Yaye Boy” in a style that acknowledged the role that Africa has 
played in the last forty years in keeping the charanga tradition vital, even as that 
type of music has become archaic in its own homeland. In each case musicians 
knew that they were creating music in “the second degree,” adding new layers of 
meaning to a cultural text that predated them and would outlast them. 
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Making Waves

In April 1966 the Senegalese government staged its first FESMAN, Festival Mon-
dial des Arts Nègres (Global Festival of Black Arts). The program reflected the 
aesthetic sensibility of then president Léopold Senghor. Musically, it showcased 
culturally prestigious performers like the US jazzman Duke Ellington and es-
sentially ignored Hispanic music of the Caribbean. In December 2010 a second 
FESMAN was held under the auspices of the incumbent Senegalese president, 
Abdoulaye Wade, highlighting what he saw as an African renaissance. Artists, 
writers, academics, dancers, and musicians from around the world converged 
in Dakar for weeks of performances, exhibitions, and seminars, underscoring 
the contributions of individuals from Africa or of African descent to world 
civilization. This time the festival emphasized Brazilian culture with a concert 
by the musician (and former Brazilian minister of culture) Gilberto Gil. Just like 
forty-four years before, the organizers of the official program largely excluded 
musicians from the Hispanic Caribbean. 

However, in 2010 the generation of the 1950s and 1960s that saw in Cuban 
music a pathway to modernity and full inclusion in a black Atlantic was in a 
position to rectify government neglect. A number of Senegalese promoters put 
on what was in effect an alternative festival of Afro-Cuban music. They mar-
shaled their resources to bring over some of the most beloved Latin ensembles. 
such as Orquesta Broadway. While Senegalese youth jammed shows by Akon 
and other hip-hop artists, and Senegalese politicians and foreign dignitaries 
made their presence felt at concerts by Angélique Kidjo and Youssou N’Dour, a 
counter public of intellectuals, fonctionnaires, and other middle-class Senegalese 
attended concerts of Afro-Cuban music.
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As in 1966, two “black Atlantics” vied with one another for influence: an 
“official” version linking Senegal with economic and political powers like the 
United States (and now Brazil) and a contrasting vision stressing Senegal’s historic 
connections with the Hispanic Caribbean, especially Cuba. Ironically, in 2010 a 
global hip-hop movement, emphasizing the spoken word over musical virtuosity, 
overshadowed both these conceptions of the black Atlantic. Streetwise posturing 
displaced tropical decorum. Beneath the stridency, however, lay the same com-
mitment by hip-hop performers to cosmopolitanism and an inclusive national 
culture that characterized the Afro-Cuban generations. The Senegalese debates 
over which modernity best suits their nation continues, with no end in sight.

The history of Afro-Cuban music in Senegal, encapsulated by the two FES-
MANs, questions the uniformity of the black Atlantic. As an analytical concept, 
the black Atlantic is elusive, given that it is an ideological construct, not a geo-
graphic space. Different groups and places overlay their own versions of local 
racial politics, class tensions, and regional histories on a common foundation of 
the transatlantic slave economy. As a result, how groups have used the model of 
a black Atlantic varies significantly. There are various black Atlantics, depend-
ing on whether one’s vantage point is Cambridge (Massachusetts), New York, 
Miami, London, Kingston, Havana, Cartagena, Salvador de Bahia, Lagos, or 
Dakar. Some emphasize the continuing impact of plantation economies; others 
focus on a virulent mix of racism and class oppression in Europe and the United 
States. Still others chart the contours of a diasporic imaginary, essentialist in ori-
entation. The Senegalese Afro-Cuban black Atlantic conforms to none of these 
models. For many Senegalese, the black Atlantic was a mirror in which they saw 
their culture reflected back to them in a modern form. These roots in reverse 
allowed them to conserve values that they cherished, such as teggin and kersa, 
and alter social patterns that they found constraining, such as prohibitions on 
gender interaction. Anchoring themselves in the black Atlantic enabled them 
to claim full cultural and political citizenship in a cosmopolitan world wherein 
how one carried oneself, what one knew, and what one consumed determined 
a person’s worth.

The strong presence of Latin music alongside FESMAN in 2010 shows that 
despite the efforts of colonial regimes and postcolonial African states to engineer 
and dominate the creation of cultural identities, groups like the Senegalese Afro-
Cubanistas have persisted outside of government channels. In the 1950s and early 
1960s young men in Dakar and other Senegalese cities forged a modern habitus 
through private realms of consumption (individual recorded music collections). 
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They displayed these “power goods” in sites of semipublic sociality (record club 
parties). Later, state-sponsored radio stations expanded this habitus through the 
increased broadcasting of Afro-Cuban and Puerto Rican music. 

The increasing popularity and creativity of local Afro-Cuban-style bands also 
contributed to this process. A growing circuit of elegant Latin music nightclubs 
created new performing opportunities for local performers. Musicians also 
exploited new technologies like transistor radios and recording studios, which 
produced LP discs to enlarge the public for Afro-Cuban music. They helped 
bring this music to urban streets and rural areas through touring and a wide 
circulation of their recorded music. This history demonstrates how a cohort of 
youthful enthusiasts and professional musicians can fashion their own subjec-
tivities and structures of feeling and have them reproduced on a wide scale in 
spite of culture dictated from above. 

The growing public for Afro-Cuban music was more than just an audience. 

It involved the circulation of cultural materials (Latin music records), practices 
like male elegance, new behaviors like moral refinement, and new models of 
sociality—all of which brought relative strangers into relationships of affinity. 
Unlike Benedict Anderson’s print-based “imagined communities,” this public 
recognized itself through a shared love of Afro-Cuban music.1 This awareness 
in Senegal was expressed through an articulation of generational solidarity and 
mission. As a public coalesced, its members became conscious that they were 
mastering a way of being in the world that allowed them to be African and mod-
ern without relying on French models. Later this public overlapped and fused 
with other emerging publics (fans of sports like wrestling and soccer, participants 
in Dakar’s café and salon culture, followers of “cassette” Islam, practitioners of 
high fashion, radio listeners, and newspaper readers) to help create a postcolonial 
Senegalese public sphere that remains vibrant. Together these publics forged a 
national modern imaginary that draws on a stockpile of aural materials from 
the Hispanic Caribbean (and elsewhere) that eluded state control. Today, this 
imaginary still defines and shapes Senegalese society.

The public for Afro-Cuban music, however, differed from its North American 
and European counterparts at the time. African show business, of course, has 
been commercially oriented, but in Senegal, as in most other parts of Africa, it 
has never developed into a full-fledged entertainment industry.2 Elsewhere in 
Africa, such as Mali and Guinea, state patronage in the 1960s and 1970s filled the 
gap left by the lack of a significant entertainment sector in the national economy. 
However, in Senegal, Afro-Cuban musicians have had to fend for themselves. 
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Record companies have largely been lone initiatives. Bands have lacked agents 
and capable managers. There have been no mediating institutions like artist and 
repertoire (A&R) men or media moguls shaping repertoires, “messages,” or “im-
ages.” To a certain extent local aficionados of Afro-Cuban music have played that 
role, but they have served more as tastemakers and occasional artistic advisers 
than as Svengali-like figures. Because an entertainment infrastructure has been 
lacking in Senegal, the relationship between major Afro-Cuban bands and their 
public has been more direct and interactive than in industrialized countries. As 
a result, Afro-Cuban music in Senegal has been more than a consumer object; it 
has become an integral part of Senegal’s social memory. Through its continued 
existence, Senegal’s centuries-long ties to the Caribbean “are not only recollected 
but also recalled and re-imagined through public rituals of remembrance.”3 Every 
performance implicitly has a transatlantic dimension, something of which the 
musicians and their audiences are keenly aware. To dance salsa in Senegal is to 
dance history and embody the black Atlantic.

Starting in the 1980s Senegalese Afro-Cuban music acquired another dimen-
sion as it started to reverberate across the Atlantic. Performers such as Joe Arroyo 
from Colombia and Orquesta Aragón from Cuba began recording Senegalese 
material. Senegalese Afro-Cuban musicians Laba Sosseh, Orchestre Baobab, and 
the Africando ensemble began recording and performing in the United States and 
Europe, and their music could be heard on radio stations throughout the Carib-
bean basin as well as in New York. Orchestre Baobab even appeared in a music 
documentary with the US jam band Phish on MTV. This global dissemination of 
Senegalese Cuban music coincided with the rise of world music in Europe and 
the United States and the implanting of hip-hop in Africa. Ironically, as Senega-
lese Latin musicians gained listeners abroad and acquired the prestige that only 
international popularity can bring, they lost most of their audience at home to 
m’balax and hip-hop. After helping revitalize the dialogue between Africans at 
home and in diaspora, they largely failed to reap the benefits of their efforts. 

As the relationship between Afro-Cuban music and hip-hop demonstrates, 
modernity in Senegal has not been a monolithic project. Generational con-
flict, government cultural policy, Cold War politics, and an evolving Islam have 
splintered the modernity project into competing shards. However, nearly all of 
these vernacular modernities share two characteristics: they are concerned with 
cultural identity, and they define themselves as being either in opposition to or 
in concert with Afro-Cuban music and the sociality associated with it. For many 
Senegalese, Afro-Cuban music has been a bedrock of a tropical cosmopolitan-
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ism. In a culture in which the sonic environment is of primary importance and 
literacy rates remain low, sound acquires greater significance than in societies 
where visuality reigns supreme and print is a major mode of communication. 
In the former environment, the history of Afro-Cuban music is not just a curi-
osity. “El manisero” is more than a piece about selling peanuts on the street. It 
becomes a tool for resistance, a blueprint for a new conception of leisure and 
pleasure, and a means of embracing modernity. Songs like “El manisero” made 
waves of sound that resonated in Senegal’s social, cultural, and political spheres 
for more than seventy years. 

Today the music’s volume may be turned down, but it still resounds. Senegalese 
Afro-Cuban musicians continue to record new music, although at a reduced rate.4 
Cuban rhythms and references to Senegalese Afro-Cuban culture even occasion-
ally surface in Senegalese hip-hop. In 2003 the popular hip-hop group Daara J 
recorded the song “Esperanza,” partially sung in Spanish with an unmistakable 
Cuban feel.5 One year later the Senegalese French rapper Serigne Mbaye aka 
Disiz la peste recorded “N’Dioukel,” an unabashed tribute to his father’s genera-
tion and its passion for Afro-Cuban music.6 Praising their style and elegance, 
Mbaye celebrates their music—“la musique nostalgique et presque magique” 
(their nostalgic music which was almost magical). As with Senghor’s “Comme Je 
Passais,” hearing the music as an adolescent in France stirred Mbaye’s senses (“la 
musique remplit mes sens / Je lui suis reconnaissant / mets mes sens à l’unisson”) 
and emotionally reconnected him with Senegal. Moreover, the music helped him 
set his life on a positive path, underlining that for the Senegalese, Afro-Cuban 
music always was more than entertainment. It was a compendium of cultural 
practices and a “structure of feeling” that enabled them to enter modernity and 
continue through postmodernity on their own terms, and with élan.
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in Cuban music that includes some informative interviews with Jorrín, see Por siempre 
cha cha chá (dir. Jesús Dámaso González, Cuba, EGREM, 2007.)

48. Aziz Dieng, interview by author, Dakar, June 13, 2006. 
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2. The legendary Cuban troubadour Sindo Garay also was part of her troupe. See Moore, 
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THREE  Son and Sociality: Afro-Cuban Music, Gender,  
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58. Martin Stokes, Introduction to Ethnicity, Identity and Music: The Musical Construc-

tion of Place, ed. Martin Stokes. (Oxford: Berg 1994), 4.
59. Ibid.
60. Ibid., 4–5.
61. Néstor García Canclini, Hybrid Cultures: Strategies for Entering and Leaving Mo-

dernity (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 20001), 21.
62. As mentioned previously, El Hadj Amadou Ndoye was a professor of Hispanic 

literature at Université Cheikh Anta Diop; Djibril Gaby Gaye has achieved national fame 
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as a broadcaster with RTS (RadioTelevisionSenegal); and Garang Coulibaly was a retired 
civil servant who specialized in sports and culture. He is widely recognized as among the 
most knowledgeable figures in Senegal on the history of Afro-Cuban music.

63. This same type of encyclopedic knowledge of Cuban music has also been character-
istic of Latin music enthusiasts in Colombia, a “scene” that bears an uncanny resemblance 
to Senegal’s. See Waxer, City of Musical Memory, 111–52. Several New York salsa musicians 
have told me that Colombian Latin music fans are among the most well informed that 
they have ever encountered. It is commonplace for audiences there to know the words 
of every song the musicians play, even the most obscure numbers. Senegalese audiences 
are the same.

64. These debates remain a feature of Senegalese cultural life today. At cafés, recep-
tions, baptisms, and music clubs and in private homes, Latin music aficionados test one 
another’s expertise and evaluate each other’s taste. As a newcomer to these long-standing 
discussions, I was expected to plunge in without warning and make a convincing case, 
for example, about why Miguelito Cuní was a better sonero for the Arsenio Rodríguez 
conjunto style than René Scull. If my response had been inadequate, many in the Latin 
music community in Senegal would have restricted their interactions with me to polite, 
aloof, and brief encounters.

65. Wilder, French Imperial Nation-state, 157–61.
66. For the British colonial regime’s policy toward music, see John Collins and Paul 

Richards, “Popular Music in West Africa,” in World Music, Politics and Social Change, ed. 
Simon Firth (Manchester, UK: Manchester University Press, 1989), 12–47. For Portuguese 
policies, see Moorman, Intonations.

67. For at least two individuals I interviewed, memories of these generational clashes 
over what was correct moral behavior were almost too painful to recall, much less discuss. 
One interview ended abruptly when I brought up the issue.

68. Mame Cheikh Kounta, interview by author, Thiés, March 25, 2003. 
69. A legend has arisen that cruise ships in the twentieth century frequently docked 

in Dakar or Conakry and that some Afro-Cuban musicians who played in the ships’ 
orchestras would go on shore and have a descarga with their Senegalese and Guinean 
counterparts. It is unlikely that this myth has any validity. No one in the Dakar Latin musi-
cal community has any recollection of jamming in the 1950s or 1960s with visiting Cuban 
musicians. Moreover, in the interviews that exist with Cuban musicians of this generation, 
no one mentions playing in Africa in this fashion. Few cruise ships traditionally have 
gone to West Africa. In 2006, for example, less than 1 percent of the ships that docked 
at Dakar were cruise ships (www.worldportsource.com/ports/SEN_Port_of_Dakar).  
For two versions of this myth, see Matt Rogers, “Viva Cuba Y Senegal,” Village Voice, 
November 12, 2002; and Eric S. Charry, Mande Music: Traditional and Modern Music 
of the Maninka and Mandinka of Western Africa (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

http://www.worldportsource.com/ports/SEN_Port_of_Dakar
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2000), 263. Neither Rogers nor Charry identifies his source for the assertion that cruise 
ships carrying Cuban Orquestas regularly visited West Africa. However, on Colombia’s 
Pacific coast, cruise ship orchestras were important transmitters of Cuban music; see 
Waxer, City of Musical Memory.

70. Septeto Habanero was one of the earliest and greatest son groups to record in the 
1920s. Though not as famous in Africa as Trio Matamoros, African Latin music aficionados 
hold its music in high regard. Remarkably, the group still exists.

71. There were a number of nightclubs in Dakar during this period, but all were too 
small to profitably accommodate an overseas star like Pacheco. They featured instead 
local talent. 

72. For more on the entertainment business in Nigeria, see Christopher Alan Water-
man, Jùjú: A Social History Ethnography of an African Popular Music (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1990). For Ghana, see Catherine M. Cole, Ghana’s Concert Party Theatre 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2001). For Africa as a whole, two useful sources 
are Gary Stewart, Rumba on the River: A History of the Popular Music of the Two Congos 
(London: Verso, 2000); and Louise Meintjes, Sound of Africa! Making Music Zulu in a 
South African Studio (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2003).

73. This absence of trained personnel continues to be a problem for concert promoters 
in Senegal. The famous Senegalese singer and band leader Youssou N’Dour was able to get 
a grant from the European Economic Community in the 1990s to train a cadre of show 
business support staff, but the results to date have been disappointing. 

74. Daniel Cuxac, interview by author, Yoff, July 20, 2004.
75. Stokes, Introduction to Ethnicity, Identity and Music, 4.
76. Eddy Zervigón, interview by author, Maspeth, NY, July 17, 2003. For an illuminat-

ing interview with Zervigón, see Mary Kent, Salsa Talks: A Musical Heritage Uncovered 
(Altamonte Springs, FL: Digital Domain, 2005), 212–18.

77. Pacheco was also a record producer of note. He was cofounder of Fania Records, 
the most famous salsa label. For a documentary film of his performance style in Africa, 
see Soul Power (Jeffrey Levy-Hinke, Sony Pictures Classics, 2008). Shot by Leon Gast, 
the film is a visual record of Pacheco’s set with the Cuban singer Celia Cruz in 1974 in 
Kinshasa, which was attended by eighty thousand Congolese.

78. My thanks to Serigne Mbacké Fall for the gift of a carefully preserved ticket from 
this 1964 concert by Pacheco.

79. The musical director for this project was the Cuban flutist Gonzalo Fernández, 
who earlier in his career had collaborated with the Congolese musician Joseph “Grand 
Kallé” Kabasele on African Team, one of the first African Cuban bands. 

80. Penny M. Von Eschen, Satchmo Blows up the World: Jazz Ambassadors Play the 
Cold War (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2006).

81. This mindset still dominates US State Department thinking in the twenty-first 
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century. While the US government has sent Hispanic jazz musicians like Miguel Zenon 
to West Africa, it largely overlooks salsa orquestas, charanga ensembles, and Latin jazz 
groups. 

82. Eric Charry claims Orquesta Aragón toured Guinea in 1968, citing as his source 
the notes to the government-issued recording Neuvième Festival National des Arts de la 
Culture (SLP 42); see Charry, Mande Music, 263. While this source should be reliable, 
it conflicts with all other scholarship on Aragón, including Héctor Ulloque Germán’s 
authoritative Orquesta Aragón (Bogota: Editorial Nomos S.A., 2004). However, even 
Ulloque Germán’s documentation of Aragón’s African tours is incomplete. He fails to 
mention, for example, the ensemble’s 1984 concert in Dakar.

83. This timing may have been connected with the Senghor regime’s improving its 
relations with neighboring Guinea in 1978.

84. I am indebted to Raquel Romberg for clarifying this part of my analysis.

FOUR  From Sabor to Sabar: The Rise of Senegalese  
Afro-Cuban Orchestras, 1960s–1970s

1. Denning, Noise Uprising, 137.
2. “Foundational” in this case doesn’t mean “original.” There were other ensembles in 

Senegal playing Afro-Cuban music before the Star Band, such as Lyre Africaine, a group 
sponsored by the Dakar municipal government, in the 1940s, and Les Déménageurs in 
the 1950s. See Tim Mangin, “Mbalax: Cosmopolitanisms in Senegalese Popular Music” 
(PhD diss., Department of Music, Columbia University, 2012), 79.

3. For more on the history of the Star Band, see Cornelia Panzacchi, Mbalax mi: 
Musikszene Senegal (Wuppertal, Germany: Peter Hammer, 1996), 46–51.

4. Amara Touré stayed in Senegal until 1970, when he left for Cameroon. The Senegalese 
revered him for what they regarded as his deep Cuban style. He migrated to Cameroon 
in 1970 and was still active in musical circles until at least the early 1980s. To hear his 
vocals, listen to Amara Touré (Analog Africa No. 18, 2015).

5. Garang Coulibaly, interview by author, Dakar, May 13, 2003.
6. Such official orchestras were common in West African Francophone nations like 

Guinea and Mali. Senegal, however, has only had its Orchestre National, which tradition-
ally has received a low level of state support.

7. This Caribbean mélange was typical of Francophone Africa as a whole. The early 
Congolese bands largely played this same repertoire. What Africans called rhumba was 
not the same as the Cuban genre, which usually only involves singing and drumming, 
often with African religious overtones. The rhumba in a 1960s variété repertoire was a 
ballroom dance then popular in North America and Western Europe.

8. Tino Rossi (Constantino Rossi), born in Corsica, was one of the most famous French 
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singers of popular music from the 1930s through the 1960s. Though his stylistic range 
was vast, he specialized in romantic ballads. He was enormously popular in Francophone 
Africa during the 1950s.

9. Cuní sang with the Conjunto Chappotin and also with Beny Moré in the 1950s. He 
is a favorite of Senegalese Cuban music aficionados.

10. Franco was respected for his scrupulousness in paying salaries. He also meted out 
fines for any infractions of OK Jazz’s rules. In the chaotic whirl of the Congolese enter-
tainment world, OK Jazz stood for stability and reliability. For more on Franco and OK 
Jazz, see Stewart, Rumba on the River, esp. 204–5.

11. This equating of the capacity of some musicians to successfully run large, popular 
musical outfits with the ability of an entire people to function efficiently and confidently 
in a modern economy has been a common cultural analogy in the black Atlantic. This 
perspective emerged in such disparate environments as 1920s Harlem with the Fletcher 
Henderson and Duke Ellington Orchestras, 1960s Guinea with Bembeya Jazz and other 
“national” orchestras, and 1960s and 1970s Kinshasa with OK Jazz and Africa International.

12. When the US singer James Brown toured Africa in the 1960s, African musicians 
were entranced by his music (especially his horn arrangements) but found his hyperac-
tive stage manner disturbing.

13. This constraint is still true today for Afro-Cuban bands. Dance displays, however, 
are an integral part of many m’balax ensembles’ performances. M’balax groups like Fal-
lou Dieng’s and Thione Seck’s usually appear at much larger clubs with more expansive 
stages than Afro-Cuban orchestras. Dancers always have been part of Youssou N’Dour’s 
stage show as well. Both Senegalese audiences and musicians perceive m’balax dancing as 
having a folkloric dimension, underscoring m’balax’s claim to be a culturally “authentic” 
Senegalese cultural form.

14. This assumption is totally without basis and reflects Cuban racist ideologies. For 
more on the complicated and constantly shifting Cuban attitudes toward Afro-Cuban 
percussion, see Moore, Nationalizing Blackness, esp. 169–70. See also the illuminating 
notes by Jordi Pujol for the boxed set El tambor de Cuba, devoted to the percussionist 
Chano Pozo (Tumbao 305, 2001).

15. Chano Pozo pioneered Latin jazz with the trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie in the 1940s. 
He was also a recognized composer. 

16. Despite these expectations, the griot percussionists frequently circulate among the 
audience before and after performances, soliciting cadeaux (gifts), a typical griot gesture 
but one embarrassing to other Senegalese Afro-Cuban musicians.

17. Before embarking on a solo career, Patato was the conguero with the Orquesta 
Casino de la Playa in the 1930s. Changuito was the conguero with the songo group Los 
Van Van for nearly two decades. 

18. Unfortunately the exact date of this recording and the personnel are unknown. 
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Thanks to Saliou Lamine Diop for making this rare recording from his collection avail-
able to me. 

19. To hear a recording of Johnson in his prime, listen to Dexter Johnson & Le Super 
Star de Dakar Live à L’Étoile (Teranga Beat TBLP 019, 2014).

20. Mbaye Seck, interview by author, Dakar, July 29, 2003.
21. Youssou N’Dour’s Étoile de Dakar was the exception to this pattern. Very quickly 

after its organization in 1977, it began championing m’balax music. Afro-Cuban music 
figured less in its repertoire.

22. For more on Fela’s high school and university student following, see Nkiru Nze-
gwu, “School Days in Lagos—Fela, Lady and ‘Arcada,’” in Fela: From West Africa to West 
Broadway, ed. Trevor Schoonmaker (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2003), 135–49.

23. In Raoul Peck’s film Lumumba (2000), Lumumba and his close advisers celebrate 
Independence in Kinshasa by dancing in a nightclub to Kasabele’s band playing its famous 
“Independence Chachacha.” According to Congolese music chronicler Gary Stewart, 
Kasabele campaigned with Lumumba in 1959–1960, using his luxurious US-manufactured 
car. See Stewart, Rumba on the River, 90. For a retrospective of Kabasele’s career, see Le 
Grand Kallé: His Life, His Music (Sterns Music STCD3058–59, 2013).

24. For more on E. T. Mensah and other Ghanaian highlife bands, see Collins, Highlife 
Time. Collins has little information on highlife music’s audience. However, the book is 
more informative on the complicated relationship between Ghanaian musical ensembles 
and the Ghanaian state.

25. The present generation of Senegalese Afro-Cuban musicians insisted that I inten-
sively research Xalam “un,” making it clear that they regarded the group as an essential 
precursor.

26. Charles Dieng, interview by author, Dakar, June 27, 2003. 
27. Thiam describes the experience of singing Cuban music in public as “sublime.” 

Tidiane Thiam, interview by author, Dakar, May 5, 2003.
28. Magay Niang, interview by author, Dakar, May 7, 2003. Pape Seck of No. 1 (dis-

cussed later in this chapter) and Africando (discussed in chapter 6) also came out of an 
art school background.

29. This remarkable film deals with the struggles of a young Senegalese couple to 
amass the necessary funds to migrate to Paris, for them the capital of modernity. Once 
they finally succeed in buying their boat tickets to France, the character played by Magay 
cannot bring himself to leave Dakar. Though Djibril Diop Mambéty was a connoisseur of 
Latin music, there is none in the film. Instead, the sound track features Josephine Baker 
singing a song about Paris.

30. The guitarist Cheikh Tidiane Tall, who played with both Xalam ensembles, con-
firmed that the audience for Xalam “un” included many artists, writers, actors, and uni-
versity students and staff. Cheikh Tidiane Tall, interview by author, Dakar, June 11, 2006.
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31. There is a song by Xalam “un,” “A Comer Lechón,” in the anthology AfroLatin Via 
Dakar (Syllart 3237562, 2011).

32. For more on Congolese musical debates within modernity, see Stewart, Rumba on 
the River, 88–90; and Bob W. White, Rumba Rules: The Politics of Dance Music in Mobutu’s 
Zaire (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2008), 42–45. The stylistic battle lines in this 
Congolese debate were not hard and fast. Franco frequently evoked Afro-Cuban music, 
and Kabasele excelled at playing African material. In the Congo, at least, the debate had 
just as much to do with politics as music. Kabasele was a Lumumba supporter, and Franco 
was more or less in the Mobutu camp, albeit often uncomfortably so. 

33. UCAS Jazz, formed in 1959, might be the oldest continuous popular music ensemble 
of any type in Senegal. Though it was eclipsed during the 1990s as a result of political 
problems in Casamance, it reemerged after the turn of the century, its creative prowess 
undiminished. In 2006 the group released a CD, Casa di mansa, on the Parisian Africa 
Productions label. UCAS Jazz claims to be the first “modern” Senegalese band to incor-
porate traditional instruments like the kora and the balafon into its music. Casamance 
also spawned the Touré Kunda ensemble in the 1970s, one of the first African popular 
music orchestras to have a significant global musical impact. It was especially popular in 
France where, at its peak, the group filled stadiums for live performances.

34. Bala Sidibé was born in 1942 in Casamance. His father was a small merchant who 
had migrated from Mali. As a teenager, Sidibé sang with UCAS Jazz and joined the Sen-
egalese army. After his discharge he settled in Dakar and sang with such bands as Harlem 
Jazz and the University Sextet. Bala Sidibé, interview by author, Yoff, February 18, 2003.

35. Gomis was born in 1947, the son of a prosperous shellfish wholesaler in Ziguinchor. 
After finishing lycée, he attended the University of Dakar as a literature student. However, 
Gomis was more attracted to the entertainment world than academia. He found steady 
work as a singer with many of the leading Afro-Cuban bands in Dakar and eventually 
started a second career as a language instructor at the Centre Baobab in Dakar for for-
eign students, researchers, businesspeople, and diplomats. Radolphe Gomis, personal 
communication, November 2006. (Gomis is unusually reticent about revealing personal 
information and tends to give varying accounts of his life. Therefore this biography is 
provisional.) 

36. Attisso varies the spelling of his name, sometimes eliminating the second “s.”
37. In the 1980s, when the group’s prospects diminished, Attisso returned home to 

Togo to work as a lawyer.
38. In June 2005 I encountered Geloune at one of the leading salons in Dakar, where 

he is a regular and highly valued participant. 
39. Diallo also was an alumnus of the Star Band. He later went on to be part of the 

Africando project. Medioune Diallo, interview by author, New York, July 27, 1997.
40. In Mali, for example, the jalo Kanté Manfila (a Guinean) played a crucial role in 
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the creation of a “modern” Malian popular music. In Guinea many Latin-influenced 
orchestras, such as Bembeya Jazz, were filled with musicians, like the guitarist Sekouba 
“Bembeya” Diabaté, from a jeli background. 

41. The singer N’Diouga Dieng also joined the band during this period, giving Baobab 
three frontline Wolof singers. 

42. Attisso, like many Senegalese guitarists of this period, was influenced by Carlos 
Santana and, to a lesser extent, by Jimi Hendrix. Like both of those musicians, Attisso 
used wah-wah pedals and feedback. To West African ears, Hendrix and Santana sounded 
modern, not psychedelic. For the most part, African musicians were unaware of the drug 
use and alternative lifestyles associated with this guitar style in North America. From 
an African perspective, these new guitar technologies allowed a more percussive guitar 
style, evocative of traditional African music. 

43. The image is the cover photo from the album Orchestre du Baobab (Vol. 1, Bao 001, 
1972). The photographer is unidentified. For more on this recording, see below.

44. The photograph is from the band’s archives. The photographer is unknown. The 
image was reproduced for the 1989 World Circuit Record release of Pirate’s Choice and 
the 2002 World Circuit CD re-release of the same material. In the 1989 release, the photo 
is incorrectly dated as 1982. Seck was no longer with the band at that point, so it is highly 
likely that the photo is from a previous point in the ensemble’s history. The music on 
these releases was originally recorded on cassette form in 1982. For more on this music, 
see below.

45. See, for example, the insightful analyses in Kelly Michelle Askew, Performing the 
Nation: Swahili Music and Cultural Politics in Tanzania (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2002); and Stewart, Rumba on the River.

46. See the CD Baobab—N’Wolof (Dakar Sound DKS 014, 1998).
47. Many of Franco and OK Jazz’s early recordings can be heard on the RetroAfric CD 

Originalité (Retro 2XCD).
48. Franco et le tout puissant OK Jazz (Sonodisc SD40, [1989] 1994).
49. Descargas (jam sessions), of course, are an exception to this pattern. However, 

Senegalese audiences were not drawn to this variety of Cuban music.
50. These songs originally appeared in cassette form in Senegal in 1982. Later, during 

the mid-1980s, the songs appeared on a long-playing record in France. In 1989 the British 
label World Circuit released the material as a CD entitled Pirate’s Choice and promoted 
it in English-speaking markets. The CD acquired cult-like status and was re-released in 
2001 to critical and popular acclaim in Europe and North America. 

51. Jules Sagna, interview by author, Yoff, July 20, 2004. These recordings were sold on 
the band’s Bao label. Later, they were released abroad on the Buur label.

52. Sylla and his partner Richard Diek reputedly never paid the band for the recordings, 
nor have the musicians ever received any royalty payments for their Parisian work aside 
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from some copyright fees. The members of Baobab returned to Dakar after five months 
in France with no financial gain to show from their trip abroad.

53. Ledoux Records asl7001, 1978. The LP has been re-released on CD several times; 
first as Mélodie 79559-2 and later as World Circuit wcd 027.

54. In 2002 the band produced another version of the song “Hommage à Tonton Ferrer” 
for the CD Specialists in All Styles (Nonesuch 79685). The recording features solo vocals 
by Ibrahim Ferrer, the Cuban star of Buena Vista Social Club, and Youssou N’Dour in 
addition to the band’s singers. The notes accompanying the song in the album spell the 
title “Utrus Oras.”

55. Radolphe Gomis, personal communication, November 2002.
56. Mário Chamie “The Entropic Tropic of Tropicália,” in Tropicália: A Revolution in 

Brazilian Culture [1967–1972], ed. Carlos Basualdo (São Paulo: Cosac & Naify Edicoes 
Ltda., 2005), 261. This essay has great relevance for African cultural history.

57. Pape Seigne Seck was born in Dakar on July 20, 1946. He attended the Lycées 
Faidherbe and De Gaulle in St.-Louis and afterward spent some time at art school. In 
1961 he began performing with a local St.-Louis ensemble, St.-Louis Jazz. He played with 
a number of other bands in the 1960s, including Star Jazz de St.-Louis, before joining the 
Star Band of Dakar in 1969. Originally a saxophonist, Seck gradually became a lead singer. 

58. Yahya Fall was born in Thiès in 1950. His musical career began while he was still 
a student. After teaching himself guitar, he became part of a local yéyé group and found 
that music could be a profitable activity. Before long his taste shifted toward Afro-Cuban 
music, and he joined a Latin band. When his father died Fall, an excellent student, had to 
withdraw from secondary school. He became a full-time professional guitarist. In 1970 
he joined the Star Band.

59. The Sahel band during this period was creatively exploring this same artistic terrain 
with the guitarist Cheikh Tidiane Tall, formerly of “un,” and the singer Idrissa Diop. To 
hear the band, listen to Diamonoye Tiopité: L’époque de l’évolution (Teranga Beat TBCD 
013). The Sahel band was one of the first Senegalese ensembles to incorporate US funk 
music into its sound.

60. Christina Roden, “Pape Seck: A Remembrance,” www.rootsworld.com.
61. To hear an early version of “Yaye Boy,” listen to Volume 6, No. 1 de No. 1 (Dakar 

Sound 2002969, 1998). The writer and musical historian Mark Hudson anthologized 
“Nongui, Nongui” in The Music in My Head, an album of Senegalese music that accom-
panies his book (Sterns Music STCD 1081, 1998).

62. See No. 1 de No. 1 (2002969, 1998). 
63. Ibid.
64. In recent years Fall has been filling in for Attisso on Orchestre Baobab’s international 

tours as well as in its local gigs.
65. Yahya Fall, interview by author, Dakar, April 2, 2003. 

http://www.rootsworld.com
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66. For a retrospective of Mar Seck’s career, listen to Mar Seck: Vagabonde: From Super 
Cap-Vert to Number One (Teranga Beat TBCD 018, 2013).

67. Many of the same conditions resulted in the dominance of soukous music in Zaire 
in the 1980s, in which the driving sebene segment of a piece, previously in the middle of 
a song, expanded at the expense of the extended opening melodic rumba section. 

68. Several Senegalese friends told me about the Mercedes Benzes during a number of 
informal conversations. I have not been able to verify the truth of their claims. 

69. Yahya Fall, interview by author, Dakar, April 2, 2003; Mar Seck, interview by author, 
Dakar, January 17, 2003; and Doudou Sow, interview by author, Dakar, February 18, 2003. 

70. Griots (jeli in the Mande languages) are the hereditary poets, historians, praise sing-
ers, and musicians of the Mande cultures in West Africa. Most jeli of Sosseh’s generation 
retained some adherence to their “traditional” functions and status. Sosseh is unusual in 
how little his jeli background figured in his artistic development and presentation of self. 
However, his bohemian lifestyle and lifelong excessive alcohol consumption were much 
more characteristic of Senegambian griots than of the region’s Latin musicians, who have 
tended to be steady, sober individuals. For more on griots, see Charry, Mande Music; and 
Thomas A. Hale, Griots and Griottes: Masters of Words and Music (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1998).

71. Laba Sosseh, interview by author, Dakar, July 31, 2003. 
72. Some reports indicate that Sosseh’s father was already employed in Dakar and 

that Sosseh had established himself as a performer in both cities. See John Child, “Laba 
Sosseh Obituary,” Descarga, March 9, 2007, www.descarga.com. Child doesn’t indicate 
the source of this information. 

73. Laba Sosseh, interview by author, Dakar, July 31, 2003. 
74. See Philip Hayward, Widening the Horizon: Exoticism in Post-war Popular Music 

(Sydney: John Libbey, 1999). This style of hotel music still exists in Senegal. 
75. Senegalese music usually calls for more full-voiced singing than does Afro-Cuban 

music. Dakar Latin musicians claim that during the first phase of his career in the 1970s 
Youssou N’Dour gravitated toward m’balax music because his voice wasn’t well suited 
for the Afro-Cuban sound. 

76. During this period there were lively Afro-Cuban music scenes in the administra-
tive town Ziguinchor in southern Senegal, the railway center Thiès, and the market town 
Kaolack. 

77. For an ethnography of a South African recording studio, see Meintjes, Sound of 
Africa!

78. Daniel Cuxac, interview by author, Yoff, July 20, 2004.
79. Sosseh and Cuxac both had roots in Southern Senegal (Casamance), where Cuxac 

was born and which was the home of Sosseh’s father. In addition Cuxac, a purist when it 
came to Afro-Cuban music, is a great admirer of Sosseh’s artistry and fidelity to the Afro-

http://www.descarga.com
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Cuban style. Lassissi started in the music business as an assistant to Cuxac. According to 
Cuxac, Lassissi signed Sosseh to his label behind Cuxac’s back (personal communication, 
July 2, 2012). Sosseh’s defection created bad feelings between the two men that lasted 
until Lassissi’s death.

80. Eddy Zervigón, interview by author, Maspeth, NY, July 17, 2003. Zervigón was the 
head of Orquesta Broadway, a charanga ensemble immensely popular in New York and 
Francophone Africa.

81. John Child, “Sergio George—‘We Will Never Return to the Horse and Buggy,’” 
Descarga, September 18, 2007, www.descarga.com. Africando was an African salsa group 
put together by the Senegalese impresario Ibrahima Sylla in the 1990s (see chapter 6). 
Laba Sosseh recorded two songs—“Ayo Nene” and “Aminata”—for Africando’s album 
Baloba! (Sterns Africa STCD 1082, 1998, CD).

82. See Randy Weston and Willard Jenkins, African Rhythms: The Autobiography of 
Randy Weston (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010).

83. For more on the issue of race and racial self-definition in Afro-Cuban music, see 
Moore, Nationalizing Blackness; Robin Moore, Music and Revolution: Cultural Change in 
Socialist Cuba (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006), 170–96; García, Arsenio 
Rodríguez and the Transnational Flows, 32–63; and Ariana Hernandez-Reguant, “Havana’s 
Timba: A Macho Sound for Black Sex,” in Globalization and Race: Transformation in the 
Cultural Production of Blackness, ed. Kamari M. Clarke and Deborah Thomas (Durham, 
NC: Duke University Press, 2006), 249–78.

84. Reggae was beginning to attract Ivorian youth. In 1982 the Ivorian reggae art-
ist Alpha Blondy released his first album, Jah Glory, which made reggae the sound of 
modernity in Abidjan, eclipsing Afro-Cuban music. For more on reggae in the Ivory 
Coast, see Simon Akindes, “Playing It ‘Loud and Straight’: Reggae, Zouglou, Mapouka 
and Youth Insubordination in Côte D’Ivoire,” in Playing with Identities in Contemporary 
Music in Africa, ed. Mai Palmberg and Annmette Kirkegaard (Uppsala: Nordic Africa 
Institute, 2002), 86–104; and Yacouba Konaté, Alpha Blondy: Reggae et société en Afrique 
noire (Abidjan: CEDA, 1987).

85. Laba Sosseh, interview by author, Dakar, July 31, 2003. 
86. Sosseh insisted to me that his stay in New York was uninterrupted. However, Daniel 

Cuxac says that Sosseh was shuttling back and forth between New York and West Africa 
(personal communication, July 2, 2012).

87. Sacodisc International LS 26-80, vinyl recording.
88. Attali, Noise. Attali was making a theoretical point. He was unaware of the Sosseh-

Monguito collaboration.
89. Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness (Cambridge, 

MA: Harvard University Press, 1993). Afro-Cuban music is strangely absent from Gilroy’s 
book.

http://www.descarga.com
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90. Laba Sosseh, interview by author, Dakar, July 31, 2003. 
91. Thanks to the Senegalese guitarist and bandleader Yahya Fall, I was able to watch 

Sosseh teach the younger generation of Senegalese Latin musicians several times between 
2003 and 2006. 

92. Senegalese in the music business told me repeatedly that this record “went gold.” 
However, I have not been able to verify this information or learn what constituted “gold 
status” in West Africa in the 1980s. Reportedly, in 1980 the Ivorian minister of agriculture 
presented Monguito with a gold-plated disc in recognition of his having a “gold record.” 
Monguito, however, made a number of records for Lassissi around that time, and it’s not 
clear which one of his albums was being recognized at this ceremony. According to Ariana 
Hernandez-Reguant, Daniel Cuxac traveled to Cuba in 1990 and 1991 to give golden record 
plaques to the Cuban performers Barbarito Diez and Pio Leyva (personal communication, 
May 26, 2008). As with Monguito, the criteria for golden disc status remain unspecified.

93. Roberto Torres Presenta Laba Sosseh (recorded 1981; SAR 1020, vinyl recording); 
and Laba Sosseh (recorded 1982; SAR 1029, vinyl recording).

94. The musicians on the album included the tresero Charlie Rodríguez, the pianist 
Alfredo Valdés Jr., and the renowned trumpeter Alfredo “Chocolate” Armenteros. 

95. Joe Arroyo, Echao Pa’lante (Disco Fuentes 11242, 1987, vinyl recording).
96. Daniel Cuxac produced this session, which according to him was never officially 

released, though pirated cassette versions have had a limited circulation (personal com-
munication, July 2, 2012). The cassette was titled Maestro Laba Sosseh con Orquesta Aragón. 

97. Celso Velez and Rafael Lay Jr. (of Orquesta Aragón), interview by author, New Bruns-
wick, NJ, November 14, 2003; and Laba Sosseh, interview by author, Dakar, July31, 2003. 

98. Celso Velez and Rafael Lay Jr., interview by author, New Brunswick, NJ, November 
14, 2003. Reliable information on the history of the Orquesta Aragón’s touring of Africa 
is unavailable. Velez and Lay were vague about it, and there is no consensus in Senegal 
about when the group first played there and how many times it has since returned.

99. For a trenchant analysis of salsa romántica, see Christopher Washburne, “Salsa 
Romántica,” in Situating Salsa: Global Markets and Local Meaning in Latin Popular Mu-
sic, ed. Lise A. Waxer (New York: Routledge, 2002), 101–35. This type of Latin music has 
proven unpopular in Africa. For a comprehensive view of merengue, see Paul Austerlitz, 
Merengue: Dominican Music and Dominican Identity (Philadelphia: Temple University 
Press, 1997).

100. Sosseh and Fall had played together in the Vedette band in the 1960s in Dakar. 
In 1995 Fall launched his own ensemble, African Salsa. He is regarded in Dakar as the 
inheritor of Sosseh’s mantle and closely models his style on that of his mentor. 

101. Laba Sosseh, El Maestro: 40 Años de Salsa (Mélodie 00022, 2002, CD).
102. This section’s subheading is a wordplay on the title of Gustavo Pérez Firmat’s 

Life on the Hyphen: The Cuban-American Way (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1994).
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F IVE  ReSONances Senegalaises: Authenticity, Cosmopolitanism,  
and the Rise of Salsa M’balax, 1980s–1990s

1. Other nations faced similar anxieties during this period. For a cultural analysis of 
Turkey in this era, see Martin Stokes, The Republic of Love: Cultural Intimacy in Turkish 
Popular Music (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010).

2. This phrase comes from ibid., 20.
3. Salons have long been important cultural institutions in Dakar, although they are 

gradually dying out. They are organized gatherings at someone’s house, usually with food 
and drink, at which people discuss literature, music, philosophy, politics, and painting. 
Often each “session” of a salon will have one common topic around which all conversa-
tion revolves. The guests at a salon tend to be intellectuals and cultural producers, with 
some business leaders, civil servants, and politicians attending as well. I attended several 
salons in Dakar between 2003 and 2005.

4. This phrase comes from Stokes, Republic of Love, 2.
5. See Timothy Dean Taylor, Global Pop: World Music, World Markets (New York: 

Routledge, 1997), 21–28.
6. There have been many important statements on authenticity in the last hundred years. 

In literary studies, Lionel Trilling’s Sincerity and Authenticity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1972) remains influential. In philosophy, Charles Taylor’s “The Politics of 
Recognition,” in Multiculturalism: Examining the Politics of Recognition, ed. Charles Taylor 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994), has provoked a great deal of comment. 
In anthropology, see Raquel Romberg’s Witchcraft and Welfare: Spiritual Capital and the 
Business of Magic in Modern Puerto Rico (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2003), 257–69.

7. This phrase comes from George Yúdice’s “Postmodernity and Transnational Capital-
ism in Latin America,” in On Edge: The Crisis of Contemporary Latin American Culture, 
ed. George Yúdice, Jean Franco, and Juan Flores (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2002), 18.

8. RetroAfric has released an anthology of Pino’s work. See Geraldo Pino, Heavy Heavy 
Heavy (Retro-Afric20CD, 2005, CD). Fela’s music is widely available, and the musician 
has been the subject of a successful Broadway musical.

9. See “Cosmopolitanism,” special issue, Public Culture 12, no. 3 (Fall 2000). For some 
recent discussions of these issues in African musical studies, see Thomas Turino, Nation-
alists, Cosmopolitans and Popular Music in Zimbabwe (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2000); Ivaska, Cultured States: Youth, Gender, and Modern Style; and Alex Perullo, 
Live from Dar es Salaam: Popular Music and Tanzania’s Music Economy (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 2011)

10. For an overview of the social and cultural impacts of globalization during this 
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decade, see Saskia Sassen, “Organized Religions in Our Global Modernity,” PMLA 126, 
no. 2 (March 2011): 455–60. 

11. Achille Mbembe, “The New Africans: Between Nativism and Cosmopolitanism,” in 
Readings in Modernity in Africa, ed. Peter Geschiere, Birgit Meyer, and Peter Pels (Bloom-
ington: Indiana University Press, 2008), 107–11. Mbembe refers to Africa in general, but 
his remarks pertain to Senegal as well, a country he knows well.

12. For a major statement of Deleuze and Guattari’s theoretical position, see Gilles 
Deleuze and Félix Guattari, Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature, trans. Dana B. Polan (Min-
neapolis: University of Minnesota, 1986). Explications of Deleuze and Guattari’s dense 
philosophical arguments abound. For a particularly enlightening exegesis, see François 
Cusset, French Theory: How Foucault, Derrida, Deleuze, & Co. Transformed the Intellectual 
Life of the United States (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 2008).

13. The struggle to contain in one’s self the compound and sometimes contradictory 
truths of Islam and European “rationality” is the subject of Cheikh Hamidou Kane’s 
masterwork, L’aventure Ambigüe (Paris: René Julliard, 1962). Mamadou Diouf has written 
on the challenge of synchronizing these clashing temporalities in “The Senegalese Murid 
Trade Diaspora and the Making of a Vernacular Cosmopolitanism,” Public Cultures 12, 
no. 3 (Fall 2000): 679–702.

14. The phrase “vernacular cosmopolitanism” comes from the work of Stuart Hall. See 
“A Conversation with Stuart Hall,” Journal of the International Institute 7, no. 1 (Fall 1999).

15. The Murids have fascinated African and non-African scholars alike. The amount 
of research on their history, political ideology, and economic organization is staggering, 
and much of it is excellent. For the role of the Murids in twentieth-century Senegalese 
history, see Cheikh A. Babou, Fighting the Greater Jihad: Amadu Bamba and the Founding 
of the Muridiya of Senegal, 1883–1913 (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2007); and David 
Robinson, Paths of Accommodation: Muslim Societies and French Colonial Authorities 
in Senegal and Mauritania, 1880–1920 (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2000). For an 
analysis of the Murid impact on Senegalese visual culture, see Allen F. Roberts, Mary 
Nooter Roberts, Gassia Armenian, and Ousmane Guèye, A Saint in the City: Sufi Arts 
of Urban Senegal (Los Angeles: UCLA Fowler Museum of Cultural History, 2003). For 
Murid economic organization, see Momar C. Diop, “La confrérie Mouride: Organisation 
économique et mode d’implanation urbaine” (PhD diss., Université De Lyon, 1980); and 
Diouf, “Senegalese Murid Trade Diaspora,” 679–702. For a study of the urban design of 
Touba, the Murid “capital,” see Eric Ross, Sufi City: Urban Design and Archetypes in Touba 
(Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2006).

16. Pap Khouma, I Was an Elephant Salesman: Adventures between Dakar, Paris, and 
Milan, trans. Oreste Pivetta and Rebecca Crockett-Hopkins (Bloomington: Indiana Uni-
versity Press, 2010). 
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17. Kwame Anthony Appiah, Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a World of Strangers (New 
York: W. W. Norton, 2006), xv. 

18. A full-scale scholarly monograph on m’balax has yet to be published. However, 
there are two informative texts that open up avenues for future work. In 1996 Panzacchi 
published Mbalax Mi: Musikszene Senegal, and in 2010 the Austrian ethnomusicologist 
Anja Brunner published her initial research on the topic: Die Anfänge des Mbalax: Zur 
Entstehung einer senegalesischen Popularmusik (Wien: Institut Fur Musikwissenschaft, 
2010). Oumar Sankhare, a classicist at Université Cheikh Anta Diop, has written two 
interpretations of Youssou N’Dour’s oeuvre: Youssou Ndour: Artiste et artisan du dével-
oppement (Dakar, Senegal: Éditions du Livre Universel, 2002); and Youssou Ndour: Le 
poète (Dakar: Nouvelles Éditions Africaines du Sénégal, 1998). Patricia Tang has a chapter 
on m’balax in Masters of the Sabar: Wolof Griot Percussionists of Senegal (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 2007). Mark Hudson has written what might be called an m’balax 
novel, The Music in My Head (London: Jonathan Cape, 1998), a roman à clef about Yous-
sou N’Dour. For an early analysis of N’Dour’s work, see Lucy Duran, “Key to N’Dour: 
Roots of the Senegalese Star.” Popular Music 8, no. 3 (1989): 275–84.

19. Listen to Orchestre Baobab on Baobab—N’Wolof, with the remarkable griot singer 
Laye M’Boup (Dakar Sound DKS 014, 1998, CD). To hear the historically important music 
of Super Eagles, listen to Super Eagles: Senegambian Sensation (Retro Afric 17CD, 2001, CD).

20. My thanks to one of my anonymous external readers, who pointed out to me that 
m’balax was already a phenomenon in the 1970s with the influential band Super Diamono.

21. Habib Faye, personal communication, June 2006. Faye was the bass player for 
Youssou N’Dour’s band for many years.

22. For a summary of the Diouf era, see Momar C. Diop and Mamadou Diouf, eds., 
Le Sénégal sous Abdou Diouf (Paris: Karthala, 1990).

23. See Harney, In Senghor’s Shadow.
24. This complaint arose repeatedly in my conversations with Senegalese Latin musi-

cians, who told me that their colleagues who played traditional music faced similar harsh 
working conditions.

25. There was a similar debate in the Congo in the 1960s and 1970s between the music 
of Tabu Ley “Rochereau” and that of François Luambo Makiadi “Franco.” The Congolese 
associated Tabu Ley with cosmopolitanism and Franco with authenticity. The Congolese 
debate, however, differed greatly from the one in Senegal. Under President Mobutu, the 
Congolese state entered the fray, throwing its support behind Franco. In Senegal the 
government has had minimal interest in intervening in the music world, apart from its 
desultory support for a national orchestra, created in the 1980s. For more on the Congolese 
debate, see Ewens, Congo Colossus; Stewart, Rumba on the River; and White, Rumba Rules.

26. For an overview of this period, see Ibrahima Thioub, Momar C. Diop, and Catherine 
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Boone, “Economic Liberalization in Senegal: Shifting Politics of Indigenous Business 
Interests,” African Studies Review 41, no. 2 (September 1998): 63–85.

27. For a retrospective of Étoile de Dakar, listen to Once Upon a Time in Senegal—The 
Birth of Mbalax 1979–1981 (Sterns Music STCD 3054–55, 2010, CD).

28. See Juan Flores, From Bomba to Hip-hop: Puerto Rican Culture and Latino Identity 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2000).

29. Although this song was recorded in 1994, N’Dour has done material like this 
throughout his career.

30. For more on m’balax lyrics, see Fiona McGaughlin, “Islam and Popular Music in 
Senegal: The Emergence of a New Tradition,” Africa 67, no. 4 (1997): 560–81.

31. For more on the cassette revolution, see Panzacchi, Mbalax mi: Musikszene Senegal.
32. Interestingly, this type of percussion initially was not featured in the “new wave” 

bands like Étoile de Dakar. An audience in the late 1970s or early 1980s would have been 
far more likely to encounter sabar drumming in an Afro-Cuban ensemble like No. 1.

33. Mar Seck, interview by author, Dakar, January 17, 2003.
34. Patrick Nancy, interview by author, Dakar, June 28, 2003. Nancy, from Guadeloupe, 

is one of the leading Latin dance teachers in Dakar. My wife and I studied with him in 2003.
35. El Hadj Amadou Ndoye, interview by author, Dakar, June 19, 2003.
36. Garang Coulibaly, interview by author, Dakar, May 13, 2003.
37. I am only one of many researchers who has benefited from the late Mr. Coulibaly’s 

generosity in sharing his work with fellow scholars.
38. For a description of a performance by the World Melody Makers, see Richard M. 

Shain, “The Re(Public) of Salsa: Afro-Cuban Music in Fin-de-Siècle Dakar,” Africa 79, 
no. 2 (2009): 186–205. The group is now disbanded.

39. Djibril Gaby Gaye, interview by author, Dakar, May 13, 2003; and Djibril Gaby 
Gaye, interview by author, Dakar, June 19, 2003.

40. Senegal Salsa (dir. Moustapha Ndoye, Senegal RTS, 2000, VHS). Le Centre Cultural 
Français (CCF), one of the French government’s cultural institutions in Dakar, helped 
finance this documentary. It contains a rare filmed interview with Laba Sosseh and has 
some footage of a descarga in Dakar showing Orquesta Aragón and many of the leading 
musicians in the 1990s salsa revival, such as Nicolas Menheim, Pape Fall, and Yahya Fall.

41. Mas Diallo and Pierre Gomis, interview by author, Dakar, June 6, 2006.
42. See Amadou Ndoye, En torno a la literatura hispanoamericana, trans. Yolanda 

González Pacciotti (Bogotá: Universidad Autónoma de Colombia, Departamento de 
Humanidades, 2008), 11–17.

43. El Hadj Amadou Ndoye, interview by author, Dakar, June 19, 2003.
44. I have talked extensively with all three individuals. However, they preferred to 

keep their conversations with me private and informal. None of the three would consent 
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to an interview. Their reticence probably stems from their reluctance to talk about the 
financial dimensions of their activities.

45. Ibrahima Sylla, interview by author, Belleville, NJ, August 16, 2006.
46. Isseu Niang in Senegal Salsa.
47. The pachanga had its origins in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Max Salazar is an 

excellent source of information on its history; see Primero Max Salazar, Mambo Kingdom: 
Latin Music in New York (New York: Schirmer Trade Books, 2002).

48. Djibril Gaby Gaye in Senegal Salsa. It would have been impossible for the Senegalese 
to see authentic merengue dancing in the 1950s and 1960s. The Dominican caudillo Rafael 
Leonidas Trujillo Molina’s bizarre obsession with merengue inhibited its international cir-
culation before his death in 1961. Trujillo believed that all music should be performed live 
and banned the recording of merengue during his regime. After he died Latin bandleaders 
in New York, such as Johnny Pacheco (a Dominican musician popular in Senegal for his 
renditions of Afro-Cuban music), incorporated merengue into their repertoire. However, 
the Senegalese have never shown interest in New York styles of Latin dancing. It is unlikely 
that developments there would have shaped their evolving Latin dance style. For more 
on Trujillo and merengue, see Austerlitz, Merengue: Dominican Music.

49. Patrick Nancy, interview by author, Dakar, June 28, 2003.
50. Lamine Faye, one of the earliest masters of m’balax guitar, emphasized to me in a 

conversation in 2005 in Dakar that this 12/8 time signature is one of the foundations of 
the m’balax style. M’balax bands play in 4/4 time as well.

51. These terms are Wolof. They are widespread in Senegalese society and have their 
equivalents in other Senegalese languages.

52. For an illuminating comparison of danzón dancing styles in Cuba and Mexico, see 
Madrid and Moore, Danzón: Circum-Caribbean Dialogues, 205–6.

53. This point came up often in off-the-record conversations but never in a formal 
interview situation.

54. This backlash against perceived Wolof cultural and political dominance was rarely 
spoken about publicly. However, it is a matter of great concern among some of the Afro-
Cuban generation and their allies.

55. Ironically, Youssou N’Dour, the leading m’balax musician, is not Wolof, a well-
known fact inside of Senegal, if not internationally. One of his parents was a Tukulor 
speaker, and the other spoke Serer.

56. When a Casamance secessionist movement during the 1990s brought Senegal to 
the brink of civil war, the model of peaceful national integration symbolized by Afro-
Cuban music played a role in reducing political tensions. Pape Fall, a Wolof speaker from 
Rufisque, for example, recorded a cassette in 2002 entitled Que vive la paix! 

57. Senegal is one of the few Islamic countries in the world without a state religion. 
Senegal is even more unique in having elected Léopold Senghor, a Christian, head of state.
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58. Svetlana Boym, The Future of Nostalgia (New York: Basic Books, 2001), 251.
59. Ironically, Afro-Cuban groups like Orchestre Baobab and No. 1 also had many 

praise songs of Senegalese historical figures in their repertoires, such as Baobab’s “Lat 
Dior” and No. 1’s “Nongui Nongui,” later covered by Youssou N’Dour.

60. Boym, Future of Nostalgia, 342.
61. Stokes, Republic of Love, 3.
62. Birame Cissé, rhythm guitarist for the salsa m’balax group Super Cayor, as inter-

viewed in the New York Times. See David Hecht, “Senegal Takes Salsa, Adds Mbalax and 
Gets Magic,” New York Times, December 8, 1999.

63. Menheim, in fact, had been a member of Youssou N’Dour’s band early in his career.
64. Hecht, “Senegal Takes Salsa”. 
65. For more on Mapathé “James” Gadiaga, see chapter 6 and Mapathé “James” Gadiaga, 

interview by author, Dakar, February 21, 2003. Though it is a universal belief outside of 
Africa that Senegalese salsa is meant solely for the rich and well connected, the truth is 
more complicated. While walking around some of the grittier neighborhoods in Dakar 
with a number of Dakar’s salsa musicians, I was surprised by how often they were stopped 
by fans who didn’t fit the profile of a member of the elite. Similarly, after I appeared as 
a guest on an RTS program on salsa, many Dakarois from the “popular” classes would 
come up to me to say how much they enjoyed my show.

66. Le Super Cayor, Sopenté (Popular African Music Pam Oa 206, 1997, CD); and Pape 
Fall in African Salsa (Sterns/Earthworks STEW41CD, 1998, CD).

67. Gawlo, who is a griotte and a self-proclaimed emancipated woman, is also notori-
ous for her racy videos, which have frequently been aired on RTS. 

68. Once while at a Dakar salsa club, I ran into a woman I knew who was a cashier at 
the upscale Score supermarket chain. Accompanied by a group of women like herself, she 
was not in the least embarrassed to encounter me in such a venue. The women, however, 
left well before closing time to ensure that they wouldn’t be confused with sex workers, 
who generally hovered into the late hours. 

69. For an anthology that covers the full artistic range of Senegal’s salsa bands of the 
1990s, see African Salsa (Sterns/Earthworks STEW41CD, 1998, CD).

70. Only one international CD of Super Sabador exists. See Nicolas Menheim & 
Le Super Sabador, Commandante Ché Guevara (Popular African Music Pam Oa 209, 
2002, CD).

71. Menheim has vocal polyps, a common problem among Senegalese singers, almost 
all of whom have little or no vocal training. The Cuban government arranged for him to 
have an operation in Havana. Unfortunately, the operation failed to cure his condition.

72. Fall’s one international release is Artisanat (Sterns/Earthworks STEW47CD, 2002, 
CD).

73. For a description of a Pape Fall performance, see Shain, “The Re(Public) of Salsa.”
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74. See Le Super Cayor, Sopenté (Popular African Music Pam Oa 206, 1997, CD); and 
Super Cayor, Embouteillage (Popular African Music Pam Oa 210, 2002, CD).

75. Former president of Senegal Abdoulaye Wade, for example, was a well-known ha-
bitué of Dakar’s Afro-Cuban nightclubs in the 1960s during the early phases of his career.

76. This famous phrase comes from Raymond Williams, Marxism and Literature 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1997), 132.

S IX  “Music Has No Borders”: The Global Marketing  
of a Local Musical Tradition, 1990s–2006

1. Ian Anderson, “World Music History,” fRoots, March 2000, 201, www.frootsmag.
com/content/features/world_music_history. This use of the term refers to the marketing 
of music. Its academic use goes back further in ethnomusicological circles.

2. José Quiroga, Cuban Palimpsests (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
2005), 157.

3. Dave Matthews and guitarist Trey Anatasio from Phish traveled to Dakar in 2004 
to appear in a music documentary with members of Orchestre Baobab. The film (Inside)
Out: Trey and Dave Go to Africa, directed by Jenna Rosher, was broadcast on VH1, the 
music video network. Orchestre Baobab also appeared with some of the musicians on a 
late-night talk show in the United States. The carefully rehearsed Orchestre Baobab, with 
its tight arrangements, bears little similarity to a “jam band.”

4. Gomis is from the Mandiack language community, who live on both sides of the 
Senegalese–Guinea-Bissau border. 

5. Attisso, who is a practicing lawyer, has no known history of drug use.
6. Orchestre Baobab’s official Web site states that Attisso came to Dakar in 1968. The 

1966 date is from an interview he did with the independent music Web site Pitchfork. 
Joe Tangari, “Orchestre Baobab,” Pitchfork, August 5, 2008, www.pitchfork.com. Attisso 
came to Dakar in part because he had an uncle living there. The influence of the guitarist 
Carlos Santana may have spread to Senegal earlier than elsewhere in Africa as a result of 
documented interactions between music-loving US Peace Corp volunteers and Senegalese 
musicians. Ken Braun dates Santana’s impact on Ghana to 1971 and the “Soul to Soul” 
festival in Accra (personal communication, June 3, 2012).

7. Gomis was briefly my language tutor in Dakar. He was a rigorous teacher. The 
resurgence of Orchestre Baobab cut short my time as his student. 

8. Saudade seems largely absent in music from Mozambique, although the noted fado 
singer Maritza is half Mozambican.

9. Orchestre Baobab, Pirates Choice: The Legendary 1982 Session (recorded 1982; World 
Circuit WCD014, 1989, CD).

10. This section’s subheading is a translation of the title of a short story, “Un arte de 

http://www.frootsmag.com/content/features/world_music_history
http://www.pitchfork.com
http://www.frootsmag.com/content/features/world_music_history
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hacer ruinas,” by the exiled Cuban author Antonio José Ponte, in Tales from the Cuban 
Empire (San Francisco: City Lights Press, 2002), 21–45. Ponte’s story deals with the same 
images of tropical decay that Nick Gold and the German film director Wim Wenders 
traffic in, but he subtly situates these images within their political, historical, and cultural 
contexts in a way that is totally absent from Gold’s and Wender’s narratives. 

11. Lucy Durán, “Orchestre Baobab,” www.worldmusiccentral.org. Durán has worked 
with Nick Gold as both a producer and an author of album notes. 

12. Gold bought out his former employers in the early 1990s. Farquharson went on to 
help found the Mexican label Corason, which mostly recorded Mexican regional music. 
Some of Corason’s most successful CDs, however, were releases featuring the Cuban son 
group Cuarteto Patria, led by the guitarist Eliades Ochoa. Ochoa went on to become one 
of the mainstays of Nick Gold’s Buena Vista Social Club project in 1997 and Afrocubism 
in 2010.

13. Ali Farka Toure and Ry Cooder, Talking Timbuktu (World Circuit HNCD 1381, 1994, 
CD). The World Circuit Web site claims sales of 500,00 units for the album.

14. The US government fined Cooder $25,000 for his participation in the project. 
His traveling to Cuba violated the US trade and travel embargo of the island nation. See 
www.afrocubaweb.com.

15. Some say the Malians couldn’t get the necessary travel papers. Others say they 
missed the plane. Still others claim that the untimely arrival of a rich and generous patron 
of the Malian musicians led them to stay in Bamako rather than go to Havana. From their 
point of view, keeping a patron happy was more important than recording a world music 
CD that might only bring them limited financial gain. The third hypothesis is the most 
convincing, though conclusive evidence is lacking to confirm any of the three theories. 
See Banning Eyre, In Griot Time: An American Guitarist in Mali (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 2000), 181.

16. Buena Vista Social Club, The Buena Vista Social Club (World Circuit/Nonesuch 
79478–2, 1997, CD). In Eugene Robinson’s Last Dance in Havana: The Final Days of Fidel 
and the Start of the New Cuban Revolution (New York: Free Press, 2004), Marcos states 
that he had already recruited the BVSC musicians to make an album that he alone was 
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19. A number of Cuban commentators have rightfully pointed out that the CD and 
the film exaggerate the neglect and obscurity experienced by many of the musicians. See, 
for example, Pedro De la Hoz’s perceptive article “Buenavavista Social Club,” Granma, 
August 14, 2000.
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English Library, last modified January 1998, www.library.utoronto.ca/utel/criticism/
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23. For more on the poetics and cultural politics of ruins in Latin America, see Mi-

chael J. Lazzara and Vicky Unruh, Telling Ruins in Latin America (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2009).

24. Robinson, Last Dance in Havana, 27.
25. “Mystic chords of memory” is a phrase from Abraham Lincoln’s first inaugural 

address, on March 4, 1861. The quote from Juan de Marcos González is from Robinson, 
Last Dance in Havana, 27.
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27. Orchestra Baobab, Pirate’s Choice (recorded 2001 [1982]; World Circuit 79643-2, 
CD).

28. Orchestra Baobab, Specialist in All Styles (recorded 2002; World Circuit 79685-2, 
CD). 
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African history at the Sorbonne, has taken over his label. Under her leadership, the Af-
ricando project may continue. See Africando, Viva Africando (Sterns STCD 1120, 2013).

47. Robinson, Last Dance in Havana, 31.
48. Moore, Music and Revolution. 
49. For more on the Castroite state and its complicated response to the prevalence of 

racism in Cuba, see Robinson, Last Dance in Havana; Hagedorn, Divine Utterances; and 
Daniel, Rumba: Dance and Social Change. For cultural policy in Cuba in the post-Soviet 
era, see Hernandez-Reguant, Cuba in the Special Period.

50. Moore, Music and Revolution, 107–35.
51. This account of the tour is taken from Gunter Gretz’s liner notes to los afro-salseros 

de senegal en la Habana (Popular African Music 407, Frankfurt, 2001, CD). Gretz ac-
companied the Senegalese musicians to Cuba.

52. Yahya Fall, personal communication, June 2003.
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2001, CD).
54. www.afrocubaweb.com.
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Conclusion

1. Anderson, Imagined Communities.
2. South Africa is an exception to this generalization. See Meintjes, Sound of Africa. 

To a certain extent, Nigeria in the 1960s and 1970s was also.
3. Richard Elliott and Nanette De Jong, “Ritual, Remembrance and Recorded Sound” 

(course syllabus, Newcastle University, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, 2010–2011).
4. Listen to, for example, Alsassane Ngom’s “La Ravin.” Alassane Ngom et la Salsa Stars, 

Le Ravin (private label, 2016, CD).
5. Daara J., “Esperanza,” on Boomrang (BMG France 74321 983932, 2003, CD).
6. Serigne Mbaye (Disiz la peste), “N’Dioukel,” on Itineraire d’un enfant bronze (Def 

Jam France B00063920A, 2004, CD). My thanks to Eric Charry for bringing “N’Dioukel” 
to my attention.





GLOSSARY  OF  SPANISH  

AND  L ATIN  MUSIC  TERMS

bugaloo A mélange of Cuban and African American music (rhythm and blues and soul), 
developed in New York by Puerto Rican youth in the 1960s. It became popular in Africa 
but had little sustained influence on the development of Senegalese Afro-Cuban music.

bongos Twin connected small wooden drums (now made with modern materials). 
Bongos are played between the legs and have a higher pitched sound than other drums. 
Bongos are rarely played in Senegal.

cha-cha-chá A variation of danzón that swept the world in the 1950s and has been hugely 
popular in Senegal. Its simplified rhythms made it easier to dance to than other forms 
of Cuban music. Usually, a charanga ensemble plays cha-cha-chás.

charanga A type of ensemble associated with danzón, cha-cha-chá, and pachanga. In its 
classic form, it consists of a wooden flute, piano, three violins, bass, conga, and three 
singers. In more recent years, timbales also have been included.

conga drum A large, single-head wooden drum (now made with modern materials). 
The Conga drum produces a deeper sound than bongos. Senegalese Afro-Cuban 
musicians frequently use conga or its local equivalent.

conjunto A type of ensemble that emerged in the late 1920s and early 1930s. Originally 
it featured a piano, bass, trumpets, conga and bongo drums, a tres, and singers. Con-
juntos have a heavier sound than charangas; augmented with more brass and a drum 
kit, they have become the basis of salsa orchestras.

danzón A dance widely considered to be the national dance of Cuba. It emerged in the 
last part of the nineteenth century. It is danced at a leisurely pace to an orchestra that 
usually consists of brass, violins, and percussion.

Fania A record company founded in the 1960s, was famous for recording salsa en-
sembles. The Dominican musician Johnny Pacheco, greatly beloved in Senegal, was 
one of its founders. The Fania sound is brassy and tough.
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pachanga A dance craze of the late 1950s and 1960s. It is usually played at a fast pace 
by ensembles that are combinations of charangas and conjuntos. The Senegalese have 
a special affinity for it.

rumba/rhumba A term with three different meanings depending on the context. In 
Cuba, rumba is a folkloric music form with percussion ensembles, dancers, and sing-
ers, often performed in the streets. Outside Cuba the term has referred to a ballroom 
dance linked to Latin music. In Africa, as a result of early recordings of Cuban music 
being labeled as rumbas (they were not), rumba became a generic term describing a 
number of different Cuban musical forms.

salsa A term much in dispute, but most commentators agree that salsa emerged in the 
United States and Puerto Rica after the Cuban Revolution. It is a combination of Cu-
ban music (son and guaracha) and Puerto Rican music (bomba and plena) with rock, 
jazz, Colombian, and Dominican elements. In contemporary Senegal, it is common 
to conflate Afro-Cuban music and salsa.

salsa romántica A form of salsa that became dominant in the 1980s; it emphasized 
romantic ballads. It has had little impact on Senegal.

salsero A lead singer in a salsa ensemble.
sonero A lead singer in a son (see chapter 1) ensemble.
songo A type of music associated with the postrevolutionary Cuban group Los Van 

Van. It incorporated rumba, danzón, and funk elements with complex jazzy horn 
arrangements. Senegalese have paid little attention to it.

timbales Twin shallow, tin-encased drums mounted on a metal stand. They are played 
with wooden sticks. Senegalese Afro-Cuban musicians frequently play timbales.

típica Folksy, rootsy, and “authentic.” It also refers to ensembles in the nineteenth 
century that played danzóns.

tumbao A Cuban riff or groove.
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